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Using the Ant Colony Optimization
method to find an optimal solution in
drilling process
Danijela Pezer
Mechanical Engineering Faculty in Slavonski Brod, Trg I.B. Mazuranic 2, 35000
Slavonski Brod, Croatia, E-mail:dpezer@sfsb.hr

Abstract
The aim of each production process is to reduce the processing time, which ultimately leads to
reduction of the total costs in production. Considering the stated objective, Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) method for searching of the optimal tool path in the process of drilling, was used in this paper.
In this case the efficiency of production depends on the time required for drilling. ACO method is
used to solve NP hard combinatorial optimization problems inspired by the behavior of different
species of ants in searching for the shortest route. One of the most extensively studied combinatorial
problem is the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Analysis of this technological task is also based
on this principle, and we consider an open tour in drilling process where at the end of the process of
drilling, tool does not return to the starting point (which depends on the random selection of the
proposed algorithm). With the proposed ACO algorithm, a satisfactory solution was achieved in a
relatively short time, and the algorithm has shown that is reliable to use. The solution achieved with
ACO algorithm was obtained by MATLAB program, and results are compared with the result
obtained by manual programming. Simulation of drilling was performed by educational program
EMCO WinNC for Sinumerik 840D Mill control unit.

Keywords: Ant Colony Optimization, Tool path planing, CNC programming, Drilling

1. INTRODUCTION

set of arcs. For each edge, or arc i, j 

Today, many metaheuristic methods for
solving combinatorial optimization problems are
used. In this paper, for finding the shortest tool
path in the process of holes drilling, the Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristic
method was used. The problem is based on the
principle of a Traveling Salesman.

assigned a value d ij which can indicate the

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) can be
represented as a fully weighted undirected graph
G  V , E  if it is symmetric, and fully weighted
directed graph G  V , A if it is asymmetric. The
set V  1, 2, ...n  is the set of vertex, which
represents

the

cities,

E   i , j : i , j V , i  j 

represents the set of edges which connecting all
vertices, while A  i, j  : i, j V , i  j  represents
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is

distance, time, price or other interest factors
associated with edges, respectively arcs. For
standard TSP problem the assumption is that the
square cost matrix, D  d ij : i, j V , i  j  is
symmetric d ij  d ji , respectively, distance is
equal in both directions. Another standard
assumption is that the distance matrix D  d ij 
satisfies the triangle inequality in the case when
d ij  d ik  d kj , , za  i, j, k  V .
The objective of the problem is to find a
minimal Hamiltonian cycle, which closes the
tour after each n  V vertexes of G visited only
once.

In many papers the possibility of applying
ACO [1,2] and other algorithms, such as Particle
Swarm Optimization [3], genetic algorithms [4],
and more recently with the use of the bat
algorithm [5], cuckoo search algorithm [6] etc.,
for the various production problems based on
the principle of a Traveling Salesman described
above are investigated.



Initialize of pheromone trails (on each way
is set the amount of pheromone that is
equal to the reciprocal value of the path
length found by using a greedy algorithm)



Route selection - an ant selects the next
hole from the group of holes that have not
yet been drilled. Since that is a fully
connected graph, from each hole it can be
reached to any remaining hole with the
probability:

2. ANT COLONY
OPTIMIZATION METHOD

Pij 

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is classified
as swarm intelligence, inspired by the behaviour
of different species (ants, bees, birds, fish, bats)
during the search for food in nature.

The basic algorithmic structure [7] of Ant
Colony is presented by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. General algorithm for ACO
Initialize the pheromone trails;
Repeat
For each ant Do
Solution construction using the
pheromone trail;
Update the pheromone trails:
Evaporation;
Reinforcement;
Until Stopping criteria
Output: Best solution(s) found
The steps of the algorithm work [7]:



(1)

 ik   ik

kN

Pij -

the probability of path choosing from

hole i to hole j
N - a set of holes that haven't been drilled
yet
 ij - the intensity of the pheromone on the

Except the Ant Colony Optimization, the
other algorithms that imitate the phenomenon of
swarm intelligence, such as a Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), bee algorithm, firefly
algorithm, bat algorithm, etc. have been
developed.
Ant Colony Algorithm imitate the movement
of ants in the nature, during the search for the
shortest route to the food, or finding the optimal
solution for a given problem. Since ants haven’t
well-developed
eyesight,
their
mutual
communication is based on pheromone trails.
The amount of pheromone on the ground
determines the probability to be followed by
other ants.

 ij   ij

path from hole i to hole j
 ij - the value of heuristic function on the
path from hole i to hole j
α – constant (pheromone trail)
β – constant (visibility between holes).
For α=0
algorithm.

algorithm

acts

like

Greedy

For β=0 the search is based only on the
pheromone trail.


Updating the trails (occurs in two phases):
o Evaporation phase

The pheromone trails are updated for all
paths using relation
 ij  1    ij , i , j  1, n

(2)

where is
 - evaporation constant,   0,1

Evaporation is possible to apply after each
ant constructs a solution or after each iteration in
which the solution constructed by all ants (as is
the case in this paper).
o Reinforcement phase
The pheromone trail is updated according to
the last constructed solution and can be applied
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after each step of the heuristics construction for
each ant, after an each ant constructs a solution
or after all ants construct a solution in which
there are several strategies:
 reinforcement based on quality – the
value of pheromone is updated
according to the k best solutions
(k=1:m; m – number of ants) with value
proportional to the quality of solutions:
 i *i    i *i   , i  1, n

(3)

where is   1 / f   .

The first hole from which starts drilling
depends on the random selection of the
algorithm, and when drilling operation is
finished the tool doesn’t return to the starting
position. The results were compared with the
results achieved by manual programming. For a
given problem of the tool path optimization,
minimizing the length of tool path was realized
using the MATLAB software and the achieved
software solution was simulated in EMCO
WinNC program for Sinumerik 840D Mill
control unit (Fig. 2).

 reinforcement based on the range – the k
best solutions updating an appropriate
components of trails to the amount
which depends on their ranking
 reinforcement based on a worst solution
– the worst found solution reduces the
appropriate parameters of trails
 elitistic reinforcement – increasing the
value of pheromone for the best solution
found until then.


By stopping the process, the best
accomplished solution, or sequential
represantation of possible order of
execution of drilling, according to the
assigned number of holes was displyed.
Termination criterion is defined by the
number of iterations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PART
According to the given task (Fig. 1) the
sequence of tool path holes drilling (156 holes)
was optimized by ACO algorithm.

Fig. 2. Simulation of drilling in the Sinumerik 840D

The program was performed on a work
station HP EliteBook 8560w, i72820 QM CPU,
2.3GHz, 16 GB of RAM.
The algorithm was started multiple (500
times) with different combinations of parameters
α (the importance of the pheromone trail), β (the
importance of visibility), ρ (evaporation factor)
and nAnt (number of ants – population size). As
the optimal parameters for a given problem are
determineted the following parameters: α=1,
β=4, ρ=0,45, Q=1, nAnt=70, maximal number of
iteration maxIter=900, by which a minimal total
tool path are achieved in the amount of
573,1939 mm (in 584 iteration).
The results of ACO algorithm were
compared with results obtained by manual
programming and total tool path length in the
amount of 629,3353 mm was achieved, and the
results are presented in the Table 1.

Fig. 1. Prismatic workpiece
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Table 1. The results achieved by ACO algorithm and manual programming
Method
Max. number of iteration Num. of population
Manual programming
----ACO algorithm

900

The optimal tool path achieved by ACO
algorithm and manual programming is shown on
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Optimal tool path

The impact of the number of iteration in
relation to the value of the minimum total tool
path length is shown on Fig. 4.

70

Best cost, mm
629,3353

CPU time, s
---

573,1939

738,9419
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Numerical examination of a system
model with a nonlinear component
Flóra Hajdu a, Győző Molnárkaa
a

Széchenyi István University, Egyetem tér 1.,9026 Győr, Hungary, hajdfl@sze.hu

Abstract
This paper presents the numerical examination of a simple electrical circuit with a nonlinear Tunnel diode. The diode
characteristics was implemented to the model by curve fitting.
This paper first introduces some model and simulation found in the literature, then describes the numerical analysis of the
model. The effects of changing parameters on the behaviour of the system were examined based on time-dependent, phaseplane and bifurcation diagrams. The effects of the numerical solvers and the curve-fitting methods on the simulation are also
described. The study concludes with the description of additional tests.
Keywords: nonlinear, system modelling, numerical simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
As computer science rapidly develops
nowadays [1]. The system simulation is
becoming faster and cheaper opening new
opportunities. With numerical simulations the
study and observation of complex, nonlinear
systems became possible.
The examined model is a simple Tunnel
diode circuit (Fig. 1). The parameter values
including the diode characteristics was taken
from [2].

Fig. 1. : Examined Tunnel diode circuit

Tunnel diode is a semiconductor device with
nonlinear I-V characteristics. It is used in a lot
of applications like oscillators, memory, AD
converters, logical circuits [3], microwave
circuits like antennas [4 and 5], amplifiers [6]
and military equipment [7]. Tunnel diode
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models can be even used for modelling of more
complex systems, like superlattice [8]. Physical
models are difficult to handle in numerical
simulations because they require parameters,
which are not easy to obtain. This is why they
are not used in circuit simulators. There are
some empirical models, which are based on
measurements and curve fitting. They are easy
to use, but a disadvantage is that there is no
direct connection to the real physical reality and
its exactness depends for example on the curve
fitting methods. In some combined models some
parameters are defined empirically [9]. In circuit
simulators Tunnel diodes are modelled with
single circuit elements like resistor, capacitor
and inductance (Fig. 1.) [10], [11].
Our aim is not to understand exactly the
physical process inside in a Tunnel diode but
rather to construct a mathematical model of a
circuit containing a nonlinear element and with
this tool to examine the behavior of such
systems. Moreover we shall examine the
sensitivity of such nonlinear model from the
used mathematical approximation tools such as
the curve fitting method and the used system for
the solution.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
The model built was examined by Matlab,
Simulink and Maple. Matlab and Maple uses
scripts, which solve the state-space equations of
the system [12]. The characteristics curve of the
nonlinear element was implemented by curve
fitting. The mathematical model of the circuit
containing the Tunnel diode is [2]:

shown on Fig. 3. This figure is completed with
the boundary of the sets of attraction [15] (see
the bold magenta curve) and the characteristic
curve of the Tunnel diode (red dashed curve).

(1)
(2)
where x1 is the voltage across the capacitance
(vc), x2 is the current through the inductance (iL)
and h(x1) is the Tunnel diode characteristics.
The Simulink model can be seen on Fig 2. Here
the characteristics curve was implemented by a
lookup table.

Fig. 3.: Phase plane diagram with boundary of
the set of attraction

From Fig. 3 it can be observed that the
system has 2 stable equilibrium points.
3.1.Effects detected by changing of
parameters

We can observe that the number of
equilibrium points doesn’t depend on L and C
(Fig. 1), but they effect on the boundary of the
set of attraction and the setting time.

Fig. 2.: Simulink model of the Tunnel diode
circuit

Increasing C or L increases the setting time,
specially setting time of voltage. Decreasing
them decreases the setting time. The changes of
the different parameters can be seen on Fig 4.

The behaviour of the system was examined
by the calculation of time dependent, phaseplane [13] and bifurcation diagrams [14].
The setting time of the state variables and the
sets of attraction depend on the parameters of
the model. There are such parameters (called
bifurcation parameters) from which the structure
of the bifurcation diagram depends [14].

3. RESULTS
By the numerical solution of the equation 1-2
one can calculate the phase-plane diagram with
fixed parameters. The result of the calculation is

Fig 4.: Changes in setting time to the equilibrium
states (blue: 0.5C- 0.5L, red: 0.5C- 1L,
green:
0.5C- 2L,
black: 1C- 0.5L,
magenta: 1C- 1L,
yellow: 1C- 2L,
cyan: 2C- 0.5L,
orange: 2C1L,
grey: 2C- 2L)-see pdf version
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On Fig. 5 one can see the parameter
dependence on the boundary line of the sets of
attraction. This information can be useful for
designing Tunnel diode switching circuits [10].

Fig. 7.: Bifurcation diagrams of both parameters
Fig. 5.: Changes in the boundary of the set of
attraction (blue: 0.5C- 0.5L, red: 0.5C- 1L,
green:
0.5C- 2L,
black: 1C- 0.5L,
magenta: 1C- 1L,
yellow: 1C- 2L,
cyan: 2C- 0.5L,
orange: 2C1L,
grey: 2C- 2L)-see pdf version

Resistance and input voltage are bifurcation
parameters. From the bifurcation diagrams
shown on Fig. 6 the influence of bifurcation
parameters can be seen. Growing the parameter
values (R and E) first there is only a single
equilibrium point, then there will be 2 stable and
a bistable points, then a stable and the bistable
equilibrium points disappear and only a single
equilibrium point remains.

3.2. Influence of Spline function used
for the simulation

The characteristics was implemented to the
model by Spline function. In Matlab only the 3rd
degree Spline function is properly included, so
the examination was carried out in Maple. It was
observed how the simulation is affected by the
degree of the Spline function. The time
dependent and phase-plane diagrams can be
seen on Fig. 8. The degrees of the Splines are
from 1 to 5. The simulation failed with 2nd
degree Spline, because of singularity.

Fig. 6: Bifurcation diagrams (left: bifurcation
diagram of R, right: bifurcation diagram of input E)

With more sophisticated calculation we can
examine the 2 parametric bifurcation diagram
shown on Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8.: Phase plane (upper) and time dependent
(bottom) diagrams in case of using different Splines
(blue: 1st degree, red: 3rd degree, magenta: 4th
degree, green: 5th degree) -see pdf version

It can be seen, that the degree of the Spline
function does not significantly affect the
simulation. There is small deviation at the edge
of the test range. The 1st degree Spline gave the
biggest difference. There are more significant
differences at some points of the boundary of
the set of attraction. As it can be seen on Fig 9.
there were initial states, where degree of the
Spline function led to a different equilibrium
point.
Fig. 11.: Time dependent (lower) diagrams at the
boundary of the set of attraction using Matlab and
Simulink (blue: Matlab, black: Simulink variable
step, red: Simulink fixed step)- see pdf version

4. CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 9.: Example of different result at the
boundary of the set of attraction

The calculation time was almost the same for
all the 4 Spline used.
3.3. Comparing Matlab and Simulink
solvers

By comparing the same solvers (ODE45) in
Matlab and Simulink we got different results of
simulation at the boundary of the set of
attraction as it can be seen on Fig. 10. and Fig.
11. Simulink solver with variable step gave less
exact trajectories, than fixed step or Matlab.

Detailed numerical examination of a system
model with a nonlinear element was carried out.
Changing parameters L and C influence the
boundary of the set of attraction and the setting
time. Different values of R and E can give
different topology of the system, for example
different number and values of the equilibrium
points.
The effects of the degree of the fitted Spline
function were also examined. Larger differences
occurred at some points at the boundary of set of
attraction.
One important observation of this
examination is that the Matlab and the Simulink
can give different simulation results using the
same solvers (ODE45).
For rough simulation a common solver and a
lower degree Spline function is satisfactory. For
more exact simulation of systems the higher
degree Spline and a more precise solver should
be considered.

Fig 10.: Phase-plane diagram at the boundary of
the set of attraction using Matlab and Simulink (blue:
Matlab, black: Simulink variable step, red: Simulink
fixed step)- see pdf version

Forthcoming problem to solve is to
generalize the simulation technique presented
here to other nonlinear electrical, mechanical,
hydraulic and mechatronic systems. Moreover it
would be an interesting task to solve the
calculation of the frequency spectrum map [16]
of nonlinear oscillators.
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Abstract
A centralized or distributed system of intelligent traffic management system is an important element of the congestion
detection, achieved today using mostly external sensors. In this paper we propose a congestion detection and classification
method that uses a mobile phone in vehicles GPS sensor data of the speed versus time for continuous recording and analysis
of this function is to classify the traffic. The two important parameters, which will help you: characteristic parameters of the
speed rate of progress and the prevailing traffic periodicity periodicity parameter, which the velocity autocorrelation about
obtained. The method is known as traffic situations recorded data series mobile phones tested. The results obtained show that
the proposed method can be made fully operational and additional measurements or algorithmic refinements, chances are
applicable in the practice.
Keywords: transport optimization, traffic jam detection, classification, velocity.

1. INTRODUCTION
navigation systems in road vehicles is
becoming a standard requirement to the moment
of departure determines not only the optimal
path, but can adapt on the fly to the dynamically
changing traffic situation. More specifically, the
move to be able to propose an alternative route
instead of the route ahead, evolving or
developing queues in heavy traffic, resulting in a
small increase in train path, but a significant
time savings.
The systems are available today only offer a
navigation community to the possibility that
users already jam indicate pressing a few keys to
others, how much congestion if willing to do so.
One problem is that this feedback makes a small
percentage of users. Another shortcoming of this
system is that it does not detect a possible cause
of the congestion.

A number of publications were innovative
transport area, which in-vehicle mobile phone
GPS and other sensor data from records of the
speed-time function and its analysis of the
relevant information reaches some decisions.
For example, Wang et al mobile applications
harmfulness judge applied this method (Wang
Yan, et al., 2013), Amin et al is a possible
accident of a vehicle detects the speed-time
function automatically and continuously
evaluating (al Amin et. 2013 ). If the GPS sensor
data are not precise enough for the task, it is
possible to find a phone with accelerometer
sensor fusion is (al Han et. 2014).
The speed of continuous monitoring allows
the congestion detection well. A recently
published solutions usually pay attention to one
parameter, the driving pace, which is usually the
speed versus time averaging and integrating
determined (, Terroso-Sáenz et al. 2012, La
inchua et al., 2013 Bingle et al., 2008) These can
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be used in some vehicles detected congestion
states and distributed across a larger
environment information system functions well
(Terroso-Sáenz et al. 2012, Bauza et al., 2013).
In the present research we are emphasis was
placed, in ways that promote the flow of such
information, which is not only suitable for
congestion detection, but also give information
to the question is that if congestion arose, then
what kind. The causes of congestion can be
anything from a traffic flow exceeds the
capacity of traffic lights; difficulty getting out of
the way with a child; a slow vehicle is causing
an obstruction or even the queues formed due to
a serious accident.
The first phase of our work, we developed a
variety of reasons recorded in congested traffic
situations were stuck in traffic on the vehicle
speed as a function of time, and these functions
by analyzing one of the methods published so
far more sophisticated congestion detection and
congestion sorting method we developed.
Further, this information is made up of cars
from an ad-hoc network you would be able to
spread, even without a mobile internet
connection.

2. DATA COLLECTION
The speed time measurement data recording
posted on an Android phone recording
application has been developed, which can
record the GPS data obtained from each sensor
up to speeds of 100Hz. The mobile phone
positioning accuracy of GPS satellites in
addition to the increased use of GLONASS
satellites, which inaccuracies in any case less
than 1-1.5 meters reported. The device
accelerometer sensors, we were able to
distinguish between low-speed queues, data
inaccuracies resulting from the satellites socalled "drift" from (drift). Various traffic
situations nearly identical terms the repeated
data acquisition.
The measurements were carried out in a
residential area of Budapest (1757618 people)
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and Kecskemét (111 836 people). The traffic
situations analyzed as follows:
- Due to limited permeability of the
roundabout it caught about 800-850 meter range
of car queues (8 pieces of measurement);
- Congestion situation caused by light
intersection (11 pieces of measurement);
- Mandatory priority congestion caused by
position (9 pieces of measurement) by broadcast
or roundabouts;
- Normal progress, ie, congestion-free status
(3 pieces of measurement).
Measurements are optimized per-second
processing. The different measurement time
window length, the resulting traffic jam as a
function of the length of time (as short as 60
seconds, the longest was 1835 seconds). All
measuring about 800 kilometers in scope, this
represents little more than 34 hours of raw data
in time.

3. GRADING METHOD FOR JAM
The fixed-rate time functions analysis of
objective, therefore, is to determine the
characteristics of the various properties,
depending on congestion. On this basis, we are
able to determine that congestion was emerging
or developing any type of such. These studies
suggest that in addition to this problem that the
average speed of the other relevant parameters
to measure the speed of short-term (i.e., in the
range from 30 to 120 per second), the
periodicity strength used periodicity of the speed
as a function of the autocorrelation function, in
which:

using the formula was determined.
More information mean for us in the second
autocorrelation function, i.e. auto-correlation
function of the first autocorrelation function.
This will help you decide how much of the

developed random or regular periodicity is
caused by the traffic light congestion judging
can be important. This means that road users in
the traffic control equipment over time with a
pre-programmed fixed period (traffic light)
controls whether and removed from the front or
not. In this work, the second autocorrelation
function is not used. The other study
characteristics were average speed, where an
over-pass filter had to be applied for the speed,
as if he has to run, makes a great speed in that
time but in the meantime with anticipation, as if
the speed is low, the same average speed arises.
Using the High Pass Filter switch differentiate
the phenomenon, if we go to traffic light step, or
if the traffic control devices are not set
according to the "green wave" and the traffic
light can move at high speed, but because of the
lamp incorrectly set to welcome a lot of new
free signal. The high-pass filter threshold at 1 m
/ s selected. This eliminates the zero threshold
values, but the slow progress (queues) leaves the
reservoir levels.
Based on the average speed and the result of
the autocorrelation we were divided into four
classes of traffic congestion:
• Dynamically advanced, congestion-free
• lamp to lamp dynamic, but there is no green
wave
• Traffic light congestion formed due
• Other developed due to congestion (priority
broadcast, roundabout, technical defective
vehicle, work on the road) congestion

3.1. Dynamically
free

flow,

congestion-

In transport, the optimal condition when -closethe road can be safely allowed to move with
maximum speed and neither traffic lights, level
crossing, roundabout or other obstacles
complicate.

Fig. 1. One dynamically flow, congestion-free
velocity and period

This state is divided into the traffic conditions
when at least half of that route maximum speed
is constantly moving, heavy and prolonged
stoppages without slowing down (Figure 1).

Fig. 2.A function of the previous figure
autocorrelation

The horizontal axis is the time (seconds) and
the vertical axis represents the current speed (m
/ sec) changes can be taken into account:
Analysis of correlation unnecessary in this case
because it does not carry us currently evaluable
information but the autocorrelation curve shows
anti-correlation (the second figure).

3.2 Dynamic from
without green wave

Lamp

to

Lamp

Large cities, if they can, transport organizers pay
attention to the sweeping vehicle for guiding socalled "green wave" design, which can
dynamically move a major traffic flow in at least
one direction. In some cases, unfortunately, this
is not feasible, and traffic compared to 45-50 km
/ h average speed is significantly lower than the
average speed of around 25-30 km / h can only
develop tailored green wave.
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that the evolution rate remains low (up to 5 m / s
around), unlike the previous case, where there
were over 13 m / s, this value.

Fig. 3. A lamp to lamp dynamic and periodical
driving

Fig. 5. Traffic light formed due to traffic jam

Fig. 4.A function of the previous figure
autocorrelation

In this case, it observed the movement of
vehicles is that between the two lamps plying
the permitted rate of around 50 km / h, and the
expectations comes the next traffic light, stress
due to poorly designed traffic flow control. The
speed-time development of the Figure 3
example. autocorrelation graph comprising the
same for this measurement is shown in Figure 4.
The maximum value of the correlation between
the first local maximum at around 0.4, which
requires a periodic movement.

3.3. Traffic light formed due to traffic
jam

In many cases, if the permeability of light is
located at the intersection traffic control
equipment not sized for certain periods of
increased traffic from one direction in
accordance with the current, you can narrow
significantly in the direction of the road
permeability, which involves the formation of
traffic jams during the periods in question. 5
illustrates stopped by a traffic light equipment
járműsor speed of evolution. It can be observed
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Fig. 6.A function of the previous figure
autocorrelation

Correlation graph for measured data in
Figure 5 (Figure 6) can be observed showing the
presence of the periodic nature of a correlation
value of about 80 seconds around 0.4, indicating
a 80-second cycle, the second lamp local
maxima.

3.4. Others congested traffic situation

Formed due to traffic conditions differ from
past (STOP sign, broken-down vehicle stranded
in the road, accidents, work on the road) traffic
speed reduction is established that typically nonperiodic, as in the previous case described
examples. This correlation after the first and
second phase of the curve rising up to its
confirmation. In this case, 0.2 (or even 0.5
negative) value (Figure 8), clearly shows the
absence period. A line of cars with low 3-4 m / s
maximum speed (Figure 7) is clearly assumed
queues. The corresponding correlation is shown
in Figure 8:

ranged (based on values of the traffic light
cycle).

Fig. 7. A "STOP!” table Congestion function

9 is a 'speed parameter' - shown "periodicity
is set to" plot the measured and known traffic
situations. It can be seen that the four types of
measurement situations are more or less
separated from each other, and a periodicity of a
speed threshold value, that is classified in the
quadrant of the resulting four-aisle space. It
gives us the opportunity to further refine the
method is a reliable method for screening and
detecting congestion to work out.

Fig. 8.A function of the previous figure
autocorrelation

4. RESULTS
The fixed-rate time functions analysis of
objective, therefore, is to determine the
characteristics of the various properties,
depending on congestion. On this basis, we are
able to establish a classification algorithm that is
able to autonomously classify and acceptable
error is not yet known traffic conditions and
congestion.
To do this, two parameters are selected on the
basis of the above information. One parameter is
the speed that the

obtained using the formula where Φ an overpass filter, in this case 1 m / s threshold value,
the <> represents a window of a fixed length of
time averaging reported. The time window
length in this case was the length of the sample.
The other parameters characterizing the
periodicity, which was in this case, the
autocorrelation function is the largest local
maximum value when the 40 - 150 seconds

Fig. 9. The location of the speed measurement
situations parameters - parameters periodicity phase
space

5.
CONCLUSION
FURTHER WORK

AND

Based on the average velocity parameters
and periodicity parameters based on the speed of
autocorrelation was tested using basic principles
of a possible traffic jam sensor and sorting
method. The results obtained show that the
method can be used not only to determine the
fact of the possibility of congestion, but also
suggest that the congestion is caused by an
overloaded traffic lights or some other nonperiodic mode obstacle.
A reliable method for testing the number of
measurement samples collected is not sufficient,
further work is needed to test a wider variation
traffic situation. Accordingly, not only for
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accurate testing it is possible, but the method is
more robust and make it more refining.
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Abstract
As cerebral palsy is a complex neurological disorder and there are no two children with exactly the same manifestations, an individual approach to treatment is necessary. Rehabilitation/habilitation is based on the physical
and kinesitherapeutic treatments that are tiresome and monotonous. Since the success of therapy depends directly on the time that a child spends exercising, it is necessary to find a way to motivate a child. The paper
presents the development of the robot lower body – robot legs, which are intended to demonstrate the movements of gross motor function in therapeutic purposes. The research was conducted within the project which is
developing humanoid robot Marko – an assistive tool in physical therapy for the children with cerebral palsy.
Based on the set requirements a 3D model of the robot leg is formed. Dynamic simulation was performed and
driving torques in joints are determined. The realized leg has 4 DOFs and enables movements of the upper leg
in the direction of flexion 120°, extension 90° and abduction 90° (lateral movements) in hip joint, lower leg
movements in the direction of flexion 80° and hyperextension 10° in the knee joint, and foot movements in the
direction of dorsiflexion 30° and plantar flexion 30° (front and rear flexion) in the ankle joint.

Keywords: assistive robot, humanoid Marko, cerebral palsy, mechanical design, lower body, robot leg

1. INTRODUCTION
Children with non-progressive neuromuscular disorders, such as cerebral palsy [1], can have a significant
deficit of motor functions and skills, body posture, as
well as intellectual and emotional disorders [2]. The
primary problem is a defect in the initiation and execution of the movement [3], considering that the motor
activities represent the basis of human functioning.

interested to practice and who will be able to demonstrate
the exercise that a child cannot perform. It is expected that
the effects of the therapy will be increased through additional motivation and encouragement of patients to exercise as long as possible. The therapy is carried out in such
a way that, at the beginning, a therapist asks the child to
properly do an exercise. If the child is not able to do so
because he does not understand what is required of him,
then the therapist asks the robot to perform the exercise.

In this paper the development of robot legs that are designed for demonstration of the movements in therapeutic
purposes is presented. It should be noted that the robot is
sitting on a pedestal in the form of the horse – Figure 1,
and that the legs are intended only to demonstrate the
movements during treatment and not for walking. The
research was conducted within the project which is developing humanoid robot Marko that represents assistive tool
in physical therapy for children with cerebral palsy. The
conventional medical treatment involves exercises that are
monotonous and exhausting for children, wherefore they
rapidly lose interest for the work. Since the success of the
therapy is directly proportional to the time that a child
spends exercising, it is necessary to find a way to further
motivate the child. The aim of the project is to offer a
"partner" to children with whom they would be more

Fig. 1. Assistive humanoid robot Marko – CAD model
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After the robot has performed the exercise (e.g., touches
the head with arm), the therapist then asks the child to
repeat the exercise. When a child does the exercise correctly by itself, the robot will commend him.
1.1. Human lower body

The legs are moving parts of the human body which
are attached to the pelvis [4]. Leg consists of six distinct
sections: hip, upper leg, knee, lower leg, ankle and foot –
Figure 2. Basic movements of the legs are flexion and
extension – forward and backward movements, adduction and abduction – external and internal lateral movements and rotation movements. All these movements
are performed by activating the hip joint. However,
range of mobility is not the same for all joints. The most
movable is the hip joint, then knee joint and the least is
the ankle joint. Mobility range of the upper leg in the hip
joint for the movements of flexion is approximately 140°
and for the movements of extension is approximately
45°. Total lateral movement is approximately 70°, which
is 25° for adduction movements and 45° for abduction
movements. Mobility of the lower leg in the knee joint
for the flexion movements it is approximately 140°, and
for the hyperextension movements is approximately 10°.
The total flexion of the foot in the ankle joint is approximately 75°, which is 55° for dorsiflexion movements
and 20° for plantar flexion movements of [5], [6].

Fig. 2. Basic movements of human leg
1.2. State of the art

There are several robots that are used in physical therapy for children with cerebral palsy [7]. In [8] a social
robot KineTron is shown that acts as a coach to encourage
the patient. The therapy is based on the 9 scenarios in
which robot demonstrates exercises and the child repeats
them – three for the beginning of the session, three to
encourage patients in the middle of training and three for
the final part of the session. Each scenario is combined
with voice and music. Evaluation of therapy is performed
in a group of six children aged 4–9 years with 5–7 sessions lasting 20 minutes. Preliminary results indicate that
there are benefits in using humanoid robots for motor
training of patients with cerebral palsy – it appears that the
robot motivates and actively encourages the child in the
activities of rehabilitation. Some of the suggestions that
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have been proposed after the first experiences from working with the robot are that the robot needs to have different
clothes, a greater assortment of movement scenarios, and
different programs for girls and boys. KineTron has arms,
each with 3 DOFs and legs, each with 6 DOFs, making a
total of 18 DOFs. The height of the robot is 0.4 m and the
mass is 1.7 kg. In [9] it is shown a robotic platform Ursus
– friendly teddy bear. The therapy consists of two phase.
In the first phase, patient mimics the movements that are
displayed on the screen, and if he cannot, then in the second phase robot demonstrates the movements. During the
session, the robot verbally and with gestures encourages
the patient and records his movements – in this way the
movements are compared and the success of therapy is
monitored. Evaluation of therapy is performed with six
pediatric patients aged 3–7 years who have upper limbs
motor deficit. Preliminary results are encouraging and
indicate that this type of therapy is more interesting than
the conventional treatment. Advanced model of robot will
be able to recognize facial expressions and body language
that will simplify the communication and increase the
success of therapy. Ursus has arms, each with 5 DOFs, the
neck with 3 DOFs and an articulated mouth, making a
total of 14 DOFs. The height of the robot is 1.4 m. In [10],
[11] is shown Nao robot as assistive tool in physical therapy of children with cerebral palsy. The therapy is based on
four interactive scenarios in which the robot demonstrates
the movements, and the child repeats them. In the first
scenario, a verbal communication is accomplished between the child and the robot – the first impression. The
second scenario includes movements of the trunk and
lower body – actions of stand up and sit down. The third
scenario is based on the balance and the body posture –
robot stands on one leg with arms spread out and balances.
The fourth scenario should improve motor function of the
child’s leg – kicking ball. Evaluation of the therapy is
performed with two patients aged 9 and 13 years, once a
week for 8 weeks. Preliminary results indicate that the
robot significantly motivates and encourages children to
actively participate in the process of habilitation. Nao has a
head with 2 DOFs, arms, each with 5 DOFs, pelvis with 1
DOF, legs, each with 5 DOFs and hands with 2 DOFs,
making a total of 25 DOFs. The height of this robot is 0.57
m, and the mass is 4.5 kg [12]. In [13] it is shown a childfriendly space robot CosmoBot – motivating toy/friend
which interacts with a child in the context of entertaining
games. The child can control the robot’s head, arms and
mouth movements, and can activate a hidden set of
wheels under his feet to drive him forward, backward, left
and right. Evaluation of therapy is performed with six
patients who have a motor deficit of upper extremities
ages 4–10 years for a period of 16 weeks. Preliminary
results indicate the positive aspects of the therapy as well
as the significantly increased attention and interest of
children during the therapy.

2. ROBOT LOWER BODY
Considering that the legs are intended to demonstrate the movements, the basic requirement is an
adequate mobility of the leg in space – gross motor
function: mobility of the upper leg in the hip joint – the
movements of flexion, extension and abduction (lateral movement), mobility of the lower leg in the knee
joint – movements of flexion and hyperextension, and
the mobility of the foot in the ankle joint – movements
of dorsiflexion and planar flexion (front and rear flexion of the foot). In order to minimize the driving torques in the joints it is necessary that the mass of segments are as small as possible, and their center of mass
as close as possible to the pelvis. It is therefore advantageous that the actuators of the hip are placed in the
pelvis – then the pedestal bears their mass, and the
actuators for upper and lower leg should be placed as
much as possible close to the hip. In addition, for
forming the joints require reliable and simple mechanisms with small dimensions, low mass and low manufacturing cost. Although high positioning accuracy
which enables high accuracy and repeatability of the
movement of the secondary importance, it is important
that the mechanisms have low backlash.
2.1. Forces and torques

The movements during the demonstration should
be as natural as possible so it is adopted that their duration does not exceed 1 s, which has for a consequence
certain dynamic effects. Therefore, based on the
formed 3D model of the leg, dynamic simulation is
performed. Torques in the joints which have been
determined based on the simulation were used to dimension the drive units. Figure 3 shows the hip joint
trajectory for the range of motion 60° and the knee

Fig. 5. Graph of the torque – flexion in the knee joint

joint trajectory for the range of motion 90°. The maximum value of the torque in the hip joint is 7.8 Nm –
Figure 4, and the maximum value of the knee joint is
0.0243 Nm – Figure 5. A small value of torque in the
knee joint is achieved by positioning the actuators in
the upper leg wherefore, center of mass of the leg is
moved closer to the hip. The use of carbon fiber for the
manufacturing of the carrying structure, obtained a
lightweight and strong construction.
2.2. Mechanical design

In Figure 6 it is shown a robot hip mechanism
consisting of a base plate for attaching the legs to the
mobile platform and two support plates between
which there is a mechanism that enables the upper leg
movements in the direction of flexion/extension.
Mechanism consists of the two toothed gearings – the
first one with the spiral bevel gears that enables the
vertical position of the actuator within the mobile
platform, and the second one with the helical gears –
driven gear is designed as a hollow toothed shaft to
enable the passage of electrical cables. The actuator is
attached to the mounting plate and connected to the
base plate. The driving bevel gear is directly placed on
the gearhead shaft. Low backlash in gearing with the
bevel gears is achieved by radial and/or axial moving
of the actuator together with mounting plate – axial
backlash adjustment is possible by inserting the shim
washers between the mounting plate and the base plate
or by placing them on the gearhead shaft. Low backlash in gearing with the helical gears is achieved by
accurate manufacture of the support plates and the

Fig. 3. Hip/knee joint trajectory

Fig. 4. Graph of the torque – flexion/abduction in the hip joint

Fig. 6. Mechanical design of robot hip
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preloading of the gears [14] – center distance is with
negative tolerance. The total mass of the hip (gears,
actuators and associated structural elements) is 2.9 kg.
Figure 7 presents the upper leg of the robot,
which consists of carbon fiber tube with affixed
mounting flanges on both ends. Within the carbon
tubes two actuators are placed – the first one is
attached to the upper mounting flange and enables
the abduction movements of the upper leg – lateral
movement, and the second one to the lower
mounting flange and enables movements of flexion/hyperextension of the lower leg. Two support
plates are attached to the upper mounting flange
and a gearing with bevel gears is placed between
them. Driven gear is immovable, because the shaft
is fixed to the lateral flanges that are linked with
the mounting plates. Movements of abduction are
realized by using bevel gearing with straight teeth,
while the lower leg movements by using the bevel
gearing with spiral teeth. With increasing spiral
angle of bevel gears, increases the overlap ratio of
gears and therefore increases the carrying capacity.
The greater overlap ratio effects positively on the
reduction of backlash. On the other hand, with the
increase of spiral angle of gears, the forces that are
acting on the shaft of gearhead also increase –
driving gears are directly attached to the shaft of
gearhead whose bearings suffer relatively small
value of radial and axial forces. Gearing for the
abduction movements in the hip joint has a onestage, and the gearing for movements of the flexion/extension in the hip joint has a two-stage –
driving torques are the same for both movements,
but the individual loads of tooth is much higher to
the one-stage gearing. Therefore, for the move-

ments of abduction a straight bevel gearing is
adopted, and thus the axial forces were eliminated.
Low backlash is achieved by axial and/or radial
moving of the driven gears with use of the shim
washers. The mass of the upper leg is 2.8 kg.
Figure 8 shows lower leg of the robot, which consists of carbon fiber tube with mounting flanges affixed on both ends. Within carbon tube there is an
empty space to accommodate electronics. Toothed
gearing for movements of flexion/hyperextension of
lower leg is designed in such a way that its driving
gear is within the upper leg and driven gear is within
the lower leg. A support plate is attached on the upper
mounting flange together with the shaft and driven
bevel gear. Bearings are placed at the ends of the shaft
and on top of the support plates, i.e. mounting plates
for fixing the lower leg with the upper leg. Low backlash is achieved by radial and/or axial moving of the
actuator together with the mounting plate and/or axial
moving of the driven gear with the use of the shim
washers. The mass of the lower leg is 1kg.

Fig. 8. Mechanical design of robot lower leg

On Figure 9 is shown the foot of the robot consisting of base plate and two support plates between
which is placed an actuator – servo motor, which
enables movements of the foot in the direction of
dorsiflexion/plantar flexion. Servo motor is attached
to the mounting plate and connected to the mounting
flange of lower leg. At the opposite end of the motor
in the direction of the output shaft, a pin is embedded
on which the bearing is set. First support plate is
attached to the motor shaft, and the other to the pin
with bearing – thus enabling rotation of the foot. The
mass of the foot is 0.3 kg.

Fig. 7. Mechanical design of robot upper leg
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The shafts and the gears of the mechanisms are
made from carburising steel 16MnCr5 while all other
parts are made from aluminium EN-W 6082. In Table 1
are shown the data of the mechanisms for each joint.

3. RESULTS

Fig. 9. Mechanical design of robot foot
Table 1. Mechanisms configuration
Flexion/Extension – hip joint
power [W]
20
dunker motor
BG 32x20
torque [Ncm]
4.8
reduction
100
planetary gearhead
torque [Ncm]
14
PLG-42S
efficiency [%]
73
encoder
counts per turn
213
HENGSTLER
total counts
225
ACURO-AD 36
reduction
1.88
gearing with
module [mm]
1
bevel gears
spiral angle [°]
38
reduction
2
gearing with
module [mm]
1
helical gears
helix angle [°]
17
Abduction – hip joint
power [W]
20
dunker motor
BG 32x20
torque [Ncm]
4.79
reduction
100
planetary gearhead
torque [Ncm]
14
PLG-42S
efficiency [%]
73
encoder
counts per turn
213
HENGSTLER
total counts
225
ACURO-AD 36
reduction
2.5
gearing with
bevel gears
module [mm]
1.5
Flexion/Hyperextension – knee joint
power [W]
10
dunker motor
BG 32x10
torque [Ncm]
2.7
reduction
162
planetary gearhead
torque [Ncm]
4
PLG-32H
efficiency [%]
73
encoder
counts per turn
213
HENGSTLER
total counts
225
ACURO-AD 36
reduction
2
gearing with
module [mm]
1
bevel gears
spiral angle [°]
38
Dorsiflexion/Plantar flexion – ankle joint
power [W]
0.75
servo motor
MC-620 MG
torque [Nm]
0.7

In Figure 10 is shown a realized leg of the robot
with 4 DOFs – three pitch joints and one roll joint.
It consists of four subassemblies – the hip, the upper leg, the lower leg and the foot. It enables
movements of the upper leg in the direction of
flexion 120°, extension 90° and abduction 90°
(lateral movement) and the hip joint, the lower leg
movements in the direction of flexion 80° and hyperextension 10° in knee joint, and foot movements
in the direction of dorsiflexion 30° and plantar
flexion 30° (front and rear flexion) and ankle joint.
Length of the leg from the hip joint to the ankle
joint is 0.8 m, and the mass is 7 kg. The legs are
covered with carbon fiber shell. Comparison between the human leg movements and the realized
robot leg movements is shown in Table 2.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. Leg of the assistive humanoid robot Marko:
(a) mechanical design and (b) joints arrangement
Table 2. Range of human leg movements and realized leg of the robot Marko
Joint
hip
knee
ankle

Movement
flexion
extension
abduction
flexion
hyperextension
dorsiflexion
plantar flexion

Human
leg
140°
45°
45°
140°
10°
20°
55°

Robot
leg
120°
90°
90°
80°
10°
30°
30°

4. CONCLUSIONS
The development of the robot lower body – robot legs, which are intended to demonstrate the
movements for the therapeutic purposes is presented in the paper. The research was conducted within
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the project which is developing assistive humanoid
robot Marko. Based on the set requirements a 3D
model of the robot leg is formed. Dynamic simulation was performed and driving torques in the joints
are determined. Realized leg has 4 DOFs and enables the upper leg movements in the direction of
flexion 120°, extension 90° and abduction 90° (lateral movements) in the hip joint, lower leg movements in the direction of flexion 80° and hyperextension 10° in the knee joint, and foot movements in
the direction of dorsiflexion 30° and plantar flexion
30° (front and rear flexion) of the ankle joint. The
leg consists of the four subassemblies – the hip, the
upper leg, the lower leg and the foot, and has the
total mass of 7 kg. Length of the leg from the hip
joint to the ankle joint is 0.8 m.
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Abstract
Planetary gear trains (PGTs) are used in humanoid robotics for increasing torque in the joints whereby mass of the gear reducer is from great importance, because it moves together with the segment.
The optimization of PGTs with spur, helical and double helical gears which in size and power correspond to humanoid robots is shown in this paper. Based on the set requirements an objective function
is formed – volume/mass minimization of the gear reducer. The constraints are defined and the optimization is performed by using the genetic algorithm method. All three types of PGTs have an equal
number of planet gears and high efficiency, while other parameters are very similar. The optimal solution from the set of optimized variants of PGTs with helical gears has a volume that is 24.3% smaller than the volume of the PGT with spur gears, while the optimal solution from the set of optimized
variants of PGTs with double helical gears has a volume that is 9.6% smaller than the volume of PGT
with spur gears and 19.4% higher volume than the optimal solution of PGT with the helical gears.

Keywords: optimization, genetic algorithm, epicyclic gear train, planetary gear train, spur gear, helical gear, double helical gear

1. INTRODUCTION
Epicyclic gear trains (EGTs) or planetarydifferential mechanisms – Figure 1a, are coaxial
toothed gearings in which the axis of at least one
of the gears is movable [1]. Gears with a movable
axis of rotation are called planet gears (2), and
gears with a fixed axis of rotation are called central gears (1,3). The element that gives the motion
to the gear’s axes is called a planet carrier (k).
EGTs have two degree of freedom (DOFs) and
are used for systems with multiple inputs/outputs
[2]. Special type of EGTs are planetary gear trains

(PGTs) – Figure 1b, in which one of the central
gears is immovable [3]. Thanks to the higher
number of planet gears, these mechanism enable
the transmission of high powers. They can have a
wide range of transmission ratios, but high efficiency is obtained only with rational gear ratios.
They are reliable in different operating conditions
and have a compact design. They are simple to
produce and have a significantly lower mass
compared to classical gear reducers, whose axes
of gears rotation are immovable. Thanks to the
technology that enables the production of high
precision gears with small modules and low backlash, EGTs may have significant applications in
humanoid robotics, especially for high-loaded
joints, such as the torso joint or hip joint.
1.1. PGTs in humanoid robotics

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Scheme of epicyclic gear train (a) and
scheme of planetary gear train (b): 1 – sun gear,
2 – planet gear, 3 – ring gear and k – carrier

One of the ways to increase torque in joints of
humanoids is by applying the PGTs [4]. There are
numerous requirements that these mechanisms need
to fulfil during dynamic activities of the robot.
These are high carrying capacity and reliability,
high efficiency, low backlash – provides high posi-
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tioning accuracy that enables high accuracy and
repeatability of movements which is essential for
motion control, low vibrations, low mass moment
of inertia, low noise, small mass and small dimensions. Considering that the gear reducer moves
together with the segment (e.g. robot arm consists
of several segments – shoulder, upper arm, elbow,
lower arm, wrist and in each joint is embedded gear
reducer) it is obvious that the mass of the gear reducer is very important. The scheme of a typical
drive for robot joints is shown in Figure 2. It consists of an actuator, a gear reducer and a corresponding joint. The actuator is represented as a compact
unit and consists of a sensor, motor and planetary
gearhead. The function of the gear reducer, which is
considered in this paper, is to increase the torque
from the actuator to the joint with minimal power
losses as well as to reduce the loss of motion – arc
backlash, which is essential for motion control.

Fig. 2. Scheme of typical drive for robot joints

The optimization of PGTs with spur, helical and
double helical gears which in size and power correspond to humanoid robots is shown in this paper.
1.2. State of the art

There are numerous papers in which the optimal
synthesis of classical gear reducers is shown. In [5]
is shown optimization of gear reducer mass by applying the method of modified directions. The optimization of gear reducers that is based on the Box
simplex method and the branching method is shown
in [6] – the number of gears teeth is treated as a
continuously variable parameter. Particle swarm
and simulated annealing algorithms are used for the
optimization of gear reducer mass in [7]. In [8] is
shown heuristic genetic approach for automatic
design of gear reducers. Direct methods give solutions faster, but cannot involve non-continuous
variable parameters. Since the optimization parameters of the gear reducer are of different character and
can be continuous, discrete and integer variables,
the heuristic method is more efficient. One of the
features of the heuristic method is that it is able to
find a global minimum of the problems.
The number of criteria needed for objective function forming is also a significant issue in the gear
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reducer optimization. In [5] and [7], the mass of the
gear reducer is chosen for the objective function –
single-criteria optimization. In [9], besides the mass,
teeth flank strength is also chosen – multi-criteria
optimization based on the weighted coefficients
method. The optimization of gear reducers from the
standpoint of vibration and noise is shown in [10]. A
method for choosing the optimal conceptual solution
of the gear reducer that is based on the so-called
matrix of selection is presented in [11]. The optimization of multi-stage gear reducers with cylindrical
gears is shown in [12]. In the first phase the optimal
gear ratio is determined for each stage of the gear
reducer. In the second phase, the parameters of optimization are volume/mass, efficiency, the safety
factor, contact ratio and the centre distance. Multicriteria optimization is performed by the method of
stochastic optimization – the Monte-Carlo method. In
[13], the evolutionary algorithm is used for the optimal design of a two-stage gear reducer with helical
gears. The optimization is based on the mass and
numerous design constraints such as dimensions of
the housing shafts, bearings etc. In [14] is shown gear
ratios optimization of the multi-stage gear reducer
with spur gears in order to reduce arc backlash on the
output shaft. Multi-criteria optimization can be complex and long-lasting, but gives quality solutions.
Most authors choose the mass of the gear reducer as
the only criteria – for single-criteria optimization, or
as first one – for multi-criteria optimization.
The optimal synthesis of EGTs/PGTs is found
less often in the literature. The analysis and design
of an EGT with a high gear ratio is shown in [15],
but the presented solution has a small carrying capacity and therefore limited use. The optimal design
of an EGT from the standpoint of gear carrying
capacity is shown in [16]. The procedure is based
on varying the module depending on the defined
power. In [17] and [18] is shown optimization of the
PGT based on the multi-objective function that
includes mass, volume, efficiency and manufacture
cost – industrial PGTs with large modules. A nonlinear dynamic model of the PGT in which the tooth
profile is modified in order to reduce vibration during the operation of the PGT is shown in [19].

2. OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS
Based on the set requirements discussed in section 1.1., a single-stage PGT type is adopted – structure A bha (h – planet carrier, a – sun gear and b –
immovable ring gear). For gear ratios from 3÷9, the
PGT has a high efficiency of 97÷99%, small mass
and small dimensions [20].

Optimization problem presents minimization of the
objective function for the set constraints:

MIN f  x  , x  D

(1)

where: x   x1 , x2 ,..., xm  – vector variables,





D  x  R g  x   0  h  x   0 – a set of solun

tions that fulfils the defined constraints, and g  x   0
and h  x   0 – vectors constraints. During the dynamic activities of the robot, the gear reducer moves
together with the segment so the mass of the gear
reducer is of great importance. Therefore, the objective function is defined as the volume minimization
of the gear reducer:

f  x  V

(2)

respectively:
d 2f 3

V

4

– root diameter of ring gear:

d f 3  d3  2hp  2 x3mn

(4)

– pitch diameter of ring gear:
z3 mn
cos 

(5)

– dedendum:

hp  mn  c p

(6)

– bottom clearance:

c p  0.25  mn

(7)

– total gear ratio:
i 1

m  b  i 1

V  n  z1
 2.5 
4  cos 


2

z3
z1

(10)

The optimization variables are: module mn – discrete variable that has standard values, total gear
ratio i – continuously variable parameter, the number of teeth of the sun gear z1 , effective face width
b and number of the planet gears nw – integer parameters. Effective face width b of the planet gears
must be sufficient for the bearings installation, it is
adopted as constant and will not be a parameter of
optimization. Therefore, the vector of variables is:

x   x1 , x2 , x3 , x4    i, z1 , mn , nw 
(3)

b

where:

d3 

For modules mn  1 mm, the profile shift of the
gears has a relatively small influence on carrying
capacity and therefore it is ignored x1,2,3  0, so eq.
(9) has the form:

(11)

There are several functional constraints – conditions that PGTs must fulfil. These are assembly
conditions – coaxiality, contiguity and gears meshing, geometry condition and strength condition.
Coaxiality enables equality of all center distances
of the meshed gears, i.e. overlapping of the central
gears axis:
z2 

z3  z1 z1
 i  2
2
2

(12)

Contiguity enables minimal distance (f) between
the addendum circles of planet gears – Figure 3, in
fact, it defines the maximum number of planet
gears that can be incorporate in one plane of PGT:

nw 


 z  2.5 
arcsin  2

 z1  z2 

(13)

(8)

– other parameters:
b – effective face width, x1,2,3 – profile shift coef-

ficient, mn – normal module,  – helix angle, z1 –
number of teeth of the sun gear, z2 – number of
teeth of the planet gears and z3 – number of teeth
of the ring gear. By inserting eqs. (4) – (8) in (3),
eq. (9) is obtained that defines the volume of PGT:
V


 b  z1  i  1 mn
 2.5mn  2 x3 mn 

4  cos 


2

(9)
Fig. 3. Planet gears arrangement in plane of PGT
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The meshing condition enables that the angles
2 / nw between planet gears are equal, i.e. simultaneous meshing of planet gears with central gears. It is
fulfilled if the sum of numbers of central gear teeth
is fully divisible with the number of planet gears:
(14)

By increasing the number of planet gears, the dimensions of the gear reducer are decreasing while
the carrying capacity is increasing. Geometrical
constraints include dimensions and gear tooth
form, and are mostly fulfilled if the gear geometry
is adopted according to the standards. However, to
prevent interference – undercutting of the gears,
the minimum number of teeth of the sung gear and
the planet gears is limited:
z1,2  17

(15)

Strength conditions ensure that the operating
stresses are going to be less then the critical stresses
and are expressed through safety factors whose
values are for pitting SHmin  1  1.2 and for bending failure SFmin  1.25  2.5. Adopted safety factors are:
S H 1,2,3  S H min  1.1

(16)

S F 1,2,3  S F min  1.25

(17)

As the variables  i, z1 , mn , nw  have different characters, a genetic algorithm method is adopted for
the optimization. Although this method has difficulties when working with problems with equality
constraints, this situation can be easily solved –
one equality constraint is redefined as a pair of
inequality constraints. Optimization is performed
in MATLAB software.

3. RESULTS
Parameters which do not change during optimization – constants are shown in Table 1a and
Table 1b, while parameters that change during
optimization – variables and their constraints are
presented in Table 2.
Table 1a. Input parameters – constants
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Service
life
[h]
500

z z
C 1 3
nw

Output
torque
Th
[Nm]
80

Table 1b. Input parameters – constants

Output
speed
nh
[rpm]
5

Addendum Accuracy
modification
grade
x1,2,3
IT
0

5

Face
width
b
[mm]
35

Material
for
m 1

Material
for
m 1

14CrMoV6.9 16MnCr5

Table 2. Optimization parameters – variables
Sun
gear
z1

Gear
ratio
i

18÷28

3÷9

Module
m
[mm]
0.5; 0.6; 0.7;
0.8; 0.9; 1

Planet
gears
nw
3÷5

The data for output torque and output number of
revolutions – Table 1a, represent average values for
the flexion movements of the robot in the torso
joint, for the movement range of 90° and duration
of 3 s – data are based on realized solutions. The
adopted range of the helix angle β is 10÷20° for
helical gears and 20÷30° for double helical gears.
The gap for the double helical gears is 5 mm. In
Table 3–5 the results of the optimization of the
PGTs are shown. Comparing results from Tables 34, it can be concluded that the PGT with spur gears
and variants of PGTs with helical gears have the
equal numbers of teeth of the gears z1  28,
z2  27, z3  82, number of the planet gears total
nw  5, gear ratio i  3.93 and efficiency η  98.5 %.
All variants of PGTs with helical gears have equal
module mn  0.6 mm that is smaller than the module of PGT with spur gears mn  0.7 mm. The
optimal solution from the set of optimized variants of
PGTs has a helix angle of 10° and volume that is
24.3% smaller than the volume of the PGT with spur
gears. Comparing the results from Table 5, it can be
concluded that all variants of the PGTs with double
helical gears have the an equal number of planet
gears nw  5 , high efficiency, above η  98.5 %
and a different module, which is mn  0.7 mm for
β  20  25 and mn  0.6 mm for β  26  30.
By increasing the helix angle, the module is decreased while the number of teeth, the volume and
the carrying capacity are all increased. The other parameters are in intervals: z1  26  28 , z2  24  27,
z3  73  82, i  3.85  3.93 . The optimal solution
from the set of optimized variants of PGTs with
double helical gears has helix angle of 26° and a
volume that is 9.6% smaller than the volume of the
PGT with spur gears and 19.4% higher volume than
the optimal solution of the PGT with helical gears.

Table 3. PGT with spur gears – optimized parameters
Helix
angle
β []

Sun
gear
z1

Module
m
[mm]

Planet
gears
nw

Ring
gear
z3

Gear
ratio
i

Volume
V
[mm3]

Mass
m
[g]

Safety
factor
SH1

Safety Efficiency
η
factor
SH 2
[%]

0

28

0.7

5

82

3.9286

96176

769

1.1440

1.1348

98.52

Table 4. PGT with helical gears – optimized parameters
Helix
angle
β []

Sun
gear
z1

Module
m
[mm]

Planet
gears
nw

Ring
gear
z3

Gear
ratio
i

Volume
V
[mm3]

Mass
m
[g]

Safety
factor
SH1

Safety Efficiency
η
factor
SH 2
[%]

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286

72791
73250
73757
74313
74921
75581
76295
77065
77894
78783
79735

582
586
590
594
599
604
610
616
626
630
637

1.1132
1.1162
1.1195
1.1230
1.1269
1.1311
1.1357
1.1405
1.1457
1.1512
1.1570

1.1042
1.1072
1.1105
1.1140
1.1179
1.1220
1.1265
1.1313
1.1365
1.1419
1.1477

98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52

Table 5. PGT with double helical gears – optimized parameters
Helix
angle
β []

Sun
gear
z1

Module
m
[mm]

Planet
gears
nw

Ring
gear
z3

Gear
ratio
i

Volume
V
[mm3]

Mass
m
[g]

Safety
factor
SH1

Safety Efficiency
η
factor
SH 2
[%]

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

26
26
26
26
26
27
28
28
28
28
28

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

74
74
74
74
74
73
82
82
82
82
82

3.8462
3.8462
3.8462
3.8462
3.8462
3.7037
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286
3.9286

88918
90050
91259
92548
93920
92896
86946
88431
90010
91687
93468

711
720
730
740
751
743
695
707
720
733
747

1.2357
1.2422
1.2491
1.2564
1.2641
1.2752
1.1997
1.2082
1.2170
1.2263
1.2360

1.1992
1.2056
1.2123
1.2194
1.2269
1.1890
1.1901
1.1985
1.2072
1.2164
1.2260

4. CONCLUSIONS
The optimization of PGTs with spur, helical and
double helical gears which in size and power correspond to humanoid robots, is shown in this paper.
Based on the set requirements, the objective function
is formed – volume/mass minimization of gear reducer. Constraints are defined and optimization is
performed using the method of genetic algorithm. All
three PGTs type have five planet gears and high
efficiency that is approximately 98.5%, while the
other parameters are in the range of 0.6÷0.7 mm –
module, 26÷28 – number of teeth of the sun gear,
23÷27 – number of teeth of the planet gears, 73÷82 –
number of teeth of the ring gear and 3.70÷3.93 – total
gear ratio. Optimal solution from the set of optimized

98.53
98.53
98.53
98.53
98.53
98.55
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52
98.52

variants of PGTs with helical gears has a helix angle
of 10° and volume that is 24.3% smaller than the
volume of the PGT with spur gears. The optimal
solution from the set of the optimized variants of
PGTs with double helical gears has a helix angle of
26° and volume that is 9.6% smaller than the volume
of the PGT with spur gears and 19.4% higher volume
than the optimal solution of the PGT with helical
gears. Further research will include optimization of
all three gear reducer types from the standpoint arc
backlash on the output shaft, because low backlash
provides high positioning accuracy that enables high
accuracy and repeatability of movements, which is
essential for motion control. In this manner, it will be
determined which solution is most suitable for increasing the torque in the robot joints.
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Abstract
There are two basic structures of the loader bucket mechanism. The first is based on the Z configuration mechanism,
and the second on the Stephenson III complex structure mechanism. Both mechanisms enable arrow lifting and
bucket rotation. With comparative analysis we determined that the Stephenson III mechanism requires approximately two times less force for driving the arrow and the bucket, than the corresponding Z configuration mechanism. In addition, the Stephenson III mechanism enables larger stability of the loader and better visibility for the operator. This paper presents an optimal synthesis of the Stephenson III loader bucket mechanism in order to minimize
the forces in the cylinders. Based on the set requirements, kinematic-dynamic analysis was performed by applying
the modular and kinetostatic approach. A dynamic model was formed and a dynamic simulation was performed.
The optimized mechanism of the bucket requires 25% less force to drive the arrow and eliminates corrective motions of the loader, because the connection point of the bucket and arrow during the whole movement forms approximately rectilinear vertical trajectory – maximum misalignment is 70 mm. The dimensions of the constructive parameters are within the practical values, and the stroke length for the driving arrow is higher by 23%.
Keywords: optimal synthesis, loader bucket mechanism, Stephenson III mechanism, kinematic-dynamic analysis, dynamic simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Loaders are transport machines that are used for
loading bulk materials such as soil, sand, gravel,
tailings, coal, rocks, mineral raw materials etc. They
consist of a rigid or jointed chassis within which are
placed the diesel engine, a cabin with the control
system, transmission system and operating elements
– bucket with the linkage mechanism and hydraulic
system. The basic working element of the loader is
the bucket which is connected with a revolute joint to
the top of the lifting arrow. A lever mechanism enables positioning of the bucket and has a significant
influence on the efficiency and stability of the loader.
The bucket mechanism is a plane mechanism that
performs two movements – arrow lifting and bucket
rotation. All links are connected via rotational joints
because they are reliable and have a simple design.
The driving links are hydraulic cylinders. The loader
working cycle consists of loading, lifting, transporting and emptying the bucket. It is therefore important
that the connection point between the bucket and
arrow forms approximately a vertical trajectory during the whole movement. This way, the corrective
motions of the loader – distancing from the transport
vehicle during the lifting of the bucket and approach-

ing, so the bucket is in the correct position to eject the
material into the transport vehicle, are eliminated.
There are two basic structures of the loader bucket
mechanism. The first is based on the Z configuration
mechanism [1] – inverted slider-crank mechanism, in
which the connection point between the bucket and
arrow during the movement forms a circular trajectory – Figure 1. The second is based on the Stephenson
III complex structure mechanism [2] – a third class
kinematic group, in which the connection point between the bucket and arrow forms an approximately
vertical trajectory during the whole movement –
Figure 2. Connection point can also form any other
trajectory, but it requires kinematic synthesis of the
mechanism as a path generator.

Fig. 1. Loader bucket mechanisms – Z mechanism
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Fig. 2. Loader bucket mechanisms – type Stephenson III

The Z configuration mechanism is the one traditionally applied at the loaders. There are numerous
papers in which the analysis and optimal synthesis
of these mechanisms are shown. A simplified dynamic model of the loader with the analysis of the
mechanism for bucket uplifting is shown in [3]. The
software realization of the optimal geometry the Z
mechanism needs to have to reduce the change of
the bucket inclination angle during arrow lifting is
shown in [4], and the optimization is based on four
parameters. The optimal synthesis loader operating
unit, where the delivery ratio, bucket swing angle
and bucket reset are considered is shown in [5], the
optimization consists of several schemes with numerous optimization parameters (8–22). The multiobjective optimization of the bucket mechanism
which deals with translation bucket lifting, bucket
rotating oil cylinder force and lifting oil cylinder
output force is shown in [6]. In the patent [7], [8]
the loader bucket mechanism – type Stephenson III
is proposed. In [9], [10] the synthesis of the Stephenson III mechanism as a function generator is
shown, and in [11] the dynamic optimization of an
operating mechanism for the internal combustion
engine which is based on the Stephenson III mechanism is presented. After reviewing the available
literature, it has been concluded that there are no
papers that show the analysis and optimal synthesis
of a Stephenson III based loader bucket mechanism.

mechanism are performed. Mechanisms have 2 DOFs
and consist of nine links. Based on the comparative
analysis [12], it has been determined that the lifting
heights of the bucket are equal in both cases and that
the inclination angle of the bucket is approximately
constant during the whole movement for both mechanisms. The Stephenson III mechanism requires approximately two times less force to drive the arrow and
bucket then the Z configuration mechanism. During
lifting of the load, the connection point between the
arrow and the bucket in the Stephenson III mechanism
forms an approximately the rectilinear vertical trajectory and thus eliminates the corrective motions of the
loader. In addition, the Stephenson III mechanism
enables larger stability of the loader and better visibility
for the operator – the mechanism is out of the operator’s field of vision. Within this paper, the optimal
synthesis possibilities of the Stephenson III mechanism
loader bucket are examined in order to reduce the forces in the cylinders for driving the arrow and the bucket.
The kinematic scheme of the nine-bar linkage
loader bucket mechanism – type Stephenson III, is
shown on Figure 3. The lever mechanism has 2
DOFs and consists of the arrow 4, the two links 5 and
6, the bucket 9 and two hydraulic cylinders both of
which have two elements – the body of the cylinder
and the piston. Links 2 and 3 represent the cylinder
for driving the arrow, and links 7 and 8 the cylinder
for driving the bucket. Links 3,4,5,6 form a third
class kinematic group RR-RR-TR [13] – Figure 4,
while links 7,8,9 form an inverted slider-crank
mechanism [14] – Figure 5. The constructive parameters of the mechanism are the coordinates of
immovable points O1,O2,O3, the length of the links 5
and 6, the length and angles of the arrow 4 and the
position of the bucket joints, i.e. the distance between
the points E and F. The input parameters strokes of
the cylinders, i.e. variable lengths O2C and DF.

2. KINEMATIC-DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS
Based on the set requirements (the first is that the
inclination angle of the bucket during the whole
movement is approximately constant, and the second
that the connection point of the bucket and arrow during the whole movement forms an approximately
rectilinear vertical trajectory, because then the corrective motions of the loader are eliminated – the approaching/distancing from the transport vehicle during
lifting/emptying the bucket), a comparative analysis of
the loader bucket mechanisms a Z configuration and
the corresponding Stephenson III complex structure
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Fig. 3. Kinematic scheme of the nine-bar linkage
loader bucket mechanism – type Stephenson III

By performing kinetostatic analysis [15], the
equations are formed and forces in the cylinders are
defined – force in the cylinder for driving the bucket:

 yC  yO 3 

 xC  xO 3 

6  arctan 

 r 2  CO 2  r 2
3
4b
 arccos  6

r
CO
2
6
3

where:

xC  r32 cos32

(10)

yC  r32 sin 32

(11)

CO3 
Fig. 4. Kinematic scheme of the mechanism for driving arrow – kinematic group of third class RR-RR-TR

(9)






 xC  xO3 
2

r4b  BN  NC

2

  yC  yO 3 

2

2

(12)
(13)

Eq. that defines angle φ4 is:

 yC  yB 

 xC  xB 

4  arctan 

(14)

where:
Fig. 5. Kinematic scheme of the mechanism for
driving bucket – inverted slider-crank mechanism

FP1  G9

rS 9 cos S 9
r9 sin 87  9 

(1)

and force in the cylinder for driving the arrow:
FP 2 

k1k3  k5 k6
k 4 k 6  k 2 k3

(2)

where:





k1  AB cos 4 a  BS 4 cos 4 G4 





 AB cos  4 a  BE cos 4 G9 



(3)





yB  yO3  r6 sin 6

(16)

Eqs. that defines angles 4a ,4b ,4c ,4e are:

4a  4     

(17)

4b  4  

(18)

4c  4       

(19)

DM
 4
DE

(20)

Eq. that defines angle φ5 is:
 yB  yO 2 

 xB  xO 2 

5  arctan 

k2  AB cos 4 a  BC cos 4b sin 32 
 AB sin 4 a  BC sin 4b cos 32

(15)

4 e  180 – arctan

 FP 2 DE sin 87   4 e 



xB  xO3  r6 cos6

(4)

k3  tan 6  tan 5

(5)

k4  cos32  sin 32 tan 5

(6)

k5  G4  G9

(7)

k6  AB cos 4 a  tan 4 a  tan 6 

(8)

By applying the modular approach [16], a system of eqs. for high class kinematic group geometry
is formed and the position angles of the mechanism
links (4 ,4a ,4b ,4c ,4e ,32 ,5 ,6 ) are defined.
Eq. that defines angle φ6 :

 r 2  BO 2  r 2
2
4a
 arccos  5

2r5 BO2

where:

BO2 

 xB  xO 2 

2

(21)






  yB  yO 2 

2

(22)

Eq. that defines angle φ32 is:
 yO1  y A 

 xO1  x A 

32  arctan 


  r 2  AO 2  r 2  
1
32 

    arccos  4 c



2
r
AO
32
1




(23)
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3. DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION

where:

xA  xO 2  r5 cos5

(24)

yA  yO 2  r5 sin 5

(25)

AO1 
r4c 

 xA  xO1 
 xA  xC 

2

2

  y A  yO1 

  y A  yC 

2

2

(26)
(27)

The symbol ± in the previous equations indicates that there are two possible solutions, i.e.
two possible configurations that the observed
dyad of the mechanism may take.
The coordinate of point E – a connection point
between the bucket and arrow are:

Optimization problem presents minimization
of the objective function for the set constrains:

MIN f  x  , x  D

(36)

where: x   x1 , x2 ,..., xm  - vector variables,





D  x  Rn g  x   0  h  x   0 - a set of solutions that fulfils the defined constraints, and

g  x   0 and h  x   0 - vectors constraints.
The objective function – the force in the cylinder that drives the arrow, is formed:

f  x   abs  FP 2 

(37)

xE  r32 cos32  r4 cos4

(28)

The lifting height of the bucket is limited to 2 m, i.e.:

yE  r32 sin 32  r4 sin 4

(29)

H  yE end  yE start  2  0.1 m

The coordinates of point D – a connection point
between the cylinder for rotation of the bucket and
the arrow are:

xD  xE  r4e cos4e

(30)

yD  yE  r4e cos4e

(31)

Angle 9 that defines the position of the bucket is:

 r 2  DF 2  r 2 
9

9  4e  arccos  4e


2r4e r9



(32)

Coordinates of the point F are:

(38)

The prescribed constrains at the beginning and the
end of the movement are:

0  yE start  0.1 m

(39)

1.8 m  yE end  2 m

(40)

i.e. vector of inequality constrains is:
g1  x    yE start

(41)

g 2  x   yE start  0.1

(42)

g3  x   1.8  yE end

(43)
(44)

xF  xE  r9 cos9

(33)

g 4  x   yE end  2

yF  yE  r9 cos9

(34)

An additional condition is that the endpoint of the
arrow (the connection point between the bucket and
arrow) forms an approximately rectilinear vertical
trajectory during the whole movement. Therefore,
the maximum difference of the x-coordinate of point
E in the current and initial positions be less than 80
mm during the whole movement, i.e.:

Angle 87 that defines position of the bucket cylinder is:

 yF  yD 

 x F  xD 

87  arctan 

(35)

The analysis of eq. (1), shows that the force in the
cylinder that drives the bucket depends on rS 9 ,S 9 ,
which directly depend on the geometry and dimensions
of bucket. The parameters of the mechanism are φ87 , φ9 ,
whereby φ9 also depends on the geometry of the bucket.
The force in the cylinder will have a minimum value if
the sin(φ87  φ9 )  1 , i.e. when the angle between the
cylinder and the bucket is 90° during the whole movement. Therefore, the force in the cylinder that drives the
bucket is not the subject of this optimization. The analysis of eq. (2) is not as obvious and therefore the force in
the cylinder that drives the arrow is further considered.
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g5  x   max abs  xE i  xE start   0.08

(45)

Parameters which do not change during optimization –
constants are shown in Table 1a and Table 1b, while
parameters that change during optimization – variables
and their constraints are presented in Table 2.
Table 1a. Parameters of optimization – constants
x01
[m]
0

y01
[m]
0

x03
[m]
0

y03
[m]
0

O1A
[m]
1.8

O3 B
[m]
1.6

AB
[m]
1

Table 1b. Parameters of optimization – constants

BS4
[m]
1.5

BE
[m]
3

DM
[m]

ME
[m]

0.25

0.5

ES9 9 –  S 9
[°]
[m]
0.4 EF 2/2 60

EF
[m]

Table 2. Parameters of optimization – variables
x02

y02

BN

CN

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

–0.5÷0.2

0÷0.4

0.3÷0.9

0÷0.5

Figure 7 shows the force change in the cylinder
for driving arrow, before and after optimization.
The optimized mechanism requires 25% less force
to drive the arrow. Figure 8 shows the change of
the x-coordinates of point E during the whole
movement. Point E allowance (maximum difference of the x-coordinates of point E in the current
and initial position) is the largest for the initial and
the end position, and has a value of 70 mm.

4. RESULTS
The optimized Stephenson III loader bucket
mechanism that retains the same bucket lifting
height of 2 m, which is one of the requirements,
is shown in Figure 6. A multi-stage telescopic
cylinder is used to drive the arrow, because the
installation space is less than the required working stroke of the cylinder. In Table 3 and Table 4
the parameters of the mechanism before and after
optimization are shown. By comparing the results
it is concluded that the dimensions of the constructive parameters are within the real range, and
the stroke length is increased by 23%.

Fig. 6. Kinematic analysis of the loader bucket
mechanism – type Stephenson III

Fig. 7. Force change in the cylinder for arrow
driving – before and after optimization

Fig. 8. Trajectory of the point E

5. CONCLUSIONS

Table 3. Parameters of non-optimized mechanism
x02
[m]

y02
[m]

BN
[m]

CN
[m]

0

0.2

0.5

0.25

stroke
length
[m]
1.05

Table 4. Parameters of optimized mechanism
x02
[m]

y02
[m]

BN
[m]

CN
[m]

–0.5

0

0.9

0

stroke
length
[m]
1.29

This paper presents the optimal synthesis of a
nine-bar lever loader bucket mechanism, which has
2 DOFs and contains two sets of mechanisms. The
first group enables arrow driving – mechanism of
the third class type RR-RR-TR (Stephenson III), and
the second one that enables bucket driving – inverted slider-crank mechanism. Basic requirements for
the realization are the minimization of forces in the
cylinders for arrow and bucket driving, and that the
connection point between the bucket and arrow
forms an approximately rectilinear vertical trajectory
during the whole movement, to eliminate the corrective motions of the loader. Based on the set require-
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ments, the kinematic-dynamic analysis is performed
by applying the modular and the kinetostatic approach. The force in the cylinder for bucket driving
– eq. (1) directly depends on the geometry and dimensions of the bucket – the minimum value of the
force is easily determined and is therefore not subjected to the optimization. The force in the cylinder
for arrow driving eq. (2) is not as obvious, and is
therefore further examined with the optimization.
Aside from the basic requirements, an additional
requirement is that the buckets lifting height remain
the same. Based on the kinematic-dynamic analysis,
a dynamic model is formed and a dynamic simulation is performed. The optimized loader bucket
mechanism requires 25% less force to drive the
arrow (working stroke of the bucket of 2 m is retained) and eliminates the corrective motions of the
loader, because the connection point between the
bucket and arrow forms approximately rectilinear
vertical trajectory (maximum allowance is at the end
of the movement, and is 70 mm). The dimensions of
the constructive parameters are within the practical
values. For driving the arrow, a multi-stage telescopic cylinder with 23% longer stroke length is used.
Further research will examine the influence of other
geometrical parameters on the forces in the cylinders
with a wider range of variables optimization.
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Abstract
High class kinematic groups are commonly present as consisting components of contemporary complex industrial mechanisms. Their kinematic analysis cannot be done in a standard way. Due to the
extensive practical use of computers, the development of efficient computational methods for kinematic analysis has gained importance. In this paper a new method for the analysis of this class of
mechanisms is proposed. The basic idea of the method is to model the high class kinematic group using specific modules – dyads. A system of equations that describes the mechanism position is obtained from the kinematic structure of the linkage and the corresponding modules equations. The position of the mechanism is then obtained numerically. The presented method is very efficient and it
quickly and accurately gives all possible solutions concerning the position of mechanism.

Keywords: complex mechanism, high class kinematic group, position analysis, assembly configuration

1. INTRODUCTION
In search of mechanisms that can fulfil certain tasks, it is interesting to examine those of
high class kinematic groups because they can
offer multiple solutions. The existence of multiple solutions means that the high class kinematic
group and therefore, the whole mechanism, can
be assembled in various configurations which
can be further examined and optimized. As the
position analysis is performed on the level of
kinematic groups, the complexity of the problem
depends on the structure of the mechanism being
analysed, namely on the class of the kinematic
groups it consists of. For the second class kinematic groups of different forms the analytical
relations determining positions of the moving
links have been derived in the explicit form [1].
The determination of the links positions in the
higher class groups is more complex as the
equations describing mechanism position are
highly nonlinear. Numerical methods are commonly applied for solving this system of equations [2], [3]. However, the application of these
methods has many problems:
 For the method convergence, the starting

values of variables must be close to the exact
solutions.
 Absence of convergence exists when the

system is close to singular positions.

 Nonlinear equations always have multiple

solutions, the number of which is unknown.
Another approach is based on obtaining the
solution of the high class kinematic group position equations in a closed form [4], [5]. The
expressions obtained are extremely long and
complex, but main disadvantage here is the fact
that equations derived are case dependant, i.e.
they are applicable only for a specified linkage.
The basic idea of the method presented in
this paper is to kinematic model the high class
kinematic group using second class kinematic
groups (dyads) – modules. By combining modules, any type of high class kinematic group can
be formed. A system of equations is then obtained from the kinematic structure of the linkage and can be solved numerically. Way of
forming and combining modules to a system
ensures that all possible solutions for high class
kinematic group position, i.e. all assembly configurations are found.

2. GENERAL CONCEPT OF
KINEMATIC GROUP
ANALYSIS
The position analysis of the high class kinematic group will be performed by using standard
modules – groups of equations describing a par-
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ticular type of dyad. The module form will be
explained, especially its input and output parameters, which become very important when establishing the relationship between standard modules
and a specific problem. The module equations are
derived by following the principles presented in
[1]. Two modules will be presented, each describing one typical second class kinematic group.
2.1. Kinematic analysis of the dyad

The general form of a dyad consisting of two
links connected by a rotational joint is presented
in Figure 1. All joints – external joints B1 and B2
and internal joint B3 are of the rotational type, so
this type of dyad is called an RRR type.

xB3  xB1  r1 cos φ1

(5)

yB3  yB1  r1 sin φ1

(6)

The position angle of link 2 is obtained in the following form:
 y  yB 2 
φ2  arctan  B 3
(7)

 xB 3  xB 2 
The dyad presented in Figure 2 consists of
two links connected by a rotational joint, the first
link’s end joint is rotational and second one’s is
translational – type RRT.

Fig. 1. Dyad – type RRR

The positions of the external joints B1 and B2, i.e.
rB1 ( xB1 , yB1 ) and rB 2 ( xB 2 , yB 2 ) , and the lengths of
links 1 and 2 are known (INPUT), while the position
of the middle joint B3, as well as the position angles
of links 1 and 2 have to be determined (OUTPUT).
The vector equation describing this dyad is:

rB1  r1  rB 2  r2  rB3

(1)

After some transformations, the position angle
of link 1 can be obtained as:

φ1  φB1B 2  θ

(2)

where:

 B1B 2

 y  yB1 
 arctan  B 2

 xB 2  xB1 

 r2  B B 2  r2
1 2
2
  arccos  1

2
r
B
B
1 1 2







The positions of external joints B1 and B2, i.e.
rB1 ( xB1 , yB1 ) and rB 2 ( xB 2 , yB 2 ) , the lengths of
links 1 and 2, the angular position of the guide 2k
(φ2 k ) and angle θ between the guide 2k and
sliding link 2 are known (INPUT), while the position of middle joint B3, the position angle of link 1
and the linear position of link 2 have to be determined (OUTPUT). The vector equation describing this dyad is:

 

 
rB1  r1  rB 2  r2 k  r2  rB 3

(3)

(8)

The unknown distance r2k can be calculated as:

r2k 1 2  γ  d

(9)

(4)

The symbol ± represents the two possible configurations of dyad assembly (Figure 1 – full and
dotted line). Now, with the position of join B1
known, the position of joint B3 is calculated as:
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Fig. 2. Dyad – type RRT

where:

α   xB 2  xB1   r2 cos  φ2k  θ 

(10)

β   yB 2  yB1   r2 sin  φ2k  θ 

(11)

γ  α cos φ2k  β sin φ2k

(12)

d  γ 2  α 2  β 2  r12

(13)

The symbol ± represents the two possible dyad
assembly configurations. Now, the position of
joint B3 can be obtained as:

xB3  xB 2  r2k cos φ2k  r2 cos  φ2k  θ 

(14)

yB3  yB 2  r2k sin 2k  r2 sin 2k   

(15)

The position angle of link 1 is:

 y  yB1 
φ1  arctan  B 3

 xB 3  xB1 

(16)

2.2. Kinematic analysis of the
third class kinematic group

General case of the third class kinematic
group is presented in Figure 3.

combination of three modules – second class kinematic groups which can be described using equations from section 2.1. All equations, i.e. all other
position parameters (changeable angles, lengths or
vectors) are expressed in terms of  and solving
them for the given INPUT gives value for  . With
 known, the OUTPUT is easily determined.
STEP 1 – start, obtaining a 
The procedure will start form link 1 and the
angle φda  φ will be adopted as a variable. The
position of point A will be needed further in the
process, so it is expressed in terms of  as:
a  φ   d  da  φ 

(17)

STEP 2 – forming first dyad, obtaining φeb  φ
Now, the positions of points E and A are
known – e is given as INPUT. Links AB and
BE form an RRR type dyad – section 2.1, where
E corresponds to B1, A to B2 and B to B3, link
BE to link 1 and link AB to link 2. The vector
equation describing this dyad is:

a  ab  e  eb  b

(18)

This equation corresponds to eq. (1) in the module describing the RRR dyad. Using eq. (2), the
angle is obtained in terms of:

eb  eb  

(19)

With the expression for  eb   known, using eqs.
(5) – (7),  ab   and the position of point B –
Fig. 3. RR-RR-RR type third class kinematic group

It is of the RR-RR-RR type – central link 4 is
connected by rotational joints with binary links 1,
2 and 3, which are also connected to the rest of
the mechanism by the rotational joints. Points A,
B and C are called internal, and D, E and F external points. All link lengths as well as the positions of all external points are known (INPUT),
while the positions of the internal points A, B and
C have to be determined (OUTPUT).
The procedure begins by choosing one of the
binary links as a “start” link. Its position parameter,
for example it will be denoted as  , will be the
main variable of the model. The position of the
corresponding internal point can then be expressed
through  and be considered as known. This enables one to treat the third class kinematic group as a

vector b  is obtained. Since angle  eb   can
have two completely distinctive solutions (see eq.
(2) – symbol ±), two expressions can be formed
for both  ab   and b  . One symbol, i.e. one





set of expressions eb   ,ab   , b   has to
be chosen in order to continue.
STEP 3 – forming second dyad, obtaining  fc  
The position of points B and F are now known
– f is given as INPUT and for b  is obtained
in STEP 2. Links BC and CF form an RRR type
dyad, where F corresponds to B1, B to B2 and C
to B3, link CF to link 1 and link BC to link 2. The
vector equation describing this dyad is:

b  bc  f  fc  c

(20)

Using eq. (2), angle  fc is obtained in terms of  :
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 fc   fc  

(21)

With  fc   known, using (5) – (7), expressions

for  bc   and the position of point C – vector

The starting equations for numerical method
proposed in this paper – eqs. (19), (21) and (23),
after transformations give:


c  is obtained. Again,  fc can have two dis-

G0 tan 6

tinctive solutions leading to two expressions for
both  bc   and c  . One symbol, i.e. one set

G4 tan 2



fc

  ,bc   , c  

has to be chosen in order

to continue.
STEP 4 – forming third dyad, obtaining  da  
Now, a dyad of the type RRR (links AC and
AD) is formed:

c  ca  d  da  a

(22)

The position of points C and D are known – d is
given as INPUT and c  is derived in STEP 3.
Links AD and AC form an RRR type dyad,
where D corresponds to B1, C to B2 and A to B3,
link AD to link 1 and link AC to link 2. Using eq.
(2), angle  da is expressed in terms of:
 da   da  

(23)

Again, one equation for  da   has to be chosen.
By solving equation (23) for the given INPUT
d , e, f , AB , BC , CA , DA , EB , FC , the value





of angle  da is obtained, and further on, all other
parameters describing the position of the third
class kinematic group – OUTPUT a , b, c .
All three dyads (eqs. (18), (20) and (22)), this
third class kinematic group consist of, can have
two solutions (assembly configurations), so there
are, in total, 23=8 different cases, i.e. eq. (23) that
can describe the mechanism position. Real solutions (complete mechanism assembly configurations), are found by examining, one by one, all of
these eight cases. Keeping in mind that da   ,
eq. (23) can be written in the following form:
  f  

 G1 tan 5


2



 G5 tan

2


2

 G2 tan 4


2

 G3 tan 3


2



(25)

 G6  0

Coefficients Gi are functions of known geometric parameters of the mechanism. The solution
leads to a maximum of six real solutions for  ,
i.e. six possible assembly configurations of the
third class kinematic group. This means that the
proposed method recognizes all possible solutions for the position of the third class kinematic
group, in this case six of them, which is consistent with similar researches papers [4], [5].

3. EXAMPLE – CALCULATIONS
AND COMMENTS
In many machines, a four-member linkage is
the most widespread solution. For example, the
slider-crank mechanism was the first solution for
a press mechanism. However, for many industrial
solutions, the application of complex linkages is
necessary as four-member linkages cannot fulfil
either the prescribed task or the design limitations,
so complex mechanisms have to be used – an
eight-member linkage (Figure 4a) is commonly
accepted as the structural mechanism for presses.
Although better than the slider-crank mechanism,
this mechanism still has a lot of limitations that
can be significantly overcome by optimization [6],

(a)

(24)

However, obtaining f   in its analytical form is
not convenient because it leads to an extremely
long and complicated expression. Eq. (24), whose
form is well known in literature, will be solved
using a numeric procedure such as the fixed point
iteration method.
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2

(b)
Fig. 4. Press structural mechanisms: (a) eight-bar linkage and (b) mechanism with third class kinematic group

[7]. Other researches [8] proposes, especially for
heavy duty presses, the application of complex
mechanisms which include high class kinematic
groups – Figure 4b. The advantage are obvious,
the output link can perform extremely complicated movement due only to only the mechanism
structure, which can further allow more possibilities in the choice of kinematic functional parameters. Good kinematics can significantly improve
the dynamic features of a machine. In order to
fully examine the kinematic and dynamic properties of a mechanism, it is necessary to explore all
possible configurations, i.e. it is important to
know if there are any others except the one presented in Figure 4b. Data for the press mechanism
from Figure 4b is given in Table 1a and Table 1b.

Links 3 and 4 form an RRT dyad – section 2.2.
Using eqs. (8) – (16) two possible configurations
for the RRT dyad are obtained – Figure 6:

Table 1a. Constructive parameters of mechanism with
third class kinematic group – Figure 4b

xB  1.946 m; yB  0 m

xO
[m]
0

yO
[m]
0

xG
[m]
2.5

yG
[m]
1

xH
[m]
0

yH
[m]
0.7





[°]

[°]
0

0

 IN
[°]
60

Table 1b. Constructive parameters of mechanism with
third class kinematic group – Figure 4b
OA AB BC X BC Y CD DE DF EF FG
[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m]
0.55 1.75 0.8 0.38 0.35 2 0.42 2.1 0.5

It consists of two parts: a slider crank mechanism
to which, in point C, a third class kinematic group
of the type RR-RR-RT is attached – Figure 5.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Possible configurations
of slider crank mechanism

– slider crank mechanism from Figure 6a:

– slider crank mechanism from Figure 6b:
xB  –1.446 m; yB  0 m

Following the procedure described in section 2.2,
position analysis of the third class kinematic
group is performed. The positions of points C, H
and G are known. The positions of internal joints
D, E and F will be determined. The position angle
 gf of link 6 is chosen as variable  and the
position of point F is expressed in terms of  .
The third class kinematic group is formed as a
combination of the following three modules:
 First dyad – RRR type, where C corresponds to

B1, F to B2 and D to B3, link CD to link 1 and
link FC to link 2,
 Second dyad – RRT type, where D corresponds

(a)

to B1, H to B2 and E to B3, link DE to link 1
and slider 8 to link 2, 2 k  0 ,   0 and
r2  0 , and
 Third dyad – RRR type, where G corresponds

(b)
Fig. 5. Constitutive parts of press mechanism:
(a) slider crank mechanism and (b) RR-RR-RT third
class kinematic group

Position analysis is performed in the same order
as mechanism assembly – first, the position of
the slider crank mechanism will be calculated.
The position of point A is:
xA  OA cos  IN  0.25

m
y A  OA sin  IN  0.433 m

to B1, E to B2 and F to B3, link FG to link 1 and
link EF to link 2.
These three dyads define function f   . The procedure for solving f   has to be executed twice –
the first time for the slider crank configuration
from Figure 6a, and a second time for the slider
crank configuration from Figure 6b. After calculations, the slider crank configuration from Figure
6b gives no real solutions, while the slider crank
configuration from Figure 6a leads to two real
solutions (assembly configurations) – Figure 7:
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(a)

[2] C. Radcliffe; M. Zlokolica; L. Cvetićanin,
Kinematic Analysis of Assur Groups of the
Third Class by Numerical Solution of Constraint Equations. Proc. of 7th IFToMM World
Congress on Theory of Machines and Mechanisms (1987), Sevilla, Spain.

(b)

[3] T. Młynarski; K. Romaniak, The Methodization
of Examination of the Mechanisms of High
Structural Complexity. Journal of Mechanism
and Machine Theory 36(6) (2001), pp. 709–
715, doi: 10.1016/S0094-114X(01)00013-1

Fig. 7. Two possible configurations of press mechanism with third class kinematic group

After thorough kinematical and dynamical examination, the configuration presented on Figure 7b
has been adopted and proposed for further research
and optimization.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a method for the position
analysis of the mechanisms with high class kinematic
groups. A mechanism is presented as a combination
of its constitutive parts – kinematic groups. Kinematic
groups are, further, modeled using modules – set of
equations used to calculate position. Each module
corresponds to a particular type of dyad. High class
kinematic groups are described as a combination of
particular modules, three for third class kinematic
groups, four for fourth class kinematic groups etc. A
system of equations obtained this way is solved numerically through the fixed point iteration method. A
procedure that allows easy recognition of real solutions and the choice of initial parameter values that
ensures convergence of the fixed point iteration
method is developed. Also, the proposed method
recognizes all possible solutions for the position of the
third class kinematic group, in this case six of them.
The example presented in this paper contains a third
class kinematic group, but this method is applicable
for any high class kinematic group. The presented
method is developed primarily for position analysis.
Nevertheless, it can also be used for velocity and
acceleration analysis – following the procedure described in section 2.1, but using expressions for velocity and acceleration kinematical parameters instead.
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Abstract
Rotary ultrasonic machining is a machining process designed for machining hard and brittle materials
(such as ceramics and glass), utilising a tool of undefined geometry. Soft and tough materials, such as
nickel alloys, are not suitable for this type of machining using a tool of undefined geometry.
However, the milling of tough alloys is also possible with the assistance of ultrasound, using a tool of
a defined geometry, which is called ultrasonic assisted milling. Nickel alloys are utilised especially in
aerospace industry (due to their excellent creep and heat resistance) for components such as blades
and frames, where is demand high quality of machined surface (high accuracy, low roughness, low
residual stresses, etc.). In the experiment, there is investigated influence of machining parameters
(feed rate and cutting speed) on resultant machined surface (namely roughness). Measurements were
provided in direction of feed rate, as well as perpendicular to feed rate direction. Moreover, there is
compared ultrasonic assisted milling with conventional milling. Obtained results could be applied at
manufacturing of components in aviation and marine industry or in oil refining to increase surface
quality and/or reduce machining time. This contribution investigates the surface quality parameters
(Ra and Rz) achieved by the ultrasound assisted milling of Monel the nickel alloy.

Keywords: Ultrasonic assisted milling; Rotary ultrasonic machining; Conventional milling; Nickel alloys; Roughness.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic assisted machining processes have
many advantages. Application of ultrasound
decreases cutting forces (enables machining
thin-walled workpieces), decreases generation of
process heat (enables machining heat sensitive
materials) and increases tool life. Also, it
enables machining hard and brittle materials,
such as glass and ceramics. These effects also
influence surface roughness. Rotary ultrasonic
machining (RUM) can reach mean arithmetic
surface roughness Ra 0.3 µm. However, RUM is

usually used for the machining of brittle
materials, and it utilises a tool with undefined
geometry with diamond abrasive particles. Such
tool, however, is not suitable for machining soft
and tough materials, such as nickel alloys.
Therefore the mill with defined geometry made
of high speed steel (HSS) or sintered carbide
and coated with TiCN is recommended for this
kind of materials. Combination of the tool with
defined geometry with ultrasonic vibration
should positively affect the quality of surface
and avoid to formation of build-up-edge (BUE)
[1,2,3,4,5].
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2.2. Machining equipment

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
It is necessary to specify utilised machines,
devices, materials and evaluation method at the
beginning of the experiment, because they could
affect each other. In following subchapters are
described: workpiece material, machine tool,
measuring device and evaluation method.

2.1. Material used for research

The current interest of aviation industry in
the materials of high strength, high creep
resistance and high heat resistance such as
nickel alloys, keeps growing. Such materials are
being increasingly used for their mechanical
properties, as well as for their good corrosion
resistance. Their main applications are in marine
industry, aerospace and in oil industry especially
for components which have to keep high
strength at elevated temperatures, such as
turbines. Nickel alloys (also known as
superalloys) could be hardenable and they could
achieve tensile strength up to 1800 MPa. One of
the most utilised Ni alloy is Monel. Its chemical
composition provided by microanalysis EDX is
shown in Table 1. Its main mechanical
properties are shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows
its physical properties [6,7].
Table 1 Chemical composition of Monel 400.
Element
wt. %

Ni
61.45

Cu
29.72

Fe
1.66

Mn
1.05

Si
0.45

Ultrasonic 20 linear, the machine tool made
by DMG Mori Seiki was used in this
experiment. It is a five-axis rotary ultrasonic and
high speed cutting machine tool. Ultrasonic
oscillation is provided by an ultrasonic generator
with a piezo-ceramic convertor. High speed
cutting is ensured by spindle, which can reach
42 000 rpm. Feed acceleration is over 2g. It has
a 5-axis gantry construction with an integrated
NC swivel rotary table. It has very high
precision of positioning (± 2.5 µm). During the
experiments, only four outer nozzles were used
for cooling [8,9,10].
As a tool, a face mill with two cutting edges
was used. The tool is made of carbide by SECO
Company under the trade name 905XL020MEGA-T. The main dimensions of the tool are
presented in Table 4. Tool-holder bears a label
HSK 32S-ER11 [11].
Table 4 Dimensions of the tool.
Diameter
[mm]
2

Length of
active part
[mm]
2.2

Whole
length
[mm]
60

Number of
teeth
[-]
2

2.3. Description of the experiment

A plate by the dimensions 100 x 70 x 10 mm
made of the above mentioned Monel Ni alloy
was used for the experiment. On the biggest
surface (100 x 70 mm) rectangular areas by the
dimensions 20 x 14 mm were milled (25 areas at
each side), as shown Figure 1.

Table 2 Mechanical properties of Monel.
Hardness
[HV10]

Elongation
[%]

215

20

Yield
strength
[MPa]
510

Tensile
strength
[MPa]
690

Table 3 Physical properties of Monel.
Melting
point
[°C]
1350
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Density
[kg/m3]
8800

Young´s
modulus
[GPa]
175

Thermal
conductivity
[W.m-1.K-1]
22

Fig. 1 Milled areas on the workpiece

Scheme of clamping and placement of
workpiece in workplace of the machine tool is
shown in Figure 2.

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
Surface quality is one of the most important
parameters of machined part. Increased surface
quality is often related with productivity – if we
are able to reach better quality and tool life at
the same productivity (e.g. by ultrasonic
assistance), we could often reach the same
quality at higher productivity [17, 18].
3.1. List of results

Fig. 2 Workpiece in machine tool

During the experiment, the speed of spindle
changed in the horizontal direction (axis X) and
the feed rate in vertical direction (axis Y). The
spindle speed reached the values 5000 rpm (first
column), 5500 rpm (second column), 6000 rpm
(third column), 6500 rpm (fourth column) and
7000 rpm (fifth column). The feed rate reached
the values 100 (first line), 200 (second line), 300
(third line), 400 (fourth line) and 500 mm.min-1
(last line). Depth of the cut was constant 0.1
mm. The workpiece was milled by ultrasound
with frequency 21 467 Hz (harmonic frequency
of tool – determined by FEM analysis) and
amplitude 6 µm [12, 13, 14].
2.4. Evaluation of the experiment

Measurement was performed on Surtronic
3+, the measuring device made by Taylor
Hobson Company [15]. Measured were the
surface parameters, such as arithmetic roughness
Ra and maximum height roughness Rz. Each
measurement was repeated three times. The
measurement was performed in the cross as well
as longitudinal directions. It gives 600 results,
including average values. Therefore, in this
article, only the average values of Ra and Rz in
cross direction will be presented. Generally,
surface parameters in cross direction are much
more important than surface parameters in
longitudinal direction. Longitudinal roughness is
usually much lower and therefore less
significant, than cross roughness [16].

The resultant surface roughness for
conventional milling (CM) and ultrasound
assisted milling (UAM) is shown in following
tables. In Table 5 is summarized labelling of the
machined areas obvious from Figure 1. In Table
6 is shown comparison of roughness parameter
Ra between CM and UAM. And in Table 7 is
shown comparison of roughness parameter Rz.
Table 5 Labelling of machined areas
No.
CM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

UAM
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Feed rate
[mm/min]
100
200
300
400
500
100
200
300
400
500
100
200
300
400
500
100
200
300
400
500
100
200
300
400
500

Spindle speed
[rpm]
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5500
5500
5500
5500
5500
6000
6000
6000
6000
6000
6500
6500
6500
6500
6500
7000
7000
7000
7000
7000
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Average values of arithmetic roughness and
maximum height roughness in cross direction
are presented. Owing to the assistance of
ultrasound, surface roughness is lower than the
roughness measured in conventional milling in
the most of cases.
Table 6 Comparison of achieved roughness Ra
No.
CM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

UAM
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

RaCM
[µm]
1.54
1.90
2.71
2.73
2.82
1.45
1.89
2.19
2.47
2.20
1.61
1.59
1.57
2.24
1.92
1.71
1.72
2.07
2.83
2.80
1.60
1.43
1.72
1.81
2.41

RaUAM
[µm]
0.52
0.59
0.72
0.72
1.26
1.14
1.81
1.65
1.72
1.69
1.33
2.19
2.42
2.63
3.29
1.37
1.91
2.07
2.37
3.24
1.34
0.57
0.45
0.80
1.43

Surface roughness parameter Ra was
decreased by 23 % when ultrasonic assistance
was active, according Table 6. Similar relation
as presented Table 6 for roughness parameter Ra
can be shown in Table 7 for roughness
parameter Rz as well. There was decreasing of
surface roughness parameter Rz by 24 % when
ultrasound was applied. Surface quality at
conventional milling was better in cases, when
spindle speed achieved value 6000 rpm and feed
rate achieved value over 200 mm/min. At these
machining parameters is positive effect of
ultrasound negated.
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Table 7 Comparison of achieved roughness Rz
No.
CM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

UAM
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

RzCM
[µm]
5.83
6.80
9.70
10.32
11.07
5.73
7.20
8.67
9.43
10.17
7.67
6.27
6.43
9.07
7.93
6.63
7.53
8.20
10.73
11.60
6.10
5.70
8.33
7.27
11.30

RzUAM
[µm]
3.97
2.77
4.37
5.67
8.17
3.70
6.40
5.93
5.40
6.53
4.63
6.43
7.73
9.60
10.33
5.67
6.27
6.97
8.30
11.53
8.03
2,60
2.73
4.03
5.90

Obtained results could be presented also as
graph. Results for both surface roughness
parameters (Ra and Rz) are similar; therefore
only graphical influence for Ra parameter is
presented. Figure 3 shows influence of feed rate
on roughness Ra, and Figure 4 shows influence
of spindle speed on roughness Ra. Red line
represent conventional milling and blue one
represent ultrasonic assisted milling. These
graphs are based on Table 6.

Fig. 3 Influence of feed rate on surface roughness
parameter Ra
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Fig. 4 Influence of spindle speed on surface
roughness parameter Ra

4. CONCLUSIONS
Ultrasonic machining by a common tool for
ultrasonic milling, i.e. of undefined geometry is
not proper for soft materials. This is due to fine
cutting teeth. However, the tool of defined
geometry could have much larger teeth, and
therefore active part of the tool could not be
sealed by the soft material of workpiece. The
experiment confirms the premise, that even soft
and tough materials (in comparison with
ceramics) such as Ni alloys can be machined
with assistance of ultrasound, when using a tool
of defined geometry. The best parameters of
machined surface (Ra 0.45 µm) were achieved
at the spindle speed 7000 rpm and feed rate 300
mm/min. The biggest difference (decreasing by
74 %) between CM and UAM (in favour of
UAM) was at spindle speed 5000 rpm and feed
rate 400 mm/min. Anyway, this fact could
significantly decrease the production time and
also improve the quality of machined surface.
Therefore, in further research, influence of
ultrasonic assistance on surface quality at
machining of different alloys will be elaborated
in detail (such as titanium and magnesia alloys).
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Abstract
WEDM (Wire Electric Discharge Machining) is very complex and difficult process. For the
improvement it is necessary to study this process and identify the impacts of all input variables to output
variables. The article deals with the issue of cutting of sintered carbide by WEDM. Many parameters
are involved in the process and these parameters interact with each other. The aim was to clarify the
impact of input parameters to the cutting process and to find those parameters to make the process as
fast as possible and stable. Sintered carbide type K (PCG GMBH F10) was used as the sample. The
experiment was performed on the machine Agie Charmilles Robofil 310. As input factors were selected
pulse width, time between two pulses, servo voltage, pulse current, short pulse time and frequency. Due
to the fact that it is necessary to assess the impact of a several input parameters, Taguchi experimental
design was selected. L27 matrix was used. Screening experiment was used in the first part of the
experiment. This experiment was necessary to perform because ANOVA cannot handle operate without
measured parameters. It is necessary to avoid wire braking in each measurement of the value of MRR
(Material Removal Rate). The rupture of the wire is of course also relevant results, and determining the
area in which the wire rupture is at least as important as the detection of the impact of the MRR
parameters, but the breakage of the wire cannot be expressed numerically. Setting levels of the variable
factors in the screening experiment were elected to the extent possible the machine so that it could
determine when a cutting process is stable. Parameters which were the highest influence on the stability
of cutting process were able to determine after performing of the screening experiment. To evaluate the
final experiment, ANOVA (Analysis of variance) was used.

Keywords: WEDM, electric erosion, material removal rate, dielectric, sintered carbide

1. INTRODUCTION
Material Removal Rate (MRR) is generally
expressed as a proportion of the volume of
removed material and time for which it has been
taken. Sometimes it is expressed as a weight of
removed material for a time. In the case of EDM

wire cutting, for the calculation is most
commonly used formula [1]:

MRR = 𝑣𝑐 .𝐵.𝐻 [𝑚𝑚3.𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]

(1)
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Where:

𝑣𝑐 -cutting speed [mm.min-1],
B -width of the cut [mm],
H - height of the cut
The basic parameters of wire EDM can be
considered following: pulse on time, pulse off
time, voltage, peak current, discharge current,
flushing pressure of dielectric fluid, wire feed
rate and wire tension. Each of these parameters
(except wire tension and wire feed rate) has huge
influence to cutting process, which is explained
in detail in [2].
Research of the relationship between the
cutting speed and input parameters has been
described in [3]. The cemented carbide has been
machined. It has been found that the increase of
pulse duration leads to a higher cutting speed,
greater duration of the pulse off time, the more
cutting speed decreases and the voltage affects
the cutting speed inversely and with increasing
discharge current cutting speed increases.
It was found that the discharge current and the
discharge pulse duration have a greater impact
than other observed parameters on the MRR,
surface roughness and wear wire [4].
In [5] has been proved, discharge frequency,
voltage, pulse duration and wire feed rate has the
greatest influence on the MRR.
S. R. NITHIN ARAVIND et al (2012) [6]
presents the experimental study to select best
suitable value of voltage, current, speed, pulse
on/off time in order to get maximum metal
removal rate (MRR) and minimum surface
roughness (SR).
Relevant results can also be found in
[7,8,9,10,11,12]

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
As workpiece material, sintered carbide PCG
GMBH F10 was used. This is a cemented carbide
with a fine structure where the main component
is tungsten carbide in a cobalt matrix, and it is
included in K group. The experiment was carried
out on the Charmilles ROBOFIL 310 machine,
which is a CNC machine for wire EDM. The
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diameter of the CuZn37 wire was 0.25 mm. Wire
tensile strength Re was 980 N.mm-2. As
dielectricum deionized water was used.
Conductivity of the dielectricum was 5S.
2.1. Experimental setup

For this experiment Taguchi experimental
design was used. Six parameters were used at
three levels, as can be seen in the Tab.1. It means
L27 orthogonal array was used.
Table 1. Used parameters
Parameter

Unit

A
B
Aj
Ws
TAC
FF

µs
µs
V
m.min-1
µs
%

L1
0.4
16
30
5
0.2
50

Level
L2 L3
0.5 0.6
20 24
40 50
10 15
0.5 0.8
75 100

Considering literature study and screening
experiment, following parameters: pulse width
(A), time between two pulses (B), Servo voltage
(Aj), Wire speed (Ws), Short pulse time (TAC)
and frequency were selected. Voltage between
electrodes was set to 80V.
Realization of the experiment consisted from
two steps. As first step can be considered as a
screening experiment where levels for each
parameter was set to a value that does not break
the wire and process and the process can be
considered as stable.

Fig. 1. Relation between pulse width and number of
electrode ruptures

The result of the experiment was to find a
stable cutting area. It was found that the greatest
impact on the breakage of the electrode has a
pulse width (A). Increasing the pulse width, the
process becomes unstable, as can be seen in the
Fig. 1.

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
In the Table 1. Can be seen the experiment
results. For each measurement the MRR value
was recorded and the value of S/N ratio was
calculated (2).
Table 2. Measured values and S/N ratios
Parameters
N
A
B
As
Ws
TAC
1
0.4
16
30
5
0.2
2
0.4
16
30
5
0.3
3
0.4
16
30
5
0.4
4
0.4
20
40
10
0.2
5
0.4
20
40
10
0.3
6
0.4
20
40
10
0.4
7
0.4
24
50
15
0.2
8
0.4
24
50
15
0.3
9
0.4
24
50
15
0.4
10
0.5
16
30
5
0.2
11
0.5
16
30
5
0.3
12
0.5
16
30
5
0.4
13
0.5
20
40
10
0.2
14
0.5
20
40
10
0.3
15
0.5
20
40
10
0.4
16
0.5
24
50
15
0.2
17
0.5
24
50
15
0.3
18
0.5
24
50
15
0.4
19
0.6
16
30
5
0.2
20
0.6
16
30
5
0.3
21
0.6
16
30
5
0.4
22
0.6
20
40
10
0.2
23
0.6
20
40
10
0.3
24
0.6
20
40
10
0.4
25
0.6
24
50
15
0.2
26
0.6
24
50
15
0.3
27
0.6
24
50
15
0.4

S/Nbigger = -10log10[

1
𝑦𝑖

2

∑𝑛
𝑖=1( )
𝑛

FF
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100
50
75
100

]

(2)

Where:
n - number of repetition,
yi - is the measured value of the required
characteristic
Wire has not been interrupted when measured,
that confirming the relevance of the screening
experiment. ANOVA is a generalization of
Student's t test for independent selections. using
it shall examine the impact of factors on the

observed response. The following table
calculated ANOVA for individual impact of each
factor on the MRR significance α= 0.05. If the P
value less than 0.05, it is the statistical factor
significant (significance level α). For the analysis
of variation data set (ANOVA) needs to be

MRR [mm3/min]
9.9
14.9
19.8
7.8
12.2
15.0
5.7
7.8
10.0
14.2
18.0
11.9
10.8
13.6
8.2
12.0
15.9
10.4
17.5
11.8
15.7
18.0
13.2
19.0
18.2
10.7
14.9

SN Ratio [dB]
19.9127
23.4637
25.9333
17.8419
21.7272
23.5218
15.1175
17.8419
20.0000
23.0458
25.1055
21.5109
20.6685
22.6708
18.2763
21.5836
24.0279
20.3407
24.8608
21.4376
23.9180
25.1055
22.4115
25.5751
25.2014
20.5877
23.4637

examined if measured value and the signal / noise
ratio meet normal probability division. In this
case, measured values and S/N ratio values meets
this requirement as can be seen in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. S/N ratio normal probability
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Table 3. ANOVA for S/N Ratio
DF
Seq SS
A
2
41.328
B
2
24.613
Aj
2
33.031
Ws
2
1.235
TAC
2
4.837
FF
2
85.863

Adj SS
41.328
24.613
33.031
1.235
4.837
85.863

In the Table 3. can be seen the results from
analysis of variance. Statistically significant
parameters related to measured data (significance
level α = 0.05) are the parameters A, B, Aj, TAC
and FF. Ws parameter appears to be not
statistically significant because of the value of
P=0.067, and this is more than 0.05.
Table 4. Response table for S/N ratio
B
Aj
Ws
TAC FF
Level A
1
20.60 23.24 23.15 22.24 21.48 19.72
2
21.91 21.98 22.45 22.14 22.14 22.37

3

23.62 20.91 20.53 21.75 22.50 24.05
2.34 2.62 0.50 1.02 4.33
4
3
6
5
1

Delta 3.02
Rank 2

The biggest impact on material removal rate
was observed at the frequency (FF) after
followed by parameters in order pulse width (A),
servo mean voltage (Aj), time between the two
pulses (B), short pulse time (TAC) and finally
unwinding speed of the wire (Ws). To determine
the effects of the response is used Main Effects
Plot (Fig. 3). These charts explain whether the
given parameters and feedback direct or indirect
dependence.

Figure 3. Dependence between S/N Ratio and input
factors levels

The object of this experiment is to maximize
the MRR. From the Fig.3 is clear, that the highest
material removal rate in the measured range for
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Adj MS
20.6638
12.3064
16.5155
0.6176
2.4183
42.9313

F
110.48
65.79
88.30
3.30
12.93
229.53

P
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.067
0.001
0.000

given conditions in the following optimal settings
of factors: A = 0.6 µs (level 3), B = 16 µs (level
1), Aj = 30 V (level 1), Ws = 5 m.min-1 (level 1),
TAC = 0.4 µs (level 3), FF = 100 % (level 3).

4. CONCLUSION
Performing screening experiment, the stable
area for final experiment was established.
Influence of each parameter on the MRR was
observed from the final experiment. A pulse
width had a significant effect on the MRR and
affect the response was 20% i.e. the second
highest. This result is in line with the findings
published by [3] SHAYAN, A. V, AFZA, R. A.
a TEIMOURI, R. Increasing the pulse width (A)
increases the MRR. The optimal value for this
parameter is 0.6 µs.
The time between two pulses B does not quite
correspond with [1] SHARMA, N., KHANNA,
R. a GUPTA, R., because the level of impact is
approximately one half smaller than the period
between two pulses B. Has been confirmed that
this parameter has a statistically significant effect
on the MRR, and the increase of this parameter
material removal rate decreases. It also has
interaction with the pulse width, servo mean
voltage and the speed unwinding wire. Its optimal
value in this condition is 16 µs.
Servo mean voltage (Aj) has a significant
influence on the MRR, which has the third
biggest impact. Its increasing material removal
rate decreases. The optimal value is 30V.
As expected, the rate unwinding the wire Ws
has proved as statistically insignificant. Its degree
of influence on the material removal rate reached
1%. However, the rate unwinding the wire had
interactions with pulse width (A), time between
two pulses (B) and servo mean voltage (Aj).

Short pulse time TAC had a statistically
significance, but the degree of its impact reached
only 2.5%, the second lowest after the Ws.
The biggest impact on the intensity of the
material removal rate has frequency FF. Its share
of the overall result is up 44.37%. Increasing the
frequency leads to a significant increase material
removal rate. Frequency does not interact with
any other parameter except TAC.
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Abstract
Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) can provide an effective solution for the information security
needs of a company. Well configured IDSs are able to automatically recognize attacks that target
either networks or hosts. IDSs can be categorized based on different aspects or properties. The
intrusion detection approach is one of the most important properties of the IDS algorithms. Based on
it one can identify signature based and behaviour based solutions. While the signature based approach
tries to recognize attacks by using a database of known attack signatures, the behaviour based one
first learns the normal behaviour of the supervised system and after finishing the learning process
tries to identify anomalies, i.e. significant deviations from the normal behaviour.
In this paper, after presenting the main ideas of the functioning of behaviour based IDSs we do a
survey on the currently most important anomaly detection types. Thus key features of statistical
based, knowledge based, and computational intelligence based techniques are introduced. In the latter
case methods applying fuzzy logic, neural networks, and clustering are described as well.
Advantageous and disadvantageous features of the different approaches are also presented.

Keywords: information security, signature based IDS, behaviour based IDS, Anomaly-Based IDS, fuzzy logic, neural
networks, clustering.

1. INTRODUCTION
An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a
software or hardware solution that automates the
monitoring and analysis of the network traffic
and user activities to strengthen the security of
an information system. The intrusion detection
consists of two basic processes, i.e. monitoring
the underlying system activities and analysing
the resulting log data [1]. Generally, IDSs can
be classified into two types based on the
considered information source, i.e. Host based
Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) and
Network based Intrusion Detection Systems
(NIDS) [2]. While members of the first group
mainly work with local (operating system
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related) information IDSs belonging to the
second group monitor network related events.
This paper focuses on the latter type.
An NIDS contains one or more sensors
connected to network interface cards that
acquire information about network traffic
volume, used protocols, source and destination
IP addresses, service ports, etc. [7]. This IDS
type usually is deployed in a segment or on the
border of a network, and mainly investigates the
network traffic. Usually it is capable to monitor
and protect several systems and devices.
The type of the applied analysis is the most
important aspect taken into consideration for the
categorization of NIDSs. Conform to it one can

identify anomaly detection
detection based IDSs [3].

and

signature

module compares it with the previously created
model. Based on the acquired knowledge the
detection module strives to determine whether
the analysed activity is harmful to the system or
not.

Fig. 1. Categorization of IDSs based on the
applied analysis

While signature based IDS solutions look for
the existence of known patterns or signatures the
anomaly detection technics compare the actual
behaviour of the system to its estimated
“normal” behaviour. The advantage of the latter
approach lies in the potential capability to
recognize new intrusion types [7]. Being an
intensively investigated and developing area our
paper focuses on the anomaly detection based
approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the main ideas of anomaly
based IDSs as well as the three main subtypes.
Section 3 is entirely dedicated to the
computational intelligence based BIDSs.

2. ANOMALY DETECTION
BASED IDSs
Although there are some differences between
the anomaly detection based IDS (also called
Behavior based IDSs - BIDS) subtypes but
generally they can function on two different
modes (see Fig. 2). In case of the training mode
the system is fed with sensor data that describes
the typical (normal) network and user behaviour.
This input is transformed and formalized into
the so called normal behaviour profiles by the
parameterization module. Based on these
profiles the training module creates a normal
behavioural
model
for
the
network
automatically, manually or in a combined way.
Next, the BIDS is switched into the detection
mode when it is used for its main purpose, i.e.
the strengthening of the network security.
In the detection mode the actual sensor data
is converted into actual profile by the
parameterization module and the detection

Fig. 2. BIDS functional architecture [7]

BIDSs create statistics for the logon time, the
time a user was logged in, the usually accessed
files, as well as for the frequency of the
modification and movement of these files, etc.
The advantage of the anomaly based approach is
its fast and dynamic adaptation capability to
unknown attack types.
The disadvantage of BIDSs is that they alert
the administrator and take counter measures
more often than knowledge-based IDSs due to
their high rate of false alarms [9]. Additionally,
a BIDS is less efficient in case of systems whose
behaviour pattern is not static enough for the
creation of statistics or in case of systems where
user activity is not monotonous. One has to take
extra precautions in course of the learning
period to avoid the possibility of “learning” an
actual intrusion as a normal behaviour [4].
BIDSs can be classified into three main
categories based on the data processing mode,
i.e. statistical based, knowledge based, and
computational intelligence based. The following
three subsections describe them briefly.
2.1. Statistical based BIDSs

Statistical based BIDSs monitor the network
traffic, examine the communication speed, the
used protocols and IP addresses focusing on the
differences from the allowed values. It examines
the current profile by comparing it to the normal
profile. If an anomaly occurs in the network the
anomaly measure is also calculated. If it exceeds
a predefined threshold an alarm is activated.
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This IDS type follows different activities and
creates reports about malicious activities using
statistical methods. Its shortcoming is its relative
high rate of categorizing an attack occurring in
course of the normal traffic as a normal activity
[5].

from this family are fuzzy logic, artificial neural
networks as well as clustering and several
optimization techniques. In this section, three CI
based BIDS approaches are presented, namely
artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic and
clustering based BIDSs.

2.2 Knowledge based BIDSs

Knowledge based BIDSs work with a
database containing information about previous
attacks. It is decided based on this samples
whether the monitored activity is categorized as
a hostile one or not. Actually this is the most
used BIDS model. Its advantage is that it
blacklists mistakenly significantly less traffic
than the other approaches. Furthermore, in
almost all of the cases it uses standard alerts that
are
easily understandable for
system
administrators. However, its demand on
continuous update and maintenance of the
sample database can be considered as a
drawback. Moreover, this type of IDS cannot
recognize new attack types. This shortcoming
can result in whitelisting a new, previously
unknown attack type and allowing it access to
the system.
2.3 Computational Intelligence based
BIDSs

Computational intelligence (CI) based BIDSs
can recognize and define rules and regularities
independently or with human help based on
sample data. They not only learn samples but
also became capable of making decisions on
their own in case of previously unseen data. CI
based BIDSs also use statistical analysis
techniques to improve their performance.
However,
they
usually
require
big
computational resources owing to the huge
amount of data to be processed.

3. COMPUTATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE BASED BIDS
APPROACHES
Computational Intelligence (CI) comprises a
family of nature inspired heuristics methods that
support various calculations related to artificial
intelligence tasks [8]. Frequently used tools
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3.1 Artificial Neural Network

ANNs are the most commonly used soft
computing technique in IDSs. An ANN is a
processing system that is inspired by the
biological nervous systems. It is composed of a
large number of highly interconnected
processing elements (called neurons) that are
working together to solve specific problems.
Each neuron is basically a summing element
followed by an activation function.
Some IDS designers apply ANN as a pattern
recognition technique [20]. Pattern recognition
can be implemented for example by using a
feed-forward neural network that has been
trained with a sample data set. When the initial
training process of the neural network is is
finished the ANN identifies the current input
pattern and it outputs the corresponding class. In
case of the lack of an exact match the neural
network gives an output, which corresponds to
the known input pattern that is the least different
one from the given pattern [17].
For example Kukiełka and Kotulski [18]
proposed a distributed IDS system having three
modules, i.e. the central module, the Net-LAN
monitor and the H&N monitor. While the two
monitors analize host log data and network data
respectively, the central module is responsible
for alerting the end user and retraining the
system with new data vectors.

Ryan et al. presented anomaly neural network
based intrusion detection system called NNID
[21] of which presumption was that the user
leaves a “print” when using a computer system.
This “print” is described as a feature vector that
contains among others the connections of a
single user during a whole day and information

regarding the 100 most important commands
they used. The vector can be learned by an ANN
and so later the ANN can identify the current
user. If the actual behaviour does not match the
“print” a possible intrusion is in progress and the
system administrator is alerted. NNID applied
backpropagation ANN and achieved an accuracy
of 96%
3.2 Fuzzy logic

Although on the surface there are always
exact facts and numerical data the process of
intrusion detection has to deal with vague
boundaries between normal behaviour and
anomalies. Besides being able to handle the
inherent vagueness fuzzy logic based solutions
also provide a self-explaining capability that can
be a useful characteristic when analysing their
functioning. Furthermore, they can easily
incorporate human expert knowledge expressed
in form of IF-THEN rules (see Fig. 4.).

dimensionality of the problem. The fuzzy
concept can find application at a higher level as
well. Decision fusion can employ fuzzy logic
(e.g. [14]) for making a final decision when
more than one different techniques are used for
intrusion identification purposes.
3.3 Clustering and identification of
outliers

The goal of cluster analysis is to identify
groups of objects in such a way that group
members are more similar (close) to each other
than to members of other groups. [11]. An
outlier is an object that is distant from other
objects and is not considered as member of any
clusters. It can arise as a result of some kind of
anomaly,
which
presents
a
potential
applicability in intrusion system development.

IF unusual_connection_count is high AND
destination_host_count is high AND
observed_service_port_count is medium_low THEN
service_scan_possibility is high
Fig. 4. Example rule for the detection of a host scan
on a given port aiming the identification of a server
[16]

There are several possible application areas for
the fuzzy approach in the field of intrusion
detection. For example Bridges et al. [12]
proposed a system that in the training phase
creates a fuzzy normal behaviour profile from
intrusion free log data using data mining
techniques and by creating fuzzy association
rules. Later in the detection phase new
association rules are created from the actual log
data and the decision is made based on a
similarity assessment. Anomaly detection can
also be viewed as an outlier detection (exception
mining) problem where the outlier points
represent abnormal behaviour, i.e. a possible
attack against the protected system.
Chimplee et al. [13] used fuzzy c-means
clustering for the identification of intrusion
attempts. They applied correlation analysis
based feature selection in order to reduce the

Fig. 5 Cluster and outliers

Scherer et al. [15] investigated the usage of
Farthest First Traversal (FFT), K-means and
COBWEB/CLASSIT algorithms for clustering
and support vector machine (SVM) for
classification. Taking into consideration
different attack types K-means based clustering
ensured the best average results.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Intrusion detection systems have become a very
important component of the defence systems of
individual computers and computer networks
facing various threats of malicious activities.
Although the IDS technology has a long history
with several approaches and solutions this field
is in continuous development.
This paper presented a survey on a main
category of IDSs, i.e. anomaly based intrusion
detection approaches. Depending on the applied
data processing mode three main BIDS
categories were identified. Beside the classical
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solutions the computational intelligence based
approach has gained more and more attention
recently. Here fuzzy logic and artificial neural
networks proved to be two straightforward
options especially due to the proper hardware
resource ensured by the current devices.
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Abstract
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) offers solutions for several difficulties of network
configuration and control by separating the control logic of the network from the underlying
hardware components and applying a logical centralization. Having software in focus the services
and features offered by the used programming languages play a key role in the effective application
development in this field.
These languages allow for users to determine different network configuration rules, for example the
access control lists (ACLs). They can also provide specialized abstractions to cope with other
management requirements, like monitoring. There are several available tools starting from low level
languages up to high level languages. The former ones offer a framework to program computer
networks through the Control to Data-Plane Interface (CDPI), which is similar to assembly
languages and is not an easy way to control the network. On the contrary, high-level programming
languages are easy-to-learn and can be powerful tools that ensure the quality of different important
properties and functions of SDNs such as network-wide structures, modular composition, as well as
virtualization.
Although at the moment there is no consensus on the programming technology to be applied, SDN
will be the future for controlling computer networks. In this paper, we do a survey on the applicable
languages starting from the low level ones like OpenFlow up to high level ones like Pyretic. The
development of the available languages starting from 2009 is presented as well. Various
programming problems and examples are also shown to compare the different levels of programing
languages. Major features, application fields, advantages and disadvantages of the presented tools
are discussed as well.
Keywords: SDN, Software-Defined Networks, SDN programming language, Networks, OpenFlow, Pyretic

1. INTRODUCTION
Software-Deﬁned
Networking
(SDN)
supports a centralized programming model for
managing
computer
networks.
SDN
programming languages allows to the
programmer to use simple programming
language constructs to declare centralized
algorithmic policies, which will be responsible
for the behaviour of an entire network. These
policies have to be translated into a language,
which can be understood by the switches. SDNcompliant switches use a low-level interface.
The
controllers
provide
Application
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Programming Interfaces (APIs), which are also
low-level tools. The high level languages
support a good chance to program and control
the network. There are many SDN programming
languages that use different functionalities and
focus on solving several network problems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the main ideas of Software-Defined
Networking. Section 3 gives a summary of the
Low-level Programming, the API-based
Programming
and
the
Domain-Speciﬁc
Language Programming. Section 4 presents
eight SDN programming languages and shows
some examples written in this languages as well.

2. SOFTWARE-DEFINED
NETWORKING
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) allows
the control over the functionality of a computer
network,
allowing
its
redeﬁnition
or
modiﬁcation. SDN is is based on an open
architecture, which makes the network
conﬁguration and management ﬂexible and
programmable. The SDN architecture has three
layers [1], i.e. the Data Plane, the Control Plane
and the Application (Management) Plane (see
Fig. 1).

Forwarding (POF) [4], New, and Open Policy
Framework (OpFlex) [5].
The key part of the Control Plane layer is the
controller. It allows SDN applications to
exchange information with the Management
Plane via the Northbound Interface (NBI). There
are several controller solutions, like NOX [6],
POX [7], or OpenDayLight [8].
The Northbound Interface connects the
Control Plane and the Application Plane. It
enables the specification of the network
behaviour and requirements.
The Application (Management) Plane is the
third and the uppermost level in the SDN
architecture. This plane is responsible for the
selection and use of one or more SDN
Applications, which consist of Application
Logic and NBI Drivers. These applications
define the behaviour of the network and the
network related requirements for the SDN
controller using the NBIs.

3. SDN PROGRAMMING

Fig. 1. SDN architecture [1]

The lowest layer of the SDN architecture is
the Data Plane, which is also known as
Forwarding Plane. This layer contains the
forwarding physical devices like network
devices, switches, etc. [1]. These hardware
elements use a matching table to send the
packets to the destination address. They
implement a Control-Data-Plane Interface
(CDPI) agent to communicate with the Control
Plane layer.
The CDPI is often called Southbound
Interface. This interface is deﬁned between Data
Plane and Control Plane layers and helps us by
programmatic control of all sending operations.
The most used CDPI is OpenFlow [2]. It was
developed by researchers from the Berkeley and
Stanford universities. OpenFlow makes possible
overriding and modifying the network behavior.
There are many other available tools as well,
like
Network
conﬁguration
protocol
(NETCONF)
[3],
Protocol
Oblivious

When a network device receives a new
packet, first it looks in its ﬂow tables for an
entry matching of the packet header ﬁelds,
which may be the destination physical address
(MAC address) or the logical address (IP
address). If it finds a matching entry, the device
tries to deliver the package. If no match is
found, the packet will be sent to the controller.
The controller manages the tables of the switch
by adding, modifying, or removing some entries
depending on the necessary task.
These applications can be programmed at
three different levels: low-level programming,
API-based programming, and Domain-Speciﬁc
Language based programming [9].
In case of Low-level Programming the
networks are programmed directly through
CDPI. This approach can be considered as the
assembly language of network programming.
Using Low-level Programming one has to
manipulate bit patterns in packets being careful
with the shared rule-table space. The
administrator has to program devices one by
one, and the errors has to be handled manually.
At this programming level, one has to use a
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General-Purpose Language (GPL) (for example
C/C++, Java, C#, Python, or shell script) to
exchange CDPI messages on the switches.
In case of API-based Programming
applications use the Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) exposed by the controllers at
this programming level. These programs are
translated by the controller into CDPI messages.
Generally API-based Programming has the same
problems as Low-level Programming. The
controllers may use one of the two API types,
i.e. local or remote.
SDN applications that use local APIs are
implemented in the controller using classes,
methods, and interfaces of the controller. The
programmer usually writes these applications in
the controller’s own language, and they can run
only on the given host (controller).
Remote APIs provide an abstraction layer
between the two different environments. These
allow for the different technologies to exchange
information among each other, using either
Extensible Markup Language (XML) or
JavaScript
Object
Notation
(JSON).
Applications using this type of API can be
written in any GPL and one can run them on a
different host as well. The source code of remote
APIs is cleaner than the local APIs based one
[10].
A Domain-Speciﬁc Language (DSL) is a
programming language that offers, through
appropriate
notations
and
abstractions,
expressive power focused on, and usually
restricted to, a particular problem domain [11].
DSLs have a compiler (or framework), which is
responsible for translating high level instructions
into a language that will be understood by a
controller API. DSLs are usually declarative.
DSLs ensure a high-level development tool by
adding new abstractions for different
programming aspects, such as monitoring,
security, and virtualization. They also facilitate
the optimization of network resource utilization.
While some DSLs are problem specific
instruments, others provide more general
abstractions, and can be used to create a broader
range of network applications.
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4. SDN PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES UNDER THE
LOUPE
This section gives an overview of eight SDN
programming languages presenting them in
chronological order, and discussing their
evolution and the relationships among them. We
start with Flow-based Management Language
(FML) [12], which was the first SDN
programming language. Next, two branches of
SDN programming languages are shown. The
first one contains only two languages (Nettle
[14] and Procera [16]) that are very useful, but
not frequently used. The second branch is more
commonly used and contains five languages
(Frenetic [18], NetCore [19], Frenetic-OCaml
[20], Pyretic [22], and NetKAT [24]). These
languages are strongly related, they evolved
from each other.
4.1. Flow-based Management
Language

Flow-based Management Language (FML) is
the ﬁrst SDN programming language. FML is a
language for specifying policies about flows.
FML is based on non-recursive Datalog [13]
with negation, where each statement represents a
simple if-then relationship. FML is able to
statically allow and/or deny speciﬁc ﬂows
depending on the actual task.
In the example presented below FML uses
static policy to allow ﬂows from TCP port 443
and IP source 10.1.1.1:
allow(Flow) ⇐ Prot = 443 ∧ Hs = 10.1.1.1
By using external information sources one
can write policies as well. Although maximum
values for jitter, bandwidth and latency can also
be specified with parameters but the usage of
this configuration type is not typical.
4.2. Nettle

Nettle [14] was the second SDN
programming language. It makes possible
programming OpenFlow networks in a
declarative style. The programming paradigm of
Nettle is based on the facts of Functional
Reactive Programming (FRP)[15]. It supports

event-based operations and time-varying
operations as well. Event-based operation allows
that the OpenFlow switches can receive and
send communication patterns upwards. The
time-varying version allows the creation of
dynamic
policies
for
instance
trafﬁc
engineering.
The Nettle code presented below is an
example for ﬂooding all network packets. The
packetIns command ﬁlters the OpenFlow
PacketIn messages (which are sent when there is
no match in the switch table) from the incoming
message stream. For each of them the
sendRcvdPacket flood command instructs the
switch to forward the packet on every port,
except the incoming port.
floodPackets1 = proc evt → do
packetInEvt ← packetIns ≺ evt
return A ≺sendRcvdPacket flood packetInEvt
4.3. Procera

Procera [16] is based on FRP, just like Nettle
and Frenetic. It uses ideas from Yampa [17] as
well. This language was used in various
prototype deployments in campus and home
networks as well.
With Procera one can describe policies, like
user authentications, time of day, bandwidth
usage, or server load. Both Frenetic and Procera
are able to use windowed event histories. While
Frenetic can be applied only to network packets
or ﬂows, Procera allows windowed history to
any event stream.
The following example uses event history
abstraction and external events.
proc world → do
recent ← since(daysAgo 2) ≺ add(usageEvents
world)
usageTable ← group sum ≺ recent
return A ≺ usageTable

It collects the host usage logs every few
seconds. The UsageEvents event filters the
usage events from all existing events (world).
After filtering a window of two days the result is
used to create a device usage mapping. After the
grouping operation the module returns a sum of
all usage.

4.4. Frenetic

Frenetic [18] is one of the first SDN
programming languages. Most of the existing
SDN programming languages are derived from
it. Frenetic contains a functional library for
describing
high-level
packet-forwarding
policies. It provides a declarative SQL-like
query language for classifying and aggregating
network trafﬁc.
Frenetic has compositional constructs. It
enables code reuse, and it is able to facilitate
modular reasoning. This programming language
ensures arbitrary wildcard and windowed history
for grouping information by number of packets,
by packet size or by time. Below is presented an
example of host usage being collected
(GroupBy([script)] every minute (Every(60)).
Select(bytes)
GroupBy([srcip])
Every(60)
4.5. Netcore

NetCore [19] had been developed as the
replacement of Frenetic for defining forwarding
policies. This language was the basis for the new
version of Frenetic, written in OCaml, and also
in Pyretic. NetCore was the first language,
which presented formal semantics and proofs of
correctness. The following NetCore example
ﬁlters all HTTPs trafﬁc (DstPort = 110111011)
(443) and returns true if the total number of
https packets sent is less than 1000 (∑ s), or if
the packet k comes from a particular sender
(SrcAddr = 10.0.1.1).
filterHttps = DstPort : 110111011
cond (∑, s, k) = cardinality ∑ 1000 ||
k.SrcAddr == 10.0.1.1
NetCore generates rules proactively instead of
reactively. The compiler creates as many
OpenFlow-level rules proactively as possible,
otherwise it uses the reactive process.
4.6. Frenetic-OCaml

Frenetic-OCaml [20] is a new version of the
Frenetic language, which is implemented in
Objective Categorical Abstract Machine
Language (OCaml)[21]. This language uses the
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network query language from the Frenetic
language. This query language gets information
from the network about the topology changes
and the traffic statistics as well. Frenetic-OCaml
is able to decide which policy will be used
during the packet update (the old one or the new
one). This is the only language that avoids the
use of both policies at the same time.
The example below shows how the monitor
module and the repeater module work. The
repeater applies the rules to forward the trafﬁc,
the monitor queries the amount of HTTPs trafﬁc
arriving on port 3. The main module just calls
these modules in the program.
def monitor():
z = (Select(bytes) ∗
Where(inport = 3 & srcport = 443) ∗
Every(20))
z >> Print()
def repeater():
rules = [Rule(inport : 1, [f wd(2)]),
Rule(inport : 2, [f wd(1)])]
register(rules)
def main():
repeater()
monitor()
4.7. Pyretic

Pyretic [22] is a language of the Frenetic
Project. This language is the only SDN language
provided with imperative programming.
The example below is a function that adds
ﬁrewall rules in Pyretic. The program checks if
the pair mac_1 and mac_2 (MAC Addresses) are
contained in the $self.firewall list with true
logical values. If the condition is fulfilled a
message is printed (“The rule already exists”)
else, a new rule is added to the list. Pyretic
contains if and return statements as well as
variables and function deﬁnitions.
def AddRule (self, mac_1, mac_2) :
if (mac_1, mac_2) in self.firewall :
print “The rule already exists”
return
self.f irewall[(mac_1, mac_2)] = True
print “Adding new rule in %s : %s” % (mac_1,
mac_2)
self.update policy()
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Pyretic specifies static and dynamic
forwarding policies using NetCore [19]. The
Pyretic language uses different policies with
parallel and sequential operators. This language
has a library for network topology abstraction,
which can be used in virtualization. The policies
of the virtualization can be used together with
other policies, or they can serve as the base of
another layer of virtualization.
4.8. NetKAT

NetKAT [24], is based on the Kleene algebra
with Tests (KAT) [25]. This language uses KAT
to specify and to program the networks.
NetKAT was the ﬁrst programming language to
use normal phrases to specify the network
forwarding paths from the source to the target.
NetKAT is specifying and verifying network
packet-processing functions. The language
enables programmers to create significant,
compositional network programs. The following
example shows a ﬁrewall wrote in NetKAT. The
ﬁrewall allows HTTPs trafﬁc between hosts
having IP addresses 10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.2. The
other trafﬁc is dropped.
et f irewall : policy =
<: netkat <
if ( ( ip4Src = 10.1.1.1 && ip4Dst = 10.1.1.2
&& tcpSrcPort = 443 ) | |
( ip4Src = 10.1.1.2 && ip4Dst = 10.1.1.1 &&
tcpSrcPort = 443) )
then $forwarding
else drop

5. CONCLUSIONS
SDN provides a centralized approach for
several network configuration related problems.
Since the first appearance of this paradigm
several software development supporting tools
have been created in order to make possible or
to facilitate the related programming tasks. In
this paper, the main features of eight SDN
programming languages are presented including
their evolution process and some simple
practical examples as well.
While the first language (FML) targeted
mainly the specification of flow policies using a

simple syntax, later more and more functionality
and services appeared like event based
operations in Nettle, Windowed event histories
for network packets in Frenetic and for event
streams in Procera. The definition of forwarding
policies was first offered by Netcore, which also
introduced the usage of formal semantics. The
OCaml based new version of Frenetic included
the possibility to decide which policy was used
during the packet update while NetKAT
introduced the usage of normal phrases to
specify the network forwarding paths from the
source to the target.
Perhaps the most important milestone in this
evolution is represented by Pyretic that
introduced the imperative programming of SDN
and contained a library for network topology
abstraction and virtualization policy definition.
This is why this language became one of the
most widespread SDN languages. However, this
field of SDN is developing very fast, therefore it
is sure that new tools and languages are going to
be released in the future as well.
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Abstract
The present article aims to investigate the chip separation process in order to derive the chip
formation characteristics during cutting of GFRP (Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic), CFRP (Carbon
Fibre Reinforced Plastic). Composite materials are materials, which have very good material
properties. Machining of these types of material are note easy, but not too hard. Typical problem at
composite machining is chip formation. It affect chip braking, chip flowing speed, etc. The
experiments are designed on the base of DOE (Design of Experiments) method. During the
experiments – so called chiselling technology (free cutting) – we change two cutting parameters
(depth of cut, cutting speed). The chip characteristics are measured by a high speed camera. The
camera is connected with PC for recording and controlling the experimental procedure in real-time.
After that we get informations about shape and size of chip, its motion after the tool.

Keywords: Composite, Chip formation, Machining process, Design of experiment

1. INTRODUCTION
The composite materials, or the composites,
are the construction materials made of two or
more components with significantly different
physical and chemical properties. Combinating
this two components we create a new material
with unique properties that cannot be reached by
none of these components separately neither by
simply summarization [1].
As a composite it can be understood such a
material that meets following conditions:
•

Was made artificially,

•
Consists of at least two chemically
different components,
•
The components have homogenous
distribution throughout the volume from the
macroscopic point of view,
•

Consequential properties of composite
are different from the properties of the
individual components

These conditions exclude the natural
materials (eg: wood as associated material to
lignin matrix, reinforced by celluloid fibres,
further bamboos, bones, etc.)
At present time the composite materials can
be divided by a type of matrix and by a
production method [1].
Division by a type of matrix is following:
•

Polymers,

•

Metallic,

•

Ceramic [1].

Physical properties of basic material and
fibre are completely different. Physical
properties and fibre orientation determine
cutting power and machining conditions of
composite material [1].
Machining of glass-reinforced composite
with tool made from material, which is under
polycrystalline diamond in the Moh’s hardness
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scale (e.g. cemented carbide, carbide of silicon,
boron carbide), wears more intensively.

high-speed

camera.

It is possible to machine glass-reinforced
composite on standard machine tool for metal or
wood. Machining conditions don’t require
cooling but siphon off powder and chip 1].
Since composites’ heat resistant is low (100 300 °C), cutting conditions should be
determined not to reach the critical temperature
[1].
At machining the conductive is not the chip,
but the machining tool. Therefore heat is
conducted by the tool, which leads to tool wear.
It is advised to use cemented carbide tools
with high quality coat or diamond (PCD).

Fig. 1. Camera with equipment used at experiments
[2]

Figure 2. and figure 3. presents the experimental
settings.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The aim of the research is to better understand
the mechanism of stock removal at composite
materials. This mechanism is well-known (even
more models can be found for this mechanism in
literature), but at composite materials can be
found only few. This is due to anisotropic
character of material.
Full factorial experimental method was used
during experiments. I used five different
technological settings, applying the following
formula:
n = 2k + 1

Fig. 2. Tool and work-piece experimental setup

(1)

where n is the number of measurements and k
presents the settings. The cutting speed (v) and
depth of cut (ap) was changed.
I analyzed two different materials (Glass Fibre
Reinforced Plastic Composite, Carbon Fibre
Reinforced Plastic Composite), to get more
comprehensive results about the mechanism of
stock removal. At measurements I used the
Fig. 3. Experimental setup of high-speed camera

At beginning of every measurement is also
important the investigation of tool geometry,
next to definition of technological parameters
(Table 1.) Investigation of chisel-tool geometry
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was made by the help of Mitutoyo Formtracer
Contour measuring machine (Figure 4.)

Figure 4. Measuring machine Mitutoyo Formtracer
CV 3100 [3]

Can be seen, that the rake angle of tool is big,
therefore the cutting edge radius is small. For
example, plastic materials are well machinable
with this geometry. The material of tool is high
speed steel.

Fig. 5. Tool geometry

Table 1. Technological parameters

Cutting
speed

Theorethical
chip
thickness

Workpiece
lenght

Override
and
overrun

Machinig
lenght

Strokes of
ram per
minute

Chip widht

v [m/min]

h [mm]

Lw [mm]

lr [mm]

L [mm]

nk

b [mm]

16,8

1,5

100

140

240

35

4

26,9

1,5

100

140

240

56

4

16,8

2,5

100

140

240

35

4

26,9

2,5

100

140

240

56

4

19,2

2

100

140

240

40

4

3. RESULTS
The primary concern at measuerments was to
measure the chip ratio. The other values of
measurements (shear plane angle, chip speed,
breaking speed) follow from this index number.

The shear plane angle was stated from fast
camera recordings (Figure 6.), which shows that
increasing of depth of cut and cutting speed will
reduce the shear plane angle. This leads that tool
have to slough of larger surface. It requires
larger force and energy needs.

After several repetitions of experiments
showed that factor of chip shape deformation at
cutting of polymer-based composites cannot be
calculated, or calculation is very difficult. This
is because does not happen ductil cutting. It
means, that process of chip removal happens
without ductil shape deformation.
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Fig. 6. Results of shear plane angles
Fig. 7. GFRP high-speed camera image

4. CONCLUSIONS
At designing of experiments is never clean,
which results are expected. This case is
completely good example of that mechanism of
stock removal at polimer based composite
materials is very different compared to stock
removal of metallic materials.
It is interesting from several aspects, because
momentally do not exists model, which would
accurately describe this process. During the
experiments and at interpreting of results we can
conclude, that in that case is no ductul cutting. It
is clearly visible from both images (Figure 7.
and figure 8.). The chip breaks in shear plane
and there is no plastic surface deformation. It
can be also observed that two machined material
behaves differently. While at material GFRP
shapes of chip are elongated, shapes of chip at
materials CFRP are fragmented. This can be
explained by fact, that modulus of elasticity of
material GFRP is larger.
Furthermore, it was turned out also, that
delamination as an accompanying phenomenon
is
present
here
as
well.
My conclusion at this experiment is, that depth
of cut and grain direction influences most
strongly the magnitude of this accompanying
phenomenon.
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Fig. 8. CFRP high-speed camera image
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Abstract

Recently the Consumption Admission Control algorithm has been developed in the smart grid
framework as a new concept for controlling the demand side by the means of automatically
enabling/disabling electric appliances to make sure that the demand is in match with the available
supplies. The new method is based on the statistical characterization of the need and it is sensitive to
the accuracy of the estimation of the statistical descriptors and furthermore the statistics are generally
not stationary and even depend on other parameters (such as presence of the owner, temperature, etc).
Our paper introduces an RBF neural network based approximation method, which can be used to
estimate the statistical parameters of the appliance load time-series. The estimated parameters can be
fed into the Consumption Admission Control Algorithm. The capabilities of the approximation
method are demonstrated by numerical analysis based on a publicly available dataset.

Keywords: consumption admission control, radial basis function neural networks

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main tasks of electricity service
providers is maintaining an almost perfect
balance between supply and demand.
Furthermore, there is a high social and political
pressure to increase the percentage of renewable
energy sources. The control of the supply side is
difficult in many cases because of the large time
constants of the base fossil and nuclear plants;
the only solution is to use costly extra gas and
oil generators. Hence, an alternative way to keep
the balance is to control the demand side. This
concept is referred to as Demand Side
Management (DSM) [1] in the Smart Grid
literature. There exist many DSM methods, for
instance night-time heating with load switching,

time-of-use pricing and direct load control. In
general DSM covers all the activities or
programs undertaken by service providers to
influence the amount or timing of electricity use.
The residential sector represents an important
part of the electricity demand and contains
flexible appliances in high number. The amount
of consumption involved in direct control can
eliminate the error between daily prediction
based generation and actual demand. In this
paper we are investigating appliance level
statistical parameter estimation based on an RBF
neural network as part of our previously
proposed Consumption Admission Control
algorithm [2,3]. Smart metering enable us to
collect appliance level statistics, hence we can
use this additional information in our method.
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Appliance level statistical parameter estimation
means the extraction of models describing how
appliances are used by residents, given logged
data of environmental/physical parameters and
the consumption of electrical appliances. The
aim of the paper is developing an RBF
approximator which can estimate the current
statistical descriptor of a given appliance based
on environmental parameter acquisition. The
focus of the paper is the time dependence of the
statistics, however the method can be extended
for other (and even multi-dimensional)
parameters as well. Our concept is depicted by
Figure 1.
Physical
parameters

Statistical
parameters

Predictor

Fig. 1. The predictior structure

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
From a mathematical point of view there is
an unknown mapping between some
environmental parameters (such as time of days,
day of week, temperature, humidity, light
conditions, occupancy etc.) and the statistical
descriptors of the corresponding power
consumption time series model (e.g. probability
distribution function, Markov state-transition
matrix, etc). This unknown mapping can be
interpreted as an unknown function which can
be approximated by a proper tool. The
approximator has to be optimized based on a
(K )
training set  :

 u , z  , k  1,..., K  . The
k

k

unknown function is denoted by  (u ) , where

z k    uk  . Here variable u represents the

By using instead of  (u ) one must make
sure that it has the necessary (i) representation-,
(ii) learning- and (iii) generalization capabilities
needed to approximate  (u ) . In order to come
to grips with the tasks listed above, the Radial
Basis Function network implementations of

F  u, w 

will be investigated (since the

universal approximator property and off-line
learning capability of this method).
2.1. Radial Basis Function

Radial Basis Function networks are onehidden-layer neural networks. All the processing
elements (neurons) of the first (hidden) layer get
the whole input vector. The input vector is
compared to the centre point of the given
neuron, and a nonlinear function of this distance
(in the Euclidean sense) gives the output. In the
second layer only one processing element makes
a weighted sum of the outputs of the hidden
layer neurons.
φ(c1,u)

u1

a1

φ(c2,u)

u2

a2

∑

f(u)

an
φ(cn,u)

un

Fig. 2. The RBF structure

The formulae that describe the RBF network:
K

f  u    ai  ci , u 

(1)

i 1

environmental parameter vector, whereas
variable z corresponds to the statistical
parameter vector. The underlying task is to

 ci  u 2 

(2)
  ci , u   exp  

2 i2 

where u is the input vector, K is the

capture  (u ) with a given level of accuracy.

number of neurons in the hidden layer (the

develop an algorithm F  u, w  , which is able to
Here vector w represents the free parameters of
the approximator which can be tuned to fit

F  u, w  to  (u ) over the training set  ( K ) .
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number of radial basis functions),  . is called
the radial basis function, which is mostly the
Gaussian function as indicated above, and  is
called the width parameter.

The complexity of the network

The complexity of the network is determined
by the number of hidden layer neurons, i.e. the
number of the basis functions of different centre
points. The approximation is the weighted sum
of the basis function values for a given input.
Setting the width parameters

The width parameters of the network can be
different for all the basis functions, however
they are mostly set to be equal. The
approximation quality is not too highly
dependent on the width parameters which are
mainly set by the following empirical nearestneighbor rule [Haykin]:



1
K

K

c
i 1

i

cj

(3)

where c j is the nearest neighbour of ci in the
Euclidean sense.
Training of the network

The training of the network is carried out
based on a training set, i.e. some points of the
function to be approximated are known. If the
number of the known points is relatively small,
then the known points are used to centre points
of the basis function [5] as in our case as well.
In this case the weights of the network can be
calculated by solving a set of linear equations:

Ua  d

(4)

where U is the so called interpolation matrix,
and its elements are defined as

U ij    ui  u j 

(5)

and d is the desired response (i.e. the known
function values). If U is almost singular, the
Ua  d equation can be solved using the
regularization theory.
The benefits of RBF implementation are the
following properties:


Universal approximation in the L2 space;



Learning can be carried out analytically
(solving a linear set of equations, if the
number of neurons in the input layer is the
same as the number of neurons);



The
complexity
(and
hence
the
approximation capability) of the network
can be controlled by the dimensionality of
the input vector;

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the literature of power consumption time
series modelling one can find different
approaches such as applying Bernoulli iid
(independent identically distributed) model
(most simple) or different Markov models (MM)
such as First Order MM, Semi-MM or Hidden
MM [2,3]. In this paper we focus on
approximating the ON-state probability of
household appliances. In the case of Bernoulli
iid modelling of power consumption time series
of appliances there are two descriptors: the ONstate probability and the level of the ON-state.
This latter is a constant, hence the only
statistical parameter is the ON-state probability.
As an input we used a publicly available
dataset, called as ECO Data Set [4]. The dataset
consist of power consumption measurements of
different appliances at different households with
a sampling time of 1 s and with a span of 6
months. We applied the following preprocessing steps to extract the time-variability of
the ON-state probability: (i) ON-OFF-ization by
the rule: both expected value and peak value has
to be the same as in the original measurement;
(ii) consecutive days were averaged; (iii)
working days and weekend days were handled
separately; (iv) 15 minutes time segments were
supposed to be stationary.
The RBF net was trained by equations (4)
and (5). The performance was evaluated by
cross validation and measured by the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error
(MAE).
In Figure 3. the time dependence of the ONstate probability of an entertainment device
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(television) and the result of the cross validation
are depicted. (Averaging of 24 weekend days
were applied.) In each step one of the original
function samples (black stars) was reserved for
test, while all the other samples were used to
train the net. After training the test element was
approximated. The result is depicted by red
circles. After going through all the data points
by this manner, the MSE resulted to 5.98e-04,
while MAE was 0.0189.

and ON-state probability. The tool has been
proven to be able to estimate the ON-state
probability with a mean absolute error of about
0.01, which makes the tool suitable for plugging
into
Consumption
Admission
Control
algorithms to deal with time dependence of
statistical descriptors.
In the future work we try to extend the tool
for multi-dimensional input, in this case other
parameters, such as outdoor temperature,
presence of the owner, etc. can be taken into
account in order to enhance the performance of
the approximator.
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Fig. 3. Approximation of an entertainment device

In Figure 4. the results for a washing machine
can be seen. 61 working days were averaged in
order to get the ON-state probability as a
function of the time. The performance metrics
are of the same magnitude, namely MSE
resulted to 1.97e-04, while MAE was 0.0096.

Fig. 4. The approximation of a washing mashine

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
In this paper Radial Basis Function Neural
Network was used as a function approximator in
order to learn the mapping between time of day
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Abstract
Currently grinding is commonly used as the finishing operation to manufacture seal mating surfaces
and bearing surfaces, especially in the automotive industry. It would lead to more resource-efficient
production if the cost- and energy-intensive grinding process could be replaced by machining with
magnetic polishing or magnetic roller burnishing. The machined surfaces by turning or grinding
usually have twist structure on the surfaces, which can convey lubricants such as conveyor screw. To
avoid this phenomenon have to use special kind of techniques or machine, for example, rotation
turning, tangential turning, ultrasonic protection or special toll geometries. All of these solutions have
a high cost and difficult usability. In this paper the authors describes a system and summarizes the
results of the experimental research carried out by the authors mainly in the field of Magnetic
Abrasive Polishing (MAP) and Magnetic Roller Burnishing (MRB). These technologies simple and
also cheap while result the twist-free surfaces. During the tests C45 normalized steel was used as
workpiece material which was machined by simple and Wiper geometrical turning inserts in a CNC
turning lathe. After turning, the MAP and MRB technologies was used to reduce the twist structure.
The evaluation was completed by advanced measuring and IT equipment.

Keywords: magnetism; twist-free; polishing; rolling

1. INTRODUCTION
The turning always creates a twisted surface,
namely regardless of the machined material or
whether that is hardened or not respectively.
This
surface
has
regular
structures
corresponding to a thread shaped structure
(twisted) which, by the advance of the tool along
the rotating workpiece are producing a screw
pitch.
The reason for this phenomenon is that the
feed motion of the tool will cause twist
structures on counter faces for radial shaft seal
rings can cause leakage. For example, the
surface which is produced by turning with the
typical kinematic roughness and spiral pattern
creates a conveyor effect in the gap between the
seal ring and the shaft. Depending on the
direction of rotation leakage or dry running at

the seal ring can occur which results in
permanent leaking.
Plunge grinding is a tried and tested
manufacturing technique for creating twist-free
surfaces. However, it has been established in the
meantime that in spite of twist, rolled surfaces
do not create a conveyor effect. In fact a typical
rolled surface does not show roughness peaks
but wide plateaus which are interrupted by flat
remaining valleys. This structure results in a
high bearing line fraction. Substitution of
grinding by hard turning and rolling can reduce
costs for components of this type and shorten
cycle times. [1, 2]

2. STRUCTURE OF TWIST
SURFACE
Twist structures are characterized by
microscopic structures which are comparable
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with a thread structure on a shaft surface. The
Fig 1 shows the surface of a turned shaft
schematically. The parameters are described in
the Mercedes-Benz standard MBN 31007-7 in
2009 [3, 4].
DP
Dγ
Dt
DG
DF

– period length (mm),
– twist angle (° ’ ”),
– twist depth (μm),
– number of threads ( ),
– theoretical supply cross section (μm2)

The magnetic force makes these processes
simpler and more productive. Machining force is
generated by an adjustable electromagnetic field
between two magnetic poles within the working
area ensuring the necessary pressure and speed
difference between the tools (abrasive grains,
pellets or rollers) and the workpiece. [6]
3.1. Magnetic
(MAP) [7]

Abrasive

Polishing

The polishing for decrease of surface
roughness and increase of resistance against
wear, corrosion and produce twist-free surface.
Magnetic Abrasive Polishing is one such
unconventional finishing process developed
recently to produce efficiently and economically
good quality finish. In this process, usually use
ferromagnetic particles are sintered with fine
abrasive particles (Al2O3, SiC, CBN or diamond.
The MAP equipment for cylindrical surfaces
was adapted to a universal engine lathe (Fig. 2.).

Fig. 1. Parameters of twist surface [5]

The parameters are dependent on process
parameters (feed, nose radius etc.). During the
rotation of a turned shaft, the liquid entrains in
the circumferential direction and is deflected
axially because of the twist structures [4].
The industry is currently looking for
alternative manufacturing processes, for
example hard turning, milling, burnishing or
laser polishing. Besides these processes there are
two similar technologies, the Magnetic Abrasive
Polishing (MAP) and the Magnetic Assisted
Roller Burnishing (MARB) which are also able
to produce twist-free surface.

3. MAM TECHNOLOGIES [6]
Denomination Magnetism Aided Machining
(MAM) comprises a number of relatively new
industrial machining processes (mainly finishing
and surface improving) developed presently,
too.
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Fig. 1. MAP technology [7]
3.2.
Magnetic
Assisted
Burnishing (MARB) [7]

Roller

The main goal of roller burnishing is to
achieve high-quality smooth surfaces or
surfaces with pre-defined surface finish. One
or more balls plastify and deform the surface
layer of workpiece.
Almost all processes for the manufacturing
of high-quality surfaces can be replaced by
roller burnishing (e.g. fine turning, grinding,

superfinishing, lapgrinding). This proven
process entails considerable technological and
economic advantages for surfaces in the
roughness area Rz <10 µm.
For roller burnishing was applying
mechanical force to press the rolling ball onto
the surfaces. To avoid the harmful deformation
by mechanic pressing the necessary pressure and
relative speed between the tools and the
workpiece are ensured by the magnetic force.
The magnetic roller burnishing equipment
for cylindrical surfaces was adapted to a
universal engine lathe (Fig. 3.)

and the generating magnetic induction (B = 0,96
T) were the same under rolling and polishing
too. The generated magnetic induction was
reduced (B = 0,75 T) with polishing grain
because of the applied Al2O3 shielding
properties. The magnetic jaws (poles)
surrounded the workpiece with a δ = 3 mm gap
(clearance).
The turning, rolling and polishing
technological parameters see the Table 1.
Table 1. Technical parameters
operations

of

machining

Turning
f (mm/min)
vc (m/min)
ap (mm)

0,133
117
1
Rolling

f (mm/rev)
vr (m/min)

0,1
22
Polishing

t (min)
vp (m/min)

1,5
62

5. EVALUTAION
Fig. 2. MARB technology [7]

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETAP
In the performed investigations the shaft
surfaces were manufactured purposefully by
turning using different cutting tool. Then the
surface was machined MAM technologies
(MARB and MAP). Furthermore was made a
grinded part as a reference to be able to compare
the surfaces made by different technologies.
During processing the workpieces C45-type
steel with a diameter of 26 mm and a length of
100 mm were selected as processing elements.
Cutting tool was inserts with wiper geometry
(WNMG080404W-MF2,
TP2501)
and
conventional inserts (WNMG080404-MF2,
TP2501).
The MAM equipment is able to work as
polishing and rolling function where the
electromagnetic poles were fixed onto the slide
of the lathe. In the tests the voltage (U = 40 V),
current (I = 10 A) (direct current, adjustable)

After the manufacturing there are six
different surfaces (grinded, turned by simple and
Wiper insert). As first step were measured the
surfaces roughens by MITUTOYO Formtracer
SV-C3000 roughness tester. The measured
results see in Table 2.
Table 2. Roughness values after machining

Technology
Grinded
Turned (simple)
Rolled
Polished
Turned (Wiper)
Rolled
Polished

Ra (µm)
0,54
1,2
0,40
0,96
0,45
0,27
0,38

Rz (µm)
3,43
6,09
2,40
4,93
3,05
1,92
2,79

Than was measured the twist surface by thread
method. This method is a simple and fast
method because it is consist of a thread and
weight. The thread made from steel, plastic or
wool (e.g.: fishing line or sewing thread). In this
research were used steel thread where the steel
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diameter of 0,04mm. The weight depends on the
applied thread material and diameter so in this
case is 50g [8].
5.1. Measuring procedure

During the measurement has to rotate the
workpiece in horizontal position and
superimpose the thread with the weight (Fig 4.)

Fig. 4. Thread method [9]

The measuring takes one minute and during this
time the workpiece peripheral speed 20 m/min.
Then have to measure the displacement of
thread (a1) and must be performed the rotation
the other direction and also have to measured it
(a2). The average of two values (1) is the
characteristic number of twist surface (am). [9]
The results are presented in Fig 5.
a m  a1 a2 (mm)
2

(1)

6. CONCLUSIONS
The research shows that MAM technologies
are new manufacturing opportunity for surfaces
to obtain desired functions such as surfaces with
tribological function.
According to the expectations the Wiper
insert produced a less than twisted surfaces
compared to the simple one and as you see in
the Fig 5. the grinded surface were worse than
the rolled.
So that, instead of grinding can be machined
with MAMRB which is faster, economical,
easier and some case does not require workpiece
transfer. Also there are negatives, like accuracy
(size and position) which depends on the
previous manufacturing. However, the MAP
technology is not able to produce the expected
surface.
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Abstract: Comparison of the results of determining the coefficient of friction for such
combination of materials as alumina ceramics and quartz glass on the friction machine and, indirectly,
by measuring the press-in and press-out forces of tapered interference fit are presented in the paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When designing interference fits for parts
with different properties of materials, it is
important to calculate the friction forces under
contact interaction of the parts in the process of
forming and operating the fit. Interference fits of
brittle non-metallic parts (fixtures of mixing
devices in glass chemical reactors, ceramic
bearings, impellers, gears, nozzles, etc.) distinct
in improved wear- and corrosion-resistance,
operated in broad temperature ranges are more
and more widely applied in mechanical
engineering. The coefficient of friction of such
pair of materials as alumina ceramics and quartz
glass, which can be used when evaluating the
load capacity of tapered interference fit of parts
from the foregoing materials is investigated in
this paper.
Taking into account the difference in
physical and mechanical properties, mainly the
hardness, the process of relative sliding under
the contact of rough bodies from such friction
pair as alumina ceramics and quartz glass can be
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classified as scratching [1]. In [2] to describe the
friction deformation model of such combination
of materials, the dependence reflecting the
properties of brittle materials and conforming
well with previously conducted experiments on
the friction machine was applied. The
dependence obtained requires testing in actual
fits.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
The coefficient of friction of the pair of
materials “alumina ceramics – quartz glass” was
investigated in two ways:


directly on the friction machine
SRV–III Test System following the
testing scheme “disc-indenter”;



indirectly by measuring the press-in
and press-out forces of the tapered
interference fit.

The detailed description of experimental
samples, machine and testing sequence used in
the first way are given in [2].
In the second investigation way to evaluate
the coefficient of friction in tapered interference
fits, the following dependencies are applied [4]:
during pressing-in
fin 

Fin
 tg ,
pn S cos 

(1)

during pressing-out
f out 

Fout
 tg ,
pn S cos 

(2)

Fig. 1. Values of the coefficients of friction
depending upon the normal load, confidential
intervals
with the probability of 0.95 obtained
as a result of statistic processing of the experiment
data

where pn – average value of normal pressure in
contact interface, MPa; S – nominal area of the
contact surface, mm2; Fin and Fout – press-in

From the graphs in Fig. 1 it is seen that
dependence f upon Fn repeats the general

and press-out forces, respectively, N.

character of the dependence of the coefficient of
friction upon the load at the elastic contact [6].

The results of measuring press-in and pressout forces, as well as the detailed description of
the experiments in investigating the load
capacity of the test tapered interference fit are
given in [3,4]. The average value of the normal
pressure in the conjugation for the test tapered
interference fit was calculated by finite element
method [5].

3.2. Calculation
result
indirect method

by

the

Fig. 2 demonstrates the dependencies of the
coefficients of friction during pressing-out
calculated by the formula (2) for tapered
interference fits collected by thermal and
mechanical methods.

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
This section presents the results of the
measuring coefficient of friction of the pair of
materials “alumina ceramics – quartz glass” on
the friction machine SRV–III Test System and
calculation result by measuring the press-in and
press-out forces of the tapered interference fit.
3.1. Testing results on the friction
machine

As a result of investigations on the friction
machine, the curve of dependence of the
coefficient of friction of the pair of materials
“alumina ceramics – quartz glass” on the normal
load was formed up (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Change in the coefficients of friction from the
interference in the tapered fit:
- during
pressing-out of the press fit;
- during
pressing-out of the thermal press fit

The confidential intervals with the
probability of 0.95 for the coefficients of friction
during the pressing-out of tapered interference
fits collected by mechanical and thermal
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methods, respectively, are marked on the graph
with light-grey and grey.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the dependence of the
friction coefficient during pressing-in calculated
by the formula (1). The confidential area with
the probability of 0.95 is marked on the graph
with light-grey.

Fig. 3. Change in the coefficient of friction from
the interference in the tapered fit during pressing-in

Fig. 4 demonstrates the graphs of the
dependencies of the coefficients of friction
during pressing-in, pressing out of the press fit
and pressing out of the thermal interference fit.

Fig. 4. Change in the coefficients of friction from the
interference in the tapered fit:
- during
pressing-in;
- during pressing-out of the press
fit;
- during pressing out of the thermal fit

From the graphs obtained it is seen that the
coefficient of friction during pressing-in f in
somehow decreases with the interference
increase, which is in compliance with the
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experimental results on the friction machine
(Fig. 1) and general dependencies during the
body friction in the elasticity area [5]. On the
contrary, the coefficient of friction during
pressing-out f out (connection failure) increases
with the growth of interference (contact
pressures) number, which is explained by the
increase in the actual contact area in the fit.
However, the important and distinctive thing is
that the coefficient of friction during pressingout (friction at rest) is less than the coefficient of
friction during pressing-in. This phenomenon is
not characteristic for traditional fits of metal
parts and can be explained by the availability of
intermediate layer of abrasive particles, wear as
a result of sliding of the contact surfaces during
the formation of tapered interference fit, and the
emergence of fissured (on microlevel) surface
layer of the contact surface of the quartz pin at
the penetration of harder projections of the
female part of the tapered interference fit. The
data obtained require additional investigations to
search the options for increasing the load
capacity and relative strength of such fits.

4. CONCLUSION
As a result of the investigations carried out
on the friction machine it was found that the
coefficient of friction of the pair of materials
“alumina ceramics -quartz glass” changes from
0.2 to 0.16 when the normal force changes from
100 up to 1000 N. When assembling the trial
tapered interference fit with the commensurate
contact area, the coefficient of friction decreases
from 0.28 to 0.26 when the press-in force
changes from 800 up to 2400 N. Larger value of
the coefficient of friction found by the indirect
method is conditioned by edge effects in the
actual tapered interference fit and geometrical
errors of part production. The coefficient of
friction during pressing-out (friction at rest) is
less than the coefficient of friction during
pressing-in. This phenomenon
is not
characteristic for traditional fits of metal parts
and can be explained by the availability of
intermediate layer of abrasive particles, wear as

a result of sliding of the contact surfaces during
the formation of tapered interference fit, and the
emergence of fissured (on microlevel) surface
layer of the contact surface.
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Abstract
The paper describes the development of mechatronic press
with parallel axes. The fuzzy logic control system of
mechatronic press are considered. The algorithm realized
the control law of a swinging crosshead are presented. The
experimental results of positioning accuracy research are
given.
Keywords: fuzzy logic, control system, parallel kinematics, mechatronic press, positioning error.

1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of new type of multi-axis
manufacturing equipment with synchronous
controlled axes without rigid kinematic linkage
was possible with the development of servo
drives and emerges of control system with
advanced features.
Closed kinematic route provides greater
stiffness of whole construction, but it is
achieved by redundant construction elements
and equipment weighting. The alternative is
equipment with control systems enabling to
synchronize axis move by means of special
mathematic control methods.
Servo drive and intellectual control system
application makes it possible to achieve the high
performance on a base of:
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− high repeatability and positioning accuracy,
full workflow parameters control for each
controlled axis;
− high speed movements are caused by a lack of
additional construction element and the
reduction of moved masses.
Equipment with synchronously controlled
axes are widely used in the technological
processes, for example:
− assembling;
− machining (drilling, boring deployment);
− pressure processing (hole broaching, pressing,
molding).
An analysis of electromechanical pressure
equipment [2] are shown that the most
applicable electric motors are permanent magnet
synchronous motor (PMSM) [3], that’s specified
of the speed control necessity in a wide range
with constant torque and ensure of a high
transient performance and high overload
capacity.

The analysis of linear motion gear [4] are
shown that the ball screw compared with the
roller screw gear has a lower performance and
does not satisfy to the requirements for pressing
equipment, in particular by a lifting capacity and
maximum speed.
Taking into account the heavy loads, in terms
of the experience of designing press equipment,
the design map with parallel electromechanical
drive elements was selected. This scheme allows
for higher performance in terms of creating a
considerable effort and compensating dynamic
vibrations.
The kinematic diagram are sited in Figure 1.

is occurred constantly as opposed to tradition
approach (master is the motor with zero or
minimal error). In according to the suggested
method, slave motor is speeded up or speeded
down by the controller depending on the lag of
the lead from designated or master position.
The algorithm basis is a function of the
condition change "master-slave", defined as (1):
( Z1  Z 2 ) & &(( Z1  Z 2 )  Z MAX _ AXIS );

( Z 2  Z1 ) & &(( Z 2  Z 1 )  Z MAX _ AXIS );
(1)

( Z1  Z SP ) & &(( Z1  Z SP )  Z MAX );
( Z  Z ) & &((Z  Z )  Z
 2
SP
2
SP
MAX );
Z1 – axis 1 current position;
Z2– axis 2 current position;
Zsp – setpoint position;
ΔZmax_axis – maximum synchronization
error between axes;
ΔZmax – maximum following error.
2.2 Fuzzy logic control system

Fig. 1. Mechatronic press construction arrangement
1 – PMSM; 2 – roller screw gear;
3 – crosshead; 4 – belting

2. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL
SYSTEM
OF
MECHATRONIC
PRESS
2.1 Parallel
algorithm

axes

In recent years, the fuzzy logic control
algorithms are widely used in the theory of
artificial intelligence and automatic control
systems. Fuzzy controllers on the basis of fuzzy
sets and fuzzy logic in the conditions of
uncertainty disturbances provides a higher
quality of transient performance compared to the
conventional reach and robustness with a respect
to various kinds of disturbances [5, p. 72], [6].
General view of fuzzy mechatronic press
control system is shown in Figure 2.

synchronization

The important problem of simultaneous
multi-axis movement scheme is axes
synchronization that requires the solution of
specified problem number.
Synchronous servo drive control makes
certain demands to “intellectuality” of control
system and application possibility of special
methods and algorithms to control synchronous
axes movement with adaption of process
variables.
The analysis of widely used synchronization
algorithms [1] are revealed their specific
disadvantages,
that’s
why
modified
synchronization algorithm on a base of masterslave method was proposed. The main idea
consists in the change of master-slave function

Fig. 2. Functional diagram of fuzzy mechatronic
press control system
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3. RESULTS

Fig. 2. Functional diagram of fuzzy mechatronic
press control system (continuation)
A[z] - setpoint position and velocity; S(z) synchronization controller; FPR1,2 - fuzzy position
controllers of axes 1.2 respectively including:
PPB1,2 - parameters preparing blocks; FB1,2 fuzzification blocks; LIFB1,2 - logical implication
forming block; DB1,2 - defuzzification blocks; RB1,2
- rule base; DAC1,2 – digital-to-analog converter;
CO1,2 - control objects consisting of:
RS1,2 - speed regulators implemented in the inverter
Inv; PMSM1,2 - permanent magnet synchronous
motors; Belt1,2 – beltings; RSG1,2 - roller screw
gears; PS1,2 - position sensors.

The driving position signal Z*(t) is compared
with the signal of current crosshead position of
the axis Z(t), obtained from the position sensor.
Fuzzy controller consists of five blocks:
preparation
parameters
block
(PPB),
fuzzification block (reduction to fuzziness)
(FB), logical implication forming block (LIFB),
rule base (RB) and defuzzification block (DB)
[8].
The input parameters [ξ1 (t) ... ξn (t)] of
fuzzy PID controller are: position error ΔZ, the
first derivative of the error ΔZ’ and the second
derivative of the error ΔZ’’. Fuzzy input
variables have three triangle terms: negative (N),
zero (Z) and positive (P).
The fuzzy variable with triangle terms:
negative large (NL), negative medium (NM)
negative small (NS), zero (Z), positive small
(PS), positive medium (PM), positive large (PL)
are used for the linguistic description of output
variable.
The required value of output variable is
calculated after the defuzzifacition.
When forming the rulebase, the assumption
that the greater position mismatch must comply
with higher control action was used, depending
on the value of linguistic rules are formulated.
Fuzzy logic system is designed for Mamdani
type. Rules are formed by type of IF ... AND ...
AND THEN...
Here are some of them:
- if ΔZ = N and ΔZ’ = Z and ΔZ’’= N then
f = PS;
- if ΔZ = P and ΔZ’ = N and ΔZ’’= P then
f = OS.
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The investigation of the developed
mechatronic press and control systems was
carried out with two types of master control at
idle and under load.
The first type of control action sets with step
speed excitation, that’s allowed to estimate a
limiting control quality modes (Table 1).
Table 1. Experimental results (control action type 1

No.

1

2

3

No.
of
secti
on
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

L,
mm

V,
mm/
sec

а,
mm/
sec2

50
100
70
80
60
70
60
50
100
80
50
100
70
80
60

100
200
70
50
30
120
170
90
60
40
150
200
100
80
20

450
400
340
250
70
350
400
300
200
50
450
250
340
250
70

ΔZa
xis,
um

ΔZ,
um

6,3

18,5

8,5

20,1

10

22

The experimental results are illustrated in
Figure 3,4.

Fig. 3. Position error without load
(experiment No. 3)

Fig. 4. Synchronization error without load
(experiment No. 3)

The second type of reference variable forms
a smooth movement of the press actuator that’s

permitted to evaluate the work of control system
in steady motion mode (Table 2).

synchronization error 5.3 um and 6.2 um under
load.

Table 2. Experimental results (control action type 2)

4. CONCLUSION

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

L,
mm

V,
mm/
sec

а,
mm/
sec2
100

100
200
120
350
300
450
100
240
300
100
360
300

100
200
350
450
100
200
350
450

F,
kN

ΔZaxis,
um

ΔZ,
um

0
60
0
60
0
60
0
60
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2,9
3,9
3,5
4,6
4,9
5,8
5,3
6,2
3,0
3,9
5,2
6,1
2,8
4,1
4,5
5,3

10,8
13,8
11,6
14,1
17,2
20,2
18,6
21,7
11,9
13,1
18,8
20,3
11,5
13,6
19,6
20,1

The conducted full-scale experiment have
proved the effectiveness of the developed
mechatronic press control system with fuzzy
output in transient and steady state modes. Fixed
positioning accuracy of mechatronic press is
sufficient for many tecnological operation, such
as assembling; machining, pressure processing,
etc.
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The analysis of experimental data is revealed
that the proposed fuzzy logic control system of
mechatronic press provides high quality control
at idle and under load: in a step sets the largest
axis mismatch does not exceed 22 um, the
largest synchronization error at idle is 10 um; in
steady state motion the largest axis mismatch is
less than 21.7 um, the maximum idling
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Abstract
The characterization of influence of the laser cutting on material made from PMMA and comparison
of laser beam cut samples to application of conventional method of milling for cutting the plastic
materials are presented in this paper. The PMMA samples of 4 mm thickness were prepared and
subjected to tensile test to establish their material strength after different types of cutting. Samples
that were cut by the laser beam were also subjected to tempering to improve their mechanical
properties. It was concluded that the way of cutting has the strong influence on those properties of the
PMMA samples. The outcome of the experiment is a direct assessment of roughness of the cut
samples, where the laser cutting demonstrates the lower values of surface roughness. However, for
structural elements the more suitable would be application of the milling technology since it results in
the higher mechanical properties of the cut sample.

Keywords: PMMA, laser cutting, milling, mechanical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
The principle of the laser cutting of metallic
or non-metallic materials is based on the action
of a focused laser beam on the material being
cut. When cutting materials in technical
practice, the surface is impacted by a focused
circular beam of a diameter 0.1 to 0.4 mm,
depending on the device construction and the
thickness of the material to be cut. The laser
beam of the above parameters, impacting the
material being cut, will cause its rapid heating
up. The material being cut is heated in
milliseconds up to the melting or to the
evaporation temperature, [1-2, 5-6, 8, 11].
When the laser beam hits the material being
cut, there occurs an interaction between the
material being cut and the laser beam. The
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subsequent processes, which take place during
the cutting of the material, and the effect on the
material properties following the focused beam
impact, mainly depend on the chemical
composition of the material being cut and on the
quality of its surface, as well, [3-4, 6, 9, 10, 12].
In thermal cutting of metallic or non-metallic
materials by a laser, it is always necessary first
to create a hole in the processed material, from
which the cutting would continue. Making the
hole is based on the laser drilling principle and
has slightly different characteristics of the
course than that of the actual cutting. The
impacting laser beam transmits the kinetic
energy of the material photons, which is
converted into heat that melts and partially
evaporates the material being heated. The

surroundings of the laser beam inflammation
site (in the material being cut) contain gases that
become ionized instantaneously as the beam hits
the material and change to plasma. The material
being cut sublimates into a gaseous state, and is
blown away from the material to the
environment by the action of an assist gas under
a relatively high pressure. The part of the
material, which is not converted into a gaseous
state, is blown in the liquid form by the flowing
assist gas. The above-mentioned process causes
formation of a pit in the material being cut, and
the laser beam can penetrate continuously
deeper, which results in depth melting of the
material, [1, 7, 5, 12].

outdoor signs, light covers, bathroom fittings,
skylights, meter covers, baths and toys,[12].

2. EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS –MACHINES
AND EQUIPMENT
The milling machine – GERBER Sabre 408
was used in experiments, with the following
cutting parameters:




tool diameter – ø 4 [mm]
operating speed – 22 000 [RPM]
milling speed – 36 [mms-1].

The laser cutting and engraving machine –
XL 1200 was used for the second type of
cutting. The eurolaser offers the possibility to
process extremely large samples on a
comparatively small system. The processing
area is 2270 mm x 1230 mm. With the optional
camera recognition system, which is also
available for other systems, the production flow
can be automated, leading to an increased
economy of the laser processing [14].
The laser beam cutting was done with the
following parameters:

Fig. 1. Example of the PMMA product for laser
cutting

The CO2 lasers are particularly well suited to
the cutting of PMMA. Applications of
thermoplastic PMMA have grown considerably
in many cases, for example, lenses, light pipes,




power – 100 [W]
cutting speed – 13 [mms-1].

The PMMA milling schematics is shown in
Figure 2 and the laser beam cutting in Figure 3.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the PMMA milling
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Perspex, Playcryl, Acylplast, Altuglas, Lucite
etc. It is commonly called acrylic glass or
simply acrylic, [13].

4. MAXIMUM STRENGTH
MEASUREMENTS
In this experiment, the influence of the laser
beam and the milling tool on the integrity and
mechanical properties of the material was
evaluated by measuring the strength of the
PMMA. The samples were subjected to tensile
test, to determine the impact of the character and
integrity of the cutting edge after laser cutting
and milling. Further, the laser cut samples were
dried at 70 [° C] for 5 [h].

Fig. 3. Scheme of the PMMA laser cutting

3. EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS – MATERIAL
General Polymethacrylates are polymers of
the esters of methacrylic acids. The most
commonly used among them is polymethyl
metacrylate - PMMA. Polymethyl metacrylate
or polymethyl 2–methylpropenoate is the
polymer of methyl methacrylate, with chemical
formula C5H8O2. It is a clear colorless polymer
available on the market in both pellet and sheet
form under the names Plexiglas, Acrylate,

Table 1. The physical, mechanical and thermal
properties of PMMA [13]
Density
Water absorption
Hardness, Rockwell M
Tensile Strength, Ultimate
Tensile Modulus
Specific Heat Capacity
Thermal Conductivity
Maximum Service
Temperature , Air
Melting Point
Vicat Softening Point
Glass Temperature

Fig. 4. Sketch of comparative samples for tensile test
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1.15-1.19 [gcm-3]
0.3 – 2 [%]
63 – 97
47-49 [MPa]
2.2 – 3.8 [MPa]
1.46 – 1.47 J/g ºC]
0.19-0.24 [W/mK]
41 – 103 [ºC]
130 [ºC]
47 – 117 [ºC]
100 – 105 [ºC]

The samples, which were milled had the
average strength of 53.015 [MPa] and samples
from laser cutting 35.405 [MPa], which means
that the former samples (of 4 [mm] thickness
and 20 [mm] width) had about 1.5 times higher
tensile strength Rm than the latter, Table 2. These
useful features make it ideal for use in
demanding conditions. The laser cut samples
were further additionally dried in a tempering
oven at 70 [°C] for 5 [h]. However, that
prolongs the time-consumption for production of
parts cut by the laser beam, though it was almost
3 times faster (13 [mms-1] compared to 36 [mms1
] for milling. After the additional drying in
tempering furnace, samples had the tensile
strength of 40.57 [MPa].
Table 2. Tensile test for samples from PMMA [MPa]
Sample #

Laser
cutting

1
2
3
4
average
maximum
strength Rm

35.65
39.04
34.44
32.5
35.4075

Laser
cutting –
dried
42.86
38.42
41.52
39.5
40.57

Milling

5. THE HAZ WIDTH
MEASUREMENTS
During the laser beam cutting, the heat-affected
zone (HAZ) appears in the PMMA samples. The
measured values of the HAZ width are shown in
Table 3, for both cases of the PMMA cutting, i.e.
with and without additional drying. Appearance of
the HAZ and the base material (BM) microstructures
are shown in Figure 6 and 7, while in Figure 8 is
presented the appearance of the surface after milling.
Table. 3. The PMMA HAZ width measurements [µm]
Sample #

Laser
cutting

1
2
3
4
5
average

81.8
82.1
80.5
80.5
82.3
81.44

Laser
cutting dried
82.1
80.8
82.3
80.3
79.6
81.02

Milling

0
0
0
0
0
0

57.12
49.97
43.99
60.98
53.015

Fig. 6. HAZ and BM microstructures
obtained by the laser cutting without drying

Fig. 5. Simulation tests of tensile strength

Fig. 7. HAZ and BM microstructures
obtained by the laser cutting after drying
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Images of the cut area surface geometry of
experimental samples made of PMMA, obtained
by laser cutting and by milling are shown in
Figure 9 and 10, respectively.

7. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. Surface and microstructure after milling

From the measurements of the HAZ size and
appearance of its microstructure, one can
conclude that the tensile strength of the material
was reduced due to appearance of cavities in the
material just below the HAZ. On a small scale,
those faults can be remedied by drying of the
PMMA samples, what causes increase of the
tensile strength, since the cavities sizes were
reduced and the pores were regularly spaced.
The width of the HAZ was not substantially
changed after the samples drying. The heataffected zone (HAZ) was not present in samples
that were prepared by milling.

6. MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE
ROUGHNESS EFFECT ON
MAXIMUM TENSILE
STRENGTH
The roughness of the cut surface was
measured to establish if it imposes any influence
on the material's maximum tensile strength. For
the PMMA samples cut by milling the average
surface roughness was Rz = 21.9 [µm], while for
the laser-beam cut samples it was Rz = 1.1 [µm].
From those data, it can be easily concluded that
the surface roughness has no effect on the
material's maximum tensile strength; roughness
was much bigger for the samples obtained by
milling which had significantly higher
maximum tensile strength. The only "influence'
of the surface roughness is in optical
appearance, since the surfaces obtained by the
laser beam cutting looks smoother.
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The paper describes the principle of the laser
cutting of plastics, in particular PMMA and the
impact of the laser beam on the material and its
ability to be cut. The PMMA is a specific type
of plastic material that can be laser cut.
Therefore, this type of material was considered
from the viewpoint of its mechanical properties.
The PMMA samples were treated in three
different ways – by milling and the laser beam
cutting with and without drying. It was
concluded that the type of cutting has the strong
influence on material's mechanical properties,
namely the tensile strength. It was significantly
reduced for the samples cut by the laser beam
than obtained by milling. It was also confirmed
that this reduction in tensile strength is caused
by appearance of cavities in the material just
below the heat-affected zone, created due to
heating during the laser cutting. The HAZ did
not appear in samples obtained by milling.
The surface roughness of the cut surfaces did
not impose any influence on the material's
maximum tensile strength. It was significantly
bigger for the PMMA samples obtained by
milling, 21.1 [m] (versus 1.1 [m] for the
samples obtained by laser cutting), which, on the
other hand, had the maximum tensile strength
significantly bigger, as well.
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Fig. 9. Image of the cut area surface geometry of a PMMA sample obtained by laser cutting
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Abstract
Statistical process control (SPC) comprises very effective methods that use statistical tools to
measure, monitor and control manufacturing process. The basic tool is a control chart; which is
applied for specification of the process stability; thus if the process is under statistical control. Within
SPC is assessed also the process capability. Capability is the ability of the process to produce
products that meet customer’s quality requirements.
This paper aims to present an application of the statistical process control in the manufacturing
process of gear wheel. Based on a specification from a customer, it was necessary to improve the
quality of products in company. Firstly, the teeth height was considered as an important quality
parameter, primarily influenced by capability of the manufacturing process. Secondly, using control
charts was detected a significant impact that caused the instability in the process. Corrective measures
were subsequently proposed and implemented for a given process and the process capability was
considered. Finally, the manufacturing process achieved a high level of capability, which provides
conditions for manufacturing of products with the required quality. The proposed conceptual
framework can help industrial engineers and managers in understanding application of SPC methods
and tools for regulating and improving the manufacturing process in industrial company.
Keywords: Statistical process control (SPC); process capability; quality, case study; gear wheel

1. INTRODUCTION
Quality management is focused on quality
planning, quality assurance, quality control and
quality improvement. We agree with authors [1,
2] in compliance with mentioned quality
components, it is necessary to carry out many
corrective, preventive or proactive activities and
measures.
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a
preventative approach to quality management.
The aim of SPC is an early detection of
deviations from the defined process level. The
objective is to maintain a monitored process
being at a desired and stable level, or the stable
process further improved. It is realized by
regular monitoring of regulated output. The
result of this control is a confirmation, or nonconfirmation that behaviour of the controlled

variable is within the desired level. Maintaining
the process stable depends on a comprehensive
analysis of the process variability. It is necessary
to monitor and analyse the process, its
weaknesses, to find the causes and determine
how to improve the process. Special developed
processes are used for regulating the
manufacturing process.
Objectives of the statistical process control
are according Horálek [3]:
•

More complex knowledge and
information
about
monitored
process;

•

Control of this process to proceed in
a desired manner;

•

Elimination of the parameters
variations of final product or process
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improvement achieved by means of
other approach.
Control charts are considered as an essential
tool for regulating the manufacturing process.
They are used for change of manufacturing
process parameters, so that the amount of rejects
does not exceed the permitted percentage. [4]
Importance of control charts comprises in the
quality management following activities:

•

•

•

•

The process control: Control charts
for variables are used to detect some
changes in a mean and process
variability, also to initiate a
corrective action, thus to maintain
the process stability;
Analysis of the process capability: If
the process is considered as stable,
then the data from control chart
should be used to calculate the
capability indices and then the
process capability is assessed;
Analysis of the measurement system:
Control chart demonstrates after
assigning UCL, LCL if a measuring
system is capable to ascertain the
process or the product variability and
also it is used to monitor the actual
measuring system;
Continuous improvement: through
control charts can be monitored
effectively the process performance,
to predict its future status and to
propose any necessary corrective
action.

Aim of this paper is to present using SPC
methods and tools for regulating and improving
the manufacturing process in industrial
company.
The structure of this paper is as follows: The
first section considers a brief theoretical
characteristic of the SPC and using of control
charts. This section presents also a case study
focused on the application of statistical methods
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and tools for the control of the moulding
process. Within gear production is outlined a
lack of quality in certain batch that had to be
addressed. Furthermore, the main idea is to
demonstrate a conducted process analysis and
corrective measures to achieve a capable process
as a prerequisite that the manufactured products
have required quality and requirements of
customer are met. Section 3 is devoted to the
conclusions, whereby results and future
recommendations are introduced for application
of SPC methods.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED IN CASE STUDY
In the quality management are used for
improvement of products and process quality
various methods, which are based on a standard
procedure known as the Deming cycle PDCA.
This technique is used by many methods, tools
and techniques of quality management.
Methods and tools of statistical regulation
were applied for the quality improvement of the
wheel gears in this case study to monitor the
current state of process, to analyze data, to test
assumptions and to verify the proposed
corrective measures.
Statistical process control is complex of
methods that are based on statistical control and
analysis of measured data.
The histogram was applied for a graphical
presentation of data as well as a distribution and
frequency analysis. Further, an inductive
statistical method (Anderson -Darlingov test)
was used for précising the normality valuation
of the data distribution.
The Shewhart control chart was applied
within analysis of the molding process in the
gear wheel production.
The key method in statistical control is an
evaluation of the process capability. Knowing
the process capability is important for planning
as well as for quality improvement. It provides
an evidence for the producer and also the
customer that the product is produced in stable

conditions, to ensure regular compliance with
the prescribed criteria.
Assessment of the capability is based on
statistical principles, using the capability indices
as a quantitative form for expression a level of
the quality for a given parameter or quality
feature.
This includes the critical factor cpk defined by
Montgomery [5] as the measurement of the
actual capability in the process. Index cpk takes
into account the process centering. In other
words, cpk deals with the case of a process with
mean x that is not centered between the
specification limits. The capability index cpk can
then be calculated as:

Determining
characteristic,
which
is
measured, monitored and controlled in most
manufactured components – is a mass of the
compact monitored immediately after the
moulding process.
In certain cases, also other quality parameters
are controlled such as a teeth height. Before
assessment of a process capability it is necessary
to assess the gauge, instrument and machine
capability, as it is determined by standards, and
the specifications and requirements of the
customer.

USL − x x − LSL 
c pk = min 
;

3σ 
 3σ
(1)

Where:
USL - upper specification limit
LSL - lower specification limit

.

It is important for precise evaluation a way of
obtaining the data and compliance with
restrictive conditions. Assessed process ought to
be under statistical control and a distribution of
the monitored quality characteristic ought to
have a normal distribution [6].

2.1.
Capability
analysis
manufacturing process

of

Fig. 1. Component after a molding process

the

Presented case study was conducted in a
manufacturing company in Slovakia. The main
production program is focused on components
produced for the automotive industry e.g.
engines, gears, and wheel frames manufactured
by means of the powder metallurgy. Core part of
powder metallurgy is a compression moulding
(stamping) of metal powder using heavy-duty
presses. Powder metallurgy methods enable the
production of structurally complex shaped
products.

Fig. 2. Quality parameter according customers
specification- teeth height of the gear wheel
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Customer brought to attention the problem
with the height parameter of a gear wheel in one
batch (Figure 1). Produced pieces could not be
calibrated and therefore had to be provided
100% control of all pieces in the company and
defective pieces were discarded. From this
reason the completion time was markedly
increased and the amount of scrap was up to
2,354 units from production of 19,195 units.
During analysis the process capability was
proven for the mass parameter, which is crucial
for a powder metallurgy and then according
customers’ requirements was analyzed the teeth
height parameter of gear wheel (Fig.2) which is
presented in this study.
Measurement and determination of both
parameters were carried out directly in threeshift operation in the production hall for the
manufacturing of products.
Parameters were measured by several
workers every hour, based on the set control
intervals as well. The sample size was
determined n is equal to 5 compacts, from a total
amount produced per hour were randomly
selected five items on which were controlled
specified parameters.
The measured values were recorded to the
prepared table. Software Minitab 14 was used
for a data analysis, completing all the graphs and
calculating statistical characteristics, UCL, LCL
and capability indexes. For statistical process
control was applied the Shewart control chart
( x , R) in the company.
The teeth height of gear wheel as a quality
parameter defined by customer was measured by
the digital dial indicator Mitutoyo. This
parameter should be 3.35 mm with a tolerance
of ± 0.08 mm according technical
documentation.
During project required data were obtained
after all 46 selections and the capability of
molding process could be proceeded.
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Fig. 3. Histogram [7]

Firstly, for verification of the normal
distribution of collected data was used a
graphical representation of the data set in the
form of histogram. On the basis of a histogram
(Figure 3), within the mean value 3.348 mm, it
was not possible to confirm the assumption of a
normal distribution.
Secondly, the data distribution normality was
verified using Anderson - Darling test (Figure
4). According this one can consider a data
distribution as normal if P-value ≥ 0.05.
Otherwise (if P-value <0.05) assessed data set
does not have a normal distribution.
In our case, the P is equal to 0.541 and obtained
frequency of distribution data can be considered
as normal.
The next step of a project was determination
whether the process is stable, so it is under
statistical control using a Shewart control chart
( x , R) (Figure 5). Figure 5 describes a quality
parameter assessment specified by customer
from automotive industry – the teeth height of
gear wheel. The large standard deviation of
data and tighter USL and LSL illustrate the
uncapable process. Graph for the process
capability confirmed it and calculated capability
indices cp is equal to 0.94 and cpk is equal to
0.92, which is less than 1, and therefore the
process is considered as uncapable.

Fig. 4. Anderson - Darling test [7]

2.2. Capability analysis after the
corrective measures in manufacturing
process

In the previous part of project had not been
confirmed the capability of molding process for
the quality parameter – the teeth height of gear
wheel. Important was primary to determine the
cause of uncapable process and implement
corrective action to eliminate it.
A frequent cause of uncapability of the
manufacturing process is uncapability of the
machine or equipment.
So it was necessary to solve the problem also
in this case, to improve the quality and to
propose some corrective measures in
collaboration with experts from company.
It was noticed a significant influence in the
manufacturing process and identified a root
cause - setting of machine.
The process
capability was re-assessed after resetting the
machine. Data were collected during more than
5 days.

The teeth height was measured again to
achieve up to 610 data. Description of the data
analysis is to find in the next part of
contribution. The first step in the data analysis
was also the same assessment if a set of received
data corresponds to the normal distribution.
After this condition was met, it could proceed
the analysis of process stability by means of the
Shewart control chart.
The capability index cp for teeth height
parameter of the gear was equal to 2.47 and a
critical factor was 2.39. Based on the calculated
indexes the manufacturing process could be
considered after corrective measures as capable
(cp, cpk > 1.33).
Improving the manufacturing process of gear
wheel was confirmed by the company because
from 11,484 units produced was neither
discarded.
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Fig. 5 Process capability for the quality
parameter [7]

Fig. 6 Control chart for the quality parameter
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Fig. 7 Process capability for the quality
parameter after corrective measures [7]

Fig. 8 Control chart for the quality parameter
after corrective measures
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of introduced case study was to
improve the molding process of gear wheels
using the tools and methods of the SPC. In a
production batch was identified a problem with
the height parameter of products that did not
comply with the specifications and it could not
be calibrated and had to be discarded as a scrap.
In addressing this issue, the important step was
to determine why the process is incapable. It
was subsequently performed as a measure the
resetting of the machine. The problem was that
prior to the identification of the process
capability should be determined whether the
production machine or equipment is capable.
From conducted solution ensue specific
measures for the application of SPC in the
company in the production process of other
products as well as general conclusions for
monitoring, managing and improving production
processes in manufacturing companies.
It is necessary before the capability
assessment of the manufacturing process by the
application of capability indexes to make first
the capability assessment of the instrument,
respectively Measurement System Analysis
(MSA) and also assessment of the machine,
respectively manufacturing facility, where the
production
process
takes
place.
With determining MSA is evidence of the
accuracy of the measured data, the correct use,
and appropriate measuring device. Assessment
of the production equipment capability helps to
select for the process such a device which is able
to produce the products with required
parameters.
It is necessary based on requirements and
specifications that given by customer in
capabilities assessment of the instrument,
machine and process. Fulfillment of customer
requirements is one of the main principles of
quality management.
We affirm from this case study and our
research [8] that improving of processes and
products is a permanent activity, in which can be
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applied to many
methodology.

statistical

tools

and

Each company aims to optimize the control
and possible improvement of the processes that
are directly related to customer specifications
and requirements or processes that significantly
influence the effectiveness of other processes.
As seen in introduced case study it is
important that enterprise using statistical
methods can convince its trading partners on the
quality of production and products on the basis
of facts obtained by the appropriate application
of statistical methods and tools.
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Abstract
This study shows the first step of a prospective research series. The composite materials form a
heterogeneous system. These required much more complex examination, compared to conventional
tasks. In this theme we search the answer how to analyze carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) pieces
during cutting process. Orthogonal machining of carbon ﬁber reinforced polymer is simulated using
ﬁnite element method.

Keywords: Analysis, CFRP, FEM, Composite, Cutting

1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
composites are widely used in various
applications, due to their high speciﬁc strength
and high speciﬁc stiﬀness. CFRPs can be
expensive to produce but are commonly used
wherever high strength-to-weight ratio and
rigidity are required, such as aerospace,
automotive, civil engineering, sports goods and
an increasing number of other consumer and
technical applications.

keep the process tractable it had some
simplifications.

2. MODELLING OF
COMPOSITE MATERIAL
AND ITS TOOL [1,3,4,5]
Modelling of composite pieces can be
accomplished in different ways. We operate with
a model based technique to create the composite
piece. In this case, we have to enter the thickness
of the individual layers during the modelling.

Most of the CFRP products are made to final
shape, however material removal by machining is
often carried out to meet dimensional
requirements and assembly needs. The composite
material forms a heterogeneous system so
machining CFRP products is diﬃcult due to their
material discontinuity. Also various factors such
as ﬁber pull-out, delamination, matrix burning
and subsurface damage lead to undesired surface
quality.

Furthermore, to define material properties of
each layer we made them separately. So there was
a body of the carbon fibers and another one which
was the matrix (epoxy). So we can say that the
modeled piece is an equivalent homogeneous
material. In orthogonal machining operation it
will be probably the prime source of deviation
between the further experimental and this
numerical result.

This study can be divided into two main parts:
At first, with a computer-aided design
application, Autodesk Inventor software we
created the 3D digital prototype of the workpiece
and the tool. The used method is relying on
thoroughly recognised studies. The second part
of the study aimed to analyze this model but to

The simplest cutting operation is one in which
a straight-edged tool moves with a constant
velocity in the direction perpendicular to the
cutting edge of the tool. This is known as the twodimensional or orthogonal cutting process
illustrated in figure 1. The cutting operation can

2.1. Cutting tool design [2]
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best be understood in terms of orthogonal cutting
parameters.

Fig. 1. Visualization of basic terms in orthogonal
cutting [2]

We used a HSS planar tool for the experiment
which is shown on the figure 2.

Fig. 2. The necessary detail of the planar tool for the
analysis

As already mentioned earlier, there are some
simplifications in the used model. As shown on
the figure above only a detail of the tool has been
designed. This modification facilitates the
analysis.
2.2. Modelling of composite material
[1]

There are some analytical as well as empirical
models ([1,5]) proposed over the years to predict
the occurring accompaniments. A small number
of articles were presented in this area: work on
cutting of CFRP composites [4,5]. In these
studies, the machining characteristics were
considered for only parallel ﬁber orientations.
Based on these articles, the model cited here
presents the composite material as 0.05 mm thin
layers. These forms 2 solid bodies: Fibers and
Matrix. It is shown on figure 3.
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Fig. 3. The CFRP material’s simplified composition:
0.05 mm thin fiber and epoxy layers

In the numerical model, to keep the problem
tractable, only region of the work material is
modelled. [1]

3. FINITE ELEMENT
MODELLING
In the present study, a macro finite element
model is developed to estimate the response of
the machining process. Finite element method
(FEM) is widely used to predict the machining
parameters of metals. This technique has been
extended to composites too.
Finite element analysis software tool ANSYS
v14 was used for simulation of orthogonal
machining. The explicit dynamics analysis used
for machining the CFRP composites.
3.1. Material properties in Engineering
data [1,5,6,7]

First of all, in ANSYS we have to set the right
materials for each layers. In the general material

library, we cannot find CFRP so we have to
create a fiber and an epoxy material as well.
The Young’s modulus of carbon fiber in
tension and compression in longitudinal direction
is different (Table 1.).

So a future improvement for this numerical result
(to approach the experimental tests) is the mesh
clarifications. In the Ansys explicit dinamics we
use quadrilateral mesh for the composite
material, which has 0,05 mm width, while the
tool has a triangle mesh (Figure 5.).

Table 1. Mechanical properties of materials used in
FE simulation [1]
No
1.

2.

Material
Carbon fiber

Matrix
(epoxy)

Properties
Young
modulus (0°)
Tensile
strength (0°)
Comp.
strength (0°)
Poisson’s
Ratio
Elastic
constant
Tensile
strength
Poisson’s
Ratio

E = 14 GPa
Rm=350 MPa
fc = 273
υ = 0.2
E = 3.1GPa
Rm = 70MPa
υ = 0.3

Fig. 5. The model represented by quadrilateral and
triangle meshes

Thereafter we put fixed support on the composite
workpiece and used 20 m/min (table 2.) velocity
to the tool in the right direction as shown on
figure 6.

Once we built these materials, we applied them
on the correct pieces.
3.2. Finite element modelling

First of all, we have to know that the mesh is
a sum of function plots that link every node in our
FE model. Between nodes, the curves can be of
1st order, (line with no inflexion point) (fig. 4):
𝑎 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑏 = 0,

(1)

of 2nd order (quadratic with one inflexion point)
𝑎 ∙ 𝑥 2 + 𝑏 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑐 = 0,

(2)

or 3'd order (cubic with 2 inflexion points)
𝑎 ∙ 𝑥3 + 𝑏 ∙ 𝑥2 + 𝑐 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑑 = 0

(3)

higher the order, higher the resolution and the
precision of the result.

Fig. 4. From the first to the 3’d order

Fig. 6. 20m/min velocity tool and fixed workpiece

The table 2. contains all the important
geometrical and technological parameters for the
analysis.
Table 2. Mechanical properties of materials used in
FE simulation
Cutting speed

v [m/min]

20

h [mm]

0,5

Lw [mm]

140

Chip widht

b [mm]

6

Rake angle

γn [deg]

15

Cutting edge
radius

rn [μm]

10

Temperature

T (°C)

22

Theorethical chip
thickness
Work-piece
lenght
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4. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
After analyzing we were interested in two
results: First needed output was the shear plane
angle and the other one was the equivalent (von
Mises) stress.

5. CONCLUSION
The
composite
materials
form
a
heterogeneous system, so these required much
more complex examination, compared to
conventional
tasks.
We
had
several
simplifications in our model: We had
simplification in the composite design as well as
the analysis (mesh) to keep the problem tractable.
So future improvement for this numerical
result needs several modifications, and further
validations (experimental tests).
Considering the fact, this research is the first
step in a prospective research series, further tests,
useful advices and constructive criticism are
necessary to improve the model.
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Fig. 8. 2D mechanistic model for shear force
calculation [8]

𝐹𝜏𝛷 = 𝐴𝛷 ∙ 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (𝐶𝐷) ∙ 𝑏 ∙ 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥
ℎ
=(
) ∙ 𝑏 ∙ 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷
𝐹𝜏𝛷 = (
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0.5
) ∙ 6 ∙ 33.39 = 353.24 𝑁
𝑠𝑖𝑛34.27

(4)
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Abstract
Paper describes development of application for on-line monitoring system for monitoring main welding parameters such
as current and voltage. Main welding parameters (voltage and current) with other welding parameters (welding speed, arc
length, stick – out, etc.) are very important for stability of welding process, and they will influence directly on quality of
welding joint. In order to avoid poor quality of welded joint it`s important to monitor and control parameters of welding.
Also, paper present some examples of successful applications of on-line monitoring system.
Keywords: On - line monitoring, main welding parameters, current, voltage, welding defects

1. INTRODUCTION
Measurement and recording of main welding
parameters (electric current and voltage), with
application of different temperature sensors,
high speed cameras and weld defect detection
system can be used to evaluate process stability.
[1] Also, in order to deduce about stability of
welding process from obtained data it is
important to make acquisition of large number
of data.
Welding process, i.e. main welding parameters
can be recorded and monitored on different way
(with ammeter, voltmeter, light sensors, sound
sensors, with on – line monitoring system, with
oscilloscope, with systems built – in welding
devices (i.e. Welbee) etc.) [3]
Importance of monitoring and processing of
main parameters is also shown by new trends in
development of welding power supply with
modules for evaluation of process stability built
– in equipment. Moreover, welding parameters
will strongly influence on mechanical property
and microstructure of welded joint [4,5].
Monitoring of welding parameters and
controlling is important for all welding

processes [5,6,7,8], and all of the above requires
development of new system for monitoring main
welding parameters. Prior to the development of
measuring device several requirements have
been set. Some of requirements were flexibility
(such as ability to connect on different welding
power supply, simply data record, large amount
of data which will be recorded, noise
elimination from environment, ability of
recording both AC and DC current, different
temperature sensors ability, quality control, etc.
Development of device will be shown in further
work with one example of successful testing of
device.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF
EQUIPMENT FOR MAIN
WELDING PARAMETERS
MEASUREMENT
For measuring and control of main welding
parameters UI MEASUREMENT BOX
measurement device has been used. On Fig. 1
can be seen device for measuring electric current
and voltage which is used for measurement
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behaviour of electric current and voltage in
experiments during the welding.
UI MEASUREMENT BOX is composed
with following components:

sensor were used because they have possibility
to open and they are easier to connect with
measuring spot on welding device.

- AC/DC current sensor, accuracy: 0,5%, range:
+/- 500A
- Voltage sensor in range: +/- 100 V max,
AC/DC
- ALU box
- Power supply, 85 - 264 V AC se +/- 12V
- Voltage, Power, USB connectors

Fig. 2. Sensor HCT-0036-500

Fig. 1. UI Measurement box

Specifications of NI USB-6212:
-

16 analog inputs (16-bit, 400kS/s)

-

2 analog outputs (16-bit, 250 kS/s); 32
digital I/O (24 for mass termination);
two 32-bit counters

-

Bus - powered USB for high mobility;
built - in signal connectivity

Except sensors for electric current and voltage
measurement built – in UI Measurement box for
easier connection with welding device, also
power sensor from Fig. 2 ( Split-core DC current
transducer hall effect current sensor HCT-0036500, opening with ratings up to 500Amps)
sensor from Fig. 3 (Split-core AC current sensor
SCT-3000-2000, opening with ratings up to
2000 Amps) has been used. These two types of
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Fig. 3. Sensor SCT-3000-2000

In order to ensure quality measurement,
collecting and analysis of data it´s necessary to
create software solution. In that purpose, two
software’s were created with software tool
LabVIEW. First software is aimed for
measurement and collecting data (Fig. 4). This
software allows on – line data analysis too.

When data is recorded, it s possible to process
them statistically in off – line mode and prepare
for printing in other software (Fig. 5).

SMAW welding process to carry out testing of
UI Measurement box equipment.
Since the SMAW process was chosen,
selected parameters for this experiment were
electric current and travel angle of electrode
(according to recommendations from literature).
As a constant parameter were chosen: type of
polarity (DC, plus (+) pole), type of electrode
(Jadran S, L = 300 mm, Φ 2,5 mm), length of
electric arc is trying to maintain as a diameter of
electrode and horizontal welding position (P,H)

Fig. 4. Program block diagram of DAQ modular

In table 1 review of welding parameters for
each experiment for two variable (current and
travel angle of electrode is shown. There are two
repeating in central point, and total number of
run in this experiment is ten.
Table 1. Experimental designs

Fig. 5. Front panel of the LabVIEW statistical
software

3. MEASURING, COLLECTING
AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
WITH CREATED EQUIPMENT
Experimental part of the work is conducted
in laboratory conditions. For the purpose of
experiment P265GH (1.0425) is used as a base
material, dimensions 300 x 150 x 10mm. As a
plan of experiment is used central composite
design (CCD)

Pokus

I [A]

f [°]

I

50

5

II

120

5

III

50

35

IV

120

35

V

135

25

VI

35

25

VII

85

0

VIII

85

40

IX

85

25

X

85

25

On Fig. 6 performance of experiment and proper
determination of travel angle of electrode is
shown.

The aim of this work is, based on already
well - known and controlled conditions during
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Fig. 8. Experimental setup

Equipment used for measurement of main
welding parameters of SMAW welding is:
Fig. 6. Travel angle of electrode
(a - 0°, b - 5°, c - 25°, d - 35°, e - 40°)

In order to conduct measurement on a proper
way, all equipment must be connected according
to block scheme (diagram) shown in Fig. 7.
Both sensors built – in UI MEASUREMEN
BOX Current Transducer LF 305-S and sensor
for current measuring were used (here).

- Welding power supply (Lincoln Electric
Invertec 135S)
- Protecting mask,
- Protective equipment (gloves, apron)
- Universal measurement device,
- Computer,
- UI Measurement box.
During the welding process universal
measuring device UNI-T, UT132C and current
clamp FLUKE, 376 True RMS also were used.
These two measuring devices were used in order
to compare and follow results obtained by UI
Measurement box.
During the measurement, it´s possible to on –
line monitor and record all data.

Fig. 7. Block scheme connection of UI Measurement
box for main welding parameters measuring
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Since the large amount of data (100 000 data
per second) is about, and time range from 40. to
120. second was considered, it was much easier
to conduct after the welding process, with
developed software. In table 2 recorded data of
electric current and voltage for each experiment
were shown.

5.

I= 135 A
f= 25 °

6.

I= 35 A
f= 25 °

I= 120 A
f= 35 °

4.
I= 50 A
f= 35 °

3.
I= 120 A
f= 5 °

2.
I= 50 A
f= 5 °

1.

Appearance
of welding
joint

Diagram of
obtained
values of
electric
current and
voltage

Welding
parameters

No

Table 2. Measuring results
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I= 85 A
f= 0 °
I= 85 A
f= 25 °
I= 85 A
f= 25 °

I= 85 A
f= 40 °

7.
8.
9.
10.

All data can be recorded in *.xslx format (Excel)
but because of simplicity of processing were
recorded in *.tdms format which can be easily
load in LabVIEW statistical software solution.
On Fig. 9 was shown processing of signal in
experiment no. 1. Besides the time of
appearance of minimal and maximal values of
current and voltage, some statistically important
and necessary values for main welding
parameters processing were given too.
Also, permissible deviations for current adjusted
on welding power supply according to standard
EN 60974-1 were given.

Fig. 9. The front panel of the LabVIEW statistical
software with results of the experiment I
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Control of main welding parameters (electric
current and voltage) represents one very
important based on maintaining quality of
welding work.
In order to maintain quality of welding work
and also stability of electric arc... it´s important
to develop device which will be able to take and
process large amount of data and make data
analysis in on – line and in off – line mode.
UI Measurement box allows connecting new
and advanced measuring equipment for control
of welded joint, researching based on acoustic
emission, etc.
Apart SMAW welding process, it´s possible
to conduct experiment and make acquisition of
data at almost all welding process, making sure
that the sensors are in the border area of applied
process.
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Abstract
Dilatometry is a method of measuring changes in volume, length, width
or thickness of the material sample during the time, caused by
temperature changes. Through dilatometric testing of materials, it is
possible to determine the dilatation behaviour of the material during
heating and cooling. The device used to conduct dilatometric tests is
called dilatometer. Through dilatometric testing of metals it is possible
to determine the coefficient of thermal expansion (dilatation) and the
characteristic temperature of microstructure transformation during
heating and cooling. In the experimental part of the work, the
dilatogram of diffusion annealing of maraging steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5
was recorded. Transformation temperature was read from the
dilatogram and corresponding dilatations and the values of the
coefficient of thermal dilatation during heating and cooling of maraging
steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5 were calculated. Knowing transformation
temperatures is necessary to determine parameters of the heat
treatment. Using the coefficient of thermal dilatation it is possible, within
certain temperature intervals, to predict dimensional changes of steel.
Keywords: Dilatogram; Coefficient of thermal expansion; Transformation temperature; Maraging
steel.

1. INTRODUCTION
The word "dilatation" comes from the Latin
word "dilatatio" which means extension,
expansion or enlargement.
Thermal dilatation is property of the matter
to change the volume depending on the
temperature. Heat excitation of bonded particles
in solids is manifested in the form of oscillation
of these particles (atoms, ions, molecules)
around lattice points. Oscillation amplitudes of
neighbour particles increase with temperature
increase causing thermal expansion of rigid
body [1].
Expansion and contraction of materials must
be taken into account when designing large
structural systems, parts of casting moulds in the
foundries etc.
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Thermal expansion must be also taken into
account when designing different lap joints in
various engineering applications.
Control of thermal expansion is very
important when coating metallic materials. If
base material and coating have different
coefficients of thermal expansion, it may result
in cracking and spall during coating.

2. DILATOMETRIC TESTING
Dilatometry is a method of measuring
changes in volume, length, width or thickness of
the material sample in time, caused by
temperature changes.
Dilatometric methods are defined by many
standards, like for example HRN EN 821-1,
ASTM E 831 and ASTM E 228 [2].

Besides solid samples, powders, pastes and
liquids in separate containers also can be
dilatometric tested.
Device by which dilatometric tests are
carried out is called dilatometer.
By dilatometric testing of metals it is
possible to determine:
 coefficient of thermal expansion (dilatation)
 characteristic temperatures of microstructure
transformations
 dilatation behaviour of the material during
heating and during cooling.

Using V, change in volume can be
calculated by:

∆𝑉 = V ∙ 𝑉 ∙ ∆𝑇; 𝑚𝑚3

(6)

Materials with isotropic structure have the
same values of linear coefficients of thermal
expansion in different directions.
The area thermal expansion coefficient is two
times the linear coefficient and the volumetric
thermal expansion coefficient is three times the
linear coefficient.

A = 2L

(7)

2.1. Cofficient of thermal expansion

V = 3L

(8)

The coefficient of thermal expansion
represents relative change in the size of the
object with a temperature increase of 1 K.

Materials with anisotropic structure have
different linear coefficients of thermal expansion
in different directions, and therefore change of
volume in different directions is unequal for the
same temperature change.

Coefficient of thermal expansion is
determined only for the temperature ranges in
which there are no transformational changes or
chemical reactions.
There are linear, area and volumetric thermal
expansion coefficient [3].
The linear thermal expansion coefficient can
be estimated by:

L =

∆𝐿
𝑚𝑚
;
; 𝐾 −1
𝐿 ∙ ∆𝑇 𝑚𝑚 𝐾

(1)

The thermal expansion coefficient L is most
often marked as .
Using L, change in linear dimension can be
calculated by:

∆𝐿 = L ∙ 𝐿 ∙ ∆𝑇; 𝑚𝑚

(2)

The area thermal expansion coefficient can
be estimated by:

A =

∆𝐴
𝑚𝑚2
;
; 𝐾 −1
𝐴 ∙ ∆𝑇 𝑚𝑚2 𝐾

(3)

Using A, change in the area can be
calculated by:

∆𝐴 = A ∙ 𝐴 ∙ ∆𝑇; 𝑚𝑚2

(4)

The volumetric thermal expansion coefficient
can be estimated by:

V =

∆𝑉
𝑚𝑚3
;
; 𝐾 −1
𝑉 ∙ ∆𝑇 𝑚𝑚3 𝐾

(5)

Table 1. The coefficient of thermal
various materials
α, at 20 °C
Material
(10−6/°C)
Aluminium
23
Austenitic steel
17,3
Copper
17
Concrete
12
Steel*
10,8 - 13,0
Diamond
1
Quartz
0,59
Magnesium
26
Brass
19
Molybdenum
4,8
Nickel
13
Lead
29
Platinum
9
Glass
8,5
Tungsten
4,5
Water
69 (approximate)
Gold
14
Iron
11,1

expansion for
β, at 20 °C
(10−6/°C)
69
51,9
51
36
33,0 - 39,0
3
1,77
78
57
14,4
39
87
27
25,5
13,5
207
42
33,3

* Depending on the composition
Some materials contract when heated within
certain temperature ranges and this phenomena
is
called
negative
thermal
expansion
(contraction).

The volumetric thermal expansion coefficient

V is most often marked as .
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Orders of magnitude of the coefficient of
thermal expansion for solids, liquids and gases
are:
 solids ,  10−6 K−1
 liquids   10−4 K−1
 gases   10−2 K−1

During cooling, transformation -Fe to -Fe
occurs at a slightly lower temperature of 898 °C.

Gases will expand most and solids least for
the same temperature change.

Using the expansion curves it is possible to
differentiate certain types of steel.

The coefficient of thermal expansion is a
characteristic of the material dependent on
temperature range.

Steels that contain perlite in the structure,
exhibit significant contraction by transformation
of bcc lattice into fcc lattice during heating.

2.2. The temperature of
microstructure transformations

Knowledge of the exact transformation
temperatures of certain metals constitutes the
basis of the entire heat treatment.
Alloys with polymorphic transformations
have significant change of specific volume at
transformation temperatures due to change of
atom arrangement in crystal lattice which results
in change of lattice density [4].

Temperature
difference
between
the
transformation temperatures (911 °C-898 °C =
13 °C) during the heating and during the cooling
is called the temperature hysteresis.

Ferritic and austenitic steels exhibit no
significant contractions because there are no
structural transformations.
Ferrite steels have lower coefficient of
elongation than austenitic steels, which is
evident by lesser slope of the expansion curve of
a ferrite steel compared to austenitic steel.
Transformation temperatures of steel depend
significantly on the speed of heating into the
austenite range and the speed of cooling from
the austenite range.

Fig. 2. The Expansion curve of pure iron
Fig. 3. Expansion curves of different steel types

From room temperature to 911 °C iron has
bcc lattice and is described as -Fe.
Above the temperature of 911 °C iron has fcc
lattice and is described as -Fe.
-Fe has a higher lattice density (atomic
packing factor) and because of that smaller
specific volume than -Fe.
Therefore, significant contraction ( 25 %) at
the turn of -Fe in -Fe can be noted on the
dilatation curve.
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Recording of expansion curves during
austenitization of steel enables creation of TTS
diagrams, while recording of expansion curves
during the cooling of austenitized steel enables
creation of TTT diagrams.
2.3. The expansion behaviour of the
material during heating and cooling

Discontinuities noted on dilatation curve do
not always indicate structural transformations or
reactions of structural micro-constituents.

Residual stresses during the heating can
cause expansion or contraction, depending on
whether they are tensile or compressive stresses.

Fig. 5. Netzsch dilatometer 402 EP

Basic characteristics of Netzsch dilatometer
402 EP are:

Fig. 4. Expansion curves of cast iron recorded after
casting (solid line) and after annealing for reducing
residual stresses (dashed line)

Expansion curve of cast iron recorded after
casting shows that dilatation unevenly increases
with temperature increase.
At the temperature of about 250 °C dilatation
rapidly increases. From 430 °C the sample
contracts again, and at the temperature of
460 °C it returns to its true size.
Expansion curve of cast iron that was
previously annealed to remove residual stresses
(3 h / 500 °C / air) is continuous.
Discontinuities of expansion curve recorded
on the cast iron after casting can be attributed to
the release of residual stresses induced by
casting.

3. DILATOMETRIC TESTING OF
MARAGING STEEL
In the experimental part of the work
dilatometric testing of maraging steel
X2NiCoMo18-9-5 were carried out with the aim
of determining the temperature of structural
transformation and the linear coefficient of
thermal expansion of maraging steel.
The heat treatment of soluble annealing
(SA=820 °C, tSA=0.5 h, cooling in the furnace)
was conducted on the test sample 6×50 mm in
a Netzsch dilatometer 402 EP.

 testing temperatures are in the range 20 °C to
max. 1100 °C
 heating rate is adjustable in steps of 1 K/min
 cooling rate in the furnace is adjustable in
steps of 1 K/min
 length of a sample is 25 mm to 50 mm
 diameter of a sample is 3 mm to 12 mm.
During the heat treatment dilatogram of
soluble
annealing
of
maraging
steel
X2NiCoMo18-9-5 was recorded.
From the dilatogram temperatures
structural transformations were read:

of

 temperature of the austenite formation
beginning As = 635 °C
 temperature of the austenite formation
ending Af = 775 °C
 temperature of the nickel martensite
formation beginning Ms = 150 °C
From the dilatogram of heat treatment of
soluble annealing it is evident that maraging
steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5 expands up to As
temperature during heating. Above As
temperature dilatometer curve declines, because
the contraction of steel occurs up to Af
temperature. Within this temperature range
contraction
is
caused
by
structural
transformation of nickel martensite into
austenite.
During cooling from temperature of the
austenitization to the Ms temperature steel
contraction occurs. After Ms temperature the
steel expands again even though the temperature
drop. Within this temperature range expansion is
caused by structural transformation of austenite
to nickel martensite.
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Fig. 6. Dilatogram of maraging steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5 solution annealed at 820 °C / 0.5 h

The linear thermal expansion coefficients of
maraging steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5 during
heating and cooling were estimated by:

 1 , 2  

L(2 )  L(1 )
1

L(1 )
2  1

(9)

where is:
 (1,2) – linear thermal expansion
coefficient for the temperature range between
1 and 2, K-1
 L(1) - length of the sample at the
temperature 1, mm
 L(2) - length of the sample at the
temperature 2, mm
 1, 2 - temperature of the sample, K
The linear thermal expansion coefficient of
maraging steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5 during the
heating was calculated for the temperature range
from 20 C to 600 °C (the range without
structural transformations). Dilatation of the
sample at 600 °C (l600C) in the amount of
330 m was read from the dilatogram shown in
Figure 6.
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L(600)  L(20)
1

L(20)
600 - 20
50,330  50 1
 20, 600 

 11,38 10 6 K 1
50
580

 20, 600 

The linear thermal expansion coefficient of
maraging steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5 during the
cooling was calculated for the temperature range
from 820 C to 200 C (the range without
structural transformations). Dilatation of the
sample at 820 C (l820C) in the amount of
326 m, and dilatation of the sample at 200 C
(l200C) in the amount of -276 m were read
from the dilatogram shown in the Figure 6.
L(200)  L(820)
1

L(820)
820 - 200
49,724 - 50,326 1
 820, 200 

 19,29 10  6 K 1
50,326
620

 820, 200 

Negative value of the linear thermal
expansion coefficient indicates contraction of
the material within observed temperature range.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The linear thermal expansion coefficient of
maraging steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5 during
heating in the temperature range 20 C to
600 C (structure of nickel martensite) is
11,3810-6 K-1, which is approximately the same
as linear thermal expansion coefficient of
unalloyed and low alloy steels.
Negative linear coefficient of thermal
expansion of maraging steel X2NiCoMo18-9-5
during cooling in the temperature range 200 C
to 820 C (austenite structure) is 19,2910-6 K-1,
which is approximately the same as linear
thermal expansion coefficient of austenite steel.
The main advantage of dilatometric testings
is that structural changes can be determined
exactly at the moment and at the temperature
when they occur, which is not possible using
other testings (e.g. metallographic), because the
other testing give only the possibility of
knowledge after of certain changes have
occured.
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Abstract
In order to reduce emissions and improve the quality of ambient air or air in the working space it is necessary to clean
emission particles. Air purity is achieved by proper filtration process of emission particles. In this paper housing of cylindrical
industrial air filter device was designed and optimized with the use of CFD analysis. Model of cylindrical filter device was
made in the software SolidWorks Premium 2016. Several models of product were made until satisfactory design from the
perspective of functional and technological feasibility was reached. Furthermore, multi physical analysis was conducted in
software ANSYS Workbench. CFD analysis of fluid flow was carried out using software ANSYS CFX. Based on CFD analysis
of fluid flow and distribution of pressure on filter device wall, analysis of strength was conducted in ANSYS Static Structural,
and model optimization in ANSYS DesignXplorer. Optimized model serves as an orientation model for further analysis of
critical loads (underpressure, overpressure). Optimized model strength analysis at working pressure with value of -1277.6 Pa
show that maximum equivalent stress is 114.03 MPa. In the condition of high value of overpressure with value of 1059.43 Pa
maximum equivalent stress is 378.09 MPa, and for high value of underpressure with value of -5936.6 Pa maximum equivalent
stress is 534.91 MPa. Optimized model requires further work in order to reduce stresses in the case of critical loads. This paper
presents a coupling of CAD and CAE technologies in process of new product development .

Keywords: Design, Filtering device, CFD analysis, Strength, Optimization

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Air pollution removal

The environmental as well as the ambient air
is a subject to the contamination of solid or liquid
particles that can be mineral or organic origin.
The particle size range from is 0.0001 µm to 100
µm. Particles larger than the 10 µm are regularly
deposited on the floor, while particles smaller
than 1 µm, and particularly those less than 0.3
µm, remain floating in the air. The average
concentration of these particles in the atmosphere
over the European continent is measured in
millions per 1 liter of air, and fall in to the
categories:
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Dust – small solid particles
Smoke – tiny solid particles
Fog – small drops
Haze – very small drops
Steam – gaseous substance

Samples of formation of said particles have:





Natural processes that take place on
the surface of the Earth
Flora on Earth
The organisms that inhabit the Earth,
including human beings
Technological processes created by
the man.

Fig. 1. Main components of the filter device
In addition to dust, environmental and
micrometers in diameter with filtration efficiency
of 99 % or 99.9 %. A dust cake, or dust deposited
ambient air contains viable, microbes, ferments,
on the surface of the fabric is primarily
fungi, bacteria, viruses, etc. [1].
responsible for such high efficiency.
The most common method of meeting
Accumulated dust is barrier with tortuous pores
emission standards in industries that must control
that capture particles as they pass through the
air pollution is by removal of the pollution.
sediment. Main components of the filter device
Dry particulate matter is removed by:
are shown in Figure 1.
 Filters – baghouse, fixed beds, or mats
Filter devices can be divided:
 Electrostatic precipitators – plate –
 according to the method of cleaning
type, tube – type
bags (shaking, reverse air, pulse jet,
 Inertial collectors – cyclones and
sonic)
baffles,
 according to the air flow direction
 Scrubbers – wet or dry
through the bags (interior filtration,
exterior filtration)
Liquid droplets and mists are controllable by:
 according to the fan position in
relation to the filter device (positive
 Filters – more loosely knit than for
pressure, negative pressure)
dry filters,
 according to capacity (small,
 Electrostatic precipitators – wetted
medium, big)
wall type.
The use of filter devices:
 Inertial collectors – cyclones and
 pharmaceutical industry
baffles,
 food industry,
 Venturi scrubbers [2].
 wood industry,
 sinter plant,
The filter devices are consisting of one or
 metal industry,
more isolated sections comprising rows of the
 foundries,
bags made of cloth which can be round, flat or
 textile industry,
shaped tubes; or pleated cartridge. Polluted air
 chemical industry etc. [3]
passes (usually) along with side of wall, rather
than radially through the fabric. Contamination
1.2. CAD/CAE integration
remaining in the fabric, and clean air comes out
of the filter device. The filter devices collect
Computer Aided Design – CAD is technology
particles with size of microns to several thousand
that applies computers in engineering design and
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preparation of technical documentation. By
assembling primitive shapes using Boolean
operations new body is formed. Boolean
operations are union, subtraction and intersection
[4]. CAD systems allow production of digital
prototype in the early stage of the design process
that can be used for testing and evaluation. A
large number of users from different departments
can share models, and express their opinions
about the product at an early stage in order to
complete the design in less time and with fewer
errors. Most studies agree that with digital
prototypes in the early stages makes it possible to
spend more time in the defining stage of the
design process than in redesigning an already
completed design [5].
Computer Aided Engineering – CAE is a
technology concerned with use of computer
systems to analyze CAD geometry, allowing the
designer to simulate and study how the product
will behave so that the design can be refined and
optimized [6]. The CAE approach to mechanical
product development emphasizes system
analytical modeling and analysis techniques at
the earliest phase of design, that is, conceptual
design. The process starts with an integrated set
of total system simulations of the entire product.
Each
alternative
product
concept
is
mathematically modeled as an entire system. At
this point, overall product designers have the
flexibility of defining significantly varying
concepts in order to minimize weight, reduce
energy consumption and maximize performance
for acceptable product concepts [7].








air flow direction through bags: external
filtration,
fan position in relation to the filter
device: negative pressure,
tangential entry of air through casing,
cartridge replacement over the rotating
upper turret,
implement the existing system for the
dust deposition,
dust type: metal dust, grinding.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
2.1. Design of air filter device model

The 3D model of industrial filter device
according to the requirements of the company
“Tehno – filter” d.o.o. was made using the
software package SolidWorks 2016 Premium.
SolidWorks is the CAD and CAE software
package developed by Dassault System [8].
Development of the model is time consuming and
exhaustive process where with iterative process
required product model is achieved. The model
was made in several versions; each version is
better than the previous. First and second model
version of air filter device is shown in Figure 2.

1.3. Requirements for design of filter
air device

Based on many years of experience from the
company “Tehno – filter” d.o.o. for design of
cylindrical filter device following requirements
are defined:
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cylindrical shape of housing,
type of filter: cartridge filter,
number of cartridge filters: 4,
maximum air flow: 3600 m3/h,
sequences of cleaning: continuous
sequence of cleaning,
method of cleaning cartridges: pulse - jet,

Fig. 2. Model version one (left) and model
version two (right) of the filter air device

With further development final model version
(Figure 3) meets design requirements for filter air
device.

2.2. Operating principle of designed
filter air device

Dirty air enters the filter device through a tube
that is placed tangentially in a relation to the
lower housing (Figure 4).
Air flows along the cylindrical wall and the
larger dust particles are separating (due to gravity
and friction along the wall) and falling through
the hopper in dust deposition system.
Furthermore, the air flows through the cartridge
filter (located in centre of housing), and air is
cleaned from the rest of dust (Figure 5).

Fig. 3. Final model version of the filter air
device

Fig. 5. Cross – section of filter air device

Fig. 4. Operating principle of designed filter air device
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Clean air enters in the upper housing that is
further taken in to the atmosphere or in the
filtered room. In the process of air flow, cartridge
filters are continuously cleaned with puls – jet
system. In case of cartridge filter damage or wear,
cartridges are replaced by rotating the top part of
the housing to the side (Figure 6).

CFD analysis
The domain material is air at 25°C with
increased density of air due the air contamination.
Air density is set at 1.3 kg/m3. Turbulence
model used was 𝑘 − 𝜀 . Inlet boundary condition
is relative pressure with value 0 Pa. Outlet
boundary condition is mass flow with value 1.3
kg/s. Geometry of filter air device was set as wall
boundary condition (tangential fluid velocity
equal to wall velocity, normal velocity
component is set to be zero). Obtained pressure
distribution is input load for structural analysis.
Figure 7 show a distributed pressure on filter air
device housing, it is visible that on housing wall
is negative pressure as required.

Fig. 6. System for turning upper part of the
housing
Rotating to one side replacement of two
cartridges are enabled (rotating to other side
enables replacement for other two cartridges).
Upper housing is raised by screwing the threaded
rod at the end of cantilever beam (a few
millimetres are necessary in order to avoid the
friction between two flanges). Rotation of upper
housing is limited with the limiters to protect the
worker from uncontrolled rotation and possible
injury. Furthermore, the entire construction is
designed for easy assembly and disassembly and
transport.
2.3. Optimization of filter air device
housing construction

For optimization of filter air device housing
construction multiphysics analysis was required.
Multiphysics analysis was conducted in ANSYS
Workbench platform, version 16. ANSYS
Workbench [9] is product of ANSYS, Inc. CFD
analysis was completed in ANSYS CFX [10],
structural analysis in ANSYS Static Structural
[11] and optimization with use of ANSYS
DesignXplorer [12].
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Fig. 7. Pressure distribution on the filter air
device housing
Static structural analysis
Material for filter air device is construction
steel S235. Applied finite element mesh is shown
in Figure 8. Boundary conditions are shown in
Figure 9. Standard earth gravity is set as load that
affect whole construction (A). Furthermore,
displacement was limited in direction of 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧
axis (𝑢𝑥 = 𝑢𝑦 = 𝑢𝑧 = 0) on places were filter air
device is connected with screws to foundation.
Also, surface of a plate that contact foundation
was limited in direction of 𝑦 axis (𝑢𝑦 = 0),
assuming that foundation is rigid body (C).
Housing construction is loaded from inside with
pressure. Pressure is imported from CFD analysis
where pressure distribution was obtained.

Fig. 8. Applied finite element mesh
Considering that cartridge filters are not
modelled, on cell plate mass of cartridges are
defined (E).
Results of equivalent stress are presented in
Figure 10. Maximal equivalent stress for
conditions of working pressure is 59.1 MPa.
Furthermore, based on results of equivalent
stress, optimization of housing construction is
conducted.

Fig. 10 Maximal equivalent stress for conditions
of working pressure

Optimization of housing construction
After structural analysis for parameter
optimization it is necessary to make design of
experiment (DOE). DOE is made based on
defined parameters in CAD model stated on
preliminary structural analysis. Parameters are:
P1 housing sheet thickness, P2 cell plate

Fig. 8. Applied finite element mesh

Fig. 9. Boundary condition in structural analysis on filter
air device
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thickness; P3, P4 and P5 profile dimension of
supporting beam (width, length, thickness), P6
thickness of flange on housing. Furthermore, it is
necessary to determine value of lower and upper
bound of parameters that will define DOE. In
table 1 lower and upper bound are shown. Based

on that values in DOE 45 design points were
generated with various combinations of
parameter

Table 1. Lower and upper bound value.
Parameter

Value

Lower bound

P1-DS_P1

5

3

4

P2-DS_P2

5

3

4

P3-DS_P3

120

80

100

P4-DS_P4

80

60

88

P5-DS_P5

4

2

3

P6-DS_P6

8

4

6

Next step is defining an objectives and
constrains. The objective is to minimize mass,
while constrain is that the equivalent maximum
stress is lower than 156 MPa.
𝜎𝑑𝑜𝑝 =

𝜎𝑇
𝑆

=

235
1,5

≈ 156 MPa

(1)

Where:
𝜎𝑑𝑜𝑝 – maximum allowable stress, MPa,
𝜎𝑇 – yield strength, MPa,
S – safety factor.

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
3.1. Results of housing construction
optimization

After defining objectives and constrains,
software will calculate and suggest potential
solutions of optimization. Candidate point are
shown in Figure 11. Candidate point 1 with
combinations of parameters gives optimal
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Upper bound

solution with construction mass of 512.62 kg and
maximal equivalent stress with value 115.94
MPa.
In the Tradeoff chart, the samples are ranked
by non-dominated Pareto fronts, and you can
view the tradeoffs that most interest you. To
make sense of the true nature of the tradeoffs, the
plots must be viewed with the output parameters
as the axes. This approach shows which goals can
be achieved and whether this entails sacrificing
the goal attainment of other outputs. The best
solution is showed with blue color, and worst
solution is displayed with red color [12]. Tradeoff
diagram is presented in Figure 12. It is visible that
candidate point 1 is by far the best choice.
The sensitivities chart shows the global
sensitivities of the output parameters with respect
to the input parameters [12]. In Figure 13
sensitivities diagram is shown. It is evident that
the parameter P1-DS_P1 has the greatest
influence on mass construction, and parameter
P5-DS_P5 on equivalent stress.

Fig. 11. Candidate points

Fig. 12. Tradeoff diagram

Fig. 13. Sensitivities diagram
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Furthermore, table 2 shows value of input
parameters before and after optimization.
Comparison of the starting model and optimized
model are presented in Figure 14. Different

projections are shown, as the maximum
equivalent stress occures in different positions on
starting and optimized construction.

Table 2. Start value and optimized value of input parameters.
P1DS_P1

Parameter

P1DS_P1

P1DS_P1

P1DS_P1

P1DS_P1

Start value [mm]

5

5

120

80

4

8

Optimized value [mm]

3

3

80

50

2

4

The analysis of optimization results reveals
that total weight was reduced from an initial
value of 808.46 kg to 511.32 kg, which is 297.14
kg (≈36.75%) mass reduction. The maximum

equivalent stress is increased from the initial 59.1
MPa to 114.03 MPa, an increase of 54.93 MPa
(≈92.94%). Table 3 shows value of output
parameters before and after optimization.

Table 3. Output parameters value before and after optimization
Initial mass value [kg]

808.46

Mass value after optimization [kg]

511.32

Initial maximum equivalent stress value [MPa]

59.1

Maximum equivalent stress value after optimization [MPa]

114.03

Fig. 14. Maximum equivalent stress on starting model (left) and optimized model (right)
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P1DS_P1

3.2. Results of optimized construction
strength calculation due critical loads

The critical loads of industrial air filter device
mean the sudden changes in pressure inside of the
housing of air filter device. Such loads rarely
occur throughout the life cycle of the filter air
device. The causes of critical loads can be
different: the sudden termination of the fan,
broken system for cartridge cleaning, dust
explosion inside the housing, etc. and they are
difficult to predict and simulate numerically.
According to experience from the company
“Tehno – filter” d.o.o. strength calculation will be
carried out for overpressure value ≈1000 Pa and
underpressure value ≈6000 Pa.
The first case of critical load is the sudden
appearance of overpressure in the housing of
filter air device. Pressure distribution for the first
case is shown in Figure 15. Based on resulting
pressure distribution strength calculation of
optimized air filter device housing will be
conducted.

Fig. 15. Pressure distribution on the optimized
filter air device housing for the first case of the
critical load
The second case of critical load is the sudden
appearance of underpressure in the housing of
filter air device. Pressure distribution for the
second case is shown in Figure 16. Based on
resulting
pressure
distribution
strength
calculation of optimized air filter device housing
will be conducted.

Fig. 16. Pressure distribution on the optimized
filter air device housing for the second case of
the critical load
Figure 17 shows a comparison of the
equivalent stress results of optimized air filter
device housing in case of overpressure and
underpressure.
Furthermore, from analysis of the strength
calculation results it is evident that both load
cases are critical for construction. Since the
condition for the high values of underpressure
has higher value of maximum equivalent stress,
second load case will be further analysed. From
Figure 18 it is evident that on the leg support
occurs a high stress concentration with value of
534.91 MPa. High value of equivalent stress
continuous to the top of the leg. Since the foot is
on the opposite side of tangential air inlet,
assumption is that on that leg is occurring
maximum bending moment (the largest distance).
In order to minimize the stress on the leg support
it is necessary to choose greater sheet thickness
and form it with larger radius at the folding areas.
This would provide a more regular force
streamlines and prevent the occurrence of stress
concentration. To reduce stress in legs of the filter
device, it is necessary to choose the profile beams
with larger cross-sectional area and higher
section modulus. Since the legs are deformed in
a Z-direction (in the direction of air flow through
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the equivalent stress results of optimized air filter device housing in case
of overpressure (left) and underpressure (right)
stress is 114.13 MPa. Since the allowable stress
limit is 156 MPa, optimized construction of
designed air filter device meets requirements of
strength.
Furthermore, an analysis of optimized
construction in cases of overpressure and
underpressure was conducted. Both cases were
critical for construction. In case of high
overpressure maximum equivalent stress is
378.09 MPa, and in the case of high
underpressure 534.91 MPa. Since the critical
loads occur rarely in life cycle of air filter device
explosion venting device can be added as
deliberately weakened part of construction.
Fig. 18. Maximal equivalent stress in case of
high underpressure
the tangential inlet) it is necessary to connect
opposite pairs of legs, thereby ensuring that
uncontrolled warping of each pair of legs for
themselves won’t occur.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, cylindrical air filter devic was
designed and optimized based on CFD analyss.
Initial construction weighted 808.46 kg wit
maximum equivalent stress 59.1 MPa. Optimized
construction weighted 511.32 kg and under
working pressure value of maximum equivalent
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CAD/CAE technology has enabled faster
process of designing and developing new
products. While for the application of CAD
technology sufficient basic technical knowledge,
for the application of CAE technology requires
knowledge from various scientific fields, it is
necessary to know variety of methods, their
advantages and disadvantages and application
possibilities.
FURTHER WORK


In future researches goal is to conduct an
analysis of the construction with explosion
venting device. Also, aim is to conduct
analysis of stress in several steps of loads: in

first step air filter device would be loaded
with working pressure, in second step with
critical load (overpressure or underpressure),
and in third step again with the working
pressure. This would give us insight in how a
sudden change of pressure effects on the
stress increase and how the stop of high load
effects on the construction relaxation. The
analysis would be carried out with and
without explosion venting device.


Based on the optimization results and the
impact of input parameters on the output
parameters detailed optimization would be
conducted.



Depending on the availability of commercial
licenses and with enough computing
resource, analysis of construction with bolt
joint would be conducted.
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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis and optimization of stress distribution on a screw connection with
ISO metric thread. According to previous measurements, which were performed in the application, it
was shown that the profile teeth at the joint are unequally burdened.
The task is to generally show screw connections, make a CAD parametric model of the joint,
analyse the distribution of stresses and optimize it by changing or more precisely, increasing the pitch
of the nut. Also it is necessary to compare the behaviour of the classical and optimized screw
connection and create a table of optimized pitch solutions.
The performed FEM analysis presented the stress state of the classic screw connection on the
selected example of thread M16. It shows and confirms the classic behaviour on bolted joints where
the first profiles in contact transfers most of the load while other are much less burdened.
The assumption is that the increase of nut pitch or more specifically the existence of certain
positive difference between the pitch of the nuts and bolt, the classical behaviour of bolted joints can
be improved. This was done and it led to a reduction of the maximum von Mises stress for roughly
30%. In this way, stress distribution and fatigue life of bolted joints has improved.
By specifying the corrected pitch size for threads of general application, presented in the work in
tables, it is to be concluded that the method is more appropriate for larger nominal diameter of the
threads. Sizes of pitch difference, which are quite small, ascend with the increase in nominal diameter
and thus acquire sizes that are easier and cheaper to implement.

Keywords: pitch optimizing, threaded connection, stress distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
It is known and proven that in threaded
connections teeth in contact do not have the
same load, but only the first two to three carry
most of it.

between the inner and outer coils that cause an
uneven distribution of stresses through the screw
connection. The assumption is that this can be
improved by using threaded connection that in
unloaded condition have differences in pitch.

Failures of bolted joint usually initiate at the
root of the first bolt thread near the bearing
surface of nut due to fatigue cycles, and this
failure is encouraged by high stress
concentration at the thread root. [1]
When tightening the screw and nut, axial
stretching of screw and nut compression occurs,
therefore, resulting in difference in pitch
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Fig. 1 Load distribution of standard threads [2]

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
Axisymmetric surface models are made with
SolidWorks 2012 in accordance with the ISO
metric profile and are analysed with Ansys 16.2.

The force on the bolt is applied as an
equivalent pressure to the bottom section of the
bolt.
Friction factors are set as μ = 0,2 between the
threads and μ0 = 0,15 on the base plate.

2.1. Model

The model consists of a threaded part of the
bolt, nut and the plate to which the nut rests.
Unlike reality, the model is completely
axisymmetric in order to continue the work
analysing two-dimensional problems that is less
computer demanding.
Bolt and nut measures (6g/6H) are used as
the average value between the minimum and
maximum according to ISO 965-1. The plate
thickness will be equal to the length of the free
part of the bolt, the inner diameter equal to the
diameter of which is the root of the nut thread
and the outside diameter will be increased from
the inner to triple the amount of the length of
contact between the nut and plate.

Fig. 3 Friction and boundary conditions [5]

Contact between the screw and nut is defined
in such a way that the screw is set to be the
contact, and the nut as the target body. Contact
between the nut and the plate is defined so the
nut is the contact body while the plate is the
target.
Used finite elements:





PLANE183
SURF153
CONTA172
TARGE169

2.3. Pitch optimizing
Fig. 2 Modelling the connection [3]
2.2. FEM Analysis

Allowed stress σdop for screws is determined
usually depending on the yield strength: [4]
(1)
For 10.9 class-strength bolts a frequently
used material is 42CrMo4.
Table 1. 42CrMo4 Material data

Young's Modulus, E/GPa

210

Poisson's Ratio, ν/-

0,3

Tensile Ultimate Strenght, Rm/MPa

1100

Tensile Yield Strenght, Re/MPa

900

In the Ansys Workbench project scheme, to
an existing static analysis, the response surface
optimization was added.
In the imported model of the nut, the pitch
was named with the prefix DS to indicate this
dimension as a design parameter within Ansys
modules and allows its selection and
modification. As an output parameter the
maximum stress was selected.
The nut pitch is set to increase in small
increments. Acquiring the overall results and
stress values for each increment it can be
observed how does the pitch increase affect the
stress values and distribution on the threaded
connection. With that data a optimal pitch value
can be selected.
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3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
On the pictures below is shown a
comparative overview of stress and deformation

solution for optimized, shown to the left, and the
standard case that is shown in the right half on
the example of thread M16. The distribution of
colours is uniform so the display could easily be
interpreted.

Fig. 4 Equivalent stress comparison of optimized and standard thread connection [4]

Fig. 5 Total deformation comparison of optimized and standard thread connection [4]

3.1. List of results

The stress distribution, by looking at the
color image, takes place uniformly over all the
thread profile in contact unlike the standard
solution, where the first three profile are
different from the other.
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The stress on the nut rest plate is also
improved, there is now less stress concentration
on the bolt hole edge.
On the graph below it is visible that by
increasing the pitch of the nut for the right
amount the stress can decrease by up to 30%.

Fig. 6 Pitch - stress dependence [4]

Optimizing of all thread connection for
selected ISO general purpose metric screw
threads is performed and the proposed pitch

increase amounts and maximum stress reduction
are given in the table below.

Table 2 Nut pitch increase and stress reduction amounts
Thread

Nut pitch increase,
a /μm

Maximum equivalent von Mises stress σmaks, /MPa

Stress reduction

Standard thread

Optimized thread

M8 x 1,25

2

1258,9

995,39

22,59%

M10 x 1,5

3

1293,7

983,7

23,96%

M12 x 1,75

3

1309,2

985,53

24,72%

M16 x 2

5

1478,8

1040,2

29,66%

M20 x 2,5

5

1386,5

989,15

28,66%

M24 x 3

7

1369,4

983,33

28,19%

M30 x 3,5

7

1398,7

992,58

29,04%

M36 x 4

8

1419,3

993,04

30,03%

M42 x 4,5

10

1478,6

1027,2

30,53%

M48 x 5

10

1477

1028,9

30,34%

M56 x 5,5

12

1493

1008,4

32,46%

M64 x 6

12

1514,5

1044,2

31,05%
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Thread

Nut pitch increase,
a /μm

Maximum equivalent von Mises stress σmaks, /MPa
Standard thread

Optimized thread

M8 x 1

2

1337,7

991,4

25,88%

M10 x 1,25

2

1348,5

999,92

25,85%

M12 x 1,5

3

1343,4

990,66

26,26%

M16 x 1,5

3

1476,3

992,92

32,74%

M20 x 2

4

1444,4

963,17

33,32%

M24 x 2

4

1526

1005,1

34,13%

M30 x 2

4

1637,1

1093,5

33,21%

M36 x 3

6

1540,8

1008,1

34,57%

M42 x 3

6

1627,1

1032,6

36,54%

M48 x 3

6

1687,2

1053,2

37,58%

M56 x 4

8

1631,8

1051,9

35,54%

M64 x 4

8

1834

1142,5

37,7%

4. CONCLUSIONS
Increasing nut pitch achieved significantly
better stress distribution through the profile of
the thread in contact and decreased the
maximum stress in the amount of roughly 30%.
As the nut pitch increase amounts are
relatively small, from 2 μm – 12 μm and are
rising with the increase of the nominal diameter
of the thread it is to be concluded that the
method is more appropriate just for larger
nominal diameter or for special applications
such as threads on oil platform drilling pipes and
similar.
Also, improving the distribution of stress and
with it the fatigue life of threaded connections
can be done by making build tolerances for bolt
and nut manufacturing tools in accordance with
the tolerance fields that allow the existence of
certain positive difference between the pitch of
screws and nuts.
Further work in this area could explore the
impact of the material properties, the amount of
load and friction factor between the threads and
between the nut and rest plate on the principle of
this method of improving stress distribution.
Even though for special applications there is no
alternative to a individual analysis, it would be
useful to draw up charts of these influences and
try to reach the analytical expression, which
would link all the features that describe threaded
connections, through which it would be easier to
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Stress reduction

get to the correction of the pitch of the necessary
pitch difference.
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Abstract
In this paper was analyzed impact of positioning the mini - dental implants on the bending stress in
edentulous jaws, because edentulism is very often problem today. As a solution to edentulism those that
stand out the most are removable dentures for three or four osseous implants. The implants are at present
most commonly made of titanium and its alloys because it is the type of material which is biofunctional,
biocompatible and it is not subject to biodegradation. Knowing mechanical properties of bone and material
is very important to prevent rejection or fracture of the implant or bone.
Modeling toothless jaws and properly attributing the mechanical properties to bone is also a demanding job
because from the mechanical point of view a bone is a composite material with different solid and liquid
phases. Thus the structure of the bone tissue is complex, multi - phase, heterogeneous and anisotropic. In the
solution of these problems Simpleware software was of great help.
Using Finite element method (FEM) was determined the equivalent stress in the bone surrounding the
implant. Stresses in the bone around the implant threads do not exceed 10 MPa. The maximum stress in the
bone (40-50 MPa) appear around the neck of the implant, due to occlusal forces that bend the implant and
thus apply additional strain to the bone. The results of stress are satisfactory. The stress analysis of the
implant with a changed position, it was concluded that the stress was approximately equal, which means that
only the positioning of implants and their position in the bone does not play a significant role. Applying the
stress analysis for the mini - dental implants larger in diameter, it was concluded that the stress in the
surrounding bone was reduced, around threaded implants, as well as around the implant neck.

Keywords: Edentulous jaws, Mandible, Maxilla, Mini - dental implant, Bending stress

1. INTRODUCTION
Edentulousness is a condition in which the
patient has lost some teeth, groups of teeth or all
teeth of the upper (maxilla) and lower (mandible)
jaw. The most common reasons for loss and tooth
extraction are considered caries and periodontal
disease. However, there are many other factors
that lead to loss of teeth. Some of them are trauma,
poor oral hygiene, irregular dental control,
smoking, radiation, other systemic diseases, eg.
diabetes, and insufficient education, cultural
traditions, economy, system and access to health

care and other psychosocial factors. Toothless
patients due to disruption of function and
aesthetics can develop psychosocial problems that
manifest themselves as lack of security and
withdrawal,
poor
socialization,
general
dissatisfaction with oneself and depression. In
order to remediate these problems it is necessary
to make the appropriate prosthesis, and thus
implants. The main factors of acceptance of
implants and dentures are: stability, retention,
valve performance and the possibility of
osseointegration of implants to bone. [1,2,3,4]
This paper presents an attempt to optimize the
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position of mini - implants in order to get lower
bending stress and the impact of changes the
diameter of the mini - implants on the stress in the
surrounding bone.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
The original premise for making this work
consisted in the fact that it is possible to optimize
the position of the mini - dentalnih implants and
thus obtain better distribution of stress, and
therefore longer lifetime of the implant in the
bone. In the beginning it was necessary to make a
CT (Computed Tomography) of the maxilla and
mandible of the patient. The resulting images
(CBCT) were transferred to the JPEG image
format so that it could be imported into the
software package Simpleware.
2.1. 3D of mandible and maxilla

Imported CBCT shots must be processed in the
software in order to separate the jaws
segmentation of background noise image. With
this procedure it is possible to get a true 3D model
of the observed body. Segmentation was done by
using these options:
- Treshold
- Dilate
- Close
- Recursive Gaussian
- Shrink Wrap
Figure 1 shows the 3D model of the mandible.

2.2. Implant material

To properly choose the implant material which
will be used as a substitute in the oral cavity it is
necessary to know the properties of the dental
materials and their application technology. The
implant, which is implemented in the oral
environment must be biologically tolerable.
Biocompatibility of dental materials is assessed
through their [5] :
- biofunctionality
- biocompatibility
- biodegradation
The correct choice of dental material involves
knowledge of several mechanical properties of
materials, and they are [5]:
- stress
- Young's modulus of elasticity
- toughness
- impact energy
- fatigue strength of materials
- hardness
Young’s modul of elasticity of the material
should be close to the value of the module of
elasticity of the surrounding material, in this case,
tissue. Insufficient attention in the choice of
materials can lead to structure failure in service.
Fractures can be [5]:
- sudden breakage
- fracture occured fatigue material
- degradation
- depletion
- corrosion
The material and dimensions of the selected
mini - dental implants are shown in table 1 and
figure 2.

Figure 1. 3D model of the mandible
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Figure 2. Geometry of two selected mini - dental implants

Table 1. Mecahnical properties of selected mini - dental implants
No

Material

1.

TiNb29Ta1
3Zr4,6

Young's modulus of
elasticity E/ GPa
65

Tensile strenght
Rm/ MPa
911

2.3 Finite element analisys

The finite element method is an approximate
numerical method [6], and in this paper it is used
for discrediting the continuous complex system.
Complex differential equations are replaced by
simple algebraic equations because it would be
impossible to reach the required results for such
a complex system. It should be keped in mind that
all the results obtained here are approximate, and
the actual values would be able to reach only by
a proper choice of calculation model and the
correct choice of finite elements that are able to
describe the real state of deformation [6].
In order to solve this problem a tetrahedral
finite element for 3D analysis was chosen. The
reason for using this and not heksahedral finite

Yield strenght
Rp0,2/ MPa
864

Strain
ɛ/ %
13

Alloy
type
β

element or a combination of the two final
elements is that the software package Simpleware
module + FEGRID which is used to mesh with
heksahedral finite element or combination
heksahedral and tetrahedral finite elements does
not allow users greater changes to the size of
finite elements. The end result is an enormous
number of finite elements (> 10 million), and
with that requirements for your computer's
performance grow. Module + FEFree allows
meshing with only tetrahedral finite elements, but
the user's possibility to change the size of the
finite elements is much higher. In places where
there is an expected stress concentration the
mesh is denser, while in the areas between
implants the mesh is tenuous. The number of
finite elements and the number of nodes are
shown in table 2, and the meshed model with
tetrahedral elements is shown in figure number 3.
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Table 2. Number of finite elements and number of nodes
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Model
Mandible with three implants with a diameter of 1.8 mm
Mandible with three implants with a diameter of 2.1 mm
Mandible with four implants with a diameter of 1.8 mm
Mandible with four implants with a diameter of 2.1 mm
Maxilla with three implants with a diameter of 1.8 mm
Maxilla with three implants with a diameter of 2.1 mm
Maxilla with four implants with a diameter of 1.8 mm
Maxilla with four implants with a diamete rof 2.1 mm

Number of finite elements
1 067 184
756 202
527 827
591 994
1 025 809
985 764
1 082 542
605 382

Number of nodes
221 737
154 396
124 357
138 443
251 410
203 352
264 102
151 259

Figure 3. Meshed model of mandible

The basic tetrahedral element is the simplest
finite element for three - dimensional analysis. It
has twelve degrees of freedom (three in each
node), and is shown in figure 4.

The distribution of displacement in the element
is described in a complete polynomial of the first
degree [6]:
u  a1  a2  x  a3  y  a4  z
v  a5  a6  x  a7  y  a8  z

(2)

w  a9  a10  x  a11  y  a12  z

The stiffness matrix is calculated using the
formula [6]:
Figure 4. Basic tetrahedral element [6]

k   BT DB  dV

(3)

V

The unit consists of four nodes, each with three
displacement components u, v and w, in the
direction of the Cartesian coordinate axes.
Degrees of freedom elements are components of
the displacement in nodes. [6]
vT  u1 v1 w1 u2 v2 w2 u3 v3 w3 u4 v4 w4  (1)
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Before the final resolution of the problem it is
necessary to specify the boundary conditions so
that the system defines maximally. Boundary
conditions consist of placing the supports and
effective force. The maxilla is fixed, while the
mandible allows shifts. Due to the problem of
assigning a shift in tomporomandibular joint
which is not modeled as it is not seen on the
CBCT images, the mandible is also fixed. This
means that the resulting stresses will be higher in
comparison with the case when the mandible was

fixed. The values of effective forces are shown in
Table 3.

position reduced maximum stress to 30 MPa.
Maximum results are shown in table 5.

Table 3. The values of effective forces

Table 5. Maximum equivalent stress results

No

Number of implants

1.

Three
implants in
jaw
Four
implants in
jaw

2.

Force
on one
implant
Force
on one
implant

Bite
force/ N
333

Occlusal
force/ N
25

250

25

No

Jaw/
number of
implants

1.

Mandible/
three
Mandible/
four
Maxilla/
three
Maxilla/
four

2.

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

3.
4.

Results of numerical analysis were obtained
using the software package Ansys Workbench.
3.1 List of results

As stated in the materials and methods of work,
the original assumption consisted in the fact that
it is possible to optimize the position of the mini
- dental implants and thus obtain better
distribution of stress, and therefore longer
lifetime of the implant in the bone. By doing the
research and obtaining solutions, it was found
that changing the position affects very little or
almost nothing to the resulting stress as shown
below with table 4.
No

Jaw

Position

1.

Mandible

2.

Maxilla

Original
Changed
Original
Changed

Stress/
MPa
7
6,8
7,2
7,3

Also it was concluded that only the
optimization does not make sense because the
bone is of a different shape and it has different
material properties with different people. What
might be ideal for one patient might not be good
at all for another. Therefore, an analysis of how
changes in the diameter of the mini - implants
affect the stress in the surrounding bone, was
made. Using 1.8 mm diameter implant, the
largest stress observed resulted 40 MPa, while
using the 2.1 mm diameter implant in the same

Diameter
of
implants/
mm
1.8
2.1
1.8
2.1
1.8
2.1
1.8
2.1

Equivalent stress
in surrounding
bone/ MPa
25
21
25
21
40
30
35
30

The results are shown using the diagram in
figure 5. This is a representative diagram which
means that all other diagrams have the same
shape, but different values of the resulting stress.
This means that all the diagrams are in favor of
increasing the diameter of the mini - implants
which results in reduction of the resulting
equivalent stress.
Front view perpendicular to the
frontal plane
50
40
30
20
10
0
Stress in the bone
around the implant
threads/ MPa

Stress in the bone
around the implant
neck/ MPa

Maxilla with three implants with a
diameter of 1.8 mm
Maxilla with three implants with a
diameter of 2.1 mm

Figure 5. Representative diagram of results

As for the stress in the implant, the largest
stresses occur on the neck of the implant (figure
6) because an occlusal force acts there in the
amount of 25 N bending the implant around the
bones. Changing the diameter of the mini dental implant does not change the geometry of
the head and neck of the implant, and since the
largest stress was noticed there it does not make
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sense to talk about reducing the resulting stress
(figure 6).

dentures in three osseointegrated implants. It is
also made a comparison of stress when changing
the diameter of the mini - implants. Treatment of
loss of teeth in the future might be based on
removable
dentures
resting
on
three
osseointegrated implants, so in opinion for
further development and progress in dental
treatment of teeth loss should take that direction.
Such treatment should be cheaper with the same
quality.

5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Figure 6. Equivalent stress results in implants (Ø 1.8
mm- up, Ø 2.1 mm down)

4. CONCLUSIONS

Dealing with the implants implies knowledge
of many alloy materials used to produce implants,
but also the mechanical properties of bone.
Properties and the shape of the bone are
individual for each person and it is impossible to
make a pattern that would allow the implants
being positioned so that it is the best solution for
all people. The paper shows how the change of
the diameter of the mini - dental implants affects
on the equivalent stress in the surrounding bone.
Using larger diameters results we got smaller
equivalent stress than in those obtained by using
smaller diameter. Also it is important to note that
too large diameter implants can cause cleft
alveolar portion of the jaw, so we also need to be
careful when it comes to that. The larger diameter
implant reduces the equivalent resultant stress in
the surrounding bone, but if used in the jaw,
which has a narrow alveolar ridge may cause its
breakage.
In the dental practice World Health
Organization (WHO) has recognized the
treatment of edentulism by using removable
dentures on four osseintegrated support. In this
paper, finite element method (FEM) analyzed the
stress in the case of four osseointegrated
implants, and a contribution was given to the
analysis of stress edentulous jaw with removable
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Abstract
This paper describes the effect of parameters: speed and pressure of cutting on the quality of the
machined surface when cutting plasma. Working material is a general structural steel mark S355JR, 5
mm thick. In order to obtain optimum cutting conditions to give the best quality of cut for the selected
working material in the experiment was varied cutting speed with a constant pressure of 5.5 bar, and
in the second case the speed was constant, 1.2 m/min but the pressure was increased in steps of 0.5
bar. By analyzing the cut, it was noted that too small or too large cutting speed results in a very poor
quality cut. Shiver which is formed from the excessive cutting speeds is difficult to remove, requiring
grinding and that way increasing the overall cost of treatment.
Keywords: plasma, cutting speed, cutting pressure, roughnesss

1. INTRODUCTION
The production at the present time is set by
many requirements, and in addition to price and
delivery time a major role has the increase of
quality parameters. When talking about cutting
material one of these parameters is quality of the
machined surface. For cutting structural steels,
among other procedures such as laser cutting
and gas cutting, plasma cutting is one of the
often used procedure.

a non fusing tungsten electrode that works as the
catode and working piece – anode as shown in
Figure 1[1].

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
2.1. Plasma arc cutting

Plasma arc cutting is an non-conventional
method appropriate for cutting high-alloy steels,
carbon, copper, aluminum and other. It’s an
thermal removing process that consists in
melting of material by very high temperatures.
During the process an arc is established between

Fig. 1. The Plasma Arc Cutting Process [2]
Thin metal sheets up to 8 mm thick can be
cut very precisely in "high definition" class,
while the maximum cutting thickness is 20 mm.
Plasma system uses the technical gases, oxygen,
nitrogen, argon, hydrogen and mixtures thereof,
which gives the optimal result for all metals. It
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is also possible to use air. The source is
designed with inverter technology and has
unique capabilities to integrate with automated
CNC systems. Management and control of the
arc voltage and current cutting is performed
automatically, which allows maintaining
constant quality of cut. The source of current for
high precision thermal cutting is PA-S25 W,
Kjellberg [3]. Keeping the cutting head gas and
plasma gun running triaxial CNC positioning
system-table, DS-CUT is used, Figure 2.
High speed and dynamic characteristics of the
table are managed by modern CNC control
system that provides optimal technical
parameters, as well as high accuracy, precision
and dynamics when changing direction or speed
cutting [3].

Table 1. The chemical composition of steel
S355JR [3]
C

Si

Mn

P

0,240 0,550 1,600 0,04

S

N

Cu

CE

0,04

0,012 0,550 0,470

2.3. Experiment

The paper investigates the influence of
cutting speed and pressure on surface roughness.
For the experiment were used 5 mm thick plates
as a working material. In the first case the speed
cutting was varied, while the pressure stays the
same, 4 and 5,5 bar. In the second case the speed
remains constant, 20 mm/s, while the pressure
increase pace of 0,5 bar. The surface roughness
parameter measured during this study was Ra
(μm) and Rz (μm). At each cutting surface there
were made 5 mesuringes in order to get better
results. Measuring of surface roughness was
done at the device Mitutoyo SJ.301. The
dimensions of the plate and sourface that the
roughness were measured are shawn at Figure 3.
and Figure 4.


Fig. 2. CNC system-table DS-CUT [3]
2.2. Material

Working material is a construction steel
S355JR. Construction steel is carbon steel
(ordinary or stainless) by weight of carbon of
less than 0.6% or alloy steel (mainly manganese,
silicon, chromium, nickel, tungsten.) Steel
S355JR of a group of non-alloy structural steel,
and chemical composition of the steel shown in
Table 1. One of the important technological
properties of steel S355JR is good weldability,
while from the other required properties to
mention cold formability, suitability for bending,
deep drawing, forging...

Fig. 3. Drawing of sample, 5 mm thick [3]

Fig. 4. Measured surface [2]
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3. RESULTS

increasing the cutting speed furtherly the
roughness is rising.

3.1. Surface roughness results

Table 2. shaws the results of surface
roughness mesured by constant pressure of 4 bar
and 5,5 bar and varied cutting speed from 13
mm/s till 35 mm/s.
Table 2. Results of surface roughness by constant
cutting pressure
Cutting
speed
vc, mm/s
13

Ra, µm
4 bar

Rz µm
4 bar

Ra, µm
5,5 bar

Rz µm
5,5 bar

1,56

8,17

2,36

12,89

13

1,37

7,09

2,6

13,3

13

1,35

6,49

2,58

13,26

13

1,47

7,21

2,63

12,65

13

1,76

8,37

2,59

13,02

17

0,99

5,58

2,11

11,35

17

1

5,66

2,33

14,32

17

1

5,95

2,14

11,91

17

1,24

6,47

2,16

12,12

17

1,21

6,59

2,12

11,44

20

0,95

4,81

2,13

10,23

20

0,99

5,97

2,38

10,84

20

0,81

4,89

1,68

9,52

20

1,31

7,55

2,05

10,29

20

1,09

6,07

1,64

8,6

23

1,83

8,75

1,01

6,14

23

2,08

11,99

1,15

6,29

23

2,48

13,48

1,14

6,28

23

2,57

15,75

0,98

5,53

23

2,56

15,69

1,18

7

26

2,57

12,54

0,99

4,89

26

2,46

12,92

0,91

5,56

26

2,26

8,32

0,9

4,62

26

1,88

10,75

0,99

6,63

26

2,37

12,91

0,98

5,87

30

2,81

13,21

1,01

6,22

30

2,64

13,3

1,04

6,2

30

2,5

12,75

1,21

6,74

30

2,47

13,07

1,22

6,82

30

2,46

13,06

1,19

6,08

35

4,42

24,67

2,58

13,04

35

3,55

18,44

2,68

13,58

35

3,75

23,88

2,72

13,51

35

7,43

36,37

2,45

12,91

35

6,1

34,72

2,3

12,2

By analysing the results (Figures 6. and 7.)
there can be seen that the best cutting speed by
pressure of 4 bar is 17 mm/s and by 5,5 bar is 25
mm/s to get the minimum roughness. But

Fig. 6. Results by constant cutting pressure of 4 bar

Fig. 7. Results by constant cutting pressure of 5,5 bar

Figure 8. shaws the results of surface
roughness mesured by constant cutting speed of
20 mm/s while the pressure increase pace of 0,5
bar starting with 4 bar till 7 bar.

Fig. 8. Results by constant cutting speed of 20 mm/s
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Figure 8. shows that the optimum cutting
pressure at cutting speed of 20 mm/s is 6,5 bar
to get the best roughness.
3.2. Impact on quality cut

The impact on quality cut is shawn in Figure
9.

requires regrinding. If the cutting speed is too
high this can lead to the fact that the plasma jet
does not penetrate completely through the
material. If the cutting speed is too small, the
width of the cut will be higher, and the molten
material will not be blown by gas but will
accumulate at the bottom of the cut as a shiver
that is easy to remove.
The best result of quality cat is at cutting
speed of 20 mm/s and cutting pressure of 6 bar.

5. REFERENCES

Fig. 9. Quality cut by cutting pressure of 5,5 bar and
cutting speed from 13 till 40 mm/s

By lower or higher cutting speed from 20
mm/s there is a shiver on the bottom that has to
be removed with some machinning process that
increases the production time and costs.
Cutting with a constant speed of 20 mm/s
and increasing the cutting pressure of 0,5 bar
starting with 4 bar till 7 bar shaws that the
optimum pressure for cutting to get a good
quality cut is approximately 6 bar.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to determine the
optimum cutting speed and cutting pressure to
get as better surface roughnesss during plasma
cutting for a given structural steel S355JR of 5
mm thickness.
The experiment was done in two ways: by
changing the cutting speed while keeping the
pressure constant at 4 bar and at 5,5 bar, and by
changing the cutting pressure while the cutting
speed was constant at 20 mm/s. The optimum
result of sourface roughnesss was at the cutting
speed of 20 mm/s and cutting pressure of 6,5
bar.
The analysis of the cut shows that too small
or too large cutting speed results in a very poor
quality cut. Shiver which is formed from the
high cutting speeds it is difficult to remove and
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Abstract
This paper reports 3D finite elements analysis of laser beam welding in a keyhole mode. Physically
based constitutive equations were used in the heat source model. Total heat source, derived from the
Gaussian shaped laser beam interaction, was partitioned into the volumetric heat source and the
surface heat flux. This approach has shown to be stable and highly responsive to the laser welding
variables. On such basis, two approaches were developed: first one – the standard model of heat
distribution and, the second one – based on the analytically calculated keyhole profile and remapped
into the FEM model. Both methods resulted in a close resemblance concerning keyhole profile and
weld pool shape.

Keywords: Finite element method, laser welding, temperature distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
Laser beam welding is a contemporary joining
technology with a lot of advantages if compared
to conventional welding methods. Small heat
affected zone with narrow weld bead, large
welding speeds, low overall heat input are,
among the others, the most prominent features of
this technology. As well, laser welding requires
concentrated, high power densities, ranging
around 105 – 107 W/cm2. At lower applied
ranges, laser welding results in shallow weld
penetration – conduction mode – with almost
semi spherical weld bead. However, above some
threshold value of power density, around 106
W/cm2, starts, due to intense vaporization,
formation of deep and narrow, vapor filled cavity
– keyhole mode. It is characterized as highly
efficient process, with deep welding propagation.
The first numerical models of laser beam
welding dates back since the ‘finite difference
computation era’ [1, 2]. These models established
Gaussian beam intensity distribution which can
be treated as surface and volumetric heat flux. It
was supposed that energy absorption follows the
Beer-Lambert’s law, I(z)=I(o)exp(-βz), where

I(0) and I(z) are laser beam intensities on the
surface and at depth z, and β is the temperaturedependent absorption coefficient. While the law
itself is more appropriate for semi-transparent
materials, not for metals, it was capable to
simulate physics of initiation and propagation of
the keyhole. However, the mechanism of the
penetration into the material is a much more
complex phenomenon, involving aspects of lightmetal interactions. Within the last two decades,
numerous analytical and numerical models were
published. The reader might be directed to the
recent revives [3, 4] that cover finite elements
modeling topics of keyhole welding. In order to
facilitate extensive and long mathematical
apparatus, in following segment will be given
slight digest of the involved mathematics.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The intensity of the laser beam has Gaussian,
bell-shaped distribution
2

I( x, y , z )  I(r ,z )

 rfo 
 2r 2 
 I 0 (t )   exp   2  (1)
r 
 r 
f 
 f 
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where I0(t) is the time dependent beam intensity
at the focal point, rfo is the beam focal radius, rf
is the beam radius at depth z, and r is radial
distance from the axis of the beam. The beam
radius rf at any z-depth plane is given by Eq.2,
with r0 being the beam focal radius, zo is the
position of the focal plane relative to the plate
top surface, and zr is so-called Reyleigh number,
that depends on the focusing number, the
wavelength of the beam and the beam quality.
1/2

  z  z 2 
0
rf  r0 1  
 
  zr  

(2)

The peak intensity I0(t) is expressed as
follows:
t

I0 (t )  

2P

2
0  r fo

dt

(3)

where P is total optical power of the laser beam
and rfo – beam focal radius.
Eqs (1-3) are schematically summarized, out
of scale to enhance visualization, in Fig.1. Time
dependent laser peak intensities, on the surface
and any z-plane, were calculated according the
Eq.3. while the spatial distributions were calculated from Eq.1. At some radial threshold distance from the beam axis, (when the beam intensity
drops down to some critical value), keyhole
surface wall is formed – that is the vapor-liquid
front in the irradiated material and is shown as
the yellow surface in Fig.1. Keyhole surface
follows exponential decay according the BeerLambert law. Radially apart from the keyhole
wall, (toward the red surface in the Fig.1) is the

liquid, molten metal pool that finally encounters
liquid-solid surface. But, it is still over-simplified
approximation. In a real welding operations, the
vector of welding speed involves distortions of
the molten pool and vaporized keyhole. Traditionally, it may result in the so-called Goldak’s
double ellipsoidal pool, Fig. 2, which is, perhaps,
the corner-stone in the analysis of conventional,
arc-welding process. The asymmetric Gaussian
distribution along the x-axis (i.e. along the welding direction), caused by welding speed, results in
the elongated, double ellipsoidal molten pool (red
surface) with the distorted keyhole around the
beam axis (yellow surface). However, concerning
the laser welding, it is believed that Goldak’s
approach results in a excessively shallow and
wide molten weld pool. On this basis, and
following above described mathematics, it seams
that Fig’s is more appropriate to describe weld
pool behavior. It is calculated as asymmetric,
double - ellipsoidal behavior accompanied with
exponential decay in z-direction.
Further refinements of the model explicitly
concerned the profile and the depth of the
vaporized keyhole. Asymmetric keyhole profile
was calculated point-by-point method on the
front and back wall by iterative method to
account for multiple Fressnel absorptions/
reflections and evaporative heat flux[5]. The
purpose of this refinements was to numerically
examine conditions for stable keyhole in terms
of laser power, welding speed and thickness of
welded plates. The model is straightforward but
lengthy and hereafter only the essential steps
will be described. The heat balance on the
keyhole requires that heat flux absorbed into the
keyhole (qv) is balanced as (4):

K (P r) 

qv  I 0  Fr tan()  (Tvap  Tr )th Pe  cos( )  1 e 
K 0 ( Pe r ) 


where I0 is incoming laser beam intensity (from
Eq.1), αFr is of multiple Fresnel’s absorptions, θ
is the angle of local keyhole inclination, Tvap and
Tr are the evaporation and ambient temperatures; K1 and K0 are modified second kind
Bessel functions of first and zeroth order; Pe is
the modified Peclet number, Pe=Vw/2k where
Vw is welding speed and k is diffusivity. Substituting θ=π/4 and ϕ=0 and π for the front and
rear keyhole wall in Eq.5, the radius r on the top
of the keyhole can be calculated. In this manner,
keyhole profile (and local heat flux) can be
calculated from top surface, going downwards
point-by-point at any z-plane until the front and
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(4)

rear keyhole wall crossed[6]. Procedure was
iteratively repeated for additional Fresnel
reflections. Calculated keyhole profile was
remapped into the 3-D finite elements mesh for
further examinations of the temperature
distribution and weld pool shape in laser
welding. Local heat flux was used as a boundary
condition on the keyhole wall.

3. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Geometry of the model is the simple, halfwidth rectangle of the welded plates in a butjoint configuration. Dimensions of the plate was

20x5x2 mm. The material was supposed to be
Ti6Al4V alloy with known thermal and physical
temperature-dependent properties in solid and
liquid phase. Melting temperature of this alloy is
1700K and the temperature of vaporization is
3300K. Non-uniform mesh was generated to be
extremely fine along the path of the laser beam
and swept coarser toward the lateral side of the
plate, Fig.4.
Governing equation of the finite elements
analysis is the fundamental heat-transfer partial
differential equation

cp

T
 (kT )  Q
t

torted, double ellipsoidal behaviour that might
be closely related to the Figs. 2, 3.
Results of second model, with analytically
predetermined keyhole, is shown in Fig. 7.
Although it might look to be more ‘exact’, due to
the new boundary condition, careful examination
resolved quite similar behaviour (in shape and
penetration depth) that was shown in Fig.5. It is,
however, somewhat slimmer - both keyhole and
weld pool – within about the 15% in difference
between the two models.

(5)

where ρ is density of the material, c is specific
heat, ∇ is ‘nabla’ differential spatial operator
and Q is total heat input. The heat input
distribution was computed according the Eqs.13. Total heat input was partitioned into the
volumetric heat source and the surface heat flux
on the top plane (z=0) of the plate. Transient,
time dependent analysis was performed with
reference to constant welding speed. Natural
boundary conditions with Newtonian cooling
were set at all boundaries, excepting the adiabatic condition on the symmetry plane. Due to
extremely high temperatures on the top plane,
radiation was combined with natural cooling.

Fig.1. Schematics of laser beam propagation into the
material

Total laser power was 1500W, with 70%
efficiency. Intentionally, high welding speed
was chosen to be 50 cm/min. Focal beam radius
was 0.5 mm with the focus point on top surface.

4. RESULTS
Temperature distribution of FEM analysis is
shown in Fig. 5. Several features might deserve
some attention: temperature within the keyhole
is extremely high, which is in accordance with
experimental and numerical reports [7,8] but
exact values, due to lack of thermodynamic data
in vapor state, should be consider as uncertain.
However, the shape and dimension of the keyhole are in a good accordance with similar investigations [9]. The profile of the keyhole
might be explained as a result of two mutually
orthogonal issues – downward exponential decay of the laser beam intensity and the high
vielding velocity. Apart the keyhole, the shape
of the weld pool seems to be typical for this kind
of welding [10]. In order to better resolve
molten pool behavior, Fig. 6 depicts isothermal
envelops within the weld pool. It follows dis-

Fig.2. Goldak’s double ellipsoidal weld pool with
keyhole

Fig.3. Double ellipsoidal pool and keyhole with
Gaussian decay
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig.4 Mesh generated for the finite elements analysis

Finite elements analysis for laser keyholemode welding of thin Ti6Al4V alloy was performed. Concerning the keyhole geometry, two
different models were applied. Both models
were consequent from the firm physical backgrounds and result in a similar keyhole and weld
pool behaviour. The mutual differences in isothermal outlines were estimated to be about
15%. Also, models have shown strong sensitivity on the processing variables. It is supposed
that precise thermal analysis can be further used
in mechanical analysis of laser welded joints.

6. REFERENCES

Fig.5 Temperature distribution of the laser beam
welding analysis

Fig.6 Isothermal envelopes of the weld pool and
kethole (white)

Fig.7. Temperature distribution around the precalculated keyhole
.
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Abstract
Laser-forming is a new, promising technology in a wide spectrum of laser technical applications.
Instead of external forces, laser-forming uses defocused, low-power laser beam to induce heat and
thermal stresses in sheet metal. This paper reports 3D, transient finite elements modelring of laserbending mechanisms in Ti6Al4V sheets, 1.5 mm thickness. Simulations examined thermal expansion
and stress field expansion during the bending of irradiated sheet.
Keywords: Laser-forming, laser technology, Finite element method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Laser forming is a non-traditional, non-contact
forming technique that has been under substantial
investigation over the last two decade [1]. Instead
of traditional approach, sheet metal is formed by
plastic deformation induced by thermal stresses
resulted from rapid laser heating. Schematics of
the laser forming process is shown in Fig.1 [2].

Fig.1. Schematic principle of laser forming, [2]

The laser beam irradiates the sheet surface
along a predetermined path and moves with a
scanning velocity. After the laser beam passes the
target and the temperatures of the target return to
ambient temperature, a permanent bending angle
would be developed. So far, three laser forming
mechanisms have been recognized: the tempera-

ture gradient mechanism (TGM), the buckling
mechanism (BM), and the upsetting mechanism
(UM),[3,4]
The temperature gradient mechanism (TGM)
is the most widely reported [5]. Due to the rapid
heating of the surface by the laser beam, a steep
thermal gradient results in a differential thermal
expansion through the thickness of the plate. As
the material is heated, the thermal expansion on
top, hot surface is much greater than that on the
cold, bottom surface. As the material expands in
the heated area, the material bends away from the
beam - this is the period called ‘counter-bending’.
Once the thermal expansion stress reaches temperature-dependent flow stress of the material, any
additional thermal expansion is converted into the
plastic strain. To increase efficiency of the process, the more of the thermal expansion has to be
converted into the plastic strain [6,7]. Once the
laser beam surpass over the plate, starts the cooling period. During this period, the material contracts in the upper layer of the sheet so that the
tensile stresses occurs in the upper region. This
results in plastic bending toward the opposite
side, typically resulting in a small bending angle,
an order of 10. However, the whole process is
fast (due to very high laser feed rates) and can be
repeated multiple times. Without the spring-back,
very accurate angles can be attained, up to 30 and
more degrees, [8,9].
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Regardless of intensive research, it seems that
precise mechanism of the laser forming is not
quite clear yet. In particular, the kinetics and driving force in heating period (‘counter-bending’)
and rapid transition into the cooling, ‘bending’
phase, deserve to be more clarified. The purpose
of this paper is developing finite elements numerical model that can analyze transient temperature
and stress distribution in sheet metal during laser
forming. The paper is focused in a ‘counterbending- phase’ details of temperature and stress
field spreading.

2. THE MATHEMATICAL
BACKGROUND
The heating period of the laser forming was
simulated by non-linear heat transfer equation:
cp

T   T    T    T  
 
  
  
  q ( x, y , z , t )
t x  x  y  y  z  z 

where ρ is density of the material, cp is specific
heat, λ is thermal conductivity, t is time and q is
the spatial and temporal heat rate flux generated
be laser beam. Considering boundary conditions,
temperature on top surface can be expressed.



Elastic strain vector is defined by elastic
strain-stress relationship, whereas incremental
plastic strain vectors are defined from PrandtlReuss rule.

 F 

 pl    d 
  
where dλ is plastic multiplier (the amount of
plastic straining) and F represent yield function
which is, by Von Mises yield criterion, connected to temperature dependent yield stress.

3. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Geometry is the simple rectangular plate
supposed to be Ti6Al4V alloy. Dimensions of
the geometry was 10x20 mm with the thickness
1.5 mm. All material data was assumed to be
temperature dependent. Special attention was
paid to yield stress data, Fig.2. Beyond the yield
strength level, work hardening flow stress was
supposed in plasticity domain. Isotropic, linear
work hardening was assumed. Coefficient of
thermal expansion α is shown in Fig.3. In the
numerical calculations, linear numerical interpolation of materials data were performed.

T
 h T  Tref    T 4  Tref4   Qlas
z

where the first member on the right side refers to
the natural convection and the second one to the
radiation heat loses. All other surfaces are considered as natural convection boundaries. The
third member is the laser beam generated energy
that follows Gaussian distribution:
Q ( x, y , t ) 

 r2 
2 P
exp

 2
 ro2
 ro 

where the P is the total laser power, η is
efficiency, ro is the beam radius and r is radial
coordinate of the laser beam depending on time
and laser feed rate.
Total strain vector,

 tot   th   el   pl
consists of thermal, elastic and plastic strain
vectors. Thermal strain vector is expressed as

 th   T  Tref 
where α is temperature dependent coefficient of
thermal expanssion, T is temperatureand Tref is,
commonly, room temperature.
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Fig.2. Temperature dependent yield strength [10]

Fig.3. Thermal expansion coefficient [10]

A series of preparatory numerical investigations were performed to optimize laser power,
laser beam radius and laser feed rate. The goal
was to resolve optimal, low temperature regime
– under the β’ transition temperature (≈1000 0C)
of the alloy. The chosen temperature field (700800 0C) was at the lower end of the steep segment in Fig.2. Laser beam radius was 1 mm,

feed rate was 10 mm/sec. and the laser power
was 0.75kW and 1,0kW, with defocusing point
far above the top surface. The finite elements
mesh is shown in Fig.4. Extremely fine mesh
(max. 0.1mm) is generated along the laser beam
path and gradually enlarged apart. Right side of
the plate was fixed, all other were set free.

Fig.4. Mesh generated for the FEM analysis. Fine mesh is along the laser feed line

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First 0.5 seconds of the transient analysis, in
steps of 0.1 sec., is shown in the left column in
Fig.5. It might be noticed that maximum temperature slightly increases in every step, perhaps
due to preheating. But, it is only a few degrees in
every step, and the temperature is fair constant –
about 700K. Von Mises stress field can be seen in
the right column. Maximum stress level, in every
step, is 177-191 MPa which is well above yield
strength at 700 K, Fig.2. That are compressive
stresses caused by thermal expansion. Negative
magnitude of stress can be explained in a way
that cold, surrounding material suppress otherwise positive plastic straining due to thermal
expansion [11,12]. Careful examination reveals
that maximal compressive stress is developed in
front of heating area, (this is the dark blue area in
figures), perhaps due to high thermal gradients
that develops in front of laser beam. Much lower
stresses are developed in a heating zone, (light
blue and yellow area). Such behaviour strongly
suggest that temperature gradient has important
role in the generation of stress field. The same
behaviour continuously repeats during the whole
period of heating. But, at the end of the heating
period, t=0.9sec, Fig.6, it might be noticed the
absence of high stress field. It supports previous
conclusion that temperature gradient has important role in the stress generation. The view from

the advancing side is shown in Fig.7. High-stress
field appears in a mid-thickness zone. However,
it is due to bending moment of the plate and is
concentrated in a cold area of material. It can be
clarified referring to Fig.8 where the yield
strength of the whole material field is shown.
High-stresses were in a cold zone, far below the
yield stress of material.
In order to check the responsiveness of the
finite elements model, a series of examinations
were performed varying laser power strength,
feed rate and beam radius. An example of such
investigations is show in Fig. 9a, where the laser
power was 1,5kW, all other variables being the
same as previous. Selected time is t=0.2 sec. It
can be seen that temperature increased up to
Tmax=930K. Accordingly, the maximal compressive stress increased, up to about 200 MPa,
Fig.9b. However, the mechanism of stress field
developing has remained the same.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Finite elements model has been developed in
order to simulate the process of laser bending.
The model in details analyse the kinetics and
mechanism of thermal expansion during the
low-power, surface laser heating. It was revealed that temperature gradient has the governing
role in a stress field generation.
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Fig.5. Temperature (left column) and Von-Misess stresses (right) obtained in FEM
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Fig.6. Temperature (left) and V-M stresses (right) obtained at the end (t=0,9 sec.) of heating

Fig.7. The same as Fig.6; advancing side view

Fig.8. Yield strength levels of heated area

Fig.9 (a,b). Temperature field (a), and V-M stress field obtained after P=1,5kW, t=0.2sec
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Abstract
Fracture mechanics parameters have been applied to assess structural integrity of a pressure vessel with
unacceptable defect (lack of penetration) detected in welded joint. This defect has been modelled as a
crack of equivalent dimensions, for which the stress intensity factor has been evaluated, for different
sizes of plastic zone. These values have been compared with the critical value, i.e. with the fracture
toughness, taken as the minimum value according to previous experimental research. Beside brittle
fracture, plastic collapse has been considered, as well as their combination, given in the form of Failure
Assessment Diagramme (FAD). In any case, this analysis has proved that pressure vessel is safe under
given operating conditions.

Keywords: Structural integrity, pressure vessels, welded joint defects, Failure Assessment Diagram

1. INTRODUCTION
Shown in figure 1 is the comparison of classic
design methods which apply strength theory vs
the application of fracture mechanics.

Figure 1. Design using: a) classic strength theory
methods, b) fracture mechanics methods

In the case of design using classic strength
theory, for given dimensions and loads,
maximum stress is calculated and the material to
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be used is adopted in a way that ensures that it has
a satisfying level of yield or tensile strength, or
vice versa, maximum load is calculated for a
given material. When applying fracture
mechanics to design, there are three typical
variables: structure load, damage magnitude
(cracks) and stress intensity factor [1].
Shown in figure 2 is the classification of
fracture mechanics depending on material
behaviour. Linear elastic fracture mechanics
assumes a linearly independent material
behaviour under quasi-static load. For non-linear
material behaviour and quasi-static loading,
elastic-plastic fracture mechanics is applied.
Dynamic, visco-elastic and visco-plastic fracture
mechanics includes time as a variable, making
material behaviour time-dependent [1].
As an example, let us analyse a membrane
with a crack, loaded up to fracture, and let us give
a schematic view of the relation between the load
at fracture and the stress intensity factor.

Figure 2. Fracture mechanics classification according to mechanical behaviour of the material

Figure 3. Influence of the stress intensity factor on structural failure mechanism

For materials with a low stress intensity
factor, brittle fracture is the main fracture mode,
and the critical load varies linearly with the stress
intensity factor. For materials with a high stress
intensity factor, linear fracture mechanics no
longer apply and structural failure is typically
related to the yield stress or tensile strength.
For materials with medium stress intensity
factor values, there is a transition are between
brittle and ductile fracture. Non-linear fracture
mechanics related linear FM with plastic strain.
From this, it can be concluded that linear elastic
fracture mechanics is applied to problems which
involve lower values of stress intensity factor.
However, if the stress intensity factor is high,

fracture mechanics is no longer relevant, since
the load at fracture does not depend on toughness,
and in these cases, boundary analysis is used [1].


Derivation of expressions for determining
of the stress intensity factor:

Based on the following expression (8):

K I      a , which defines the stress
intensity factor for an infinite membrane
subjected to tension, with a crack along its
thickness (I crack opening mode), tensile stress
 is determined depending on the load to which
a balance pipe of a turbine cover is subjected.
Primary load acting on the analysed pipe is the
internal pressure p. Let us observe figure 11.a)
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and begin the analysis with basic Laplace
equation for stresses that occur in cylindrical
mantles or pipes:

 m  m   t t  p s

Allowed stress:
STANDARD

ALLOWED STRESS

EN 13480

 R Rp 0,2 
min  m ,

 2, 4 1,5 

t  r - mantle or pipe radius

m  
pr
- stress along the generatrices
2s
pr
t 
- stress in the circumferential direction
s

m 

It was observed that the pipe was subjected to
tensile stresses, thus the stress along the
generatrix,  m was adopted as representative
(figure 11.b)). Tensile stress was determined
according to SRPS EN 13480-3 standard for
pipeline calculation.
Stress intensity factor is increased by 12%
since the edge crack opens more compared to a
central crack, due to less geometric boundaries.
In addition, it is also increased by the value of
residual stress determined using a conservative
procedure of reducing nominal analytical stress
by 60%. All of these increases are on the safe
side.
Expression for determining of stress intensity
factor:

Element
name

Material

p
[bar]

Min σ
σallowed
2
[N/mm ] [N/mm2]

Rm / 2, 4

seamless STPG-38
pipe
JIS G 51,97
R p 0,2 1,5
ϕ219,1
3454
×12.7mm

154,16

143,33

2.2
Pipeline calculation according to
SRPS EN 13480-3

p = 51.97 bar - Calculated pressure (bar)
D0 = 219.11 mm - Outer pipe diameter (mm)
en = 12.7 mm - Nominal wall thickness (mm)
Rm = 370 MPa - Minimum tensile strength
(MPa)
Rp0.2 = 215 MPa - Yield stress for 0,2% (MPa)
z =1.0 - Welded joint quality coefficient
c1 = 12.5%·en = 1.587 mm - Negative tolerance
value for nominal wall thickness (mm)

K I  1,12   m  0, 4  f     a MPa mm

c2 = 1.0 mm - Addition to corrosion and wear
(mm)

2.1

Di = D0-2·en = 193.7 mm - Inner pipe diameter
(mm)

Allowed stresses

Pipe material: STPG-38; Standard: JIS G 3454

Dm = D-en = 206.4 mm - Outer pipe diameter
(mm)

Chemical composition in %:
Designation

Cmax

STPG-38

0,25

Mnmax
0,30
÷
0,90

Simax

Pmax

Smax

0,35

0,04

0,04

D0
 1,13
Di

Mechanical properties:
Designation

Yield
stress
MPa

Tensile
strength
MPa

Elongation
% (min)

STPG-38

215

370

30
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Condition for application of the standard
D0/Di < 1.7:

Calculation of the nominal design stress f:

R R 
f   m , p 0,2   143,33MPa
 2, 4 1,5 

Minimum required pipe wall thickness
without additions – for the inner pressure:

e

Critical stress intensity factor value for
material STPG-38:

p  Di
5,197 MPa 193,7mm
1580MPa mm
Ic  mm

K3,58
2  f  z  p 2 143,33MPa 1,0  5,197 MPa
Since
KI  274, 27MPa mm ,

Minimum adopted wall thickness without
additions:

ea  en  c1  c2  10,11mm

of

the

critical

value

K Ic  1580MPa mm , structural integrity is
In order to determine the final critical crack
length a for which structural failure could occur,
it is of great importance to predict its growth.

p  Di  e  p

2  en  z

5,197 MPa 193, 7mm  3,58mm  5,197 MPa

2 10,11mm 1, 0
 40,36MPa



Stress along the generatrix increased by the
value of residual stress:

 u  1,12   m  0, 4  f  
 1,12  40,36  0, 4 143,33  109, 42 MPa
Stress intensity factor:
Defects
Incomplete penetration

17%

not compromised.

Stress along the generatrix:

m 

represents

which

Based on the Irwin model for crack tip
opening displacement, the correction factor ry can
be determined, and treated as the crack length
increase factor (a + ry). Correction factor ry can
be determined using the following expression:
2

1  KI 


  Re 
ry 
- for plane stress state
2
2

L (mm)
200

a(mm)
2

1  274, 27 

  215 
ry 
 0, 259mm  0,3mm
2

K I  1,12  m  0, 4  f    a  MPa mm 
a  2mm  K I  274, 27 MPa mm
Table Т.1: Influence of crack length increase on the stress intensity factor
Crack length
an = 2 + n·ry [mm]
n = (1,2,3, …,15)
an [mm]
1
2,3
2
2,6
3
2,9
4
3,2
5
3,5
6
3,8
7
4,1
8
4,4
9
4,7
10
5,0
11
5,3
12
5,6
13
5,9

Stress intensity factor

K I (n)  1,12  m  0, 4  f    an  MPa mm 
294,13
312,72
330,27
346,93
362,93
378,06
392,70
406,82
420,45
433,66
446,48
458,08
471,08
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14
15

6,2
6,5

for an = 9 mm
for an = 12 mm
for an = 2·en = 25.4 mm

2. RESULT ANALYSIS AND
CONCLUSION
Crack length which is less than the double
value of thickness will not cause catastrophic
failure
of
the
structure.
Since

KI  977, 44MPa mm , which is 61.8% of the
K  1580MPa mm , structural

critical value Ic
integrity is not compromised.

Conditions for prevention of structural failure
are fulfilled in the case that the crack continues to
grow.
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Abstract
Risk based management of pressure equipment safety has been presented as the combination of PED,
API 581 and structural integrity assessment procedures. Pressure Equipment Directive (PED)
2014/68/EU and American Petroleum Institute (API) 581 procedures have been presented from the
safety point in the case when defects in a pressure vessel are detected. These procedure are then
analysed in combination of structural integrity assessment, based on fracture mechanics parameters
evaluation. An example has been provided to illustrate this comprehensive approach, which is defined
here as the risk based management.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Risk based management of pressure
equipment safety as the represents multi
complex approach and synergy combination of
PED 2014/68/EU, API 581 and structural
integrity assessment.

2. PRESSURE EQUIPMENT
DIRECTIVE
The aim of the Directive are to remove
barriers to trade of pressure equipment between
European’s countries. They apply to the design,
manufacture and conformity assessment of
pressure equipment and assemblies of pressure
equipment with a maximum allowable pressure
greater than 0.5 bar. These regulations identify
under the Essential Safety Requirements that
‘Pressure equipment must be designed and
constructed so that all necessary examinations to
ensure safety can be carried out’ and that ‘means
of determining the internal condition of the
equipment must be available where this is
necessary to ensure the continued safety of the
equipment [1].

Pressure Equipment Directive has been
established the vary first time at 1997. as PED
97/23. The new PED was published in the EU
Official Journal on 27th June 2014 and entered
into force 20 days later. The transposition
deadline is 1 June 2015 for fluid classification
and 19 June 2016 for all PED.
Two biggest differences between PEDs are
with modules and fluid classification.
2.1
Conformity assessment module
changes [2]

The designation of some conformity
assessment modules have changed as below
table.
Table 1. Conformity assessment module changes [2]
97/23/EC
A1
B1
B
C1

2014/68/EU
A2
B (design type)
B (production type)
C2
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Table 2 Category & Modul [2]
Category
Category I
Category II
Category III

Category IV

2.2

Module
Module A
Modules A2, D1, E1
Modules B (design type) + D, B
(design type) + F, B (production
type) + E, B (production type) +
C2, H
Modules B (production type) +
D, B (production type) + F, G,
H1

Fluid classification change [2]

The reason for this change is that the
Dangerous Substances directive – 67/548/EEC –
that the PED currently uses to classify fluids as
Group 1 or 2 is being replaced by the
Classification, Labelling and Packaging (CLP)
Regulation (EC 1272/2008).
An impact assessment by the European
Commission showed that very few substances
would actually change groups in the PED
because of this change. Nevertheless
manufacturers and notified bodies will have to
familiarise
themselves
with
the
new
requirements so as to be able to apply them to
new equipment being placed on the market after
1st June 2015.
The regulations also states that ‘Other means
of ensuring the safe condition of the pressure
equipment may be applied where it is too small
for physical internal access, where opening the
pressure equipment would adversely affect the
inside or where the substance contained has
been shown not to be harmful to the material
from which the pressure equipment is made and
no other internal degradation mechanisms are
reasonably foreseeable’.
There is also a requirement for ‘instructions
for the user’ to be supplied with the pressure
equipment. These instructions should contain all
the necessary safety information relating to
putting the equipment into service, its continued
safe use and maintenance. If appropriate,
reference should be made to hazards arising
from misuse.
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The form that the conformity assessment
takes is dependent on the classification of the
pressure equipment. This classification is based
on:
a) The type of equipment – vessel, piping or
steam generator.
b) The state of the fluid contents – gas or
liquid.
c) The fluid group of the contents – Group 1
(dangerous) or Group 2 (all others including
steam).
d) The maximum allowable pressure.
e) The volume in litres or the nominal size as
appropriate.

3. API 581 – RISK BASED
INSPECTION
This is an industry specific document [3]
designed to be applied to the petroleum and
chemical process areas. It follows the same
overall approach as the ASME document and
recognizes that a RBI aims to [4]:
1) Define and measure the level of risk
associated with an item.
2) Evaluate safety, environmental
business interruption risks.

and

3) Reduce risk of failure by the effective use
of inspection resources.
The level of risk is assessed by following the
same procedure as described in the ASME
document i.e. a quantitative analysis is generally
applied after an initial qualitative analysis has
established those plant items for further analysis.
The qualitative approach assesses each plant
item with a position in a 5 x 5 risk matrix. The
likelihood of failure is determined from the sum
of six weighted factors:
b) Damage mechanism.
c) Usefulness of inspection.
d) Current equipment condition.
e) Nature of process.

f) Safety design and mechanisms.
The consequence of failure is divided into
only two factors:
a) Fire/Explosion.
b) Toxicity.

made to known reliability data plus some details
of specific reliability data available within the
document itself.

4. RISK RANKING AND
CATEGORISATION

risks = CS x FS

Risk matrices are a useful means of
graphically presenting the results from risk
analyses of many items of equipment. Risk
matrices should, however, not be taken too
literally since the scale of the axes is only
indicative. The simple matrix below is based on
a linear scale of probability and consequence
ranging from 1 to 5. The numbers in the cells are
the product of the probability and consequence
values as shown at Table 2. [4]

where:

Table 3 Example of risk ranking and categorisation
[4]

The general approach of the quantitative
analysis is to first establish details on the
process, the equipment and other pertinent
information. Risk is then calculated as the
product of each consequence and likelihood for
each damage scenario, the total risk for an item
being the sum of all the scenario risks:

S = Scenario
CS = Consequence of scenario
FS = Failure frequency of scenario
The inspection programme is then developed
to reduce that risk. To do that one needs to
establish:

5
4
3
2
1
Probability/
Consequence

5
4
3
2
1

10
8
6
4
2

15
12
9
6
3

20
16
12
8
4

25
20
15
10
5

1

2

3

4

5

1) What type of damage to look for.
2) Where to look for damage.
3) How to look for damage.
4) When to look for damage.
What and Where is established from
reviewing the design data, process data and the
equipment history, How to look for the damage
is decided by reviewing the damage density and
variability, inspection sample validity, sample
size, detection capability of method and validity
of future prediction based on past observations.
When to look for damage is related to the
estimated remaining life of the component. This
document prescribes actual methods to use, with
specific values that can be applied to given
situations and conditions. There are also worked
examples to obtain an idea of how to assess a
system, what constitutes a failure and how to
assess the resulting consequences. There are also
several workbooks which can be utilised to
assess a plant in terms of both qualitative and
quantitative risk analysis. There are references

This matrix draws attention to risks where
the probability and consequence are balanced
and to risks where either the probability or the
consequence is high. Often matrices will be
sectored into regions covering different ranges
of risk. As this example shows, the boundaries
between regions depend on how the ranges are
defined: changing the range of the red region
from 21 to 25 to 20 to 25 could have a
significant effect. For quantitative analyses risk
may
be
presented
as
a
point
a
probability/consequence plot. When the plot has
logarithmic axes, straight lines represent lines of
constant risk. If risk is evaluated numerically,
then equipment may be ranked in order of risk.
From these processes of ranking, Duty
Holders should be able to identify the items of
equipment presenting the greatest risks of
failure. For the purposes of inspection planning,
equipment may be categorised according to the
type of risk.
For example:
a) Equipment where there is a known active
deterioration mechanism,
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b) Equipment where there is a high
frequency of failure but consequences are low,
but the frequency of failure is low
c) Equipment where the consequences of
failure are high

5. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
ASSESSMENT
The Competent Person carrying out the
examination of a system will evaluate the
examination results and the condition of the
equipment. Any changes in the condition from
the design, since entry to service, and since the
last inspection will be identified. From this and
other information about the rate of deterioration,
the Competent Person will assess whether the
system is currently ‘fit-for-service’ and likely to
remain so during the proposed interval to the
next inspection. [4]
When faced with evidence of deterioration,
the Duty Holder and Competent Person will
need to assess the implications of the
deterioration in more detail and decide what
action should be taken. In making these
assessments, risk based principles should apply.
Initial considerations towards a decision to
accept or reject the deterioration (i.e. corrosion,
erosion or crack like defects etc) within the
equipment will need to take into account the
following:
•
The type and magnitude of the
deterioration, its cause and mechanism, and the
accuracy of the NDT information available.
• The stress at the location which is affected,
i.e. high stressed by areas are unlikely to tolerate
the same degree of deterioration as other areas
operating at lower levels of stress.
• The type of material, its strength and
fracture properties over the range of operating
temperature.
• The safe operating limits associated with
each operating condition. These must be
considered separately, e.g. a certain corrosion
type defect may be acceptable under an
operating condition where only pressure is
considered. However, should a cyclic operating
condition apply then the defect may not be
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acceptable. Care must be exercised when there
are different operating conditions.
• Whether the deterioration has been present
since entry to service, or has initiated during
service (due to the contents, environment or
operating conditions), and the rate at which it is
proceeding.
• Whether the deterioration is within design
allowances (e.g. for corrosion) or fabrication
quality control levels (e.g. for defects).
Even if defects more severe than fabrication
‘quality control levels’ are revealed by an
examination, rejection or repair of the
equipment may not always be necessary. Quality
control levels are, of necessity, both general and
usually very conservative. A decision on
whether to reject or accept equipment with
defects may be made on the basis of an
‘engineering critical assessment (ECA)’ using
fracture mechanics to assess the criticality of the
defects. This may be carried out using before or
after the examination. Many standards and
recommended practice provides a ‘Guide on
methods for assessing the acceptability of flaws
in metallic structures’. It is based on the concept
of fitness-for-service and utilises a failure
assessment diagram (FAD) derived from
fracture mechanics. The assessment process
positions the flaw within acceptable or
unacceptable regions of the FAD.
The flaw lying within the acceptable region
of the FAD does not by itself infer an easily
quantifiable margin of safety or probability of
failure. Conservative input data to the fracture
mechanics calculations are necessary to place
reliance on the result. If key data are
unavailable, (e.g. fracture toughness properties
of the weld and parent material), then
conservative assumptions should be made.
Sensitivity studies are recommended so that the
effect of each assumption can be tested. Flaw
assessment is a process to which risk based
principles may apply. Degrees of uncertainty in
the input data (e.g. flaw dimensions, stress,
fracture toughness) may be handled in a lower
bound deterministic calculation or by

probabilistic fracture mechanics if statistical
distributions can be determined. The application
of partial safety factors is an alternative
approach to manage the variability in the input
data without being overly conservative. The
consequences of flaw growth and the possibility
of leakage or catastrophic failure may also be
factors to consider.

• Corrosion/erosion (general, local, pitting),

For refinery equipment designed to ASME
codes, the American Petroleum Institute has
published a recommended practice on fitness for
service assessment, API 579 [5], which provided
guidance on methods for assessing the
acceptability of flaws in fusion welded
structures. API 579 is in accordance to API 581
[3].

• Brittle fracture,

At the other side, PED regulations in Europe
gives instruction in accordance to standard ISO
31000 [6]. This International Standard provides
principles and generic guidelines on risk
management.
For other industries like nuclear, ASME XI
[7] should be fallowed for the assessment of
results from in-service inspection of nuclear
plant designed to ASME codes.
If deterioration is found in equipment, the
best course of action for the Duty Holder will
depend on the circumstances. Equipment that
has deteriorated to a condition assessed to be
unacceptable requires immediate action before it
can re-enter service. Where equipment has
deteriorated but has not reached unacceptable
limits, monitoring or shorter inspection intervals
or other action may be required depending on
the rate at which the deterioration is proceeding,
and the confidence with which this rate is
known. Detail inspection’s procedures are given
at API 510 [8] for pressure vessels and API 570
[9] for piping.
Whilst there are many mechanisms of
deterioration and modes of failure associated
with pressure systems and other containment
structures, they can be roughly broken down
into the following classes in accordance to API
579 [10]:

• Creep and high temperature damage,
• Fatigue cracking,
• Stress corrosion cracking,
• Embrittlement,
• Hydrogen blistering/stepwise cracking,

• Buckling.
In practice, the Duty Holder will normally
choose the most economical course of action,
whilst maintaining the integrity and safety of the
equipment. Duty Holders often prefer to return
equipment to service and plan repairs or
replacements for scheduled outages. Various
alternatives can be considered:
• Changes to the operating conditions that
reduce the rate of deterioration and increase
margins of safety, e.g. lower pressures,
temperatures.
• On-line monitoring of deterioration.
• Shortening the interval between subsequent
inspections.
• Removal of defects or damage only (e.g.
grinding).
• Removal of defects or damage and making
a repair (e.g. over-welding).

6. CONCLUSION
RBI is a systematic analysis method for
planning inspection intervals of static
mechanical equipment used in the process
industries. Risk of failures of the relevant
system items is assessed in order to identify and
determine suitable intervals. Over the years, RBI
has gained reputation for being a successful
method, but also for having some shortcomings.
One of these is traced to the limited assessment
of uncertainties.
Risk based management of pressure
equipment safety is combination of PED, API
581 and structural integrity assessment. This is
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the main reason why a team rather than one
person should perform RBI.
Many plant in the World have been
establishing RBI last decade, yet many more are
in the progress of establishing. RBI is a
continuous process like quality management
system ISO 9001 [11], which means
maintenance and upgrade after establishment.
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Abstract
Locking Compression Plates (LCP) have found great application in the orthopedic healing process in
the modern medicine nowadays. Their design is specifically modified depending on the bone and the
loading a specific bone is subjected to. Dimensions of LCP as well as mechanical characteristics
provide greater structural resistance than the bone itself, but as a consequence of continues
application as well as cyclic loading, practice has shown that fails and breaks accrue. Defining of the
testing approaches and procedures used for the evaluation of the stress and location of the potentially
risk geometrical areas represent the aim of this paper. Results obtained in this paper apply modern
experimental as well as numerical simulations on the modified and simplified LCP geometry with an
aim to locate stress and strain fields, as well as areas with a stress concentration that can result in the
appearance of the cracks during the cyclic loading.

Keywords: Locking-Compression-Plates, FEM fracture mechanics, testing methods, stress strain evaluation.

1.INTRODUCTION
Bone fractures (lat. Fracture) are mechanical
injury, which consists of fractures of bone as
well as soft tissue damage, which surround it.
These injuries occur due to external forces and
load whose intensities exceed the level of
elasticity of the bone itself, thus, causing its
damage. Depending on age, and global physical
condition of the persons, breaks can globally be
divided into:
-

fractures occurred as a result of
injury (excessive load)

-

fractures caused by diseases
(changes in the structure of the bone
tissue).

The metal alloys a have found wide
application in medicine in terms of stabilizing
the injury outwards orthopedics duo to their
mechanical properties. In today's medicine,
biomedical implants and orthopedic elements
found use in injuries and broken bones, joints,
spine, etc. as a substitute for bones. Depending
on the purpose metal implants can be divided
into:
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-

Fixation implants for the
reconstructive orthopedics bone
processes (plates, intramedullary
nail, screws, external fracture
fixation ...)

-

Prostheses for joint replacement
(partial and total hip, knee and elbow
...)

-

stainless steels

-

Co-Cr alloys

Spinal fixation implants.

-

titanium alloys

-

2.BIOMATERIALS
Biomaterials are used in medical equipment
that are implanted into the human body, due to
the replacement of damaged or diseased body
parts.
Biomaterials must be non-toxic, must not
corrode, or in any other way react in contact
with surrounding tissue, due to the fact that they
are introduced in to organic environment. Any
material that is exposed to interaction with
living biological systems in their work
environment can be considered biomaterials.
Basically, every biomaterial must be negative
for carcinogenicity tests, cytotoxicity, must
possess good chemical stability, ie. corrosion
resistance, and adequate mechanical properties,
primarily dynamic strength. Orthopedic
biomaterials are above all limited to those
materials that are used to produce parts with
cyclic loading. Ideal metallic biomaterials
should possess:
-

Resistance to fatigue,

-

High levels of yield strength

-

High levels of tensile strength

-

Corrosion resistance

Over the years metal biomaterials have
shown adequate and required properties for use
in orthopedics in terms of, high strength,
toughness, fracture resistance, hardness,
corrosion resistance, biocompatibility and above
all the ability to be easily processed, designed
and developed. These characteristics are of great
importance in the development of fixating
implants which are most often subjected to
cyclic loading [1-4] .
As the main function of bones in extremities
is to carry the load, wherein the task of
orthopaedic plates is to provide support to bones
with reduced integrity, the choice for initial
material for development of plates were metals.
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Biomaterial strength and stiffness significantly
exceed those of the bone to which they are
connected, and to which it provides additional
support. Three biometal alloys [5-9] most
commonly used for implants include:

During the 1950s, 316L steel [10] was
developed, wherein the carbon percentage was
reduced from 0.08% (in the case of previously
used 316 steel [11]) to 0.03%. Reduction of
carbon percentage significantly improved
corrosion resistance. In addition to carbon, steels
316 and 316L were made with 18% chrome and
8% nickel.
Advantages of stainless steels are primarily
reflected in low percentage of impurities, which
makes them ideal for use in vivo conditions.
Their significant disadvantage compared to
other superalloys is reflected in lower dynamic
strength and vulnerability to erosion of the
material itself, which, in case of developing of
orthopaedic plates may have significant
influence to their integrity and life. Cobalt based
alloys are characterized by increased resistance
to corrosion, fatigue, wear and fracture,
compared to iron alloys, however their major
flaw is the elasticity modulus.
Stainless steel alloys have been improved
and nowadays, orthopaedic plates made of
stainless steels with enhanced mechanical
properties can be seen in practical application.
Such plates are most typically applied in the
case of older patients, due to their lower
expected physical activity and life.
In addition to alloys the aforementioned
316L and Co-Cr alloys, titanium and its alloy,
Ti-6Al-4V (so-called aviation alloy) are also
widely
applied
in
orthopaedic
plate
manufacturing.
Titanium alloys, Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-7Nb
in particular, represent materials with currently
most suitable mechanical properties, and are
registered in ASTM standard as biomaterials [5,

12-13]. Ti-6Al-4V alloy is made of 90%
titanium, 6% aluminium and 4% vanadium.
Such chemical composition is characterized by
an extremely high corrosion resistance, high
durability, favourable ratio between strength and
weight (4.43g/cm3[1]). Titanium is very resistant
to corrosion due to a solid oxide layer (the only
stable product of the reaction) which is formed
in vivo conditions.
The main disadvantage of titanium alloys as
biomaterials is the fact that it has a very high
friction coefficient, which can lead to particle
separation due to wear in the case of developing
orthopaedic components meant for direct
contact.

Depending on the chemical composition,
nowadays numerous different titanium alloys are
available, and each of them is characterized by
individual properties that make it suitable for
specific work conditions and modes. However,
one should always take into account that
improving one property could lead to
degradation of others. One of the mentioned
titanium alloys with a changed chemical
composition which had found application in
biomedicine is the Ti-6Al-7Nb, containing 7%
niobium instead of vanadium. Due to the
presence of niobium instead of vanadium, this
alloy has increased corrosion resistance in
comparison to Ti-6Al-4V.

Table 1. Mechanical parameters of biomaterials and bones
Material
Bone
(humid at lower load)
(humid at higher load)
316 L
Ti
0% porosity
40% porosity
Ti-6Al-4V
0% porosity
40% porosity
* Calculated with respect to E

*

Elasticity modulus
[GPa]

Tensile strength
[GPa]

Compressive strength
[GPa]

15.2
40.7
193

0.090
0.54

0.15
0.27-0.40

110
24*

0.40
0.076

124
27*

0.94
0.14

 E (1   )3

3.IN VIVO EXPERIENCE
Experience from modern medical practice
has shown that LCP can be used with high
reliability and success rate. However, in certain
cases, failure occurs in form of plate fracture, or
loosening of screws and breaking of the rigid
contact between plate and bone. This case of
plate failure during exploitation was observed in
cooperation with doctors from AMA clinic in
Belgrade. The case involved failure of LCP
Metaphyseal Plate for distal medial tibia,
manufactured by DePuy Synthes Company of
Johnson and Johnson.

This plate was meant to fix the tibia during
the bone healing period, and as such was
subjected to cyclic load in normal exploitation,
during the patient's walking period. This load
resulted in the occurrence of an initial crack at
the location of contact between the plate and
screw, which has, during later stages of recovery
lead to plate fracture. Examples of plate
positioning provided by the manufacturer [14]
as well as the view of a broken plate extracted
from the patient are shown in figure 1.
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spatial strain while using a single piece of
equipment.

Fig. 1. Schematic example of LCP plate placed on
the bone (left) broken extracted LCP plate (right)

4.TESTING METHOD
For the purpose of determining displacement
and strain fields, GOM equipment was used
(GOM, Braunschweig, Germany) for threedimensional strain measuring, along with the
ARAMIS system. A 3D non-contact optical
system for calculation and analysis of
displacement and strain does not depend on the
type of the material and load, but is based on
digital image correlation (DIC). Experimentally
obtained data for each of the examined surface
specimens were approximated by analytical
expressions of satisfying accuracy. This system
is based on two independent cameras, calibrated
to record an identical surface, whose strain and
displacement are observed, under different
angles. In this way, it is possible to achieve
special 3d measuring (whereas use of only one
camera provides measure within plane). Strain
field is determined based on the change in
mutual distance between predefined pixels on
the measured specimen's surface. By applying
spatial digital image correlation, non-contact
measuring is achieved, which provides
reliability and repeatability of the experiment,
reduces the risk of the effects of measuring
equipment on the results and increases the
number of measured parameters per test to
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One of the main factors in the factors related
to the surface area being measured is preparation
of the surface. In order to achieve best definition
of the separate pixels while recording measuring
surface should be prepared with some high
contrast. In order to achieve this surface is
painted in a bright white colour with a black
dots spreading pattern over it (fig 3. bottom).
Depending on the size and density of the black
pattern different volumes can be measured with
a use of GOM system. In order to obtain a most
of the deformation possible, since it is expected
that during the experimental loading no
significant deformation will be present, a
measuring volume of 20mm x 20mm x 10mm
was chosen. This volume allows a measuring
volume of an area between only two adjacent
bolts.
4.1. Numerical simulation

Finite element method (FEM) represents a
numerical technique for determining of an
approximate value of a problem solution by
using a system of partial differential equations
[15,16]. Numerical simulation was performed
using finite element method (FEM). FEM
represents the discretization of a physical model,
i.e. its division into a finite number of smaller
elements with their own initial volume,
boundary conditions defined as displacements
and/or loads, with simpler geometry.
Displacements in nodes, i.e. points in which
elements are connected, are calculated for each
element individually. Based on these
displacements, and by applying the parameters
for the numerically simulated material, strain
and stress fields are determined. Application of
FEM typically involves the introduction of
certain approximations in form of geometrical
reductions in zones subjected to lower levels of
stress and strain, which do not have significant
effect on the global stress and strain field.
4.1. Fracture mechanics history

The presence of cracks in mechanical
structures or its individual parts or elements can

significantly affect its behaviour during
exploitation, especially in terms of durability
and life.
During crack propagation, it is possible to
distinguish two basic forms of fracture:
Plane fracture - fracture along a planar
surface.
Slanted fracture - fracture along a surface
under an angle.
Crack growth along a flat surface
corresponds to the case where the crack surface
is mostly perpendicular to the load direction,
whereas in case of crack growth along a slanted
surface, the angle occurs in the plane
perpendicular to the crack propagation plane,
and these cases are typically characterized by
larger strain [17].
By examining the crack surface, smooth
areas of this surface corresponding to fatigue
fracture and crack growth can be observed,
along with grainy areas which correspond to
sudden brittle fracture.
In addition to crack growth surface and
shape, three basic types of crack opening are
distinguished (fig 2):
Cleaving - symmetrical crack
opening, due to tensile stress .

surface

Sliding - crack surfaces lie in the same plane,
due to shear stress .
Shear - crack surface lie in different planes,
due to shear stress .

Fig. 2. Types of crack opening (right) [18]

In the case of cleaving, i.e. first crack
opening mode, the force () acts perpendicularly
to the crack plane and separates its surfaces. In
the case of shear and sliding crack opening
mode, the surface slide along each other,
whereas the force acts in form of shear on the
crack plane (). Fractures caused by cleaving
(force acting perpendicularly to the crack

growth plane under the effect of tensile stress
represent the most dangerous case of crack
growth in fracture mechanics.
Procedures and evaluation of the stress strain
fields on the Locking Compression Plates is
based on the case of tensile load that can be
present in cases of arm fracture in general, as
well as in some special cases of loading of other
bones. During the exploitation period of the
LCP plates initial cracks are expected to form in
the contact area of the screw and LCP. Cracks
that are formed this way will be positioned
normally to the longitude direction of the plate,
and thereby they can be observed as cleaving in
a case of a tensile loading.

5.EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Evaluation process was based in two main
stages. Frist stage was designed just to test the
stress strain distribution throughout the model In
case of tensile loading, while in the second
phase a crack was to be added in the area of the
biggest stress concentration in order to form a
worst case scenario.
In order to eliminate any influence of the
small geometrical modifications in the design of
the plate it was determine to create a new plate
made out of a Ti-6Al-4V with a geometry seen
on the figure 3. The plate was cut using the
water jet technique to prevent development of
potential cracks caused by the machining.
Testing is planned to be performed on the pig
bones, but do to the fact that they need special
storing conditions as well as preservation and
preparation, the tests were first performed on the
wood specimens in order to adjust equipment
and to define measuring parameters.
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5.1. Loading

Fig. 3. Blueprint of the test plate with emphasized
measuring area (up) test plate prepared for
measuring (bottom)

Experimental setup can be seen on the figure
4. Plate was positioned on two separate wood
pipes. Each pipe was connected via tree bolts to
a LCP plate. Using this configuration, bone
breakage was simulated in the middle of the
LCP. This setup was chosen to provide adequate
and equal stress strain field on the both sides of
the LCP.

Although the pipes were connected with edge
plate used for translating load via only one bolt,
and with the plates with a tree separate bolts,
this had a local character which was not of great
importance for the experimental results. Results
of a this setup would have a larger stress
concentration on the outer edge of the pipe, but
it would not have any influence on the mutual
stress strain influence of the LCP and a pipe due
to a fact that a equal loading would be
transmitted to a tree bolts as a loading on the
one top bolt. Load was gradually increased to a
maximum value of 1500 N. Values of the stress
and displacement on the tensile testing machine
(edges to edge, including the deformation of the
pipes, LCP and edge plates) can be seen on the
figure 5.

Fig. 5. Stress strain diagram for a tensile testing
machine (whole specimen, LCP pipes and edge
plates)
Fig. 4. Enlarged experimental setup with only
specimen (left) whole experimental setup with
lightning, tensile testing machine and cameras
(right).

Load from the wood pipes was translated to
the tensile machine via the metal plates
positioned on the end of the pipes. During the
initial testing phase it was determine that these
plates should be positioned in the same plane as
the LCP instead of the middle plane of the pipes
in order to prevent bending in the middle of the
LCP (directly above the simulated brakeage).
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Maximal loading was measured at 1621.833N
while the speed of deformation was defined as a
2 mm/min. Non linearity at the beginning of the
diagram is caused by positioning of the bolts
and plates in a same plane, wedging of the edge
plates and tensile testing machine… and in
general could be neglected. Loading for this
experiment was stop before the breakage of the
pipes appeared.

5.2. Digital image correlation DIC

Stress strain filed on the surface of the model
was measured using digital image correlation
based GOM measuring system [19-22].
In order to increase a measuring field, reduce
light reflections and to provide more uniform
light distribution throughout measured are two
separate light sources positioned on each side of
the measured specimen, at the same height as a
cameras were used (figure 4 right). Furthermore
size of the bolts head was made with reduced

thickness mostly to reduce presence of the
shadows (figure 4 left).
Measuring of the stress strain field was
separately performed in the areas between the
bolts one and two as well as bolts two and tree.
Size of the measuring area between bolts 2 and 3
can be observed as hatched area at the figure 3.
Obtained results with DIC technology
parallel to numerical models can be seen on the
figure 5.

Fig. 5. Deformation field obtained in numerical model (up) parallel to the results obtained with DIC (bottom).

It can be seen that a deformation filed for
real experiment as well as the numerical
simulation has a similar distribution. Maximal
deformation values are located around the bolts.

6.DISCUSION
Procedure for the evaluation of the stress
strain field shown in this paper represents
collaboration of different engineering tolls and
techniques used to provide insight in the
behaviour of the medical equipment during
different stages of the loading. Loading
conditions used represent the worst case
scenario to which one LCP plate can be
subjected.
Experimental setup is designed with focus on
the mutual influence of the bone and LCP, stress
transfer between them and measuring of the

differences between separate areas of the LCP as
well as the bolts. Preparation of the LCP
specimen is made with aim to reduce any
additional influence of the geometry that can be
present on the real life LCP. Preparation of the
experiment can be performed with ease in cases
of artificial bone replacement materials that can
be used, while the measurements on the real
bones can be performed afterwards.
Replacement of the bone with an artificial
material as it was a case of wood can provide
basic insight in the stress strain behaviour and
concentrations. Module of elasticity for the oak
wood used throughout testing phase was around
11.000 MPa. It must be noted that testing with
any organic material requires additional testing
and evaluation of a material duo to the nonhomogeneity of the materials used.
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During the testing phase it was noticed that
do to the relatively small area of the LCP
observed in comparison to a whole specimen
(LCP, simulated bones, end plates) local
displacement would be much higher at area of
the a plate connected to the moving jaws of the
tensile machine. All specimens should be
positioned in the way that measured areas are as
close as possible to the stationary jaws, due to a
fact that further you go away from a fix end
global displacement of whole model becomes
greater compared to a local displacement of the
LCP since the high difference in the modulus of
elasticity between different materials used.
Different models of test specimens should be
made in order to define influence of geometrical
changes present in the models. Geometry of the
holes as well as outer geometry can have a
major role on stress concentration that can lead
to a appearance of a fatigue cracks during the
cyclic loading present in the healing process.

7.CONCLUSION
With a use of the shown evaluation principle
and methodology a stress strain filed for a local
area of LCP can be obtained. Adequate
preparation of the specimen has a major role in
later experiment. Observed areas can be
prepared with ether smaller spread patent used
for a larger DIC area measurements, or with a
smaller in order to insure more precise local
values. Main disadvantage of the use of DIC
method is that all data is gathered only at the
surface of the specimen, which represents a
reason for a further use of the numerally verified
and comparable models with experimental
results in order to gain insight in a complete
behaviour of the model. Experimental setup can
be used to replicate different geometries of the
LCP as well as different bone material. This can
have a major advantage in the further
experimental process with real bones do to a fact
that a specimen as well as the experimental
setup can be prepared before the experiment,
which allows for a fast performing of the
experiment.
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Further experiments with the same setup
should be performed on ether human or the pig
bones in order to simulate better load translation
from a bone to a plate.
Numerical
simulation
and
obtained
experimental DIC values have shown similar
results in an area of the deformation filed.
Maximal values are located around the bolts,
with a present difference between separate bolts.
Obtained results have shown that procedures
and evaluation techniques for the stress strain
fields on the Locking Compression Plates shown
in this paper can be used to provide insight in its
behaviour. In order to obtain adequate results for
the real behaviour of LCP experiments should
be performed with different LCP geometries as
well as with a real bone in order to have a better
insight in to load distribution between bone and
a plate.
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Abstract
Shown in this paper are general characteristics of high-strength low-alloyed steel 15 NiCuMoNb5
(WB 36) including its chemical composition, usage in the pressure vessel facilities, as well as
repairing technology with results of hardness measuring and microstructure analysis. Repair welding
procedure is performed on starting vessels made of above mentioned steel used in thermal power
plant TENT B (Serbia). Results of metallographic and hardness tests provide the information about
welded joint characteristics. Analysis of performed welding repair procedure along with influences
caused by welding procedure and influences that can lead to the cracks occurrence are presented and
discussed.

Keywords: welded joint, high strength steel, hardness, metallography and starting vessels.

1. INTRODUCTION
Pressure vessels are most usually of circularcylindrical shape, with a ring shaped crosssection, and have the following applications:
 for transport of gases, liquids and loose
or grainy material
 in tanks (gas, liquid)
 in boilers
 in vessels used in processing industry
 as cylinders in pistons.
Pressure vessels can be subjected to inner
and external pressure. They are also widely
applied in thermal power plants. Basic elements
of a boiler include parts in which processes
related to transformation and transfer of heat
from transmitter to the receiver take place:
furnace, water heaters, evaporators, vapor overheaters and air heaters. In addition to these
elements, auxiliary equipment can also be considered under the category of pressure vessels,
including vapor coolers, vapor separators, etc.
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A schematic view of the system in TPP
TENT B, where vapor and moisture are separated, is shown in figure 1. Moist vapor exits the
vaporizer and is transported to the vertical vapor
separator (or starting vessel) wherein the remaiing vapor is extracted. Such a separator functions according to the Sulzer circulating boiler
principle.

Fig. 1. Vapor separator (starting vessel) with other
circulating boiler parts

The most commonly encountered problem in
case of pressure vessels is the initiation of
cracks in the heat affecteed zone (HAZ) during
the manufacturing of the vessel or its repair [1].
Yet another reason for occurring of cracks can
lie in the change in stress state in the vessel
during exploitation, as well as the change in
structural and mechanical properties in the
material itself [2, 3]. Welded joints represent the
most suitable locations for crack initiation and
structural changes in pressure vessels, which
lead to changes in mechanical properties.
Shown in the following section is the
welding technology used for repairing of a
starting vessel in exploitation in thermal power
plant TENT-B, which was performed in order to
remove a crack which was initiated in a welded
joint after 220,000 work hours. In addition,
results of hardness testing for the parent
material, heat affected zone and weld metal are
shown, before and after repairing. Repairing was
performed using a probe for the purpose of
determining and checking of compliance with
standards. In addition, results of micro-structure
testing using the zone replicating method for all

zones within the repaired welded joint are
presented. Shown in figure 2 is the model of the
starting vessel.

2. THE REPAIR TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE STARTING VESSEL
Starting vessel in TENT B in Obrenovac was
made from steel 15 NiCuMoNb 5 (WB 36). The
aforementioned steel belongs to the group of
high strength low-alloyed steel, hence due to its
high strength at elevated temperatures it is used
for manufacturing of pipelines and pressure
vessels. WB36 is a Ni-Mo steel, wherein its
main alloying elements include copper and niobium. Since its basic micro-structure is ferritebainite, it is most commonly used for structures
subjected to temperatures up to 450 ºC. Designation 15 NiCuMoNb 5 is in accordance with
DIN standard, whereas according to ASTM
standard, the steel is denoted by WB36.
Shown in tables 1 and 2 are the chemical
composition and mechanical properties of steel
15 NiCuMoNb 5, [4].

Fig. 2. Appearance of the three-dimensional model of the starting vessel
Table 1. Chemical composition of steel 15 NiCuMoNb 5
Element
Percentage
[%]

C
≤0,17

Si
0,25
-0,5

Mn
0,81,2

Cr
≤0,3

Mo
0,250,4

Ni

Nb

Cu

V

S

P

1-1,3

0,2

0,5-0,8

≤0,006

≤0,014

≤0,014

Table 2. Mechanical properties of steel 15 NiCuMoNb 5
Mechanical properties
Values

Yield stress Re(MPa)
22 ºC
350ºC
≥430
≥353

Tensile strength
Rm(MPa) - 22ºC

Elongation (%)

610-760

≥16
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During the inspection, in starting vessel
narrowing zone, a crack was detected in one of
the weld, located along the weld metal-heat
affected zone area, and it was decided to perform repair welding in order to remove it. In
Fig. 3 dimensions of crack are shown.

Vessel wall thickness at crack location was
40 mm, whereas the outer diameter of the vessel
at this location was Ø350mm. During the first
step, the damaged surface was ground, and a U
groove was formed, and following this, repair
welding and additional thermal treatment were
performed. Grinding produced U groove whose
depth was 40 mm, i.e. along the whole vessel
wall thickness. The U groove was selected in
order to reduce stress concentration.
The appearance of the groove is shown in
figure 4a, whereas the filling plan during
welding is shown in figure 4b.

Fig. 3. Crack dimensions on one weld in the vessel

Fig. 4. a) Welding groove geometry b) filling plan during welding procedure

For the purpose of repairing the starting
vessel, manual arc welding procedure with a
coated wire was selected (Manual arc welding
procedure or MAW), both for root and filling

passes. A low-alloyed basic electrode
manufactured by Böhler, 1NiMo.B, was
selected, and its chemical composition is shown
in table 3 [4].

Table 3. Chemical composition of the used electrode
Element
Percentage
[%]

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Mo

Ni

Nb

Cu

V

S

P

0,06

0,3

1,2

0,1

0,4

1

0,2

0,05

0,01

<0,01

<0,01

Shown in table 4 are the repair welding
parameters and the dimensions of the electrode.
In the case of the root pass, as well as for first 2
filling layers, electrodes with a smaller diameter

of 2.5 mm were used, whereas for the remaining
later, larger electrodes with a diameter of 3.2
mm were used.

Table 4. Welding parameters
Weld

Welding
procedure

Additional
material diameter

Amperage
(A)

Voltage
(V)

Currency type /polarity

1

MAW

2.5mm

90-110

11-12

DC/+

2,3

MAW

2.5mm

70-100

16-18

DC/+

4-n

MAW

3.2mm

100-140

17-22

DC/+

Shown in figure 5 is the welded joint after
repair. Once repair welding was completed,
additional thermal treatment was performed.
Selected temperature for additional thermal
treatment via annealing was 600°C, wherein
preheating and interpass temperatures were
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250°C. Cooling rate after thermal treatment was
completed was slower, below 300°C (figure 6).
Preheating process and thermal treatment was
performed in order to avoid the reoccurring of
cracks during the repair.

Fig. 5. Appearance of the welded joint upon repairing procedure

Fig. 6. Thermal treatment during repairing process

3. RESULTS
Hardness test was performed in locations
where metallographic tests were also performed,
using a probe, for the parent metal, heat affected

zone and the welded joint itself. Shown in table
5 are hardness test results before and after repair
for PM, WM and HAZ.

Table 5. Hardness testing results
Measuring location

Hardness before repair [HB]

Hardness after repair [HB]

Parent material

188

156

Weld metal

225

208

Heat affected zone

170

162

Since measured values of hardness deviate
up to 5% from their limits according to
standards for this material (for 15NiCuMoNb5:
190-240 HV10 or 181-228 HB), it is considered
that the hardness was satisfying according to
standard VGB R508L.

Using the replicating method, microstructure was examined in all zones of the
welded joint (parent metal, heat affected zone
and welded joint). Seen in table 6 are the microstructures of all zones of a repaired starting
vessel after the welding process.
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Table 6. Metallography test results
Parent material

Microstructure of the parent
material is a non-homogeneous
bainite-ferrite-pearlite

Heat affected zone

HAZ microstructure is coarsegrained bainite-ferrite-pearlite

Microstructure of the parent material is
bainite-ferrite-pearlite, whereas the heat affected
zone was coarse grain bainite-ferrite-pearlite,
and the micro-structure of the weld metal was
cast bainite-ferrite-pearlite. In addition to these
structures, the presence of a spheroid pearlite
was observed in certain zones with the parent
material, as a consequence of exploitation conditions to which the starting vessel was subjected.

4. DISCUSSION AND
CONSLUSION
Metallography analysis of all zones of a
welded joint in a repaired starting vessel did not
reveal significant irregularities. The presence of
a spheroid pearlite was observed in certain zones
with the parent material, due to the exploitation
conditions to which the starting vessel was subjected, however these structures did not affect
the forming of cracks.
Since the hardness did not deviate by more
than 5% from limit values defined by standards
(for 15NiCuMoNb5: 190-240 HV10 or 181-228
HB), the hadrness was considered to be at a
satisfying level. Based on the perfomed tests,
obtained results have shown that the crack that
had formed in the welded joint did not occur due
to a change in hardness and micro-structure
during exploitation, but was probably caused by
the residual stresses due to previously used
welding technology. Thus, during welding, i.e.
the manufacturing of a starting vessel, and
during repairing, better control is recommended,
both during and after the welding. Additional
recommendation involves the control of starting
vessels after a period shorter than 220 000 work
hours, in order to avoid major failure.
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Weld metal

Weld metal microstructure is cast
bainite-ferrite-pearlite
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Abstract
Stainless steel has a wide range of applications, including welded constructions. Commonly arc
welding has disadvantages because has low speed and higher heat input and these realities can be
cause the significant residual stresses and strains. The alternative to arc welding is laser welding that
allows elimination of these negative effects. This paper investigates the weldability, metallurgical and
mechanical properties of 5 mm thickness plate of superduplex stainless steel S32507 welds by
electron beam welding (EBW) process. Experiment was performed to investigate the effects of
process parameters on the microstructural and mechanical properties of the welds, and the process
parameters were optimized. Welding experiments were done using universal electron beam welder PZ
– EZ – ZH3 with accelerating voltage 60 kV and power 9 kW. Each joint was obtained by electron
beam welding and their individual sub-regions through thickness were characterised by optical
microscopy. Microstructure of both weld metal and heat affected zone are influenced by heat input
which is a function of welding process and it can have impact on the transformation of grains. On the
particular samples was observed microhardness and was performed tensile strength testing. This work
describes the possibilities how to achieve the weld joints of high quality by using the optimal welding
parameters.

Keywords: Please do provide up to five keywords which corresponds to the section topics of the paper. First keyword
must be selected from the chosen set of the section titles.

1. INTRODUCTION
Super duplex stainless steels (SDSS) are high
corrosion resistant alloys which offer better
strength and toughness. It was reported that the
greatest difficulty during welding operations is
to obtain austenite amounts close to 50% and to
avoid the formation of deleterious phases on
cooling and reheating passes. As reported by
Hsieh et al. [1], the presence of lower contents
of austenite (<25%) is not usually acceptable in
most of the industrial applications. Similarly to
accept weld joints employed in welding and

piping inspection, it is necessary to have a
minimum austenite content of 30% in the last
bead and root pass as necessary value [2]. To
obtain the favourable microstructures, the heat
input must be well controlled. It was reported
that very low heat inputs lead to high ferrite
contents and intense chromium nitride
precipitation. Similarly high heat inputs and/or
long exposure to temperatures in the 1000 –600
o
C range may cause precipitation of brittle
intermetallic phases such as σ (Sigma) or χ (Chi)
which are assumed to deteriorate the weld
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properties. The authors reported that the σ phase
is considered to be the most dangerous phase
because of its negative influence on weld
toughness and its corrosion resistance [3,4]. Chi
(χ) is a phase which forms before σ phase. It was
also reported that the phases such as χ and σ
provoke similar effects on the weld properties,
but are not well distinguished by optical
microscopy [5].
The authors addressed that fusion-welding
processes destroy the favourable microstructure
of this super duplex stainless steel and also
contribute for the formation of detrimental intermetallic phases. Also the fusion welds generally
result in higher ferrite content and the formation
of coarse grains which tend to decrease both the
corrosion resistance and the mechanical
properties of welded joints [10,11].
Electron beam welding (EBW) is well suited
for thicker sections and enjoys the various
advantages such as greater productivity, absence
of secondary phases, a higher depth to width
ratio, reduced residual stress and distortion and
the possibility of automation. On employing
EBW for SDSS, one of the serious problems
addressed by Bonnefois [12] was that the
ferrite–austenite ratio could be adversely
affected as a result of the fast rate of cooling and
also the loss of nitrogen during welding.
However the rapid cooling in EBW will be

beneficial in suppressing the formation of
intermetallic precipitates. It was proposed that
low heat input in EBW results in lower austenite
content in the weld metal [13]. As claimed by
various researchers, with the use of optimal
process parameters in EBW, it could be possible
to achieve the welds with sound toughness in
spite of higher ferrite content [14]. As evident
from the open literature sources, the EB welding
has many advantageous aspects compared to
other welding techniques.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The investigated material is a type UNS
S32507 steel (SDSS) in the form of 5 mm
thickness plate. Super duplex stainless steel
presents an attractive combination of mechanical
properties and high corrosion resistance due the
presence of two phases (δ and γ) in its
microstructure. Welding experiments were done
using electron beam with max. accelerating
voltage 60 kV and power 9 kW. For the keyhole
welds was used welding current in the range of
53 - 75 mA with welding speeds from 5 to 15
mm.s-1 and beam deflection was in three
different schema without preheat. Welding
parameters and heat input of the welds are
presented in table 1. Welds were made on
5x50x100mm size plates. The heat input of
electron beam welding was calculated using
constant welding voltage 55 mV.

Table 1. Electron beam welding parameters of SDSS 5 mm thickness plates
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3. RESULTS
Cross-section of macrostructure showed the
fusion of base metals achieved by EBW (fig. 1).
Welded joints made by changing the beam
deflection are typical with barrel shape. The
details of microstructure show the epitaxial and
columnar grain growth is observed at the top
region of the welds whereas the bottom end of
the welds is showed like an equiaxed grains.

Fig. 3. Microstructure transition of HAZ and EB
weld

Fig. 1. Macrostructure of cross-sectional view of the
EBW joint with 15 mm.s-1 welding speed and welding
current 53 mA

The microstructure of the heat affected zone
(HAZ) of SDSS is similar to that of the base
metal, with the presence of elongated α (ferrite)
and γ (austenite) phases (fig.2,3). There is no
observed a atypical microstructural changes of
HAZ. Proportions of the two phases are not
equal. Austenite excluded in the grain boundary
presented in the fusion zone which is acquainted
to the faster cooling rates in the EBW process.

Austenite content of the welded joints (tab.2)
show that heat input and the cooling rate,
together, decide the austenite content. In
comparison with EBW process using higher
welding current and smaller welding speed it
can be argued that austenite content is higher in
WM, but EBW process using smaller welding
current and higher welding speed is closer to
that small austenite content in WM. This is
related to higher heat input in the case of EBW
process and faster cooling rate through the
temperature transformation range.

Fig. 4. Beam oscillation in EBW process

Fig. 2. Microstructure of cross-sectional view of the
EB weld

Oscillating the electron beam is an effective
method to improve welding fusion and
solidification, and increases the diameter of the
keyhole. Beam oscillation prevents the molten
envelopes from collapsing, and reduces the root
spiking of the welds. Furthermore, beam
oscillation increases the width of the fusion
zone, and allows gas porosity to rise and escape
from the weld pool [11].
The amplitude of beam oscillation was from
1 mm to 3 mm, and the oscillating frequency
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was more than 200 Hz, which were optimum to
weld by EBW. The functions of beam
oscillation were circle illustrated in figure 4.
Table 2. Austenite content of the welded joints using
EBW

The highest tensile strength of the EB welds
is observed at 898,4 MPa. The results clearly
consider that the strength of the EB welds is
higher than that of the base metal.
Table 4. Tensile properties of the SDSS samples

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of the proportion of
austenite microstructure analysis of the weld
metal it was possible to predict the test results of
corrosion resistance. According to ASTM A
923-06, the corrosion rate should not exceed 10
mdd (tab.3). The degree of corrosion for all the
studied samples exceeds a given value, which
can be welded joints considered defective.
Table 3. The values of corrosion resistance testing in
accordance with ASTM A 923-01

The microstructure of the EB weld metal is
characterized by large ferrite grains with intraand inter- granular austenite. The austenite
phase exhibits a needle like structure and it is
formed from ferrite in the solid state.
Austenite content studies are showed that
the ferrite–austenite balance ratio is not
maintained in the weld metal similar to base
metal.
Results of corrosion resistance confirms that
the degree of corrosion is unsatisfactory.
The results clearly consider the strength of
the EB welds which is higher than the base
metal. Also the tensile results greatly support
and are in line with the hardness data.

Hardness measurements showed the weld
hardness was slightly increased compared to the
base metals. The hardness measurements at the
transverse sections indicated that the average
hardness at the transition zone BM-HAZ-WM
was observed with slightly upward trend.
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Abstract
This article presents measurements and analysis
of one homemade ram pump. From this analysis
we got interesting knowledge, such as corelations
between delivery height and flow rate of water,
usefulness of whole system which all depends
about system parameters.
Keywords:homemade ram pump, water flow,
delivery water height
1. Introduction
Almost all pumps, which are known for us, need an
external source of energy for the water to be
shipped, especially if we are talking about higher
altitude. The ram pump does not need any
additional external power source other than the
kinetic energy of water, but anyway can deliver
water to the higher altitude. Only one assumption
is really needed: pump must be located lower than
water source. A ram pump can not transfer all the
water from the starting point, because one part of
water flows out of the pump giving its potential
energy, with which pump will deliver rest of the
water to the higher point.

Physical paramethers, which were measuredare
height, time and volume. On them are based all
next analysis.

2. Theoretical operation of ram pumps
What happens to a car frame during crash into a
strong barrier?Due to the large dynamic burden
the frame bends and breaks.Likewise, when water
is in move, the water has a certain kinetic energy.
And then, during sudden stopping due high
deacceleration pressure is rising rapidly.
The following figure shows the basic parts of the
ram pump.

Figure 2. ram pump sketch

The inlet pipe brings water from the source to the
pump. In order to raise the efficiency of the pump
performance, the inlet hose must not be elastic.
The check valve is marked with the number 1 in
the foreign literature also referred to the valve for
waste, because of it spilling a large amount of
water from the system. The second check valve is
used to pass the water next, immediately after a
large increase of pressure, which is caused due to
the sudden stop. Water passes through it, and
comes to the pressure vessel in which it oppresses
the air. After the fall of the pressure, the valve
closes and does not allow water to return back.
Figure 1. Position of ram pump in system

For purpose of research we have made a one
homemade ram pump, which will be described
into details.
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In all drawings in the work of the arrow on the
valve indicates the direction in which the valve
allows the passage of water, if the arrow is
painted green it means that the valve is open, and
if the arrow is painted red it means that the valve is
closed. Yellow indicates the direction of water
movement. Important to say is that valve number 1
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is inverted in opposite direction, but at the
beginning is opened by a weight, which is not
marked on the sketch. The mass of the weight we
have determined experimentaly at our ram pump.

Step 3

The description of the ram pump performance is
partitioned down into three phases:
Step 1
Figure 5. step 3

Once the pressure is reduced, the second check
valve closes and the first re-opens. In the new
cycle, the water is again passing through the first
check valve, slowly speeding up and preparing for
the resurgence of pressure, to repeat all the steps.
2. Description of our ram pump
On the picture below are marked every part of the
ram pump.
Figure 3. step 1

The first check valve is open; through it the water
leaks, comes out of the pump and increases its
speed. The valve with the help of weights is set to
be closed when water reach certain speed. The
second check valve is closed because the
pressure in pressure vessel is bigger.

Step 2

Figure 6. Our ram pump
Table 1. Parts of the ram pump

N:

Name:

1.

Pressure
vessel

Figure 4. step 2

2.

Check
valves

Pressure has increased, the first check valve is
closed, and since the pressure is greater than the
pressure in the pressure vessel, the second check
valve opens and the water continues to the
pressure vessels and then to the destination.
Water will flow through the valve until the pressure
is below a certain value.

3.

2

Made of:
PVC bottle
with a
volume of2l
Original

Assignment:
System pressure
regulation
Allowing the water
flow in only one
direction
Water flow
Closing/opening the
flow
Check valve
regulation

Pipes
Taps (a.k.a.
faucets)

Copper pipes

5.

Weight

Iron

6.

Supporter
of the
weight

Copper

Supporting/holding
the weight

7.

Stand

Wood

The base on which
all other parts are
fixed

4.

Wizardry of water – Ram pump

Original
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We will say few facts about making:
-

-

-

-

-

The pump has been made by tools which
can be found in small home workshop;
Pipes which were used are normal pipes
for central heating systems with outer
diameter 15 mm;
our check valves are normaly used for
plumbing systems, 1/2 cols in diameter;
Pipes connections were connected with
the soldering method and check valves on
pipes using special brass extensions which
at one end have a thread of ½ inch (for
connection to the valve), and on the other
side is where the copper pipe is soldered;
In order to regulate the non-return valve
which releases water we put weight and
made a convenient holder for it;
Weight is necessary for the operation of
the pump as it regulates the openness of
the valve;
Mass of the weight required to drive the
pump is determined in practice and is not
discussed in detail in the analysis;

3. Measurements
Measurement of height and length we did with an
ordinary tape meter, and in order to more
accurately determine height difference, we used
the device which is among the people known as
"Inflatable balance device": hose set as U-tube is
used to determine the gradient and thus achieves
accurate measurement. Volumes are measured
with a measuring cup. Since the measurement
scale on the container in which we raise the water
was in milliliters, before entering into a table, we
immediately recalculated the measurements into
3
m which is consistent with the SI system of
units.To measure time, I used a stopwatch.
Stopwatch in these measurements was a
sufficiently precise instrument, since the time that
are measured are quite long.

We doneted the starting water volume with Vp, the
water volume that was poured into the system.
That volume will later be disbursed during the work
of the pump. Vi denotes the lost water volume,
and Vk denotes the useful water volume, the
volume that was raised to a greater height than in
the start.

Variables for heights are also very important. h1
denotates the height between the middle of the
inlet pipe and the middle of the water column when
the vessel is full.; h2 denotates the height between
the middle of the inlet pipe and the highest level on
which the pump raises the water; hd is the height
difference (h2 and h1 ),what we determined by
calculation.
3.1.Measuring of the useful volume and the
flow time
In these measurements, we measured the amount
of useful volume and the time required for that
measurement. Measurement of the time is needed
so that we could later calculate the flow rate of the
pump. Measurement results will be shown later in
the table together with analysis. Every
measurement we repeated three times in the same
conditions.

3.2.Measuring of strokes in a minute
During this measurement we used a stopwatch so
that we can exactly know how much time has
passed, and we counted the strokes manually.
This measurement will later be necessary to
determine the volume that the pump supplies in
one tact.

Figure 7. System sketch during measurements
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4. Analysis of measurement results
4.1. Analysis of measurements of the useful
volume and the flow time

4. 2. Analysis of the measurements of the tacts
in a minute

Table 2.Measurement resuts for the useful volume and
the flow time

Table 3.Measurement results of the number of tacts in

Mea
sure
ment
num
ber

h1/
m

h2/
m

hd /
m

t/s

Q/m
3 -1
s
*10-6

473

6.13

0.003

466

6.44

0.0031

474

6.54

Vk/m

3

0.0029
I.

II.

III.

IV.

0.91

0.81

0.81

0.81

2.22

3.04

4.16

5.31

1.31

2.23

3.35

4.50

0.0015

486

3.09

0.00153

482

3.17

0.00148

489

3.03

0.00133

560

2.38

0.00131

555

2.36

0.00132

557

2.37

0.0009

521

1.73

0.00085

510

1.67

0.00088

516

1.71

Q̅/m
3 -1
s
*10-6

h1/m

h2/m

hd/m

tacts

tacts
/ s-1

Tacts in a
second/
tact s-1

I.

0.91

2.22

1.31

97
95
93

1.62
1.58
1.55

1.58

II.

0.81

3.04

2.23

104
100
102

1.73
1.67
1.70

1.7

III.

0.81

4.16

3.35

107
108
107

1.78
1.8
1.78

1.75

IV.

0.81

5.31

4.50

103
103

1.72
1.72

103

1.72

3.10

2.37

1.72

1.70

3

h1 – see sketch
h2 – see sketch
hd – difference between h2 and h1
t = 60 s - measuring duration
tacts – number of tacts measured in the time of
measuring

3 -1

Q = Vk/ t, [m s ]

Figure 8. Dependence of delivery height and flow rate

From these analysis you can see that flow rate,
decreases rapidly with increasing of delivery head.

4

Measure
ment
number

6.37

Vp =0.015/ m – starting water volume
h1 – seesketch
h2 – seesketch
hd – differencebetween h2and h1
Vk – useful water volume
t – measuringduration
Q – water flow
Q̅ - average water flow
hd = h2 – h1, [m]

a minute

Figure 9 Dependence between tacts per second and delivery
height

This analysis shows that the pump has a quiet
uniform work at the different delivery heights

Wizardry of water – Ram pump
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4. 3. Usefulness of the device

Ƞ

5. Conclusion
In this paper we shown one very simple device,
which for its work doesn’t require any energy
source except good position in system.

40.00%

The ram pump as a rule has only two moving parts
and because of that, it brokes down very rare.

Table 4.Analysis of the usefulness of the ram pump
Measure
ment
number

I.

II.

h1/m

h2/m

0.91

1.82

0.91

2.22

hd/m

Vk/m3

Vิk/m3

0.91

0.003
0.0029
0.0031

0.003

1.31

0.0029
0.003
0.0031

0.003

0.0015

37.53%

Presented facts makes it very useful in mountain
regions for everything what needs water delivery.
48.79%

III.

0.81

3.04

2.23

0.0015
0.00153
0.00148

IV.

0.81

4.16

3.35

0.00133
0.00131
0.00132

0.0013
2

45.20%

0.0009
0.00085
0.00088

0.0008
8

38.46%

V.

0.81

5.31

4.50

3

Vp= 0,015 m – starting water
volume
h1 – see sketch
h2 – see sketch
hd – difference between h2 and
h1
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ρ = m/V, [kgm-3]

 ∗  ∗  ∗ ℎ
Ƞ=
∗ 100%
 ∗∗∗ ℎ
Ƞ=

Some simple systems can be homemade
produced without any special efforts and it is quite
cheap, what makes this device very good also
from economical view.

 ∗ ℎ
∗ 100%
 ∗ ℎ

As we can see, we can say that pump is equal
useful at different delivery head. Energy being
losed mostly at friction during flow through a pipe.
4. 4. Comparison of the useful and the lost
water volume
Table 4.Comparison of the useful and the total volume
Measure
ment
number

h1/
m

h2/
m

hd /
m

I.

0.9
1

2.2
2

II.

0.8
1

III.

IV.
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Vk/m3

Vิk/m3

Percentage
Vk

1.3
1

0.0029
0.003
0.0031

0.003

20.00%

3.0
4

2.2
3

0.0015
0.00153
0.00148

0.0015

10.00%

0.8
1

4.1
6

3.3
5

0.00133
0.00131
0.00132

0.00132

8.80%

0.8
1

5.3
1

4.5
0

0.00088

5.87%

0.0009
0.00085
0.00088
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Abstract
Understanding the basics of theoretical and
practical issues that need to be solved, lead towards
more understandable definition for developing
process of the technical system. The structural and
functional features of the fused deposition modeling
machine are shown through the product
requirement list (list of demands), morphological
matrix and functional structure of the selected
solution. Cause many different parts are involved,
that should interact and seamlessly work together,
it is prescribed quite long list of basic requirements
that a product must fulfill. Describing the product
with its function, enabled to view solutions
regardless of its form. In accordance with the above,
during the research were observed disadvantages
of existing machines and then set a framework
system that would bring some new operating
principles of characteristic details in developed
machine.
Keywords:

Fused deposition modeling; 3D printing; Product
development;
Design
process;
Product
requirements (List of demands); Morphological
matrix
1. Introduction

Fused deposition modeling is one of the additive
manufacturing processes that are becoming a
valuable and powerful personal „tool“. The process
that goes from an idea to a plastic object is the future
of limited production. The complexity and quality
of printer designs, as far as finished products, varies
from one to another. Although there are many
different types of machines, there is still much space
for further progress. This fact led to the
development and construction of fused deposition
modeling machine.
Once the problem is defined, decision making
process can begin. It includes carefully planned

synthesis of relatively well-known elements into a
unique, previously unknown entity. [1]
Methodical design will be used for elaboration a
concept of a machine for fused deposition modeling.
Gathering useful informations as a first step, could
help for better understanding earlier defined
problem. Considering problems and successes
associated with existing solutions may also provide
easier establishing design requirements. In the
design process a list of requirements represents an
„input“ because it includes the needs and required
terms about the machine, and the „output“ is
observed as the final solution.
The problem-solving process requires solutions
which are capable for realisation in practice. In
addition, those solutions must be found for all the
required functions.
Fused deposition modeling machine, as technical
system can be modelled in terms of the flows and
conversions of material, energy and information
(signals). [2]
Each product function contains several possible
solutions which can be expressed through
morphological chart. [3]
2. Requirement list

Requirement list is defined as the specification of
the construction [4] and represents a series of
demands and wishes defined by the customer or the
author. Such an approach enables the identification
of the real problem and its limitation to a specific
area of research. Distribution on demands and
wishes also simplifies selection and results
evaluation. Requirements are the features of the
product that must be fulfilled under all conditions,
so if they don't satisfy, the solution is not acceptable.
They can be distributed according to a partial,
functional and built-in groups or by the main
features.
Most important requirements in developing process
of FDM machine are: simplicity and stability of the
frame; boundaries of working area; cooling system
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for the main components; integrated screen for
direct management and the ability of navigation
through personal computer; as many as possible

components made of plastic in order to achieve
minimum making costs. Full requirement list for the
FDM machine is shown in the table 1.

Table 1. Requirement list for FDM machine

2
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3. Functional structure diagram

Overall function is defined by gradual abstraction of
requirement list, dropping out wishes and
requirements that doesn't have direct influence on
the function. Function structure is some kind of a
graphical „review“ of the functions that a product
performs on its inputs and outputs. Mentioned
overall function is broken down to sub-functions
which are connected with a flows. As first, creating

black box model of future product can help in
understanding product's basic function. Input flows
for synthesizing three-dimensional objects would be
polymer as material, signal as information and
electrical energy. Desired output is formed polymer
as the final solution. To get formed polymer,
unwanted flows occur in a way of bad smell and
waste of energy (heat).
The full black box diagram is shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The full black box diagram

Tracing of the input flows through the product
should bring out the final function structure
diagram. In order to get formed polymer, input flow
must go through certain stages, starting with his
acception inside of product.

After that, the polymer could be extruded with the
help of some kind of energy. The same thing has
been done for other two flows and all together
assembled and combined. The result is shown in fig.
2.

Fig. 2. The final function structure diagram
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4. Morphological matrix

Morphological matrix is the principle of forming a
conceptual solution by specifying a larger number
of partial functions. [5] Description and formulation
of problem are initial steps in developing this
matrix. Different variants of solutions are formed by
connecting individual partial functions and design
solutions. So, a certain number of matrix are used
for joining and showing the relationship between

the properties of products and activities in the
production process.
By identifying the most important parameters are
made preliminary matrix and selected the one that
provides the most information, and options are
verified and completed. Choosing the best matrix
begins the process of reviewing all of its fields and
selecting those which are most useful for further
consideration.

Table 2. Morphological matrix (

4
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5..Overview of the main components

The frame represents a support structure which is
used for upgrading all the other elements of the
machine. The role of frame is not only to keep all
the pieces "together", but also to maintain the axis
aligned all the time due to constant movement and
vibration. It must resist to the forces and inertia that
occur as a result of moving parts and sudden
changes of their directions and speed. The most
important feature of the frame is rigidity. To satisfy
this requirement, decision was to apply weldment
joints which will also directly contribute to better
print quality and stability of the device.

Fig. 5. X-axis and Y-axis subsystem

Positioning in height allows the machine stacking
layers and upgrade models. The accuracy must be
very high in order to avoid unequally applied layers.
Depending on the level of machine calibration, the
height of the layer can be up to 0.1 mm. The motion
is achieved by a threaded rod. To better fit the rod
profile, there were set two nuts compressed with the
spring in the middle.

Fig. 3. The frame design

Extrusion is the process which is used to ensure a
continuous flow of melted polymer in the nozzle.
Therefore, it is the most important part of the
process of three-dimensional printing. The
extruder is divided into two main parts; housing
and the print head. On that way is provided easy
access and replacement of components in case of
malfunctions or failures.

Fig. 6. Z-axis subsystem

Fig. 4. Housing and print head of extruder

Controlling of the x-axis is performed by a timing
belt transmission connected through a stepper motor
to extruder. More complex form of carrier allows
easy assembling and disassembling of the entire xaxis subsystem. Over the y-axis is ensured main
relation of the entire system with a frame of
machine. In the each corner of the frame, the
carriers are fixed on lugs with screw connection. A
stepping motor which performs a change of y-axis
position is located on the housing.

Heatbed represents the area on which is made
subject during printing. It defines the maximum
dimensions of the object. In order to overcome
the large temperature difference between
extruded deposit and the heatbed, it is necessary
to heat the surface at a certain temperature. The
springs below the heatbed are intended to
leveling before printing, so that the accuracy of
the first extruded layer could be better.

Fig. 7. Heatbed on Z-axis subsystem
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Working principle of a plastic thread is based on
leading from the wheel to the machine head, and
then squeezed (melted) through the nozzle.
Delivery of the plastic thread is realized by a
chain guide, which is connected to the machine
head.

Fig. 8. Delivery of the plastic thread

5..Conclusion

Due to described requirement list, functional
structure and best conceptual solution chosen
from morphological matrix, the machine is
designed and created. The main subsystem
(extruder) performs the movement in the plane,
and stacking layers is determined by heatbed
movement in the vertical direction. It has been
shown that such an embodiment does not affect
the accuracy of the printing, moreover, inertial
forces have influence only on a main subsystem
while the heatbed is being stationary. Thus is
created the possibility of easier access during the
operations, especially from the standpoint of
rigidity and stability.
The implementation of the vertical axis is
significantly simplified because almost all of its
components can be made by additive
manufacturing processes.
By researching and creating this machine all
foundations can help for further development of
fused deposition modeling machine. The
continuation should be directed toward
improvements in terms of stability of the vertical
subsystem with the ultimate aim of increasing
the speed and mass of printed model.
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Abstract
Machining is one of the jobs that are widespread due to a number of
advantages. The goal of each company, whose activity is associated with
machining, is separation of particles in optimum working conditions.
Optimum working conditions, minimal production costs and the tool
wear can be reached due to experiments which are very expensive or
determined with computer programs based on the finite element
method. In this work the numerical simulation of orthogonal turning of
AISI 1025 steel is made in the software DEFORM 2D. The goal of making
the numerical simulation of machining is to define the conditions of
processing with a minimum temperature of the cutting part of the tool.
With regard to the Taguchi plan experiment, statistical analysis was
carried out of the output data "the temperature of the cutting parts of
the tool" by using analysis of variance. Based on the regression equation
it was concluded what parameter has the biggest impact on the
observed output value.
Keywords: Numerical simulation, Metal cutting, DEFORM 2D, Finite Element Analysis, Tool wear

1. INTRODUCTION
Machining is one of the most used
processing procedures in the industry for a
number of its benefits [1]. The basic shape of
the tool which is used in processing is called a
wedge. While processing, there comes to a
change of dimensions and the surface conditions
of the workpiece for the purpose of making the
items in predefined dimensions [1]. One
processing procedure with the widest range and
most commonly used machining processes is the
separation of particles with turning. With regard
to the position of the cutting part of the tool,
there differ orthogonal and formal turning [2].
Orthogonal turning uses the following
assumptions: the cutting speed is perpendicular
to the main cutting blade as well as on the

feeding speed, the cutting blade is wider than the
width of processing, on the back surface of the
tool is no friction, shearing occurs in a plane. [3]
The market today sets the increasing demands
on manufacturers with regard to the quality of
the product which is reflected in the
organization of production, optimization of
existing technologies of production, costs. [4] In
order to meet the requirements of the market
with regard to product quality, special attention
should be paid to the cutting tool, in turning that
tool is the lathing knife [4]. Based on
experimental research the optimum geometry
and parameters for turning processes are defined
[4]. The processing parameters for turning are:
cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut.
Whereas experimental research is expensive and
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requires a certain time interval, today's computer
support, based on the finite element method, is
one of the main tools that is used for modelling
and simulation of turning processes [3]. In this
article a numeric simulation of orthogonal
turning will be displayed with a defined
temperature of the cutting part of the tool.
Numerical simulation was carried out in the
software DEFORM 2D. Based on the input data,
by using the Taguchi method, a plan of the
experiment is defined which was used for the
ANOVA analysis. Using the ANOVA analysis,
the extent of the processing parameters
influence on the heating of the cutting part of the
tool was defined.

conditions [5]. It represents the most important
part of making the simulation. Processor, the
central phase of production of the numerical
simulation, is referred to as a Simulation Engine.
It is intended for: numerical calculations that are
required during the analysis process, the
recording of the results in the database.
Postprocessor represents the final stage of
making the numerical simulation, and is used to
review the results of the simulation. [5]
While creating a numerical simulation of
orthogonal turning, the plane shown in figure 1.
is observed.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
DEFORM 2D Version 8.1 is a computer
software of the company Scientific Forming
Technologies, based on the finite element
method, which enables the analysis of
procedures: material processing (processing of
materials by deforming, processing of materials
by separating particles) and heat treatment. [5]
While in simulation in the 2D view, the
observation is limited to the body of an
axisymmetric model geometry and condition of
a plane strain deformation. [5] With this
computer program a numerical simulation of
orthogonal turning is made for AISI 1025 steel,
assuming the status of plane strain deformation,
whereby the material of the cutting part of the
tool is WC.
2.1. Numerical Simulation in DEFORM
2D

DEFORM 2D is using an implicit integration
method [3]. For the formulation of a model, it
uses the updated Lagrangian formulation [6]. In
places with large deformations, while the
formation of the separating of particles occurs,
DEFORM 2D creates automatically a higher
density mesh. Creation of the numerical
simulation in the computer software DEFORM
2D is divided into three sections: Preprocessor,
Processor
("Simulation
Engine")
and
Postprocessor. Preprocessor covers the first
phase of elaboration of the numerical
simulation. It is intended to provide data
required for numerical simulation, finite element
mesh generation and setting up boundary
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Figure 1. Modelled plane of orthogonal turning

Parameters for processing by turning, which are
required by the software, are presented in figure
2.

Figure 2. Processing parameters for turning

Besides the parameters of processing, it is
essential to define the conditions in which the
processing is proposed. Under the terms of
processing these are implied: the temperature of
the environment, a factor of shear friction and
coefficient of heat transfer. Processing
conditions are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Process Conditions
Environment Temperature
Shear friction factor
Heat transfer coefficient

22°C
0,6
100000 W/(m2K)

When creating a numerical simulation, it is
assumed that the cutting part of the tool will be
rigid.

The dimensions of the cutting part of the tool are
used to produce the numerical simulation shown
in figure 3.

Figure 5. Dimensions of work item

Figure 3. Dimensions of the cutting part of the
tool

DEFORM 2D contains its own library of
materials, so that the materials of the cutting part
of the tool and the material of the workpiece are
selected from the library's materials.
The selected material of the cutting part of the
tool is tungsten carbide (WC).
Boundary conditions for the cutting part of the
tool are the following: on the part of A-B, D-A
the heat exchange with the environment (by
convection) is defined. Convection coefficient
for the air is 20 W/(m2K). On the part of B-C, CD a constant temperature of the tool is defined
at 22 ºC.
Edges along which the boundary conditions are
defined are shown in figure 4.

The selected material of the work item is AISI
1025 steel. Properties of AISI 1025 steel are
shown in table 2.
Table 2. Properties of AISI 1025 Steel
Density
Hardness
Elastic Modulus
Poisson ration
Thermal Conductivity
Tensile Strength
Yield Strength

7,85 g/cm3
145 Knoop
190-210 GPa
0,27-0,3
51,9
440 MPa
370 MPa

The behavior of the material of the work piece is
defined by Oxley’s material model which
includes two zones of deformation. The primary
zone of deformation is parallel to the plane of
shear. After the material reaches the plastic
deformation in that area it continues the plastic
deformation in a secondary zone, which is
located between the front surface of the cutting
part of the tool and the workpiece [7]. Oxley’s
material model, with simplified deformation
zones, is shown in figure 6.

Figure 4. The boundary conditions of the cutting
part of the tool

The dimensions of the work item used in the
numeric simulation are shown in figure 5.

Figure 6. Oxley’s material model
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Boundary conditions for a workpiece are
defined along the edges A-B, D-A where the
temperature of the tool is defined as constant 22
º C. Along the edges B-C, C-D, the heat transfer
is defined by convection. Apart from the
boundary conditions that are related to
temperature, the displacement boundary
conditions are also defined. Along the edge A-B
the speed of motion in the direction of the x axis
is defined and a shift in the direction of the y
axis is disabled. Boundary conditions which are
defined for a workpiece are shown in figure 7.

[10]. In this article the Taguchi method of the
experiment plan was used which is based on the
orthogonal array. It is therefore necessary to
define the input variables (factors) and the level
at which the input variables are observed. It is
presented in table 3.
Table 3. Input variables (factors) and their levels

Factor/ Level
Low
Medium
High

Figure 7. Boundary conditions of the workpiece

When generating the finite element mesh,
DEFORM 2D uses iso-parametric rectangular
two-dimensional finite elements [8]. In general,
it is characteristically for iso-parametric finite
elements to make a mapping of fixed finite
elements, from the local coordinate system to
different irregular final elements in the global
coordinate system [9]. In places where large
deformations are expected, a denser mesh is
automatically generated. The finite element
mesh model is shown in figure 8.

Figure 8. The finite element mesh

Cutting
Speed
(m/min)

Feed
Rate
(mm/rev)

Depth of
a cut
(mm)

350
415
480

0,08
0,1
0,15

0,2
0,85
1,5

Preparation of the Taguchi orthogonal array
was performed in software Minitab 17.1.0.0. and
it is displayed in the table 4.
Table 4. Taguchi orthogonal array
Number of
numerical
simulation
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Cutting
Speed
(m/min)

Feed
Rate
(mm/rev)

Depth of
a cut
(mm)

350
350
350
415
415
415
480
480
480

0,08
0,1
0,15
0,08
0,1
0,15
0,08
0,1
0,15

0,2
0,85
1,5
0,85
1,5
0,2
1,5
0,2
0,85

Using the ANOVA analysis in Minitab
software 17.1.0.0 the impact of observed input
variables to the output value is defined.

2.2. Design of Experiments

The experiments that are conducted in
different engineering branches prove the
different engineering assumptions and enrich the
knowledge of engineers in certain areas.
Therefore, the results of the experiments have
great influence on the properties of the new
products as well as the optimization of the
processes with large investments of time and
money. Today, by using different methods of
planning the experiment, one can significantly
increase the efficiency of it and come to
essential conclusions in shorter time periods
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3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
This section presents the results of numerical
simulations of the default processing
parameters. Based on Taguchi orthogonal
matrix, a number of numerical simulations were
carried out, where the observed value of the
cutting part of the tool was temperature.

3.1. Result of numerical simulation

Numerical simulation was carried out
through 500 time steps. Damage factor is used
for the prediction of ductile fracture in the
material of the workpiece and increases as the
material is deformed. When the damage factor
reaches its critical value, a fracture occurs, ie.
the formation of separate particles. The critical
value of damage factors must be determined by
an experiment. an experiment. During the
numerical simulation, the value factors of
damage are estimated for each element of the

work item, at each time step. The occurrence of
fracture, when turning on a lathe in software
DEFORM 2D, is based on deleting elements
that have reached the critical value of damage
factors. To limit the loss of volume, it is
necessary to define a dense network of finite
elements in the area where the fracture is
expected. Continuous deletion of critical
elements achieves the initiation and propagation
of cracks. [5] The accumulation of damage is
presented on figure 9.

Figure 9. The accumulation of damage

Equivalent stress in DEFROM 2D is based
on strength theory HMH [5]:


1
2



 1   2 

2

   2   3    3   1 
2

2

The maximum stress is expected in the
processed shear zone and it is shown on figure
10. The value of maximum stress is 1390 MPa.

(1)

Figure 10. Stress in the system tool-workpiece
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The pressure
work item and
pressure can be
that acts on the

occurs due to contact of the
tool, expressed in MPa. For
said that it represents a force
unit area which connects the

bodies in contact. The maximum pressure
calculated in the numerical simulation is 1 MPa
and it is presented on figure 11.

Figure 11. The pressure in the system tool-workpiece

Maximum temperatures that occur when
processing on a lathe are to be found in the
contact zone between the tool and the workpiece

as shown in figure 12. Temperatures are
expressed according to the SI system, and are in
° C.

Figure 12. Temperature in system tool-workpiece

It is useful to display the temperature also
with the use of isotherms. Assuming that the
maximum spending will be on the site of
maximum temperatures, zones of wear of
the tool can be assumed also. The
distribution of the temperature displayed by
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using isotherms on the cutting part of the
tool is shown in figure 13.

Figure 13. The distribution of temperature on the cutting part of the tool
3.2. Result of design of experiment

With regard to the Taguchi plan experiment,
numerical simulation were performed in
DEFORM 2D. Since the observed output value
is the temperature of the cutting part of the tool
in a contact zone, the results obtained by
numerical simulations are shown in the table.
Observed output value was calculated with
different number of finite elements and showed

in table 5. Temperature T1* is the temperature on
the cutting part of the tool with a mesh of 1500
finite elements, temperature T2* is the
temperature on the cutting part of the tool with a
mesh of 1700 finite elements, temperature T3* is
the temperature on the cutting part of the tool
with a mesh of 1900 finite elements.

Table 5. Temperature on the cutting part of the tool
Input Factors
Number of
numerical
simulation

Cutting
Speed
(m/min)

Feed Rate
(mm/rev)

Output Factors

Depth of a cut
(mm)

Temperature
T1*

Temperature
T2*

Temperature
T3*

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

01

350

0,08

0,2

530

531

514

02

350

0,1

0,85

566

543

540

03

350

0,15

1,5

604

620

599

04

415

0,08

0,85

577

565

555

05

415

0,1

1,5

581

586

606

06

415

0,15

0,2

649

656

647

07

480

0,08

1,5

554

570

543

08

480

0,1

0,2

584

584

605

09

480

0,15

0,85

667

667

680

Taguchi plan of experiments allows the
analysis of the impact of changes in input

variables on their levels on the response of the
process, and it is defined by using a signal-to-
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noise ratio (S/N) [10]. Since the goal is trying to
achieve a minimum heating of tools, the signalto-noise ratio is defined as Less is better. The
minimum temperature of the cutting part of the
tool, ultimately means less wear of the tool
which saves money for the manufacturer and
extends the service life of the tool.
It is necessary to determine the middle values
for S/N ratios for each input variable, on the
corresponding levels. The middle values for S/N
ratios for each input variable on certain levels
are shown in the table 6. The highest middle
value of S/N ratios are for the cutting speed
350 m/min , feed rate 0,08 mm/revolution, the
cutting depth 1,5 mm.
Table 6. The mean values for S/N ratios

Level

Cutting
Speed

Feed Rate

Depth of a
cut

To prove optimal conditions of processing, it
is necessary to make a numerical simulation
with optimal processing parameters, which, in
this case, represents the so-called "the attempt of
certificate" and it is presented in table 7.
Table 7. The attempt of the certificate
Cutting speed

350 m/min

Feed Rate

0,08 mm/rev

-55,34

Depth of a cut

1,5 mm

1,38

0,13

Temperature T1*

511 °C

1

3

Temperature T2*

531 °C

Temperature T3*

514 °C

1

-54,96

-54,78

-55,37

2

-55,58

-55,22

-55,47

3

-55,62

-56,16

Delta

0,66

Rank

2

This means that those are the parameters
which will ensure the minimum temperature of
the cutting part of the tool, ie. these are the
optimal parameters of processing. The specified
cutting speed of 350 m/min , feed rate of 0,08
mm/revolution are present in the first numeric
simulation defined according to Taguchi’s plan
of an experiment, while the cutting depth for the
first numeric simulation is somewhat different
from the optimum values of the cutting depth.
The graphic in figure 14 shows the mean
values of S/N ratios for input variables and their
levels.
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Figure 14. The mean values for S/N ratios

Using analysis of variance in the Minitab17
computer program, a linear regression model is
analyzed that shows the influence of the input
variables on the temperature of the cutting part
of the tool, based on the plan of experiments
L27. It is necessary to explain the concept of
variance, a variance is the sum of the average
square deviation of individual values from the
arithmetic middle [11]. A particular regression
model is used to define the relationship between
the input and output variables [11]. It is
important to mention the coefficient of
determination (R2) that should be as close to
100%. Given the coefficient of determination,
one can determine the correlation coefficient (R)
which should be contained in the interval
1  R  1 . High values of the coefficient of
determination are pointing to a strong
connection between the input and output
variables (response). Results of analysis of
variance are given in table 8.

Table 8. Results of analysis of variance
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

P-value

Regression

3

51521,2

17173,7

72,96

0,000

Cutting speed

1

9202,7

9202,7

39,10

0,000

Feed rate

1

42242,5

42242,5

179,46

0,000

Depth of the cut

1

76,1

76,1

0,32

0,575

Error

23

5413,9

235,4

Total

26

56935,2

Based on the above mentioned values, it can
be seen that the feed rate affects the temperature
of the cutting part of the tool to the fullest

extent, then the cutting speed, and at least the
cutting depth.
The influence of input variables to the output
variable can be presented by the equation:

Temperature = 300,3 + 0,3479 x Cutting Speed + 1344 x Feed Rate - 3,16 x Depth of a cut
It is necessary to say that the input parameter
depth of a cut, which is required by the software,
doesn’t have any significant influence on the
orthogonal turning with plain strain settings.

(2)

Because of orthogonal turning, depth of a cut
can be considered as a constant and its influence
is negligible.

4. CONCLUSION
This article shows the numerical simulation of
orthogonal turning on the assumption of the
status of plane strain deformation in a computer
program DEFORM 2D. The presented model, as
a result of the numerical simulation can define
stresses, temperatures that are generated during
the simulation, the pressure in the contact area
of the tool and the workpiece and many other
significant output values.
The geometry of the model can be made in
another computer program, but it must be saved
as *.dxf format, so the format could be used in
the software DEFORM 2D. While defining the
mesh of the finite element method, the length of
the final edge of the element for the defined
mesh of the workpiece depends largely on the
value of feeding. When creating a simulation, it
is observed that the value of the length of the
final edge of the element needs to be about one
half the feed value or less. For the defined
parameters of processing, output values are
calculated with the numerical simulation and are
observed in the sequel.
The maximum stress occurs in the shear zone
of the workpiece in the amount of 1390 MPa.
Pressure that occurs on the contact surfaces
between the cutting part of the tool and the work

piece is 1 MPa. The maximum temperature in
the contact zone is 654 ºC. On a separated
particle from the workpiece high temperatures
can be seen (330 ° C – 500 ° C) which allows a
big heat exhaust into the environment, and
therefore less wear of the tool.
Special attention is paid to the temperature of
the cutting part of the tool, as it largely affects
the wear of the tool. Given that, Taguchi plan
experiment is defined for the parameters of the
processing, and is defined by an orthogonal
matrix with respect to the output value of the
temperature of the cutting part of the tool
calculated by the numerical simulation. Using
the ANOVA analysis the influence of
processing parameters on the temperature of the
cutting part of the tool is defined.
Therefore, a numerical simulation is made,
which confirms optimal conditions of
processing: cutting speed of 350 m/min, feed
rate of 0,08 mm/revolution and depth of a cut in
value of 1,5 mm.
Using analysis of variance, based on the Pvalues, the significance of the influence of
processing parameters is defined. Regression
model shows the influence of processing
parameters on the temperature of the cutting part
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of the tool in the form of the equations from
which it is evident that the greatest influence on
the temperature of the cutting blade has a feed
rate, then cutting speed and finally cutting depth.
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Abstract:
The method of cutting materials using water jet is a method that is in full ascension regarding the
level of usability in production. In order to have the adequate setup for water jet cutting on a certain
system, the surface quality, the kerf aspect, the shape and respectively the form of the obtained part
have to be researched and analyzed.This paper presents the results obtained after cutting one square
shaped part, made of 1C45 material. In the study was analised both the inside and the outside of the
cut, the kerf width, the aspect of the taper and the profile deviation.
Keywords: Abrasive Water Jet, Surface Quality, Surface Aspect, Kerf, Taper

1. INTRODUCTION

-thickness of the steel part,

The water jet cutting method is a modern
method for cutting materials. There is no
relevant literature that specifies a formula for
calculation of the stock left for machining for
metallic parts. The cutting with abrasive water
jet is like cutting with a bandsaw that uses a
blade consisting of a continuous band of toothed
metal rotating on opposing wheels to cut
material. The only difference is that here, it has
high pressure water with particles inside, instead
of the metal cutting band.

-hardness of the material,

This paper presents a continuation of a study
started with the first steel piece cutted in the
same principles but at different cutting speed.
The first one was cut at 45 mm/min cutting
speed [1], the present study was made at higher
speed but same material and thickness.
In the process of cutting the materials using
abrasive water jet, the surface resulted can be
very rough or very fine, the difference between
this would be the combination of the next
variables:

-the water pressure used for cutting,
-the mixture between the water and the
abrasive material,
-the type and quality of the abrasive particles,
-the cutting speed.
Researches in this field, regarding the water
jet, have been made, by authors like Fowler [2]
for the purpose of milling the surface of metal
parts using this technology. Hloch et. al. [3],
Hlaváček et. al. [4] and Valíček et.al. [5]
researched the way of turning materials using
abrasive water jet cutting method.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1
The abrasive water jet (AWJ)
cutting machine

The experiments were conducted using an
abrasive water jet (AWJ) cutting machine Bystronic ByJet Pro L - presented in Figure 1.
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The advantage in using this method is that
the cutting element is the abrasive water jet, not
like the conventional cutting methods where
there is contact of the tool with parts that needs
to be cut, like the bandsaw.

Fig. 1. Bystronic ByJet Pro L

This abrasive water jet (AWJ) cutting
machine is computer numerical controlled
machine (CNC).
2.2

Preparation for experiments

In order to take notice of how the surface has
modified after cutting, we had to analyse both,
the interior and the exterior of the kerf, as
presented in Figure 3. Furthermore, on that way,
by measuring the kerf width, we can
experimentally determine the stock left for
machining, needed in order to have a correct and
more accurate cut.

Another advantage of this method is that,
during the cutting process the material is cooled
down by the water, acting like a coolant liquid.
The abrasive water jet (AWJ) cutting
machine has several components which are
presented in Figure 2.
Fig. 3. The general aspect of the abrasive water jet
cut

These experiments were performed on a
1C45 material plate with 20 mm of thickness.
Figure 4 shows the dimensions of the part which
is going to be cut out as well as the cutting plan.

Fig. 2. Elements of the abrasive water jet machine

The components of the abrasive water jet
(AWJ) machine are:
1) The catch tank,
2) The workpiece,
3) The cutting head,
4) Abrasive delivery system,
5) The motion system
6) Grill for supporting the parts
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Fig 4. The design for cutting

From the list of cutting regimes offered by
the machine, regarding the speed of cut, it was
selected the next one after the one used in the
previous study [1]. In present study the cutting
speed was doubled.The selected parameters for
cutting are presented in the Table1.

Table 1. The parameters used for the cutting
regime
Parameters
Breakthrough time
Breakthrough pressure
Abrasive material used
Quantity of abrasive
material
Cutting pressure
Cutting speed
Interior sapphire nozzle
Exterior nozzle
2.3

Value selected
13 s
3600 bar
GMA Garnet 80 Mesh
(300-150 micron)
342 g/min
3600 bar
95 mm/min
0,28 mm
0,8 mm

Performing the experiments

The first step in performing the experiments
is putting the steel part on the machine's grill
support and fixing it down, using the machine's
clamping system.
After this step, the program of cut is loaded
in the software of the machine and the next step
is selecting the regime of cutting, presented in
Table 1.

2.4
Measuring
the
profile
deviations of the part cutted using
abrasive water jet (AWJ)

After cutting the steel part, for both parts
resulted, as one can observe in Figure 6, each
surface was measured separately and analysed
one with each other, both for the interior and for
the exterior of the cut.
Being a square part, that meant having four
exterior surfaces (E1-4) and four interior
surfaces (I1-4) which were analysed together
(example- exterior E1 with interior I1), as
shown on the Figure 7.
To determine the exact aspect of the surfaces,
the surface was divided in three rows and
measured using a 3D measuring arm, as
presented in Figure 8. They were performed 10
measurements on each row, having a total of 30
points measured on a surface. Those values were
set to be measured from the ideal path of cut,
specified in the Figures 4 and 7.

After this, the part is being cut. The part that
has been cut is presented right after cutting, still
on the machine's grill support, in Figure 5, and
after taking out of the base plate, in Figure 6.

Fig. 7. The surfaces analysed after cutting
Fig. 5. The part after cutting it with abrasive water
jet (AWJ)

Fig. 6. The 1C45 steel part cut with abrasive water
jet (AWJ)

Fig. 8. Measuring the exterior surface cut by
abrasive water jet
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Table 2. Values measured on every surface on the steel part cutted using abrasive water jet (AWJ)
Area

Part
Int

I
Ext
Int
II
Ext
Int
III
Ext
Int
IV
Ext

Row
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down

M1
0.885
0.809
0.707
-0.010
0.000
0.015
0.900
0.875
0.893
0.005
0.088
0.201
0.860
0.927
0.996
-0.088
0.086
0.316
0.801
0.626
0.418
-0.096
-0.119
-0.207

M2
0.905
0.804
0.675
0.019
0.063
0.089
0.877
0.815
0.781
-0.003
0.163
0.264
0.834
0.883
0.924
0.004
0.200
0.387
0.802
0.587
0.352
-0.064
-0.099
-0.209

M3
0.915
0.804
0.677
0.024
0.073
0.100
0.894
0.807
0.768
-0.010
0.112
0.254
0.832
0.866
0.947
-0.015
0.190
0.443
0.751
0.562
0.359
-0.066
-0.091
-0.192

M4
0.922
0.804
0.687
0.020
0.091
0.132
0.885
0.820
0.824
-0.027
0.128
0.242
0.832
0.853
0.921
-0.026
0.200
0.390
0.787
0.576
0.378
-0.071
-0.086
-0.171

3. ANALYSING THE RESULTS
After measuring every surface, the values
were presented both, referring to the ideal path
of cut, both on each side of the path in some
cases, as presented in Table 2, some of the
values resulted, were negative.
Regarding the kerf width, the values from
each side of the ideal path were summed
together, to form the resulted measurement of
the kerf width and the values are presented in
the Table 3.
The values presented in Table 3 are
correspondent directly proportional with the kerf
width. After analysing the values, one can
observe that the smallest kerf width from all the
surfaces analysed is 0,450 mm and the biggest
kerf width is 0,948 mm.

4. ANALYSING THE ASPECT OF
SURFACE
Because the part was cut with the same
cutting parameters on every surface, the values
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M5
0.946
0.849
0.761
-0.001
-0.004
-0.031
0.884
0.814
0.774
-0.020
0.121
0.258
0.826
0.865
0.948
-0.047
0.202
0.362
0.798
0.559
0.345
-0.079
-0.075
-0.202

M6
0.880
0.795
0.673
-0.023
-0.005
-0.006
0.877
0.829
0.823
-0.028
0.139
0.241
0.829
0.864
0.919
-0.029
0.182
0.362
0.761
0.547
0.304
-0.069
-0.080
-0.175

M7
0.866
0.766
0.651
0.001
0.035
0.064
0.907
0.807
0.821
-0.023
0.133
0.246
0.829
0.860
0.923
-0.051
0.170
0.419
0.778
0.554
0.351
-0.085
-0.096
-0.197

M8
0.873
0.764
0.662
-0.001
0.052
0.052
0.874
0.822
0.821
-0.005
0.107
0.240
0.831
0.857
0.908
-0.003
0.198
0.412
0.781
0.559
0.365
-0.089
-0.087
-0.201

M9
M 10
0.877 0.892
0.766 0.781
0.565 0.678
0.001 -0.034
0.056 -0.022
0.115 -0.040
0.877 0.900
0.814 0.883
0.783 0.844
0.013 -0.015
0.131 0.088
0.251 0.224
0.846 0.876
0.883 0.933
0.908 0.995
-0.050 -0.033
0.166 0.131
0.403 0.369
0.781 0.778
0.524 0.604
0.313 0.431
-0.084 -0.123
-0.123 -0.160
-0.174 -0.273

should be approximately the same so we will
only present two cases:
-first one - when the cutting head moved
longitudinally
-second one- when the cutting head moved
transversally.
In this case, regarding the order of cut
presented in Figure 7, surface 1 and 2 are taken
for analysis.
In Figure 9 it can be seen the aspect of the
cut, and also of the surfaces, both for the interior
of the cut and also for the exterior. One can see
that the surface is not straight, presents a V
shape taper which slides in one direction,
towards the exterior and the lines have an
irregular and very sharp aspect.
Putting the values together, it was generated
the aspect of the width of cut, shown in the
Figure 10.

Table 3. The value of the kerf width on every surface
Area
I
II
III
IV

Row
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down
Up
Mid.
Down

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M 10
0.895 0.886 0.891 0.902 0.947
0.903 0.865 0.874 0.876
0.926
0.809 0.741 0.731 0.713 0.853
0.800 0.731 0.712 0.710
0.803
0.692 0.586 0.577 0.555 0.792
0.679 0.587 0.610 0.450
0.718
0.895 0.880 0.904 0.912 0.904
0.905 0.930 0.879 0.864
0.915
0.787 0.652 0.695 0.692 0.693
0.690 0.674 0.715 0.683
0.795
0.692 0.517 0.514 0.582 0.516
0.582 0.575 0.581 0.532
0.620
0.948 0.830 0.847 0.858 0.873
0.858 0.880 0.834 0.896
0.909
0.841 0.683 0.676 0.653 0.663
0.682 0.690 0.659 0.717
0.802
0.680 0.537 0.504 0.531 0.586
0.557 0.504 0.496 0.505
0.626
0.897 0.866 0.817 0.858 0.877
0.830 0.863 0.870 0.865
0.901
0.745 0.686 0.653 0.662 0.634
0.627 0.650 0.646 0.647
0.764
0.625 0.561 0.551 0.549 0.547
0.479 0.548 0.566 0.487
0.704

Fig. 9. Top view for the aspect of the surface I

As it can be observed in Figure 10, the
bulging aspect of the surface is accentuated in
the middle and even more up in the corners and
the more different is measurement 9 which is
opposite to measurement 5. The aspect from the
corners may result because of the machine error
while switching the movement direction from
one axis to another. The smallest kerf width
resulted here is 0,450mm and the biggest kerf
width is 0,947 mm.

Analysing the next surface, presented in
Figure 11, similar aspects can be seen, like in
the ones in Figure 9.
As one can see, in Figure 11, it can be
observed a little difference from the surface I.
The exterior surface is more straight but presents
also a V shaped taper, and in this case, the
sliding is towards the interior. On Figure 12 one
can observe the kerf width for the second
surface.
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Fig. 10. The width of cut for surface I

Fig 11. Top view for the aspect of the surface II

As it can be observed in Figure 12, the
surface has the same bulging aspect in the
middle and more up in the corners because the
water jet kicked back, and also that the surface
has the same irregular shape, but not as irregular
as surface I. The smallest kerf width resulted
here is 0,514 mm and the biggest kerf width is
0,930 mm.
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This confirms that the error of the machine is
the one causing this while it's switching the
movement direction from one axis to another,
but taking a look at the values of the kerf width
on both surfaces analyzed, the difference
between the values is not very big. In order to
verify this hypothesis more experiments are
required, with different speeds and different
thicknesses.

Figure 12. The width of cut for surface II

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTION OF RESEARCH
After analysing the results of the described
experiments, it can be concluded:
1)The surface aspect has a slight deviation of
profile because of the error of the machine,
depending of the direction of moving,
2)The maximum stock needed to be left for
machining with abrasive water jet (AWJ) is
0,948 mm for a 20 mm thickness steel 1C45 part,
cutted at a speed of 95mm/min,
3)The aspect of the surface after cutting it
with abrasive water jet (AWJ) has V-shape
tapper that tends to narrow down as the speed
increases, compared to the other study [1].
As direction of further
following can be considered:

research,

1)Repeating the experiment
materials or/and thicknesses,
2)Changing the cutting
comparing the results,

for

regimes

the
other
and
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to determine tensile strain-hardening exponent and strength coefficient of
the S355J2+N steel grade utilizes stress-strain data obtained in a uniaxial tension test. Tensile data
were obtained in continuous and rate-controlled manner via displacement control. Ramberg-Osgood
relationship was used to describe the uniaxial tension behaviour of the S355J2+N steel grade. The
tensile strain-hardening exponent and strength coefficient are determined from an empirical
representation over the relation between the true-stress versus true-strain.

Keywords: strain-hardening exponent, strength coefficient, yield stress-strain

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that both the strainhardening exponent and the strength coefficient
are basic mechanical behaviour performance
parameters of metallic materials. When the
tensile properties of metallic materials are being
evaluated, these two parameters must be known.
The value of strain-hardening exponent gives
measure of the material’s work hardening
behaviour and is usually between 0 and 0.5.
Values of strength coefficient and strainhardening exponent for some engineering alloys
are given in [1].
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There are many methods for determination
strength coefficient and strain-hardening
exponent. Theoretical calculation of the strainhardening exponent and the strength coefficient
of metallic materials were presented in [2].
Authors were obtained some theoretical results
from the deduced expressions and compared
with test data. Some authors investigated strainhardening exponent with a new method named
“Double Compression Test”. The test was
performed experimentally and the results were
compared with those obtained by the
conventional method [3]. Predicting work
hardening exponent of engineering metals using

residual indentation profiles of nano-indentation
were presented in [4].
Today steels represent the most used group
of mechanical materials. Steels are used in
various branches of industry for constructing
bridges, buildings, ships, cars, rail vehicles,
railways. There are several thousand types of
steel obtained by an appropriate combination of
carbon and alloying elements of different
characteristics.
Because of good mechanical properties, good
cutting, forming (forging, rolling, extrusion,
pressing), good weldability and low prices,
structural steels are widely used in industry. The
most commonly used steel for producing
carrying parts of structures, exposed to dynamic
loads and low temperatures is medium-strength
S355J2+N steel grade.
This paper presents determination of tensile
strain-hardening
exponent
and
strength
coefficient of the S355J2+N steel grade utilizes
stress-strain data obtained in a uniaxial tension
test according to ASTM E646-00 [5].

2. THEORETICAL BASES
The uniaxial tension test is the most common
method for determining the mechanical
properties of materials, such as strength,
ductility, toughness, elastic modulus, stressstrain behaviour and strain hardening capability.
Uniaxial tension stress-strain properties are
usually reported in handbooks and are used in
many specifications. Stress-strain behaviour is
obtained from uniaxial tension test where
specimen with circular or rectangular cross
section with the uniform gage length is
subjected to increasing tensile force until it
fractures.
When the load (force) is applied, the
specimen elongates in proportion to the load,
called linear elastic behaviour. If the load is
removed, the specimen returns to its original
length and shape.
As the load is increased, the specimen begins
to undergo nonlinear elastic deformation at a
stress called the proportional limit. At that point,

the stress and strain are no longer proportional,
as they were in the linear elastic region, but
when unloaded, the specimen still returns to its
original shape. Permanent (plastic) deformation
occurs when the yield stress, of the material is
reached.
Property of material that the increase of
plastic deformation leads to an increase of yield
strength is called work hardening. Knowledge of
these property is very important to describe the
behaviour of metals in the region of plasticity. In
the plastic region, a commonly used relation to
define the relation between stress and strain is
given by equation:

σ=K  ε p  ,
n

(1)

where K is strength coefficient and n strain
hardening coefficient.
According to equation (1) and relation that
the total strain equals the sum of the elastic and
plastic strain and in the region of elasticity
Hooke's law is valid, equation for total strain
can be derived. Equation (2) represents
analytical true stress – true strain relationship,
often referred to as the “Ramberg-Osgood
relationship” [1], [6], [7], [8]:
1

σ  σ n
ε= +   .
E K

(2)

In equations (1) and (2) σ and ε represent true
stress and true strain. True strain is the natural
logarithm of the ratio of instantaneous length, l,
to the original gage length l0 that is:
l 
ε=ln  = ln  1+e  .
 l0 

(3)

True stress is the instantaneous normal stress,
calculated on the basis of the instantaneous
cross-section area, A, that is:
σ=

F
=S  1+e  .
A

(4)

In equation (3) e represent engineering strain
– dimensionless value that is the change in
length Δl per unit length of original linear
dimension l0 along the loading axis of specimen:
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e=

l-l0 Δl
.

l0
l0

(5)

In equation (4) S represent engineering stress
– the normal stress, expressed in units of applied
force, F, per unit of original cross-section area,
A0 :
S=

F
.
A0

(6)

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Experimental determination of tensile strainhardening exponent and strength coefficient of
the S355J2+N steel grade, was done on
SHIMADZU Servopulser EV101K3-070-0A [9]
(Figure 1.).

Fig. 2. Specimen for determining Tensile StrainHardening Exponent and Strength Coefficient

Testing of specimens for determining tensile
strain-hardening
exponent
and
strength
coefficient were done at room temperature
ambient in stroke control, without change speed
of testing, during the strain interval over which n
was determined (region of plasticity). Rate of
speed load is 4mm/min.
For the purpose of measurement of
elongation,
on
gage
length
(50mm),
extensometer Mess & Feinwerktechnic GmbH
MFA25 was used (Figure 3.).

Fig. 1. SHIMADZU Srevopulser EHF-

EV101K3-070-0A
Experimental determination of tensile strainhardening exponent and strength coefficient of
the S355J2+N steel grade was done at room
temperature ambient (23±5ºC) under static
loading conditions.
The shape and dimensions one of tested
specimens are shown on Figure 2., in
accordance with standard ASTM E646-00 [5].
In preparing the specimens, it is necessary to
make a representative specimen, which is flat
and the same thickness in all cross sections.
Especially attention should be paid to prevent of
appearance any possible residual stresses.
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Fig. 3. Extensometer MFA25

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Load-engineering strain diagram, with datapairs, for determination of tensile strainhardening exponent and strength coefficient of
the S355J2+N steel grade is shown on Figure 4.
Measured values of force and corresponding
values of engineering strain into nine equal
intervals in the plastic region, obtained during
the tests procedure are shown in Table 1.
All other parameters necessary for the further
determination of tensile strain-hardening
exponent and strength coefficient could be
obtained based on the values of force and
elongation. Values of engineering and true stress

and engineering and true strain can be
determined from the equations (6), (4), (5) and
(3), respectively.

N
N
N

N   log εi log σ i     log εi  log σ i 
i=1
i=
i=
1
1

,
n=
2
N
2


N  log εi     log εi 
i=
1



(8)

where N represents number of data-pairs.
Equation (8) are made convenient by
symbolic representation for: Y=logσ, X=logε and
b=logK, as follows:
N XY  X Y

n=

N X 2    X 

2

.

(9)

Strength coefficient K can be determined by:
K  10b ,
Fig. 4. Load-engineering strain diagram with datapairs (S355J2+N)

where

For determination of tensile strain-hardening
exponent n and strength coefficient K it
necessary logarithmic form of the equation (1).
Logarithmic form of the power curve
representation of the true-stress versus truestrain curve within region of plasticity is given
by:
log σ= log K+n log ε .

(10)

(7)

According to selected data-pairs and
calculated logarithm values of true-stress (logσ)
and true strain (logε), via linear regression
analysis, tensile strain-hardening exponent n can
be determined by

b

Y
X
.
n
N
N

(11)

All
test
results
for
experimental
determination of tensile strain-hardening
exponent and strength coefficient of the
S355J2+N steel grade are shown in Table 1.
According to previously derived equations,
experimentally obtained results of test and via
linear regression analysis tensile strainhardening exponent and strength coefficient
were
determined.
Procedure
of
their
determination were summarized in algorithm
and given in Table 2.

Table 1 Determination of the Strain Hardening Exponent and Strength Coefficient – Testing Results
Data
pair

Load
[kN]

S
[MPa]

σ
[MPa]

Y
log10σ

Y2

Δl
[mm]

e

ε

X
log10ε

X2

XY

1

23.972

383.52

391.22

2.592

6.721

1

0.02

0.012

-1.703

2.901

-4.416

2

27.965

447.44

465.34

2.668

7.117

2

0.04

0.039

-1.407

1.978

-3.752

3

30.121

481.94

510.85

2.708

7.335

3

0.06

0.058

-1.235

1.524

-3.344

4

31.355

501.68

541.81

2.734

7.474

4

0.08

0.077

-1.113

1.240

-3.045

5

31.995

511.92

563.11

2.751

7.566

5

0.10

0.095

-1.021

1.042

-2.808

6

32.434

518.94

581.22

2.764

7.642

6

0.12

0.113

-0.946

0.894

-2.614

7

32.628

522.05

595.13

2.775

7.699

7

0.14

0.131

-0.883

0.779

-2.449

8

32.671

522.74

606.37

2.782

7.744

8

0.16

0.148

-0.829

0.686

-2.306

9

32.694

523.10

617.26

2.791

7.787

9

0.18

0.166

-0.781

0.610

-2.180
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Table 2 Algorithm and Worksheet for Calculating the Strain Hardening Exponent and Strength Coefficient of
steel S355J2+N grade
Marks:
X=log ε
Y=log σ
n – strain hardening coefficient
b – log of the strength coefficient
All data were taken from Fig. 4 and evaluated in Table 1. The number of data pairs is N=9. All logarithms are
base10.
А. Ordering data from Table 1.

X    log εi   9.9169

X

X 9.9169

 1.1019
N
9

X 2    log εi   11.6560
2

Y    log σ i   24.5651

Y

Y 18.0788

 2.7295
N
9

Y 2    log σi   67.0826
2

  X  Y      log εi    log σ i    26.9125
B. Determination of strain hardening exponent n
Step 1

X  Y 9.9169  24.5651

 27.0677
N
9

Step 2

S XY    X  Y   Step 1  26.9125   27.0677   0.1552

Step 3

 X 
N

2



 9.9168
9

2

 10.9272

Step 4

S XX  X 2  Step 3  11.6560  10.9272  0.7288

Step 5

n=

S XY Step 2 0.1552


 0.2129
S XX Step 4 0.7288

C. Determination of strength coefficient K
Step 6

n X  0.2129   1.1019   0.2346

Step 7

b=Y  n X  Y  Step 6  2.7295   0.2346   2.9640

Step 8
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K=10 b  102.9640  920.4955 MPa

The red line of stress-strain diagram on
Figure 5 shows that the power function with
determined tensile strain-hardening exponent
and strength coefficient is a good approximation
of the plastic portion of the curve true-stress
versus true-strain obtained by experiment.
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Abstract
This paper examines the possibility of applying polyester laminates with reinforced different layers of glass fibers
concearning the mechanical properties. Test plates are made by impregnating reinforcing fibers with resin with the manual
extrusion of air bubbles by rollers. Based on the results of strength test (interlayer, tensile and flexural), modulus of elasticity,
toughness and share of inorganic matters, it was concluded that the mechanical properties of polyester laminates depend not
only on the „composition“, but also cavities presenting themselves as no homogeneity in boundary matrix/reinforcement.
Keywords: polyester laminates, mechanical properties, glass fibers, porosity structure

1. INTRODUCTION
Polyester laminates are composites based
on the unsaturated polyester resin reinforced
with glass fibers. The application of glass
fibers as reinforcement of composites enables
production of composites having high specific
strength [1]. These laminates are strong and
rigid. By varying the number and arrangement
of layers of reinforcing material, one can act
on their mechanical properties.
Modifications with respect to number of
layers of reinforcement as well as their
redistribution and thickness create optimal
conditions for achievement of highly improved
properties [2, 3]. They are used in construction,
food and the automotive industry, as well as in
agriculture and production of vessel. In their
application they are exposed to various strains,
as well as to the impact of the environment.
Research of the properties and damage of
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polyester laminates represents extremely
complex and demanding field of study [4]. In
the production of small number of pieces as a
rule manual extrusion of air procedure applies,
and for larger series more and more a new
procedure (infusion under pressure lamination)
called of injection pressing in vacuum („RTM
procedure“ Resin Transfer Moulding) is used.
In this paper we will examine the influence of
the arrangement, type and number of
reinforcing layers onto mechanical properties
of polyester laminates produced by manual
procedure of extrusion of air (by rollers).
These results should be helpfull in further
research, conducted on laminates with the
same reinforcement, but produced with RTM
procedure.

2. COMPOSITION AND
PREPARATION OF THE TEST
PLATES FOR TESTING

For purpose testing seven polyester
laminate plates is made. The dimensions of
each plate were ̴ 500x200 mm. Figure 1
schematically shows a system, or arrangement
of reinforcing in a matrix the within plate cross
section.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the
arrangement reinforcement in the matrix per plates
cross section

Extrusion of air was done manually, by
rollers, Figure 2. There are two sides of plates:
side „A“ which is rough and of polyester resin,
and side „B“ which is smooth and shiny, and
of polyester resin with additives („gel coat“) to
achieve an aesthetic effect.

Fig. 2. The procedure of manual extrusion of air by
rollers
Table 1. Standard tests and number of samples
No.
No.
Norm
Properties
samples
BS 2782 [5]
Interlayer
1.
Side „A“
5+5
strength
and side „B“
Testing
DIN 53453
toughness
[6]
2.
by Charpy
5+5
Side „A“
4 J, 4x6
and side „B“
mm
Tensile
DIN 53457
3.
modulus of
3
[7]
elasticity
DIN 53455
Tensile
4.
3
[8]
strength
DIN 53452
[9]
Flexural
5.
5+5
Side „A“
strength
and side „B“
Content of
DIN 52330
6.
inorganic
1
[10]
matter

In order to check the influence of
composition on the properties of the plates test
samples are made. Properties and standard by
which the test will be perfomed, and the
number of test samples are shown in Table 1.
Composition of the test plates and their
thicknesses are given in Table 2.
Table 2. The composition and thicknesses of the test
plates of polyester
δ,
Composition of the plates
mm
3x mat
2x mat
1 Resin
Gelcoat
3
450 g/m2
450 g/m2
2x mat
2x mat
1x Roving
2 Resin
450
G*
4
450 g/m2
300 g/m2
2
g/m
1x mat
2x mat
3 Resin
Combimat
450
G*
4
300 g/m2
2
g/m
1x mat
1x mat
2x Roving
4 Resin
450
G*
3
2
2
450 g/m
300 g/m
2
g/m
5 Resin
3x mat
2x mat
Gelcoat
4
+ calcite 450 g/m2
450 g/m2
2x mat
6 Resin
1x mat
2x Roving
300
G*
4
2
2
+ calcite 450 g/m
300 g/m
g/m2
2x mat
3x mat
7 SER**
Gelcoat
4
450 g/m2
450 g/m2
*
**
Gelcoat; Self extinguishing resin

Figure 3.a shows the artificial boulder for
climbing made of polyester laminates. Figure
3.b shows the horse trailer. These examples
represent the products obtained by individual
production. Due to the high cost of making the
mold, it is most likely their production is more
economical by application of a manual
procedure of extrusion of air.

a)
b)
Fig. 3. Boulder for climbing (a); horse trailer (b)
[11]
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Figure 4 shows the examples of polyester
laminates for making the parts of the vehicle,
exterior and interior. These examples represent
the products obtained by serial production.
Within this type of production a new RTM
procedure is being used increasingly.

Table 3. Thickness of the plates and mass fraction
of inorganic matter
Content of
Thickness,
No.
inorganic
mm
matter, %
1.
49,49
3,8
2.
44,76
4,1
3.
42,06
4,2
4.
47,85
3,9
5.
51,49
4,2
6.
44,79
4,0
7.
44,65
4,8
3.1 Mechanical properties of the
plates

a)
b)
Fig. 4. Parts of the vehicle: a) exterior; b) interior
[12]

An example in Figure 5.a shows tank made
for use in the agriculture and food industry. An
example of mechanically damaged tank
successfully repaired by manual procedure is
shown in Figure 5.b.

Detail of the
repaired tank

After the tests were carried out calculated
by the arithmetic mean of interlayer strength
were shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The results of interlayer strength
Interlayer strength, MPa
No.
Side „A“
Side „B“
1.
21,9
23,7
2.
23,7
24,5
3.
16,8
19,8
4.
18,7
21,8
5.
24,9
25,1
6.
19,3
22,8
7.
15,0
18,2

Toughness test results are shown in Table
5.

a)
b)
Fig. 5. Repaired tank (a); detail of the repaired
tank (b)

3. TEST RESULTS
After the samples are made from the plates,
the two experiments in tests plan envisaged,
were carried out as well as the structure cross
section was captured.
Measurement of plates thicknesses and
testing of share of inorganic materials (glass
threads and fibers) in plates, was done
previously, Table 3.
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Table 5. The results of toughness test
Toughness, J/cm2
No.
Side „A“
Side „B“
1.
62
7,7
2.
76
9,2
3.
87
8,8
4.
77
11,5
5.
71
7,5
6.
77
8,9
7.
62
7,3

Test results of tensile strength and tensile
modulus of elasticity examinations are shown
in Table 6. The mean values have been
obtained measured on the three samples.
The results of flexural strength tests are
shown in Table 7. All tests were specifically
carried out with respect to the side „A“, as well
as the side „B“ of laminates.

Table 6. The arithmetic mean of the tensile strength
and tensile modulus of elasticity
Tensile
Tensile
No.
strength,
modulus of
MPa
elasticity, MPa
1.
126,6
8803
2.
117,4
12073
3.
105,9
10916
Without
4.
12791
fracture
5.
106,1
8734
6.
130,7
10101
7.
100,3
6083
Table 7. The results of flexural strength
Flexural strength, MPa
No.
Side „A“
Side „B“
1.
239,8
242,4
2.
251,1
239,5
3.
202,7
233,5
4.
247,1
291,0
5.
157,3
212,0
6.
209,0
175,2
7.
156,6
175,3

layers of fabric (two layers) in the center of the
plate, have resulted in an average high ranking
of the plate 4.
The mediocre ranking of the plate 6 can be
explained through moderate cavity content,
Figure 7.b, and the presence of two layers of
fabric in the center.

a)
b)
Fig. 7. The cross section of plate 4 (a); and plate 6
(b)

The advent of a significant share of the
cavity results in a marked difference in the
ranking of the plates 2 and 5 (which also have
two layers of fabric in the center), Figures 8.a
and 8.b.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
In order to establish a relationship between
the results of tests of mechanical properties
and structure of laminate the recording of
plates cross section has been carried out
through use of light microscope under
polarized light. These recordings should assist
in the identification of defects in the structure
or
present
irregularities
at
the
reinforcement/matrix border which can
indicate the reason for differences in
mechanical properties among the plates.
Figure 6 shows slightly lower mechanical
properties of the plate 3. The consequence is a
smaller number of reinforcing layers, though
the cross sectional structure shows the
presence of the porosity in the form of cavities.

a)
b)
Fig. 8. The cross section of plate 2 (a); and plate 5
(b)

Smaller content of reinforcing (no fabric)
and inhomogeneous structure are reflected in a
marked worsening in ranking of the plate 7 in
relation to the plate 1, and especially in
relation to other plates, Figures 9.a and 9.b.

a)
b)
Fig. 9. The cross section of plate 7 (a); and plate 1
(b)

5. CONCLUSION
Fig. 6. The cross section of plate 3

The homogeneous structure shown in
Figure 7.a, as well as the largest number of

By various factors influenced on the
properties of polyester laminates. In addition to
the type and share of reinforcing special
attention should be paid to the state at the
reinforcement/matrix interface. In production
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by soaking, which is used in the production of
test plates, it is very important to use
appropriate technique (eg. by roller) to extract
the air. The results are reflected in the
reduction of the number of cavities present on
the boundary surfaces. This procedure is
generally applied where it is essential that only
one side of the surface is smooth, meaning
when you produce in small batches.
Clips of laminate structure help in spotting
defects or irregularities that indicate possible
opportunities for further damage to the
laminate. Better properties of composite
materials can be achieved by changing the
layers of reinforcing their arrangement, but
also by varying the thickness of the test plates.
The results of the study show a significant
effect of porosity (residual air bubbles) on the
properties of the laminates. Further research
should be focused on the possibility of
applying a RTM procedure in order to reduce
the presence of air bubbles, and a more
homogeneous structure. The result should be
manifested in achieving the best possible
mechanical properties, but also a smooth upper
surface (side „A“), because for some
applications it is important that both sides are
of the aesthetically smooth.
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[6]
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Abstract
The task of this paper is design, model and calculation of pelleting machine, which will be
competitive in the market. The first part of the paper discusses the pellets as a source of renewable
energy, the pelleting process, analyses the economic use of pellets, gives an overview of European
standard for pellets, describes and analyses the existing machines for the production of pellets. The
second part deals with the design of the machine. List of demands and desires, morphological matrix,
freeform drawings defined the concept of the machine and describes the functions and specifications
of individual components and sub-assemblies are determined based on the analysis of existing
solutions. The third part of the paper is the creation of a 3D model of the machine in the software
package Autodesk Inventor Professional 2013 with images of components, sub-assemblies and
assemblies. The fourth part is a calculation that includes a calculation of forces, moments and stresses
on the components essential for the effective functioning of the machine.

Keywords: pellet, compressing, pelleting machine, pelleting mill, design

1. INTRODUCTION
In Croatia, a large amount of biomass that
could be used as useful energy is not used and
simply perish. The problem is that the energy
density of biomass is small and therefore it is
done processing into a form that is suitable for
transport, storage and use. There are only a few
processing plants in our country.
It seems that the most interesting is pelleting
as one of the technologies for processing
biomass with briquetting, baling and chopping.
Automatic control in today's stoves and pellet
boilers provides the same comfort as when using
gas or fuel. The burner is automatically turned
on, off, achieves, and maintains the set
temperature with an automatic dosing which
gives it an advantage over heating wood or
briquettes.
The goal is to construct a machine that would
allow biomass pellet, to a greater amount of
biomass was used. The machine should be
allowed to pelleting various types of biomass
such as crop residues, waste wood processing
companies and the like. It is easy to use,

maintain, secure in the work and competitive in
the market.

2. PELLETS
2.1. Generally the pellets

Manufacturing of pellets lasts more than a
century, by using pressure and heat are formed a
small cylinders – pellets and may be prepared
from different materials for different purposes.
During the oil crisis of the 1970s, some
companies from Europe and the United States
that used pellet presses for the production of
animal feed start production of pellets as a fuel
source, but as a cheaper and high-quality
replacement fuel oil. Some countries in the
1990s begin to encourage the use of renewable
energy sources thus the use of pellets as a source
of energy is more increased.
The process of making pellets consists of
several stages: Shredding biomass, drying,
pressing - pelleting, cooling and packaging. In
the pressing step, the mixture is heated because
of friction and enhances the release of lignin.
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Lignin acts as a natural resin, and denotes a
group of macromolecular joints made by phenyl
propane units and is the one of the natural
ingredients of the biomass. The pellet is
prepared from comminuted biomass compressed
under high pressure. Large pressure and a lignin
allow binding pellets. A large biomass is
previously served, and dried in kilns to the
moisture content down to 12 % to 15 %. Such
pulverized biomass is the main raw material for
the production of pellets. Figure 1.shows
different phase of materials from biomass to
pellets. Pellets are produced exclusively from
biomass so it does not contain substances
harmful to the environment. In the combustion
produces significantly less emissions of NOx,
SOx and CO of the permitted limit values. The
density of the pellets is 800 kg / m3 to 1400 kg /
m3 with a moisture content of less than 10 %.
Energy value of pellets is approximately 18 MJ /
kg (5 kW / h).

The most common use of pellets is in
households as a source of heating energy.
Heating with pellets is economically feasible
compared to conventional energy sources. It is
renewable and environmentally friendly due to
neutral CO2 emissions. Optimum and clean
combustion is ensured by electronic regulation,
which ultimately results in significantly lower
emissions of harmful compounds. Heating
systems in the pellets have a significant
advantage in terms of environmental protection
compared to conventional heating methods.
Table 1 shows the price of the most common
energy sources so it is obviously that the wood
pellets are economically the most profitable. [2].
The shape and dimensions of the pellets
determined is by the European standard for
pellets EN 14961 -1 [ Table 2.].
2.2. Machines for the production of
pellets

By the analysis of the market and existing
solutions it was found that two types of
machines for the production of pellets are in the
most common use due to the way the pressing.
Machinery (pellet mill) with a flat matrix and
machinery (pellet mill) with a ring die.

Figure 1. Wood chips, sawdust, pellets [1]
Table 1. price of the most common energy sources [2]

Energy sources

1 l heating oil

Moisture
content
-

Price per kWh

% price
of heating
oil

36,000 MJ/Kg

0,070 €/kWh

-

Energy value
10,00 kWh/l

1 m natural gas

-

10,28 kWh/m

37,008 MJ/Kg

0,078 €/kWh

111 %

1 kg wood pellets

-

4,90 kWh/kg

17,640 MJ/Kg

0,041 €/kWh

58 %

1 kg firewood

20 %

4,03 kWh/kg

14,508 MJ/Kg

0,052 €/kWh

74 %

1 kg wood chips

20 %

4,90 kWh/kg

17,640 MJ/Kg

0,044 €/kWh

63 %

3
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Table 2. shows an overview of EN 14961-1.

Norma
Diameter, mm
Length, mm

ENplus A1
6 (+-1)
3,15 <=L <= 40

Density, kg/m³

600 <=

Energy value, MJ/kg

16,5 <=

Water content, %
Small pieces,
(<3,15 mm) %
The rest of the ash
after combustion, %
Mechanical
cohesiveness, %
Melting ashes, °C
Content:

10 >=
1 >=
0,7 >=
97,5 <=
1200 <=

Chlorine %

≤ 0,02

Sulfur %

≤ 0,05

Copper mg/kg

≤ 10

Chromium mg/kg

≤ 10

Arsenic mg/kg

≤1

Cadmium mg/kg

≤ 0,5

Mercury mg/kg

≤ 0,1

Lead mg/kg

≤ 10

Zinc mg/kg

≤ 100

2.2.1. Machines with a flat matrix

The principle of molding is based on the
relative movement of the rollers in relation to
the matrix, which rollers are pressed and the
mixture forced through axial openings in the
matrix, shown in Figure 2. There are two modes
of operation. In the first case, the matrix turns
and the rollers rotate about a fixed axis due to
friction with the raw material. In the second
case, matrix is stationary while the rollers rotate
around its axis and move rotational in relation to
the matrix. This design is simple, provides direct
access to the chamber where the process of
production of pellets. This principle is suitable
for molding machines with a small production
capacity.

Figure 2. The principle of molding machines with flat
matrix[3]
2.2.2. Machines with ring die
The principle of molding is based on the relative
movement of the rollers relative to the ring die
matrix, the raw material is supplied from above,

via the rollers falls on the matrix, which rollers
pressed and the mixture forced through the
radial holes on the matrix shown in Figure 3.
There are two modes of operation. In the first
case the matrix is turned and the rollers rotate
about the fixed axis due to friction with the raw
material. In the second case, the matrix is fixed,
and the rollers rotate around its axis and turn to
the inner part of the matrix. This design is more
complicated compared to the pellet mill with a
flat matrix, so making a ring matrix is
complicated and expensive, and for this reason it
is used for the machines with a bigger
production capacity.

Figure 3. Principle molding machines with ring
die[3]
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE
MACHINE
3.1. Comparison of machines for
pelleting

Considering that there are two types of
machines for pelleting, table 2 compares the
characteristics of the machine with the flat and
ring die matrix. Machine with improved features
is assigned to the "+", and the machine with less
successful "-".
Table 3. Comparison of machines for pelleting

Dimensions
Mass
Price
Simplicity
of
construction
Consumption of
energy
Production
of
capacity

Machines
with a flat
matrix

Machines
with ring
die

+
+
+
+

-

-

+

-

+

Pelleting machines with a flat matrix are due
to its simpler structure smaller, and therefore
less weight compared to the machines with a
ring die. Creating a ring die matrix is much
more expensive and complicated than making a
flat matrix.
When the energy consumption is concerned,
the problem of friction is observed which is
caused by the rotation of the roller by raw
material. For the machines with a ring die
matrix, friction is less compared with the flat
matrix machines, and thus the energy
consumption is less. For the machines with a flat
matrix, a roller rotate due to the difference in the
peripheral speeds. Namely, when a drive engine
drives the matrix and the rollers rotate due to the
friction with a layer of the mixture, rollers slip
due to the difference in the circumferential
speed of the outer and inner edge of the matrix.
The flow of raw materials is better for the
machines with ring die, and less potential for
accumulation of material that could cause
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stoppage of work at straight matrix. When
comparing production capacity, machines with
flat matrix are suitable for smaller production
capacity due to its simpler and cheaper
construction. Machines with a die ring matrix
are applied for a large production capacity of
300 kg / h.
3.2. Concept

Based on the objectives it is formed the list
of requirements and desires. The requirements
represent the characteristics that construction
must meet, and desires are the characteristics
that construction does not necessarily satisfy.
Based on the list of demands and wishes it is
worked out the concept of freeform sketching.
Figure 4 shows a freeform outline of the
machine for the production of pellets.

Figure 4. Freeform drawing machine for pelleting

Machine dimensions are: length of a = 1000
mm, width b = 600 mm, height h = 1427 mm
and weight of the machine is m = 100.16 kg
according to Autodesk Inventor Professional
2013 together with an electric motor. The supply
of material is performed manually, adding the
mixture into the tin funnel and a finished
product removal from the machine is by rotating
plate and a tin part mounted at front of the
machine. The machine concept for the
production of pellets is based on the principle of
molding the raw material with a rotating flat
matrix and rollers which rotate around an axis
which is stationary, thus rollers compress
material axially through the holes of the matrix
and thus are formed the pellets.
Figure 5 shows a freeform outline sectional
working part of the machine

Figure 5. Freeform drawing section of the working
part of the machine

Rollers rotate due to friction, and therefore
the speed of rotation of the matrix and the rolls
is equal to one part only, The rolls slippage in
relation to the matrix which leads to a heating of
the mixture it is beneficial to reduce pressure
required for the molding of the mixture and
quality of the final product, because it increases
a durability of product.
As a drive engine is electric Wattdrive
3BW132M - 06G: power P = 4.5 kW, torque M
= 45 Nm, and the speed n = 960 r / min is
selected, which over the belt gear with V- belts
and shafts runs matrix . Belt drive enables quiet
and flexible operation, and in case of overload
leads to belt slippage, by which are the
mechanical parts are protected against overload.
Shaft is supported by two closed bearings SFK
7206 BE placed in a cylindrical plates , welded
pipe φ219,1 mm and wall thickness of 6.3 mm ,
length 230 mm . There is an opening on the tube
120 x 70 mm for remove pellets and around the
opening is the welded sheet metal bracket for
attaching a knife and sewer. The lower plate is
φ279,1 mm and 25 mm thick , which also serves
as the basis of a tool for fixing the base by four
screws M12 . The top plate is φ 219,1 mm and a
thickness of 25 mm, and the distance between
the plates is 105 mm . At the top of the pipe are
welded two lugs on which are fastened working
chamber with rollers. On the shaft above the
upper plate is fixed the rotating plate by three
screws M6, and by centrifugal force remove the
pellets from the machine. At the top of the shaft
is a matrix that is used to create pellets by
replacing the matrix with a matrix different
shape hole by which is possible processing of
biomass from different backgrounds. The matrix
is connected with the shaft by cotter DIN 6888 8
x 9 and stabilized self-locking nut DIN 1804
M30. The working chamber is made of pipes

φ219,1 mm and wall thickness of 6.3 mm ,
length 145 mm . On the ground floor, there are
two welded lugs by which are the working
chamber fastened by four screws M12 for the
bearing. At the bottom of the pipe, two
symmetrical openings are cut out and by which
support the axis of the rollers. On the outside of
the pipe welded the two cantilevers with 12 nuts
and are used to adjust the distance of the rollers
from the matrix by two screws M12. Rollers are
φ60 mm and a length of 65 mm. Each of the
rollers is mounted with two closed SKF bearings
7203 BE. Shaft roller is attached with two
screws from above M12 and M12 the two
screws on the bottom. Upper Bolts provide
crimping force and the lower screws are used to
lift the rollers of the matrix when the chamber
does not have the raw material to avoid damage
to the rollers or dies. The parts in contact with
the biomass are of corrosion durable material, or
coated or protected because the biomass is
processed should have a 10 % to 15 % moisture
content. The base is made of square pipe ISO 25
x 25 mm and a thickness of 2 mm, which are
connected by welding. At the front of the
pedestal welded the two branches (either side)
on which are mounted wheels and secured with
split pin. The entire base is covered by tin plates
to rotating parts of the machine, an electric
motor and belt transmission protected from
contact. On the back of the engine at the tin
plates are made open to allow easier removal of
heat from the electric motor.
The system of pellets removal consists of an
adjustable knife, rotating plate and sewer.
Adjustable knife is attached with two screws M6
on tin support of sewer. It is possible to set the
distance of the knife from the matrix, thus
making it possible to change the length of the
finished product. Cut (broken off) pellets fall on
a rotating plate that the principle of spin -lead
pellets from the machine to the discharge
channel. The pellets still leave the machine by
gravity.

4. 3D MODEL MACHINE
3D modeling is the process of creating a
mathematical representation of any threedimensional object. The result of 3D modeling
is called a 3D model. It can be displayed as a 2D
image through a process called rendering or
used in a computer simulation of physical
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phenomena. 3D model can also be physically
created using 3D printers.
3D model of the machine, which is shown in
Figure 6, is made in the software package
Autodesk Inventor 2013. Working of 3D models
is
started
by
modeling
component
subassemblies. Some components, such as
screws, nuts, washers , tubes , bearings , etc., are
not necessary to model, because these parts are
standard in Inventor catalog . After creating the
components, the assemblage of sub-assemblies
is followed, and after that, subassemblies to final
assembly of the machine.

Subassembly
housing with
bearings

Subassembly of the
working chamber

Shaft subassembly
roller

Figure 6. 3D model of the machine

Subassembly stand

Table 4. shows the 3D models of the
components of the machine for the production of
pellets .

The title of the
parts

3D model
Machine assembly
without the
protective sheet

The tube housing

Axle with bearings
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5. CALCULATION
5.1. Calculation of forces

Figure 7 shows the matrix and the shaft with
rollers between which occur forces during the
pressing process. Axial force is the force by
which the pressing rollers suppress the raw
material through the holes in the matrix.
Tangential force is the force as a result of
friction [4] .

Figure 7. Matrix and axle with press rolls
5.2. Calculation of torque shaft

By rotating the matrix, due to friction, is
caused the rotation of the rolls , but because here
the rollers does not transfer power except to
overcome friction in the bearings of rollers, it
can be concluded that the overall power and
torque of the matrix is spent on friction [4].
Figure 8 shows the shaft axis of the matrix and
press rolls.

5.3. Calculation stress in bending the
shaft rollers

Stresses in the bending the roller axis are the
resulting strain by the stresses in the vertical
plane and the stresses in the horizontal plane .
Figure 9. shows the shaft which is located in the
working chamber .

Figure 9. Working chamber with the shaft and press
rolls

Bending stress of roller axis in a vertical
plane, is calculated by first determination forces
in the supports, then the amount of the
maximum torque is calculated, because the
greatest stress is at place of the maximum
torque. Then it is calculated the axial torque for
a given section [5]
5.4. Calculation of the belt drive

On the basis of the required torque on the
shaft of the working machine M_2 = 278.77
Nm, gear ratio i = 7 and electric Watt drive
3BW132M - 06G : P = 4.5 kW ; n = 960 rev /
min ; M = 45 Nm, are selected [ 6 ] . The drive
pulley with standard dimensions D_1 = 80 mm
is selected too.
Figure 10 shows the machine pulley and belt
transmission that consists of a drive pulley, the
driven pulley, and tensioning the V-belt pulley.

Figure 8. Shaft, matrix and axle with press rolls
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the existing solutions of
machines for the production of pellets. Based on
the analysis, the list of requirements and desires
are generated. Freeform drawings defined the
concept of the machine and then creates a 3D
model of the machine. For the modeling, the
software package Autodesk Inventor 2013 is
used.
Using computers and software packages as
well as help for design, one can significantly
save the time for developing new products or
improving existing products and thereby reduce
the possibility of error.
The design concept meets all its targets and
provides improvement of existing solutions. By
installing two screws that raise the rollers of
matrix, is prevented damage rolls or matrix,
when the chamber is without the raw material.
However, in order to provide the best solution, it
would be necessary to make several versions of
the machine, and then access to techno
economic evaluation and according to the results
of technical and economic goodies, choose a
variant of the machine nearest ideal variant.
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Abstract
We propose a search method of feature points of the image area using the curvature of the
characteristic contours of terrain objects. A feature point corresponds to the positive or negative
curvature extreme loop characteristic of the object. Stationary and sufficiently large area objects
(roads, water, buildings, large accumulations of vegetation) are used for that purpose. Small objects as
well as moving objects (people, vehicles) are removed from the image at the pre-treatment stage. It
results in an image marked up by feature points with positive and negative curvature. The proposed
method can be used in solving problems of comparison of image feature points.

Keywords: Computer and information technologies, feature points, the curvature function, object contour mapping
pictures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Search for the image characteristics is an
important task of computer vision. Feature
points can effectively accomplish the following
tasks: stitching panoramas and aerial
photographs
(image
stitching);
3D
reconstruction; search and identification of
objects, fingerprints verification [1], etc. A large
number of works in this direction [2, 3, 4]
testifies indirectly to the relevance of the
problem of finding image feature points.
Unfortunately, at present there is hardly any
universal algorithm for generating an acceptable
solution to the problem at hand in different
subject areas. The reason is all sorts of
distortions of recorded images such as affine and
projective transformations are associated with
the movement of the camera or objects in the
scene, scene change illumination, occlusion and
shadowing objects in the scene, etc. In this
work, the task of finding the image feature
points mage is solved in the context of a
comparison of the current photograph area,

made on board the aircraft, with the search field
composed of aerial photographs or satellite
images. Such comparisons will enable to
position the aircraft.

2. FEATURE POINTS SEARCH
ON THE TERRAIN IMAGE
The successful positioning of the aircraft
needs detected feature points belonging to the
objects that will be called stable area reference
objects. Not all objects in the current image area
can be classified as stable reference objects. In
these images often moving or variable objects
are present. People and vehicles should be
classified in the class of moving objects. The
objects, which are easily subjected to changes,
such as single trees, paths, small single
buildings, etc, are meant by variable objects.
The presence of these objects in the image
makes it difficult to find stable reference object.
Fig. 1 shows the original image areas. In this
image stable reference objects are roads,
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buildings and clusters of trees. Cars, trails,
single trees and bushes, hedges are easily
changeable.

from the condition of suppression of moving
objects such as buses, passenger cars and trucks.
Depending on the scale and resolution of the
shooting aperture value typically ranges from 3
to 9 pixels.

Fig. 1. The source image of terrain

To reduce the number of moving and
changing objects in an image we use the median
image filtering with the N × N pixel aperture,
which allows to preserve the boundaries of the
major objects in an image. [5]

Fig. 2. The result of median filtering (N=3)

The value of the aperture should be selected
for the following considerations. The maximum
aperture size of the median filter is dependent on
the minimum width of the road. The minimum
size of the median filter aperture is calculated
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Fig. 3. The result of median filtering (N=7)

Fig. 2 shows an image output from the
median filter with N = 7 aperture. Median
filtering suppressed all vehicles, narrow dirt
roads, small elements of vegetation and small
buildings. In addition, the image preserved road
network, large buildings and groups of trees. It
is necessary to emphasize the preservation of
boundaries between the objects which remained
on the image.
However, even if the boundary between the
object area is close to the ideal, after sampling it
becomes unsharp, which makes it more
complicated to highlight the contours of objects
further. To restore the boundaries the extreme
filter is used [4]. When used extreme filter
calculates the distance between the current
brightness of the input image pixel brightness
and extreme values in the neighborhood of
(x, y).
d ( x, y )  b ( x, y )  e N ( x, y )
1
min
 min
,

N
d max ( x, y )  b1 ( x, y )  emax ( x, y )


(1)

N
e N ( x, y) emax
( x, y) – the minimum and
,
where min
maximum extreme values of brightness in the N
× N pixel vicinity of the current image.

point of its extreme for the further comparison,
and will only fix the coordinates of extreme
points, the proposed method will have
invariance and scale change.

The value of the extreme (maximum or
minimum), closest to the brightness of the
central pixel, is assigned to the current pixel of
the output image
b2 ( x, y)  min d min ( x, y); d max ( x, y) .

(2)

As a result, the boundary gets aggravated and
actually becomes a step one (Fig. 4), which
highly facilitates the construction of the circuit
stable area landmarks.

Fig. 5. The Contours of stable reference terrain
objects

Fig. 4. The result of extreme filtering

Extreme filter aperture size is set to the
minimum value of 3×3. However, it is
experimentally found out that slightly better
results can be obtained by increasing the filter
extreme aperture to median filter aperture size,
while significantly increasing the cost of
computational complexity.
Further, any available contour detector builds
the contours of objects (Fig. 5). In this paper, we
used Canny detector [6].
Further on, the curvature function for each
circuit is calculated The choice of the curvature
function as a basis for feature points is due to its
invariance to the shift, rotation and lighting
conditions. In addition, if we do not use the
information about the value of curvature at the

Curvature function is one-dimensional and
requires unbranched circuit, but the description
of complex objects may call for contour
branching. In this case, the branching point
becomes the anchor point and the outline of a
complex object becomes an integral of multiple
curvature functions. Positive and negative
curvature function
extreme
exceed
a
predetermined threshold, the markers are
marked on the original image. It results in an
image of the current location frame marked up
with feature points.
If the number of feature points is not enough
to match the current frame with the search area
image , or the comparison is made with a low
reliability, the extreme threshold of curvature
function is adaptively reduced and the extreme
search is repeated. A large number of isolated
feature points can significantly slow down the
process of further comparison. In this case,
raising the extreme search threshold is provided.
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3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
Fig. 6 shows the original image, and areas
marked thereon singular points found as
described above.

extreme search involves the adaptive nature of
the threshold change. The proposed threshold
adaptation procedure allows to obtain feature
points in an amount sufficient for further
comparison. The suggested method of searching
for feature points has very important properties
of invariance to the shift, rotation, scale change
and changing light conditions (except for
shading).
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Fig. 6. The source image labeled by feature points

Fig. 6 shows that all the major junctions and
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4. CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract
This paper describes the design and manufacturing aspects of polymeric electrolyte membrane (PEM)
reformer from the beginning step of realization that includes modelling of main parts of the reformer,
adopting changes in shape and dimensions, and manufacturing and development of the reformer. For
these purposes, one model in SolidWorks software was developed, and based on that model
manufacturing was performed. Adopted changes in the reformer are presented, along with detailed
explanations. Beside the main subject of this paper, general data about proton exchange membrane
fuel cell are shown in the introduction of this paper with short description and explanations of PEM
function, method and purpose.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells or
PEMFC are also known as polymeric electrolyte
membrane (PEM) [1]. These two terms have the
same acronyms. PEM are based on a polymeric
electrolyte which is proton conducting. Conventional PEMs usually employ water containing
polymers as electrolyte that is responsible for
proton conduction. These type of fuel cell that
contains water have a high power density at low
operating temperature, and due to the physical
properties of water cannot be used above a
temperature of 80 °C.
High temperature PEMs or HTPEM are
based on polymers doped with phosphoric acid.
High temperature PEMs, unlike conventional
PEMs, can operate at temperatures up to 200° C.
Higher temperatures causes faster chemical reactions, higher efficiencies and most important
better tolerance to fuel impurities. HTPEMs can
be started and shutdown relatively quickly and
also have good fuel tolerance. Because of
aforementioned characteristics they are most
suitable for mobile applications (electric cars,

boats). The material challenges encountered in
HTPEMs are mainly related to the phosphoric
acid which migrates under operation.
The best fuel for PEMFC is pure hydrogen
and for all other type of fuel cells, but the
storage of hydrogen and portability of hydrogen
storage systems are problematic for small-size
mobile applications. Highest efficiency is achieved by using pure hydrogen as fuel, since then
the amount of pollutant byproducts is minimal
(it would be ideal if there weren’t any). As a
substitution, hydrocarbons, especially methanol
and methane is recognized as more practical
choices as a fuel for PEMFCs [2, 3, 4, 5].
Presented in the following text are spects of
design and production of reformers for high
temperature PEMs. One model of reformer with
its dimension and parts is presented in further
text. Manufacturing is performed based on this
model as well as studies related to dimension
influences to reforming process with reformer
dimension proposal and CFD analysis [6].
Addition to these tests, scientists all around
the world have carried out numerous other test
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in order to achieve efficiency increasing of
reformer [7]. CFD analysis are more easiest way
for performing simulation based on the further
test will be or not be performed thus have a
great role in fuel cell examinations [6].

2. PEM FUEL CELL SYSTEM
One system of polymeric electrolyte membrane fuel cell contain three main reactors. One
is the reformer for methanol steam reforming
(MSR). The second is the high temperature
proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack (HT
PEMFC). The third is the vaporizer.
Whole system is built from components that
can be seen in Figure 1. From top to bottom the
following components are:












incoming and out coming connectors for
fluids
top metal plate with holes for
compression bolts
10 mm inner insulation layer
Vaporizer with metal cover plate
5 mm inner insulation layer
HT PEMFC stack consisting of:
o 2 membrane electrode assemblies
(MEA)
o 4 MEA gaskets
o 3 graphite-composite bipolar plates
o 2 copper current collectors
methanol steam reformer (MSR)
15 mm inner insulation layer
bottom metal plate with holes for
compression bolts

Figure 1. Design of the system with HTPEM fuel cell stack and integrated vaporizer and reformer

The inner insulation layers are used to obtain
the desired temperature distribution within the
system. The reactors are stacked in a planar way
to enhance heat transfer from exothermal HT
PEMFC stack to endothermal reformer and
vaporizer. The fuel processing reactors are positioned in the system according to their operating
temperature and they are connected via series of
connecting plugs. The sealing of flowing fluids is
achieved by using O-ring gaskets. Dimensions of
all the parts constructing the system match the
dimensions of actual model components with the
exception of MEA and gaskets which are already
drawn in a compressed state.
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The bipolar plate flow fields also match the
ones of an actual component. The only thing
missing is the connection between the main
entry channel (φ3 mm) and the main flow field
distributing channel.

3. METHANOL STEAM REFORMING MODEL OR REFORMER
In Figure 2 left can be seen a SolidWorks
assembly of parts that form the MSR or reformer.
The middle part represents the reaction volume
with incoming and out coming channels. The
reaction volume is separated by two stainless
steel mashes (after widening of the incoming
channel and narrowing of the out coming chan-

nel) which are inserted into 0.5 wide grooves perpendicular to three-direction of flow. The external dimensions of the reformer, 60×60 mm are
complementary with fuel stack dimensions. As
can be seen in Figure 2 - right, it is composed of

three plates,– upper and lower cover plates, with
thickness of 3.8mm and 1mm respectively, and a
middle plate, 4mm thick. The middle plate
contains the reaction volume and inlet and outlet
channel.

Figure 2. Left: Trigonometric view of the MSR with top plate in transparent mode, Right: Three plates of the
methanol steam reformer stack

The initial geometry of the reaction volume
with channels is shown in Figure 3 left. The
reaction volume dimensions are 34 x 37.4 x 4
mm. The catalyst bed in the reaction volume
should be separated from the channels with a
stainless steel mesh, with the space of
in
front and behind of the reaction volume. Inlet

and the outlet both have a diameter of 3 mm.
The non-variable parts of the reformer geometry
are designated by gray in Figure 3 right. In the
variable part, there is a length of
3.5mm
between the center of the inlet circle and the
steel mesh, and a 5.5mm gap between the steel
mesh and the center of the outlet circle.

Figure 3. Left: The initial geometry of the reaction volume with inlet and outlet channels, Right: Cross section of
the reaction volume with channels

Before examination test or reforming the
following data are defined:




ratio methanol-water mixture
temperature in the reformer
flow rate at the inlet channel





catalist particle dimater
bulk density
catalyst density
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4. MANUFACTURING AND
DEVELOPMENT
For the purpose of development of the shown
reformer, operations involving processing on a
milling machine and EDM with a wire. Before
designing the processing, an analysis of assembly parts was performed. Since the application
of non-conventional processing methods increases manufacturing costs, shape and dimensions
optimization of the reformer was performed.
Since EDM processing requires the use of a wire
with a diameter of 0.3 mm, the shape and
dimensions of the middle plate opening was
changed. Transversal hole on the reformer is
meant for the placing of the thermocouple, thus
the hole diameter was changed from 1 to 2 mm,
whereas the depth remained the same.

5. CONCLUSION
The reformer is an integral part of the existing indirect internal reforming high temperature
PEMFC and most of its geometry is already defined. Experiments based on the above mentioned reformer model prove that the changes in
geometry have an influences in flow irregularities but do not have a large influence on the
value of pressure at the entrance of the porous
media or on the pressure drop in the porous
media [6].
As mentioned before, application of non-convectional processing methods increases general
costs, thus optimization of reformer shape and
dimensions was performed in order to decrease
the time needed for its production. One of the
adopted change in reformer manufacturing is the
change of the middle plate opening diameter
(due to the fact that EDM processing wire has a
diameter of 0.3 mm) from 1 to 2 mm.
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Abstract
A packed-bed steam reforming rector model is complex, involves several physical phenomena that need
to be analysed simultaneously and includes large number of parameters difficult to validate. The aim
of this study was to investigate to which level results of numerical analysis of specific reactor model
are uncertain and to perform sensitivity analysis with respect to boundary parameters before an
introduction of a chemical reaction model into simulations. As the necessity of sensitivity analysis was
noticed, the model was built gradually and sensitivity analysis was performed using finite differences.
First a steady laminar fluid flow through a reaction volume with inserted porous media was simulated,
then the heat transfer model was added to the flow simulations through the reaction volume, finally the
walls are added to geometry and a conjugate heat transfer model was built. The valuable results were
obtained concerning an influence of inlet flow rate and boundary temperatures on the flow through a
porous media of the reactor.

Keywords: steam reforming reactor, heterogeneous catalyst bed, laminar flow, CFD, heat transfer, sensitivity analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this study is specific packedbed methanol steam reforming reactor which is
part of polymer electrolyte membrane – methanol
steam reforming (PEM-MSR) fuel cell system or
PEM indirect internal reforming fuel cell system.
Since the methanol reforming process is endothermic, in the indirect internal reforming fuel
cell system heat of the system is used for reforming process, reactor exists as a separate part,
it is placed in the fuel cell system stack with other
devices necessary for the reforming process.
A good review of work related to fuel cell
methanol steam reforming reactors is given in
Refs. [1] and [2]. In Ref. [1] was specified that

the first study analysing reforming in indirect
internal reforming high temperature fuel cell
system was the experimental study published in
2005 in Ref. [3]. Resulting performance was
lower than in the case of the same fuel cell stack
directly supplied with the mixture of H2 and CO2.
The way in which packed-bed methanol steam
reforming reactors have been developed during
last decade can be seen from experimental and
numerical studies given in Refs. [4], [5], [6], [7],
and [8]. In the work of Pattekar and Kothare from
2005 (see Ref. [4]) the radial micro rector with
integrated vaporizer was presented. The reactor
was packed with commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3
catalyst as in Ref. [3]. Experimental study and
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numerical study were performed. It was demonstrated that that reactor produced hydrogen for up
to 20W of power. The same type of the reactor
was studied in Ref. [5]. Kinetics of the model and
pressure drop are calculated. The goal was to produce hydrogen for 24W and 72W of power which
was achieved. The analysis of carbon monoxide
as by‐product was also presented in Ref. [5].
Design, extensive experimental analysis, and
3D thermal analysis of real micro reactor are
presented in Ref. [6]. Copper based catalyst was
used again in the form of packed-bed. Special
attention was paid to heat transfer and insulation
of the reforming system. The study presented in
Ref. [7] from 2015 is noteworthy since it gives an
extensive experimental and CFD analysis of three
packed-bed reactors with different geometry:
multi‐channel, radial as in Ref. [3], and tubular.
Another comprehensive experimental and complete 3D CFD analysis of plate‐type micro
methanol steam reformer is given in Ref. [8].

Figure 1. Geometry of the packed-bed methanol
steam reforming reactor stack

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The flow was modelled as steady, laminar,
with inserted porous media. Free flow in the inlet
and the outlet channel is given by incompressible
continuity equation
𝜌𝛻𝒖 = 0
and Navier-Stokes equations
𝜌(𝒖 ∙ 𝛻)𝒖 = [−𝑝𝑰 + 𝜇(𝛻𝒖 + (𝛻𝒖)𝑇 )]

Here, sensitivity analysis was initiated in order
to obtain detailed information about numerical
model, and to prepare the model for an experimental analysis, for proper chemical reaction
model simulations, and, for a design optimization.

Flow in porous media is given by Brinkman
equation

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The heat in solid and fluid is simulated using
heat transfer equation.Results and Discussion

Geometry of packed-bed methanol steam
reforming reactor is illustrated in Figure 1. The
reactor consists of three square plates of different
thicknesses. The reaction volume is cut from the
four-millimetre-thick middle plate. The reaction
volume consists of inlet and outlet channel and
inlet and outlet chamber. Central section of the
reaction volume is filled with catalyst. The stainless steel mesh, that will hold catalyst in place,
was not included in the current model. Diameters
of the inlet and the outlet openings are 3 mm.
In the PEM-MSR system, the reforming
reactor stack is placed between the fuel cell stack
at the top and the thick insulation layer at the
bottom. It is expected that the heat, necessary for
the reforming process which is endothermic, will
be supplied from exothermic fuel cell electrochemical reactions.
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𝜖
3𝜖𝑝
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Simulations were carried out on desktop PC
with Intel Core i5-6400 CPU on 2.7GHz and
32GB RAM memory. First simulations were
executed for the steady laminar fluid flow only
through reaction volume with inserted porous
media and without heat transfer. Three values of
inlet flow rate are selected for flow simulations:
2.923, 1.949, and 0.974⋅10-6m3/s. The methanolwater mixture ratio was 1:1.3 and the fluid
temperature was 180℃. The catalyst particle
diameter was 300 μm, bulk density was 1.1g/mL,
and catalyst density was 4.7g/mL.
These numerical results have already been
presented in details in Refs. [9] and [10]. The
main characteristic of the free flow is recirculation at the entrance of the inlet chamber, which,
as expected, weakens with decreasing of the inlet
flow rate (see Refs. [9] and [10]).

For the final model, with complete geometry
and heat transfer included, the SS304 stainless
steel was selected as the material for the plates.
The constant temperature of 180℃ is applied at
the top surface of the top plate, the insulation
boundary condition is applied at the bottom of the
bottom plate, and the heat flux to the
surroundings is applied at the side boundaries.
The heat transfer coefficient was set to constant
value of 10W/m2∙K.
The fluid mixture, which is already preheated
in the vaporizer, is also set to a temperature of
180℃. Although other options are taken into
account for the fluid inlet temperature, it has been
noticed that it reaches the temperature maximum
shortly after entering the inlet chamber. All
material parameters were set to be dependent on
temperature and are recalculated during
simulations.
Resulting temperature range, illustrated in
Figure 2, is between 178.6 and 180℃.

Figure 2 Temperature distribution for the final
model in the case of the highest inlet flow rate

The gage pressure for two solutions, without
and with heat transfer and complete geometry, at
the entrance region of the porous media is
illustrated in Figure 4. Difference between gage
pressures for two models is approximately 0.2Pa.

Figure 4 Gage pressure distribution at the
entrance region of porous media presented for two
solutions (simplified and final model)

4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The model named in this work as “final
reforming reactor model” is already robust and
packed with uncertain parameters. The flow
parameters are: inlet flow rate, fluid density and
viscosity and catalyst density and porosity. The
heat transfer parameters are density, heat
capacity, and conductivity for fluid, solid, and
porous media, one or more boundary
temperatures, and one or more heat transfer
coefficients. Some of the parameters are imposed
temporarily and planned to be changed in the
future in accordance with experimental results,
for example. In addition, there are two
completely different types of flows – free flow
and porous media flow. Because of large
difference in values, they must be observed
separately.
Sensitivity analysis is carried out using finite
differences calculated from the flow solutions
obtained for the above mentioned highest inlet
flow rate.

Figure 3 Pressure distribution in the reactor
volume for the final model in the case of the highest
inlet flow rate

Sensitivity of pressure with respect to inlet
flow rate in the inlet part of the reactor is
presented in Figure 5.
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Compared to other regions, a higher value of
temperature sensitivity can be observed in the
outlet chamber and channel (Figure 7).

Figure 5 Sensitivity of pressure with respect to
inlet flow rate presented at the mid-line lying in the
symmetry plane of the inlet chamber

The form of the sensitivity curve has the form
of the pressure curve ([9], [10]). The value of sensitivity decreases almost along the entire length
of the chamber and has the positive value over the
entire length.
Sensitivity of temperature with respect to inlet
flow rate in the porous media is illustrated in
Figure 6. The value of sensitivity rapidly decreases in the first few millimetres of the porous
media. The value of temperature sensitivity is
also positive over the entire length.

Figure 7 Sensitivity of temperature with respect to
inlet flow rate presented at the cross section parallel
to the bottom with distance of 2mm from the bottom of
the reaction volume

The sensitivities with respect to temperature
are important since almost all parameters of the
model are temperature dependent. Here only sensitivities with respect to temperatures imposed at
the boundaries will be presented.
From the results for the sensitivity of temperature with respect to temperature of the top
boundary, illustrated at Figure 8, this sensitivity
experiences minor change along the porous media.
Despite the appearance of the curve, the order of
magnitude of the change is 10-4.

Figure 6 Sensitivity of temperature with respect to
inlet flow rate presented along the axis of symmetry of
the porous media

Temperature sensitivity at the cross section
parallel to the bottom of the reaction volume is
presented in Figure 7. It is even more clear from
that figure that the sensitivity of temperature with
respect to the inlet flow rate is highest at the inlet
chamber and that it rapidly decreases in the
central part of the entrance into the porous media.
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Figure 8 Sensitivity of temperature with respect to
constant temperature boundary condition at the top of
the top plate presented along the axis of symmetry of
the porous media

In contrast to temperature sensitivity the
pressure sensitivity with respect to this boundary
temperature is not negligible, it has the positive
value and linearly decrease through porous media
(see Figure 9).

Figure 9 Sensitivity of pressure with respect to
constant temperature boundary condition at the top of
the top plate presented along the axis of symmetry of
the porous media

In the previous calculations, the same value is
imposed as the top boundary wall temperature
and as the fluid inlet temperature. Distinct values
are selected for fluid inlet temperature for
sensitivity calculations.
The pressure sensitivity, illustrated in Figure
10, has completely different behaviour than in the
previous case. It has much smaller value and is
negative almost the entire length of the porous
media.

The value of temperature sensitivity is
positive as expected and rapidly decreases at the
first part of the porous media (see Figure 11).

Figure 11 Sensitivity of temperature with respect
to inlet flow temperature presented along the axis of
symmetry of the porous media

5. CONCLUSIONS
Sensitivity analysis of this model is complex
as well as the model. It is difficult to create the
selection of all parameters and regions which are
important. In this work, the boundary conditions
are selected as sensitivity parameters, in the
further work, more effective selection will be
performed. Also, the sensitivity calculations must
be tested for different values of inlet flow rate or
other sensitivity analysis method must be
applied.
Since the model was built gradually, it was
interesting to compare the results obtained with,
end without heat transfer model.
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Abstract
Fracture mechanics parameters have been applied to assess structural integrity of a pressure vessel
with unacceptable defect (lack of penetration) detected in welded joint. This defect has been modelled
as a crack of equivalent dimensions, for which the stress intensity factor has been evaluated, for
different sizes of plastic zone. These values have been compared with the critical value, i.e. with the
fracture toughness, taken as the minimum value according to previous experimental research. Beside
brittle fracture, plastic collapse has been considered, as well as their combination, given in the form of
Failure Assessment Diagramme (FAD). In any case, this analysis has proved that pressure vessel is
safe under given operating conditions.
Keywords: Structural integrity, pressure vessels, welded joint defects

1. INTRODUCTION
Shown in figure 1 is the comparison of classic
design methods which apply strength theory vs the
application of fracture mechanics.

When applying fracture mechanics to design, there
are three typical variables: structure load, damage
magnitude (cracks) and stress intensity factor [1].
Shown in figure 2 is the classification of fracture mechanics depending on material behaviour.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics assumes a linearly independent material behaviour under quasistatic load. For non-linear material behaviour and
quasi-static loading, elastic-plastic fracture mechanics is applied. Dynamic, visco-elastic(plastic)
fracture mechanics includes time as a variable,
making material behaviour time-dependent [1].
As an example, let us analyse a membrane with
a crack, loaded up to fracture, and let us give a
schematic view of the relation between the load at
fracture and the stress intensity factor.

Figure 1. Design using: a) classic strength theory
methods, b) fracture mechanics methods

In the case of design using classic strength
theory, for given dimensions and loads, maximum
stress is calculated and the material to be used is
adopted in a way that ensures that it has a satisfying level of yield or tensile strength, or vice versa,
maximum load is calculated for a given material.

For materials with a low stress intensity factor,
brittle fracture is the main fracture mode, and the
critical load varies linearly with the stress intensity
factor. For materials with a high stress intensity
factor, linear fracture mechanics no longer apply
and structural failure is typically related to the
yield stress or tensile strength.
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For materials with medium stress intensity
factor values, there is a transition are between
brittle and ductile fracture. Non-linear fracture
mechanics related linear FM with plastic strain.
From this, it can be concluded that linear elastic
fracture mechanics is applied to problems which
involve lower values of stress intensity factor.
However, if the stress intensity factor is high,

fracture mechanics is no longer relevant, since the
load at fracture does not depend on toughness, and
in these cases, boundary analysis is used [1].
In this paper the linear elastic fracture mechanics concept is applied to assess structural integrity
of a pressure vessel, i.e. a pipe in the hydro power
plant Bajina Basta.

Figure 2. Fracture mechanics classification according to mechanical behaviour of the material, [1,2]

Figure 3. Influence of the stress intensity factor on structural failure mechanism, [1,2]

2. STRESS CALCULATION
Based on the expression K I      a , i.e. the
stress intensity factor for an infinite membrane in
tension, with a central crack, tensile stress  is
determined. Primary load acting on the pipe is the
internal pressure p, which is in balance with
internal stresses in a cylindrical pipe:
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 m m   t t  p s
t  r - pipe radius,

m  
pr
- axial stress
2 s
pr
t 
- hoop stress
s

m 

Stress intensity factor is increased by 12%
since the edge crack opens more compared to a
central crack, due to less geometric boundaries. In
addition, it is also increased by the value of
residual stress, f, determined using also conservative procedure. Expression for determining of
stress intensity factor:
K I  1,12   m  0, 4  f     a MPa mm
2.1

Allowed stresses

Pipe material: STPG-38; Standard: JIS G 3454
Chemical composition in %:
Designation Cmax
STPG-38 0,25

Mnmax
0,30÷0,90

Simax
0,35

Pmax
0,04

Smax
0,04

Mechanical properties:
Designation
STPG-38

Yield stress Tensile strength
MPa
MPa
215
370

Elon.
%
30

Allowed stress:
STANDARD

ALLOWED STRESS

EN 13480

R R 
min  m , p 0,2 
 2, 4 1,5 

Element
name

Material

p
[bar]

seamless STPG-38
pipe
51,97
JIS G
ϕ219,1
3454
×12.7 mm

Min σ
[N/mm2]
Rm / 2, 4

σallowed
[N/mm2]

Rp 0,2 1,5

143,33

Condition for application of the standard
D0/Di< 1.7:

D0
 1,13
Di
Calculation of the nominal design stress:

 R Rp 0,2 
f  m ,
  143,33MPa
 2, 4 1,5 
Minimum required pipe wall thickness without
additions – for the inner pressure:
p  Di
5,197 MPa 193,7mm
e

 3,58mm
2  f  z  p 2 143,33MPa 1,0  5,197MPa
Minimum wall thickness without additions:

ea  en  c1  c2  10,11mm
Stress along the generatrix:
p  Di  e  p
m 

2  en  z

5,197 MPa 193, 7mm  3,58mm  5,197 MPa

2 10,11mm 1, 0
 40,36MPa
Stress along the generatrix increased by the
value of residual stress:
 u  1,12   m  0, 4  f  


 1,12  40,36  0, 4 143,33  109, 42MPa
Stress intensity factor:
Defects
Incomplete penetration

L (mm)
200

a(mm)
2

154,16

2.2
Pipeline calculation according to
SRPS EN 13480-3

p = 51.97 bar - Calculated pressure
D0 = 219.11 mm - Outer pipe diameter
en = 12.7 mm - Nominal wall thickness
Rm= 370 MPa – Min. tensile strength
Rp0.2 = 215 MPa - Yield stress for 0,2%
z =1.0 - Welded joint quality coefficient
c1= 12.5%·en = 1.587 mm - Negative tolerance
value for nominal wall thickness
c2 = 1.0 mm - Addition to corrosion and wear
Di = D0-2·en = 193.7 mm- Inner pipe diameter
Dm = D-en = 206.4 mm- Outer pipe diameter

K I  1,12  m  0, 4  f    a  MPa mm 
a  2mm  K I  274, 27 MPa mm
Critical stress intensity factor value for material
STPG-38:
K Ic  1580MPa mm

Since K I  274, 27MPa mm is just 17% of
the critical value K Ic  1580MPa mm , structural
integrity is not compromised.
Plasticity is taken into account by applying
Irwin model for crack tip opening displacement,
the correction factor ry can be determined, and
treated as the crack length increase factor (a + ry).
Results are given in Table 1. Correction factor ry is
determined using the following expression:
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2

1  KI 
 
  Re 
-for plane stress state
ry 
2

2

1  274, 27 

  215 
 0, 259mm  0,3mm
ry 
2

Table 1: Influence of crack length increase on the stress intensity factor
Crack length
an = 2 + n·ry [mm]
n = (1,2,3, …,15)
an [mm]
1
2,3
2
2,6
3
2,9
4
3,2
5
3,5
6
3,8
7
4,1
8
4,4
9
4,7
10
5,0
11
5,3
12
5,6
13
5,9
14
6,2
15
6,5
For an = 9 mm
For an = 12 mm
For an = 2·en = 25.4 mm

3. CONCLUSION
For all crack lengths considered in this paper
(Table 1) the critical value of the stress intensity
factor has not been reached, so the structural
integrity of analysed pipe is not compromised.
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Flat Die Sliding Model with Variable
Contact Pressure in Deep Drawing Process
M. Djordjevića, S. Aleksandrovićb, A. Sedmaka, R. Nikolića, V. Lazićb, D. Arsića,
Abstract
The influence of contact pressure in deep drawing processes is the current research subject related to
sheet processing technology. Within this research, a tribological model was developed based on the flat
die sliding process between contact surfaces under variable pressure during the process, and an original
experimental computerized device was made for this purpose. A complex multi-factor experiment was
performed, using an Al alloy and contact elements of varying roughness, various lubricants and variable
contact pressure during the process. In addition to the description of the machinery, this paper also
presents the way in which theoretical variable contact pressure dependencies were determined. Based
on the predefined, theoretical pressure variations for each of the conditions mentioned here, real contact
pressure was obtained. Based on this, it was possible to determine the effect of tribological factors on
real pressure. Obtained real contact pressure shows the reliability of the experimental machinery, i.e.
the degree of present deviations of theoretical pressure dependencies from the real ones.
Keywords: flat-die test, deep drawing, tribological model, variable contact pressure

1. INTRODUCTION
The possibilities of affecting the process of
deep drawing during its duration are limited. They
are reduced to the effects on the sheet edge,
typically through contact pressure (holding force)
and due to effects from tensile anchors of the
support. Typically, in today’s research, values of
the holding force or support pressure were adopted
as constant in the case of deep drawing tools.
Continuous defining of variable pressure using
predefined functions, during the sliding process
and the development of the corresponding
physical model represents the subject of this study,
with the aim to include the influence of variable
contact pressure during the deep drawing process,
in addition to other corresponding effects (tool,
contact conditions, material, etc.). The influence
of variable contact pressure during the deep
drawing process represents a current topic in the
field of discovering the possibilities of
management of this process. For this purpose,
physical-tribological models are developed,
wherein sheet strip sliding between two flat
contact surfaces is typically applied, as can be seen
from various relevant [1-5] papers. In the
aforementioned papers, the issue of modelling a
deep drawing process for sheet edges between flat
contact surfaces of the support and the matrix was
discussed. Tribological models were formed in a
totally realistic environment, in terms of materials,
tools, machinery, contact conditions, etc. Most of
the research monitors the change in the friction

coefficient and deformation (pulling) force by
varying the above mentioned real conditions under
which the process takes place. The contact
conditions are, along with the state of tool contact
surfaces, achieved by using multiple types of
lubricants for deep drawing, as well as by using
sheets with various coating (Al and steel sheets).
In addition, it is possible to vary the sheet siding
speed [6, 7]. The goal of these researches is to
manage the output parameters of the deep drawing
process with a tendency to obtain deformation
force and friction coefficient values that are as low
as possible. On the other hand, desired geometry
without edge defects (ripples) should be achieved
as well [8-10].

2. TRIBOLOGICAL MODEL AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1

Tribological model

Deep drawing of parts with complex geometry
is followed by a number of relevant parameters.
Thus, this process is one of the most complex and
demanding in plastic shaping technology. For
better understanding of this process, the principle
of physical modelling of characteristic zones of a
complex part is applied (fig. 1a), which represents
the basis for complete tribological modelling [11].
Sheet sliding (drawing) between flat support and
matrix surfaces (model “A”, fig. 1a) corresponds
to zones which are not subjected to tangential
compression, but only to radial tension.
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values underneath the support. The sheet slides
between the compressed surfaces and the
deformation is elastic since the longitudinal stress
does not exceed the yield stress. Changes in
contact surfaces (wear, bonded particles, etc.) can
interfere with the sliding process stability.
2.2

Fig. 1. a) The schematics of physical modelling of
deep drawing of complex geometries; b) Schematics
of testing of sliding between contact surfaces

Tensile force, caused by the drawer, is
transferred to the zones under the support via a
filleted matrix edge (fig. 1b).
Values of surface pressure during sliding are
lower than the yield stress and correspond to

Experimental setup

Experimental setup, developed for the purpose
of this research, represents a simulator for
realization and studying of a physical model of an
important segment of the deep drawing process
in entirely realistic conditions. The device is
basically made of: a laboratory triple effect press
ERICHSEN 142/12, a hydraulic-mechanical
module assembly, a separate hydraulic modul
and an electro-electronic module. The hydraulic
module consists of a hydraulic aggregate (pump,
tank, filter, regulation valve and a three-stage
manual distributor), which ensures sufficient
pressure levels (fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Schematics of sheet strip drawing device with flat contact surfaces

3. EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE
FUNCTIONS
By using the experimental setup shown above,
a complex multi-factor experiment with a large
number of tribological contact conditions was
performed. This involved different contact surface
roughness of sliding elements, different types of
sheets and lubricants [12, 13], along with simultaneous input of defined pressure values P1-P4. A
large number of results conditioned by various
combinations of these conditions was obtained.
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Shown in this paper is a part of those results,
related to the analysis of achieved real pressure
dependencies from stroke for an aluminium sheet
AlMg4.5Mn0.7 (0.9 mm), for two types of lubricants (deep drawing oil, lubricating oil based on
MoS2) for given pressure functions P1-P4.
The focus was on checking the reliability of
real obtained pressure dependencies for each of
the analytically given functions (P1, P2, P3 and
P4, defined in section 3 of the paper). Four types
of sliding contact surface elements were used
(ground surfaces, nitrated surfaces, polished
surfaces and TiN coated surfaces), figs. 3-4.

In this way, it was possible to draw conclusions about the functioning of the setup, i.e. the
measure of deviation of real pressure functions
under the given conditions compared to theoretical pressure curves. In addition, it is possible to
determine the effect of tribological conditions on
the realistically achieved pressure.

4. CONCLUSION

Fig. 3. Obtained values for pressures P1 (a) P2 (b)
using MoS2 based lubricant oil

Described in this paper was the original
experimental setup developed for the realization
of a physical model used for studying of the
behaviour of sheet edges during deep drawing.
Presented results confirm that by properly
selecting the functional dependence between the
contact pressure and tribological conditions, it is
possible to positively affect the sliding of sheet
edges, while minimising numerous problems that
occur during this process in real manufacturing
conditions. Conclusions from this research can be
summed up as the following:
a) The setup is fully functional and very
successful in realizing of given mathematical
pressure functions, as shown in the real pressure
dependence diagrams (figs. 3-4);
b) The effect of lubricant type and the state of
contact surfaces on the real measured pressure is
negligible. Varying of the aforementioned tribological conditions would lead to various dependencies between the pulling force and the friction
coefficient, which opens more space for further
research and application of such a setup;
c) Realization of this experimental setup and
the results achieved by it have considerable significance as an alternative approach in the field of
modern thin sheet shaping technology;
d) Further research should include the use of
various materials, such as high strength steel
sheets, stainless steel sheets, etc.
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Abstract
The efficiency of indirect internal reforming reactor depends, among other, on the temperature of the
surrounding system. Since the temperature of the surroundings is difficult to control as it originates
from an electro-chemical reaction in the neighboring fuel cell stack, the main goal of this study was to
analyze the dependence, and the sensitivity of the system to the temperature changes. In addition to
numerical simulations for different values of temperature, possible deformation of the plates was
analyzed. As expected, for this values of temperature, and the stainless steel as components material,
the deformation is negligible and it does not have significant influence on the system.

Keywords: steam reforming reactor, heterogeneous catalyst bed, laminar flow, CFD, heat transfer

1. INTRODUCTION
The idea of an indirect internal reforming fuel
cell system is little more than a decade old. Upon
review given in Ref. [1], first study dealing with
this type of fuel cell system dates back to 2005,
and is described in Ref. [2]. The indirect internal
reforming means that the reforming reactor, with
other supporting parts, is included in the fuel cell
system as a separate stack. The operation of the
system is based on thermal exchange between
exothermic electro-chemical process, taking
place in fuel cell stack, and endothermic
reforming process, taking place in reforming
reactor stack. The energy exchange is enabled
through a contact surface between fuel cell and
reforming reactor stacks.
Detailed analysis of similar plate-type reactor
was presented in Ref. [3]. The numerical analysis

of the geometry of this reactor is given in Refs.
[4] and [5], simulations were performed for
constant value of temperature.
In this work, the thermal analysis of the
reforming reactor stack was performed. The heat
transfer was included in the simulation.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The external dimensions of the reformer
60×60mm correspond to the dimensions of the
fuel cell stack. It is composed of three plates,
illustrated in Fig.1(top). The middle plate
contains reaction volume, inlet and outlet
channels, and inlet and outlet chambers. The
catalyst bed in the reaction volume is expected to
be separated from the channels with stainless
steel mesh, a space left for that purpose is 3mm
in front and behind of the reaction volume.
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Diameters of the inlet and the outlet are 3mm.
The inlet and outlet and the reaction volume are
colored in gray in Fig.1(bottom).
The rest of the data are - methanol-water
mixture ratio 1:1.3, temperature at the top surface
of the reformer stack 180-240℃, expected to be
effective at the lowest possible temperature, and
flow rate at the inlet of 2.923∙10−6m3/s. The
catalyst particle diameter is 250-500mm, bulk
density is 1.1g/mL, and catalyst density is
4.7g/mL.

and the Brinkman equation was used to simulate
flow through porous media
𝜇
𝜇
( ) ∇𝑢
⃗ = ∇ ∙ [−𝑝 + (∇𝑢
⃗ + (∇𝑢
⃗ )𝑇 )]
𝑘
𝜀
∇𝑢
⃗ =0
where ε and k are porosity and permeability
respectively. The heat in solid and fluid is
simulated using heat transfer equation.
Mass transport equation, used for the simulation
of chemical reaction
−∇ ∙ ⃗⃗⃗
𝑁𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖 = 0
Flux of species, ⃗⃗⃗
𝑁𝑖 , and rate of generation of
species, 𝑅𝑖 , are given with the following
equations
⃗⃗⃗
𝑁𝑖 = −𝐷𝑖 ∇𝐶𝑖 + 𝐶𝑖 ∇𝑢
⃗

𝑅𝑖 = 𝜌𝑐𝑎𝑡 (1 − 𝜀)𝜈𝑖 𝑟𝑀

where 𝐷𝑖 is effective diffusion coefficient of gas
species, 𝐶𝑖 is concentration of species, 𝜈𝑖 is
stoichiometric coefficient of species for
methanol, and 𝑟𝑀 is rate of methanol steam
reforming.
For the flow calculations, the flow rate was
imposed as laminar inlet boundary condition, and
the zero gage pressure was imposed at the outlet.
The heat transfer boundary conditions were
constant temperature at the top surface of the
reactor stack, insulation at the bottom of the stack
and heat flux at the side walls.

Figure 1 Methanol steam reformer stack (top) and
the cross section of the reaction volume with channels
and chambers (bottom)

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
Flow simulations were carried out following
the procedure given in Ref. [6]. The steady
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are
applied to free flow areas
𝜚𝑢
⃗ ∙ ∇𝑢
⃗ = ∇ ∙ [−𝑝 + 𝜇(∇𝑢
⃗ + (∇𝑢
⃗ )𝑇 )]
∇𝑢
⃗ =0
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulations were carried out on desktop PC
with Intel Core i5-6400 CPU on 2.7GHz and
32GB RAM memory.
Initial calculations were executed for the inlet
flow rate of 2.923∙10−6m3/s and top surface
temperature of 180℃. With the insulation at the
bottom, and the heat flux to the surroundings at
the side walls with the value of heat transfer
coefficient of 10W/(m2K), the temperature
difference through the reactor is barely 0.25℃.
This can be confirmed from the temperature
distribution illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 2 Temperature distribution at the cross
section placed at the distance of 2mm from the bottom
of the reaction volume of the reactor

Figure 3 Pressure distribution at the cross section
placed at the distance of 2mm from the bottom of the
reaction volume of the reactor

With the increase of a top surface temperature
the temperature difference through the rector
increase but the value remains small. For the top
boundary temperature of 240℃ this value is 0.4℃.

The basic structural analysis of the model was
performed. Only deformation due to thermal
expansion was taken into account. Holes are
extracted from the plates in two diagonal corners
and fixed constraints were imposed at the
surfaces of the holes. The same constraints were
imposed to the top and the bottom surface. It is
obvious from Figure 4 that the value of the total
displacement is negligible even when compared
with the value of reaction volume thickness
which is small and has the value of 4mm.

The pressure distribution at the same cross
section for the top boundary temperature of 180℃
is presented in Figure 3. The maximal value of
gage pressure obtained in the case of 240℃ is
134Pa, 16Pa higher than in the case of 180℃.

Figure 4 Total displacement presented in the cross section placed at the mid length of the reaction volume

Even the small deformation of the interior of
the reactor may lead to a change of catalyst
porosity. The decrease of porosity of 0.01 in the
case of the top boundary temperature of 180℃
resulted in larger increase in gage pressure than
the above presented increase in the top boundary
temperature to a value of 240℃. The difference in
the maximal value of the gage pressure was
approximately 2Pa.
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Abstract
The somatotype is a convenient shorthand descriptor of overall physique in terms of body shape and
composition independent of body size. Because of its uniqueness, somatotyping has been used to
study many aspects of exercise, sports sciences and human biology, which may be important in
identifying talented young athletes for particular sports [1]. The aim of this research was to compare
the somatotype of football players and not players aged 12-15. The somatotype data was gathered on
a sample of 41 players from the clubs' NK Junak" Sinj, "NK Dugopolje" and "NK Omladinac"
VRANJIC and 56 not players (non-athletes) from "PS Ante Starcevic" Dicmo. Average body height
players is 166,98 ± 10,75, and the body weight of 52,88 ± 9,68. Not players the mean body height
166,23 ± 11,30, and body mass 56,59 ± 14,07. With the aim of calculating the somatotype (by HeathCarter method), 10 anthropometric measures were measured: height and mass; triceps, subscapular,
supraspinale and calf skinfolds; flexed arm and calf girth; humerus and femur breadth. The data was
analyzed by computer software packages Somatotype and Statistica ver. 11.00. The somatotype
means were 3,77-4,00-4,12 ± 0,85-1,32-1,14 for football players and 4,61-4,53-3,40 ± 1,07-1,98-1,42
for not players. The differences in somatotype of football players and not players were calculated by
the analysis of variance. There were statistically significant differences with F=6,26 and the level of
significance of p=0,014, but there was a tendency noticed. Therefore, further research is
recommended on a larger subject sample.

Keywords: differences, morphological characteristics, football players, Heat-Carter

1. INTRODUCTION
Somatotype is an adequate descriptor of
overall physique in terms of body type and
composition regardless of body size. Due to its
uniqueness, somatotype is used when
conducting research on exercising, sport science
and human biology. This type of research could
be useful in identification of talented young
athletes [1]. The usage of the new computer
program Somatotype Ver 1.2.5 developed by
Goulding [2], has made the research of
somatotypes of different athletes and
populations again attractive to scientists because
it uses not only morphological measurements

but also specific coefficients for age and sex.
The method is applicable to both sexes and to all
ages. There are three methods for determining
the Heath-Carter Somatotype: the photoscopic
method, the antrophometric method and the
combination of the two. The antrophometric
method is based on ten morphological
antrophometric measurements: body height,
body mass, upper arm, abdomen, back and
lower leg skinfold, diameter of elbow and knee,
amplitude of flexed and tensed upper arm and
amplitude of lower leg when standing. The first
(endomorph) component is a relative
development of a body mass, the second
component is mesomorph and the third
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(ectomorph) measures the relative linearity of a
body. The result is a three digit number which
can be presented via graph as well. The
endomorph component is valued from 0,5 to 16,
mesomorph from 0,5 to 12 and ectomorph from
0,5 to 9. By combining here mentioned
components we can get 13 somatotype
categories. The main aim of this paper is to
determine somatotype of young (between age 12
and 15) primary school football players and their
peers who are not playing football, and to
analyze differences. In accordance, the
following hypothesis has been made:
H1: There is a statistically significant
difference between somatotypes of football
players and non- football players.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
2.1. Examinee sample

The sample was defined with 97 examinees,
aged 12-15 years. Examinees were divided on
football players (41 footballer, mean age 13,64
years from clubs "NK" Sinj, "NK Dugopolje
"and" NK "Vranjic” and not players (56 boys,
mean age 13,15 years, from "Primary school
Ante Starcevic" Dicmo).
2.2. Variable sample

The sample of variables represents a set of 10
anthropometric measures designed to calculate
the somatotype according to Heat-Carter method
(1990). The measurements of each variable are
made in 3 replications. Measurements included
the following measures:
Body height (anthropometer): the subject is
standing on level ground. The shoulders is
relaxed, heels closed and head into position so.
frankfurt
horizontal.
Horizontal
arm
anthropometry descends to the crown of the
head.
Body weight (balance): subject standing
barefoot on the scale wearing as little clothing.
Forearm skin fold (caliper): the subject
standing with his hands down at your sides. Left
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hand timekeeper lifted longitudinal skin fold on
the back of the upper arm, accept it with tips of
calipers and reed the value.
Skin fold back (caliper): the subject standing
with relaxed shoulders. Forefinger and thumb of
the left hand timekeeper lifted longitudinal skin
fold just below the point of the shoulder. Skin
folds can catch with caliper and read the value.
Abdominal skinfold (caliper): the subject
standing with relaxed shoulders. Forefinger and
thumb of the left hand timekeeper up
longitudinal skin fold 1 cm above and 2 cm
medial to the pelvic bone protrusions.
Skinfold shin (caliper): the subject standing.
Fingers of his left hand held up the skin fold at
its widest point shin on its rear.
Scope of flexed arm (centimeter): the subject
standing with hand flexed at the elbow with a
two-headed muscle contraction of the upper
arm. The tape is placed horizontally at the
widest part of the left upper arm in its upper
half.
Scope of the lower leg (centimeter): the
subject is in an upright position, with a little
spaced equally burdened feet. Centimeter
measure horizontal, the largest circumference of
the lower leg.
Diameter - elbow: The subject standing and
his arm is bent at the elbow at a right angle. The
tips of sliding calipers are laid on the medial and
lateral epicondyle of the humerus thereby
compressing the soft tissue.
Diameter - knee: the subject is sitting so that
his leg bent at the knee at a right angle, a foot
placed on a flat surface. The tips of sliding
calipers are placed on the most protruding part
of the medial and lateral femoral condyle.
2.3. Methods of data processing

Methods of data processing: descriptive
statistical indicators of ten morphological
measures: central value (Median), arithmetic
mean (AS), standard deviation (SD), and KSTest. To determine the stability of significant
differences between somatotype of football and
non-football players SANOVA analysis of

differences was used. Data was analyzed with
computer programs Somatotype and Statistica
Ver.11.00.

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
Table 1. shows results of descriptive
statistics of morphological variables of football
players, average age 13,64. The analysis of
distribution
parameters
shows
normal
distribution of variables and no significant

deviations from normal distribution. By
comparing the results of this research with the
results of research conducted by Gil and
associates [3] it can be concluded that there is a
partial overlapping between the results. Both
results show that football players are taller than
non-football players. But in terms of body
weight, according to Gil and associates research
football players weigh more than non- football
players while according to this research football
players weigh less than non- football players.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of morphological variables of football players (N=41)
Variables
Body height
Body weight
Scope of flexed arm
Scope of the lower leg
Diameter - elbow
Diameter - knee
Forearm skin fold
Skin fold back
Abdominal skinfold
Skinfold shin

Median
169,00
54,00
25,10
32,10
6,90
9,90
12,60
12,10
10,60
11,10

AS
166,98
52,88
25,26
32,73
6,88
9,89
12,94
12,41
10,89
11,72

SD
10,75
9,68
2,69
2,85
0,72
0,85
2,37
3,24
3,46
2,99

max D
0,13
0,10
0,08
0,16
0,09
0,11
0,16
0,10
0,16
0,16

Median – central value, AS – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation, max D - the maximum distance between the
theoretical cumulative relative frequency and relative cumulative empirical frequency

Table 2. shows results of descriptive
statistics of morphological variables of nonfootball players, average age 13,15. The analysis
of distribution parameters shows normal

distribution of variables, except for abdomen
skinfold, and no significant deviations from
normal distribution.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of morphological variables of non- football players (N=56)
Variables
Body height
Body weight
Scope of flexed arm
Scope of the lower leg
Diameter - elbow
Diameter - knee
Forearm skin fold
Skin fold back
Abdominal skinfold
Skinfold shin

Median
164,50
54,50
25,30
32,45
6,90
9,90
15,30
15,75
12,15
12,60

AS
166,23
56,59
26,04
33,38
6,92
10,17
15,69
15,48
14,02
12,90

SD
11,30
14,07
3,54
3,90
1,03
1,36
3,02
4,69
5,24
2,86

max D
0,11
0,09
0,10
0,11
0,11
0,15
0,08
0,06
0,15
0,11

Median – central value, AS – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation, max D - the maximum distance between the
theoretical cumulative relative frequency and relative cumulative empirical frequency
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while non-football players are shorter (148-150)
and weigh less (39-40 kg). At age 14, football
players are 172-173 cm tall and weigh 57-59,
while non-football players are 166 cm tall and
weigh 53 kg. Professional football players are
(at the age 18) 177 cm tall and weigh 70-71 kg.

By analyzing the results it can be concluded
that on average football players are 5,50 cm
taller than non-football players and that they
weigh 0,50 kg less. On average amplitude of
flexed upper arm is 0,20 cm larger in nonfootball players, while amplitude of lower leg is
on average larger by 0,35. The results show that
average diameter of elbow and knee is larger in
non-football players by 0,04 apropos 0,28.
Upper arm skinfold is larger in football players
by 2,70, back skinfold is smaller in football
players by 3.65, abdomen skinfold is smaller by
1.55 while lower leg skinfold is smaller by 1,50.
Results further show that football players (mean
age 12) are 154-155 cm tall and weigh 42-43 kg

The results of univarant analysis of variance
(adapted for analysis of somatotypes
(SANOVA) in computer program Somatotype)
are shown in table 3. There is a statistically
significant difference in somatotype of football
players and non-football players on level
p=0,014.

Table 3. Analysis of variance (SANOVA) of somatotypes football (N=41) and non-football players (N=56)
Examinee sample
Somatotypes – football players
Somatotypes – non-football players
SANOVA

AS
3,76 - 4,05 - 4,13
4,61 - 4,53 - 3,40
F=6,26

SD
0,86 - 1,24 - 1,14
1,07 - 1,98 - 1,42
P=0,014

AS – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation

Table 4. shows descriptive parameters of
somatotype components, the value of variance
analysis and the level of significance of the
sample. Considering the value of somatotype

components, it can be concluded that both
football players and non-football players fall
into central category.

Table 4. Descriptive parameters of somatotype components and value of variance analysis football and not
football players
Components of somatotype
Endomorph
Mesomorph
Ectomorph

Football players (N=41)
AS
SD
3,77
0,85
4,00
1,32
4,12
1,14

Non-football players (N=56)
AS
SD
4,61
1,07
4,53
1,98
3,40
1,42

F
17,64
1,86
7,32

p
<0,001
0,172
0,008

AS – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation, F – the value of F-test, p – level of significance

Endomorph type can be characterized as
round body type with larger weight, short and
thick neck and wide torso with emphasis on
abdomen and adipose tissue. Table 4. shows that
non-football players are more endomorph types
with an average value of 4,61 ± 1,07 than
football players who have an average value of
3,77±0,85.
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Mesomorph type can be characterized as
with strong bone structure and developed and
strong musculature. A neck is long and strong
and chests are wide and bulged. In comparison
to chest, abdomen is indent, and waist is narrow.
Limbs are well developed and strong. In terms
of mesomorph type, football players should be
more developed and stronger, but the results of
this research do not support this thesis.

According to this research, the average value of
football players is 4,00±1,32, while non-football
players have an average value of 4,53±1,98. We
assume that this is because the research was
conducted in rural region where children are
always on the move.
Ectomorph type can be characterized as tall,
slim, with wide forehead, small face and
pointing nose. Neck is long and thin, and chests
are narrow. Limbs are long and thin, with long
and thin muscles. The results show that football
players are more ectomorph types than nonfootball players with an average value of
4,12±1,14, while non-football players have an
average value of 3,40±1,42.
The results are in correspondence with the
research conducted by Vivian and associates
(1993). Both research results show significant
difference in endomorph and ectomorph
components. The main difference is that Vivian
and associates conducted a research on
experienced football players and beginners
while this research was conducted on football
players and non-football players.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A body constitution is a specific set of
structural
morphological,
physiological
functional and psychological cognitive-conative
characteristics that make a person different from
all others. It is influenced by heritage but by
environmental factors as well. It is used for
assessment of readiness of examinees for
overcoming physical and psychological effort,
as well as a reaction to different environmental
influences. Based on the results using biostatic
methods the readiness of examinees can be
expressed in numbers, norms and tables. The
aim of this research was to compare
somatotypes of 12-15 year old football players
and non-football players. The data was based on
sample of 41 football players from „NK Junak“
Sinj, „NK Dugopolje“ and „NK Omladinac“
Vranjic and on 56 non-football players from
„OŠ
Ante
Starcevic“
Dicmo.
Ten
antrophometric measures were taken by Heat-

Carter method with the purpose of measuring
somatotypes. The main descriptive variable
indicators and relative values of different
somatotype categories have been calculated. By
analyzing the variance (SANOVA) the
differences between somatotypes of football
players and non-football players have been
calculated. The results confirm the hypothesis
that there is a significant difference between
football players and non- football players. In
next research we plan to enlarge number of
participants and to compare somatotypes of
young athletes and non-athletes.
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Abstract
Dual training is one among the forms of renewing higher education. The training reacts to the social, industrial and
educational demands and gives an opportunity for real cooperation between industry and higher education institutions. The
effectiveness of dual training is valued by how much the basic targets concerning institutional and social effectiveness are
realized. The development of the training fitting into the given economic and social environment is based on ongoing reviews
of the outcome indicators. The aim of our research is to reveal the necessary system of indicators leading to the effectiveness
of dual training. These indicators are suitable for showing the extent of the realization of the objectives. Our research
methods can be divided into two groups. On one hand, documents and regulations related to the training were analysed, on
the other, performance data of the students taking part in the training was interpreted. Accordingly our target groups are the
joining industrial partners as well as the dual students learning at our University. The developed indicators, firstly, refer to the
prevalence of the dual training (through the number of companies and students involved), secondly, to the partnership
(number and contentment of the companies), thirdly, to the contentment of the training (student contentment and extent of
student drop-out). In addition indicators also show the quality performance (student learning results, employment data). As a
result of our research, with the help of the developed system of indicators it can be seen whether local targets, primary
company targets and primary student objectives were realized. The objectives of the training and its indicators play an
important role in creating the strategic target map of dual training. The target map covers the most important practical
knowledge required from industrial partners and the methods of ensuring labour supply of each region to provide flexible
professional higher education training. The introduction of dual training in Hungary involves a number of tasks. With the
research we wish to contribute to creating such a system which is able to assess, control and measure the quality performance
of this training form which is significantly different from the traditional university training forms. In the future other higher
education institutions will be able to use this system developed by us, to measure the effectiveness of their dual trainings.
Keywords: Dual training, higher education, effectiveness indicators

1. INTRODUCTION
Dual training model, which was a nonexisting training form in the Hungarian higher
education system, was launched in 2012 in the
predecessor of Pallasz Athéné University. The
idea of introducing dual training in Hungarian
higher education emerged as a common demand
from both our institution and two significant
automotive companies with sites in our town
(Mercedes-Benz Manufacturing Hungary Ltd,
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Knorr-Bremse Brake System Ltd). This pilot
initiative played an important role in adding this
type of training system in higher education to
the National Act of Higher Education in 2014.
In 2015 on national level 20 higher education
institutions in 4 training fields (engineering,
information technology, agriculture and
economics) with 350 industrial partners joined
dual training.

Concerning the training the Ministry of
Education provided the following principles [1]:
•
The dual training is a form of practiceoriented training in the Bachelor program where
practical training can be conducted at
professionally qualified companies.
•
The student taking part in dual training
accomplish the academic period together with
the “traditional” full time students at the
University (institutional period) then take part in
the education and practice of the corporate
section.
•
Higher education institutions sign a
cooperation agreement with industrial partners
to take part in the training.
•
The industrial partner and the student
sign a student employment contract. The
company is bound to allocate remuneration to
the student for the total duration of the training,
meaning both at the institutional period and the
corporate section (the amount of fee is the 15%
of the current minimum wage per week).

2. EFFECTIVENESS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION - FRAMEWORKS
OF INTERPRETATION
Competition is becoming more and more
significant in the sphere of higher education
whereas, as a result, qualitative aspects are
brought into fore. Besides the traditional quality
indicators of higher education diploma programs
meeting the needs of the labour market play an
important role as well. This means applying
graduates who meet the requirements of their
qualification plays a distinctive role among the
possible indicators measuring quality within
higher education. Knight and Yorke (2003)
mention
four
main
components
of
employability; expertise, skills, self-awareness
and
self-confidence
moreover,
mention
susceptibility and competence towards a
strategic way of thinking [2]. In order to
measure efficiency the average duration of
studies, the drop-out rate (the number of
students dropping out compared to the total

number of students admitted) and the graduation
rate (the number of graduating students
compared to the total number of admitted
students) are examined in general. Another
important group of the indicators are the
indicators of students’ contentment which are
based on the fact that students are more content
at an institution giving quality training than in
the case of lower quality education. The rate of
those graduates who have proved can be a
significant indicator of the effectiveness of
higher education. Concerning dual training this
indicator cannot be measured yet due to the
shortness of time from the introduction of the
training.

3. INDICATORS IN DUAL
TRAINING
Dual training is one among the forms of
renewing higher education. The training reacts
to the social, industrial and educational demands
and gives an opportunity for real cooperation
between industry and higher education
institutions. One of the most important
expectations of competitive industry is to fit
tightly the knowledge acquired during the
academic years in higher education to the
demands of the constantly changing labour
market. Dual training is a form of ensuring
cooperation of practical training between higher
education and industrial partners. Dual training
presumes a tight, target-oriented cooperation
between the three parties (industrial partners,
higher education institution and students
involved in the training). This practice-oriented
training has gained popularity in many countries
in Europe, though in several different types of
system, all introduced and accomplished in an
effective way.
With the acquisition of the international
experience and German model (DHBW), then
adapting it to the Hungarian higher education
system following the successful introduction of
the training at the former Kecskemét College
(now Pallas Athene University), introducing
dual training widespread in the country became
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of the most important target of the Hungarian
higher education.
There are several targets that dual training
has to meet in order to be effective. In the course
of dual training primarily industrial partners and
higher education institutions are in cooperation,
however, as third party students taking part in
dual training also join in. Thus indicators should
be measured through more but at least from
three aspects. Besides the primary targets of the
institutions, industrial partners and students, two
very important indicators should be added to the
strategic target map: local/regional targets and
strategy of higher education.
3.1. Interlocking components
monitoring and evaluating

for

The effectiveness of dual training is valued
by how much the basic targets concerning
institutional and social effectiveness are
realized. The development of the training fitting
into the given economic and social environment
is based on ongoing reviews of the outcome
indicators.
One of the most important principal targets
of the industrial partners is to increase the
number of those students with a degree who can
be more adaptable to the demands of the
companies. As students spend three and half
years at the chosen company it is able to
produce a colleague formed to the needs and
demands of the company. Secondly, companies
find dual training a less expensive investment
than retrain fresh graduates coming from the
labour market.
From the institution’s point of view the
primary target is to increase the number of
cooperation with industrial partners. Dual
training enhances broadening the cooperation
net between industry and higher education thus
expanding R+D+I activity towards more
training areas, moreover involving local partners
in it have a great significance. It is of great
importance to get industry involved into the
system of higher education. In order to produce
highly skilled professionals it is in the interest of
the institution to get the academic sector to have
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an insight in the rapidly changing economic and
industrial life. In addition higher education with
dual training takes a social responsibility by
satisfying the demands of the region. With the
growing popularity of dual training higher
education institutions gain more prestige as
students are more motivated, ambitious and
hard-working thus creating a more quality
education.
The third party is the student who takes part
in the practice-oriented training. These students
seek a stable career model and/or a secure job
and workplace. During the training financial
independence is ensured, in addition,
potentially, they have much better expectations
in the labour market.
Targets should be considered from social and
regional point of view as well. Among the
targets improving regional labour supply with
the process of training adequate number of
professionals with appropriate competencies is
one of the most immediate tasks. It has several
benefits such as reducing labour migration from
less developed regions in the country for this
purpose partner companies are willing to take
social contribution as well.
Lastly, among the targets of higher education
a flexible quality education should be aimed and
realized with dual training which adapts to the
labour market needs and adjusts the offered
trainings and majors of universities according to
the economic demands.
3.2. The indicators of dual training
efficiency

In order to measure the effectiveness of dual
training a system of indicators is needed which
is suitable for showing the extent of the realized
targets. The table shows the indicators of
effectiveness in dual training (Table 1) [3].
Table 1. Indicators of dual training

Popularity of the
training

The number of
trainings involved in
dual training
The number of

Cooperation with
partner companies

students enrolled in
training (per head)

3.4.
Cooperation
companies

The number of partner
companies in dual

The key indicator of business relationship is
measured by the number of joining companies.
Up till now 73 industrial companies have joined
as partners. The following table shows the
growing number of companies joining dual
training each year (Table 2.).

The contentment of the
partner companies
The aggregate value of
contentment

Contentment with the
training

Quality education
performance

The number of
students dropping out
(per head)
Performance of dual
students
The rate of graduated
students and employed

3.3. Popularity of the training - The
number of trainings involved in dual
training

During the pilot period in 2012 dual training
was launched only among vehicle engineer
undergraduates. In 2013 mechanical engineering
and mechanical management majors joined the
training system. At present dual type of training
is available in 6 majors (vehicle engineering,
mechanical engineering, information technology
engineering, mechanical management, economy
and management, logistical engineering) at the
three faculties of Pallasz Athéné University. In
addition to the initial training of technical areas
there are students in the fields of information
technology, agriculture, and economic sciences
who take part in dual training (Fig. 1.).

with

partner

Table 2. The number of partner companies in dual

Semester

Number of joining
companies /year

2012-13

2

2013-14

13

2014-15

7

2015-16

19

2016-17

32

Currently 73 companies take part in the four
faculties of the University, 12 multinational
companies and 61 small- and medium-sized
companies.
3.5. Contentment with the training

Among the indicators of dual training the
contentment of students is of great importance.
Contentment is measured with respect to several
areas. .In our research with the help of
questionnaires the following areas were covered
concerning contentment: contentment with the
practice at the company, contentment regarding
university
education,
contentment
with
education management, contentment with one’s
own achievement and finally contentment
concerning the community. Based on the
answers of 116 dual students the received data
can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The number of students enrolled in training
(per head)
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3.7. Quality education performance

Fig. 2. References to contentment (per head)

Among the items only in one case were the
numbers up to 60 satisfied with the given issue.
In all other cases the major part of the
questioned students (more than 90 people) gave
positive assessment to the items. However, it
can be noticed that the two lowest numbers are
to be found within the application of academic
knowledge in practice (56 people) and within
the application of the practical knowledge in the
academic sphere (71 people). These two lower
values draw attention on the importance of
transferring experience and knowledge within
the frames of academic sphere and company
environment. The relationships with professors
and mentors show positive values as well as the
contentment with the community, the selfevaluation, the usage of tools and in the case of
their quality all give higher value than 90.
3.6. The number of students dropping
out

The number of dropped out students also
serves as an input concerning the quality of
training. Between 2012 and 2016 about 10% of
students in dual training dropped out or finished
their studies in dual training. Among the most
common reasons was studying which proved to
be much of a burden in addition to company
practice. Not choosing the suitable major or
having problems with company integration also
led to finishing dual training. It is very important
to mention that these students are not removed
from higher education in this case but continue
their studies within the frame of traditional
training.
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Assumptions on the extent of student
progress in higher education can be made from
the most recorded and performed number of
credits. During the training each semester
requires 30 credits from the model curriculum.
With the help of fig. 3.the average of recorded
and performed credits of the dual and non-dual
students can be compared. It can be seen that
though dual students need to perform on the
practices of the company take more credits but
more importantly significantly performed better
in this respect.

Fig. 3. Comparative chart on the basis of students'
credits

Another measure of student success can be
academic achievement. The standard average
means an average over a given semester while
accumulated average is included in the so far
gained cumulative average of the student. Dual
students perform better than those students who
take part in traditional training (Fig. 4.).

Fig. 4. Comparative chart on the basis of the
students' averages
3.8. The rate of graduated students
and employed

One of the most important way to measure
the success of dual training is the rate of
graduated and then employed students. As we
have already noted down in the framework of
interpretation for all three participants of dual
training (company. institution, student) the
indicator is to meet the requirements of the
labour market of the acquired qualification.
The first 24 students finished their studies in
dual training in 2016. 11 graduates remained at
the company and work as engineer. The rest of
the graduates work at other companies in their
profession, or continued their studies in master
courses. We expect that employment rate will be
similar high on the labour market according to
research data of those other countries where dual
training has been a significant training form in
higher education [4].

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the indicators objectives
concerning meeting local targets, primary
company targets or student primary targets can
be demonstrated. In the case of institutions
having cooperation with too many companies
the way to harmonize curricula, get company
feedback on students and supervise can be very
difficult. Moreover, coordinating the schedules
of students and carrying out administrative and
professional communication between the
companies and the institution also could make
dual training difficult. It can be a fortunate case
if a company takes more students even from
more major as this situation can result a tighter
and more continuous cooperation between
partner companies and universities. It can be
stated if a partner company takes a student from
time to time professional cooperation is less
based. Based on the above stated facts it can be
seen that joining dual training requires taking an
informed decision followed by responsible and
diversified work for a partner company.
Companies need to decide if it is worth to join
the training strategically considering the number
of students to take and the regularity (academic
year to academic year or less). Multinational

companies in the terms of their size are in a
more advantageous situation than small-and
medium-sized companies as they can promote
professional development of students more and
supply a wider range of personal and tool
demands. The companies basically start this
form of training because in cooperation with the
university, at the same time in line with their
needs would like to create their own
professional supply base during the training. A
company which takes more students within the
frames of the training is much more able to
choose from among their own trained students
[5].
This system of indicators needs to be
developed, thus determining indicators and their
measures require regular supervision with
specification based on the results.
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Abstract

then the point

We investigate the application and generalization
of the weighted mean and median by using
continuous and convex functions. The paper offers
a clear and systematic approach to the notion of
weighted medians. As a useful result, essential
characteristics of weighted medians are presented
better, which facilitates their application.

case,

Keywords: weighted mean, weighted median,
global minimum

xk is a weighted median. In this

wk is unique and positive.

wk and wl , where k ∈ {1,… , n − 1}
and l ∈ {k + 1,… , n} , apply
If for weights

k

∑wi =
i =1

1
and
2

n

∑w

i

i =l

=

1
2

(4)

k and l as the smallest and
largest possible, then the points xk and xl are a

with the integers
1. Introduction

n ≥ 2 be an integer, let x1 ,… , xn ∈ R be
points, and let w1 ,… , wn ∈ [0,1] be coefficients
Let

∑ i =1wi = 1 , as such are usually called
n

satisfying
weights.

An arithmetic mean of the given points is the
inserted point

x=

1 n
∑xi .
n i =1

(1)

A weighted (arithmetic) mean of the given points
respecting the given weights is the inserted point
n

x = ∑wi xi .

(2)

i =1

If the points

xi are sorted from smaller to larger,

lower and upper weighted median. In this case,
wk and wl are unique and positive, and if

l ≥ k + 2 , then wk +1 = … = wl −1 = 0 .
The conditions in equation (3) and equation (4)
exclude each other. If all weights are the same,
w1 = … = wn = 1/ n , then the weighted arithmetic
mean coincides with arithmetic mean, and the
weighted medians coincide with medians.
2. Weighted mean and median as the minimum
points
In this section, we employ a collection of functions
defined on R whose members have a global
minimum. Let x1 ,… , xn ∈ R be points, let

a1 ,… , an ≥ 0 be coefficients of which at least one
is positive, let p ≥ 1 and q > 0 be exponents, and
let

we are able to observe medians. Suppose that
x1 < … < xn . If n is odd as n = 2k + 1 , then the

xk +1 is a median. If n is even as
n = 2k , then the middle points xk and xk +1 are a

 n

f ( x) =  ∑ai | x − xi | p 
 i =1


middle point

lower and upper median. Weighted medians can
be defined as follows.
If for a weight

wk , where k ∈ {1,… , n} , applies

k

n
1
1
w
wi > ,
>
and
∑
∑
i
2
2
i =1
i=k

(3)

q/ p

.

(5)

Including the limit case by letting p tend to infinity,
we get

f ( x ) = (max{a1 | x − x1 |,… , an | x − xn |}) q . (6)
This limit is a consequence of the transition from
the p -norm to max-norm as is well known. The
above functions are continuous and satisfy
lim|x|→∞ f ( x) = ∞ , so they have a global
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g = f 1/ q are
convex. The minimum points of f and g coincide
minimum. The related functions

because a power function with a positive exponent
is increasing on the interval of nonnegative
numbers. When q ≥ 1 , the functions in (5) and (6)
are convex as the compositions of increasing
convex and convex functions ( f = h  g , where

h( x) = x q for x ≥ 0 ). If p > 1 and q > 1 , the
above functions are strictly convex.

Then a strict global minimum point of f exists in
the interval [ x(1) , x( n ) ] .
Proof. We observe the strictly convex function
n

g ( x) = ( f ( x))1/ q = ∑ai | x − xi | p .
i =1

Using the fact that at least one of the coefficients
ai is positive, and applying the derivative

Let I ⊆ I ⊆ R be intervals with the nonempty
interior, and let f : I → R be a convex function.
*

Then f is continuous on the interior of I , and
each its local minimum is global. As for the
minimum, if x ∈ I
*

minimum on

*

f ( x* ) is a

is a point so that

I * , then f ( x* ) is minimum on I .

c ∈ R be a coefficient, let p > 1 be an
p
exponent, and let h( x ) =| x − c | . The function h

Let

is strictly convex, and differentiable at each point
x ∈ R with the derivative

 | x − c |p
p
h′( x) = 
x−c

0

The

derivative

of

n

g ′( x) = p ∑ai
i =1

| x − xi | p
x − xi

outside the interval [ x(1) , x( n ) ] , it follows that

g ′( x ) < 0 if x ∈ ( −∞, x(1) ) , and g ′( x ) > 0 if
x ∈ ( x( n ) , +∞) . The strictly convex function g
decreases

( −∞, x(1) )

on

and

increases

on

( x( n ) , +∞) , and so it reaches a global minimum at
a unique point of the remaining part [ x(1) , x( n ) ] .
The same is true for the function f .

if

x≠c

if

x=c

the

convex

.

□

Lemma 2.1 also applies to the function f in (6).
The weighted mean appears in the case p = 2 .
function

h( x ) =| x − c | is included in first line of the above
equation with p = 1 .

Lemma 2.2.

x1 ,… , xn be points of R , let

Let

a1 ,… , an ≥ 0

be

coefficients

such

that

a = ∑ i =1ai > 0 , let q > 0 be an exponent, and let
n

We are discussing global minimum points of the
functions in equations (5) and (6). The interval
which includes the points xi comes into play. If

q

 n

f ( x) =  ∑ai | x − xi |2  .
 i =1


x(1) = min{x1 ,… , xn } and x( n ) = max{x1 ,… , xn },
then the closed interval [ x(1) , x( n ) ] contains the
global minimum points of the observed functions.
Further, it all depends on the exponent p .

a1 ,… , an ≥ 0

Let

x1 ,… , xn be points of R , let

be

a = ∑ i =1ai > 0 , let
n

coefficients

p >1

and

exponents, and let

such

q>0

the weighted mean of the points
weights

A strict global minimum point exists if p > 1 .
Lemma 2.1.

Then a strict global minimum point of f exists as

that
be

wi = ai / a .

Proof. Using the sums
n

n

i =1

i =1

b = ∑ai xi and c = ∑ai xi2
as the coefficients in the presentation

q

 n

f ( x) =  ∑ai | x − xi | p  .
 i =1


2

276

xi respecting the

2

1/ q

g ( x) = ( f ( x))

Functions associated with the weighted mean and median
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we obtain a unique minimum point of g and f as
n

n

b 1
= ∑ai xi = ∑wi xi ,
a a i =1
i =1

x=

representing the weighted mean of the points
respecting the weights

wi .

xi
□

Suppose that

if

x ∈ ( xk − δ , xk )
.

if

x ∈ ( xk , xk + δ )

xk is a weighted median. Applying

the conditions in formula (3) to the above
derivative, we obtain that
g ′( x ) < 0 if

The weighted medians occur in the case p = 1 .

x1 < … < xn be strictly ordered
points of R , let a1 ,… , an ≥ 0 be coefficients such
Lemma 2.3. Let

that

n
 k −1
−
w
 ∑ i ∑wi
 i =1
i=k
g ′( x) =  k
n
 w−
w
∑
∑
 i =1 i i = k +1 i

a = ∑ i =1ai > 0 , let q > 0 be an exponent,
n

x ∈ ( xk − δ , xk ) , and similarly that g ′( x ) > 0 if
x ∈ ( xk , xk + δ ) . Since g is continuous, xk is a
strict minimum point on

( xk − δ k , xk + δ k ) . Since

g is convex, xk is also a strict minimum point on
R . Thus, xk is a strict global minimum point of the
functions g and f .

and let
q

 n

f ( x) =  ∑ai | x − xi |  .
 i =1


The derivative of the function g around points

xk

xl , where l ≥ k + 1 and wk +1 = … = wl −1 = 0
if l ≥ k + 2 , stands as
and

xk exists as a weighted median of the
points xi respecting the weights wi = ai / a , then
xk is a strict global minimum point of f .
If the point

xk and xl exist as a lower and upper
weighted median, then each element of [ xk , xl ] is
a global minimum point of f .
If the points

Proof. We include weights

g ( x) =

wi through the function

Suppose that

n
1
( f ( x))1/ q = ∑wi | x − xi |,
a
i =1

which is convex and so continuous on R , and
differentiable on R \ {x1 ,… , xn } with the derivative
n

g ′( x) = ∑wi
i =1

Obviously,

n
 k −1
−
−
w
w
wi
∑
k
∑ i
i =1
i =l

n
 k
g ′( x) =  ∑wi − ∑wi
i =l
 i =1
n
 k
∑wi + wl − ∑ wi
i = l +1
 i =1

| x − xi |
.
x − xi

g ′( x) = −∑ i =1wi = −1 if x < x1 , and

if
if
if

x ∈ ( xk − δ , xk )

x ∈ ( xk , xl ) .
x ∈ ( xl , xl + δ )

xk and xl are a lower and upper

weighted median. Applying the conditions in
formula (4) to the above derivative, we obtain that
g ′( x ) < 0 if x ∈ ( xk − δ , xk ) , g ′( x ) = 0 if

x ∈ ( xk , xl ) , and g ′( x ) > 0 if x ∈ ( xl , xl + δ ) .
Each element of [ xk , xl ] is a minimum point of g
on ( xk − δ , xl + δ ) , and consequently on R .
Thus, each such element is a global minimum
point of g and f .
□

n

g ′( x) = ∑ i =1wi = 1 if x > xn . Let δ be a positive
n

number so that for each point

xk the interval

( xk − δ , xk + δ ) does not contain any point xi
other than xk .
The derivative of the function g around a point

xk

Remark 2.4. If at least two of the points

xi are

distinct, the functions used in the above lemmas
are positive. Using q < 0 , we have a global
maximum point instead of global minimum point.
Example 2.5. Find a global maximum value of the
function

f ( x) = (| x + 5 | +4 | x | +3 | x − 6 | +8 | x − 7 |) −5 .

stands as
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According to Lemma 2.3, we need to examine the
weighted medians of the points

x1 = −5< x2 = 0< x3 = 6< x4 = 7
respecting the weights

w1 =

A  B if and only if a1 ≤ b1 ,… , am ≤ bm .
The above relation generates the closed interval
between A and B in the form of the m -fold
Cartesian product of the closed intervals [ a j , b j ] ,

1
4
3
8
, w2 = , w3 = , w4 = .
16
16
16
16

Using equation (4), we find that the points

 A, B = [a1 , b1 ] × … × [am , bm ].
In the next theorem, we will also use the strict
partial order relation of points in

x3 = 6 and x4 = 7

A ≺ B if and only if a1 < b1 ,… , am < bm .

are a lower and upper weighted median. Relying
on Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.4, we can take any
point

x ∈ [6,7] to get the global maximum value
*

f ( x* ) = f (6) = 43−5.
Three algorithms for the weighted median problem
are presented in [1]. Improved performances of the
weighted median filter for the image processing
are presented in [2]. Problems relating to the
global minimum of convex functions can be found
in [3]. Algorithms for calculating extremum points
of convex functions are presented in [5].
Optimization problems are discussed in [4].

Employing the partial and strict partial order
relation, we can generalize Lemma 2.3. The case
p = 1 for multivariate functions also refers to
weighted medians.
Theorem 3.1. Let
points of

R m are p -norms
generated by real numbers p ≥ 1 . The p -norm of
m
a point T = ( x1 ,… , xm ) ∈ R is
Basic norms on the space

1/ p

 m

 T p =  ∑ | xi | p 
 i =1

m

m

a = ∑ i =1ai > 0 , let q > 0 be an
n

exponent, and let
q

 n

f (T ) =  ∑ai  T − Ti 1  .
 i =1

Tk exists as a weighted median of the
points Ti respecting the weights wi = ai / a , then
Tk is a strict global minimum point of f .
If the point

Tk and Tl exist as a lower and upper
weighted median, then each element of  Tk , Tl 
is a global minimum point of f .
If the points

.

be points, let

T1 ≺ … ≺ Tn be strictly ordered

R , let a1 ,… , an ≥ 0 be coefficients

such that

3. Medians in higher dimensions

Let T1 ,… , Tn ∈ R

R m by means of

a1 ,… , an ≥ 0 be

coefficients of which at least one is positive, let
p ≥ 1 and q > 0 be exponents, and let

 n

f (T ) =  ∑ai  T − Ti pp 
 i =1


Proof. We consider the function
the form of

g = (1/ a) f 1/ q in

m

q/ p

g ( x1 ,… , xm ) = ∑g j ( x j ),

.

The above functions are continuous and satisfy

(6)

j =1

where

m
limT →∞ f (T ) = ∞ for every norm on R , thus

n

g j ( x ) = ∑wi | x − xij | .

each one of them attains a global minimum value.

i =1

Let

A = (a1 ,… , am ) and B = (b1 ,… , bm ) be

R m , and let  be the partial order
m
relation of points in R stated by

points in

4

278

Since

T1 ≺ … ≺ Tn , the points xij satisfy the strict

order x1 j < … < xnj for every j = 1,… , m . So, we
have the following two convenient cases.
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The point xkj is a weighted median of the points

4. Conclusion

xij respecting the weights wi . Then xkj is a strict

In the last decades, weighted median algorithms
and different filters are widely used in the science,
engineering and economics. Therefore, any
clarification or simplification relating to the medians
is very useful.

global minimum point of g j by Lemma 2.3. This
applies to each index

j . Thus the point Tk is a

weighted median of the points

Ti respecting the

wi , and Tk is a strict global minimum
point of g by equation (6).

weights
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refers to each
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lower and upper weighted median, and each
element of

[ xk 1 , xl1 ] ×⋯ × [ xkm , xlm ] = Tk , Tl 
is a global minimum point of g by formula (6).
Remark 3.2. If at least two of the points

□

Ti are

distinct, then using q < 0 in the above theorem,
we have a global maximum point instead of global
minimum point.

C. Gurwitz, Weighted median algorithms for
approximation,
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L1

Example 3.3. Find a global minimum value of the
function

f ( x, y ) = (5(| x + 2 | + | y |) + 2(| x − 3 | + | y − 1|)
+ 3(| x − 4 | + | y − 2 |))3/ 2 .
According to Theorem 3.1, we need to examine
the weighted medians of the points

T1 = (−2, 0)≺T2 = (3,1)≺T3 = (4, 2)
respecting the weights

w1 =

5
2
3
, w2 = , w3 = .
10
10
10

Using equation (4), we find that the points

T1 = (−2, 0) and T2 = (3,1)
are a lower and upper weighted median. Relying
on Theorem 3.3, we can take any point

T *∈ T1 , T2 = [ −2,3] × [0,1] to get the global
minimum value

f (T * ) = f (−2,0) = 363/2 = 216.
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Abstract
The paper offers a fundamental overview of the
theory relating to overdetermined systems of linear
equations. Relying on the theory of projections, we
examine the nature of the set of optimal solutions
of the given overdetermined system. The paper
also provides a brief functional approach to the
above problem by utilizing p -norms.
Keywords: overdetermined system, optimal
solution, orthogonal projection, convexity

of the operator A , then the system in equation (2)
has no solution. Such a system is said to be
inconsistent, and it is illustrated in Figure 1. A
system of linear equations is said to be
overdetermined if there are more equations than
unknowns. The overdetermined system with
linearly independent equations is inconsistent.
In order to study the inconsistent system

R . If we have some norm,

we need a norm on

then we require vectors x ∈ R which satisfy
*

n

 b − Ax* = min  b − Ax  .

1. Introduction
We consider a system of

m linear equations with

n unknowns x1 ,… , xn written as
a11 x1 +
⋮

Ax = b ,

m

+ a1n xn = b1
⋱
⋮
.
am1 x1 + … + amn xn = bm
…

(1)

The matrix form of the above system is

Ax = b

(4)

x∈R n

Each vector x ∈R which meets the condition in
formula (4) is called an optimal solution of the
observed system respecting the given norm.
*

n

The general problem of least absolute deviations
was discussed in [1]. Several algorithms for solving
the approximation problem were presented in [5].
2. Projections onto closed convex sets

(2)

where

 a11 … a1n 
 x1 
 b1 




A =  ⋮ ⋱ ⋮  , x =  ⋮  , b =  ⋮  . (3)
 am1 … amn 
 xn 
bm 
We identify the matrix A with a linear operator

R n to R m , the column matrix x with a
n
vector of R , and the column matrices Ax and b
m
with vectors of R .

Throughout the section, we use a real vector
space V and its subset V . A brief overview of the
theory of projections will be presented.

κ , λ ∈ R be
combination κ u + λ v

Let u , v ∈ V be vectors, and let

coefficients. Then the linear
is said to be affine (convex) if we have that
λ = 1 − κ ( 0 ≤ λ = 1 − κ ≤ 1 ). A set V ⊆ V is
said to be affine (convex) if it contains all binomial
affine (convex) combinations of its vectors.

from

Let   be a norm on the space

V . The distance
of a vector b ∈ V from a nonempty set V ⊆ V is

the number

d (b, V ) = inf  b − v  .

(5)

v∈V

If

there

is

a

vector

b* ∈ V

such

that

d (b,V ) = b − b  , then it is usually called a
projection of b onto V or minimal distance vector.
The projections are located on the sphere S
centered at b with radius r = d (b, V ) . If the
*
projection b is unique, then it is called the
*

Figure 1. Inconsistent system
If the vector
280

Ax = b

b is not contained in the image R ( A)

orthogonal projection or nearest vector.
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Lemma 2.1. (Projections) Let V be a real
normed space, let V ⊆ V be a nonempty closed
(convex) set, and let
Then the set

b ∈ V be a vector.

Vb ⊆ V of projections of b onto V

is a closed (convex) set including the empty set.
Proof. We have to assume that

Vb ≠ ∅ . If V is
*

closed, we employ a sequence (bn ) n of vectors

bn* ∈ Vb converging to some vector b* ∈ V . Since
 b − bn* = d (b, V ) ,

it

follows

that

 b − b* = d (b,V ) , and therefore b* ∈ Vb . Thus,
Vb is closed.

converges to some vector b ∈ V ∩ B . Then the
*

converges to some vector b ∈ V ∩ B . Then the
related subsequence of norms in formula (6)
*

d . Since  b − b* = d , the vector
b* is a projection of b onto V . Thus the set Vb is

converges to

nonempty, and by Lemma 2.1 it is closed and
convex. Suppose that the norm is strictly convex,
and take b1 , b2 ∈ Vb . Since
*

*

Vb is convex, the

b1* / 2 + b2* / 2 ∈ Vb ,

midpoint

and

so

 b − b = b − b = b − (b / 2 + b / 2) = d .
*
1

*
1

*
1

*
1

Since the norm is strictly convex, it follows that
□
b1* = b2* .

V generates the
norm by means of  v = 〈 v, v〉 . Such norm

An inner product on the space

V is convex , we take a convex combination
λ1b1* + λ2b2* of vectors b1* , b2* ∈ Vb . By utilizing the
convexity of V , and the triangle inequality of   , it
If

satisfies the parallelogram law

 u + v 2 +  u − v 2 = 2  u 2 +2  v 2 .

follows that

 b − (λ1b1* + λ2b2* ) = d (b, V ),
and therefore

λ1b1* + λ2b2* ∈ Vb . This indicates that

A norm on the space V satisfying the above
parallelogram law generates the inner product by
means of

□

Vb is convex.

V is said to be strictly convex if the
equality  u = v = 1 for u ≠ v implies the strict
inequality  u / 2 + v / 2 < 1 . Consequently, the
related implication applies to any sphere in V .

〈 u , v〉 =

1
( u + v 2 −  u − v 2 ).
4

A norm on

Theorem 2.3. (Orthogonal projection) Let V be
a real Hilbet space, let V ⊆ V be a nonempty
closed convex set, and let

b ∈ V be a vector.
*

Corollary 2.2. Let V be a real normed space, let
V ⊆ V be a finite-dimensional subspace, and let

b ∈ V be a vector.
Then the set

Then there is the orthogonal projection b
onto V .
Proof.

Vb ⊆ V of projections of b onto V

Each

sequence

(vn ) n

of

of

b

vectors

vn ∈ V ∩ B that satisfy formula (6) is a Cauchy

is a nonempty closed convex set. If the space
norm is strictly convex, then Vb is a singleton.

sequence converging to the unique vector b ∈ V .
The proof is based on the parallelogram law of the
generated norm and convexity of V .
□

Proof. We pick a vector v ∈ V , and the ball B
centered at b with radius r = b − v  . We put

Vectors

d = d (b, V ) , and take a sequence (vn ) n of
vectors

vn ∈ V ∩ B such that

x and y belonging to an inner product
space are said to be orthogonal if 〈 x, y 〉 = 0 . In
*
*
Theorem 2.3, the vectors b − b and b are not
necessarily orthogonal.

(6)
d ≤ b − vn ≤ d + 1/ n.
Since the set V ∩ B is compact in the subspace
V , the sequence (vn ) n has a subsequence which

2

*

Corollary 2.4. Let V be a real Hilbert space, let
V ⊆ V be a finite-dimensional subspace, let

b ∈ V be a vector, and let b* be its orthogonal
projection onto V .
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Then the vector b − b is orthogonal on each
vector of the subspace V .
*

In Corollary 2.4, for each vector
inner product

v ∈ V the zero

〈v, b − b 〉 = 0 implies the equality
*

〈 v, b〉 = 〈 v, b 〉.

convex

A : R n → R m be a linear operator where
n < m , and let b ∈ R m be a vector. Our objective
is the equation Ax = b with unknown vectors
x ∈ R n . If b ∈ R ( A) , then the set of solutions of
the above equation is the preimage of b written as

combination

κ x* + λ y *

of

solutions

x , y ∈ X . Using the norm triangle inequality and
 b − Ax* = b − Ay* = d (b, R( A)) , we can
*

*

prove that

 b − A(κ x* + λ y* )  ≤ d (b, R( A)).
Since d (b, R ( A))

A( −1) (b) = {x ∈ R n : Ax = b}.

is minimal, it follows that

 b − A(κ x* + λ y* ) = d (b, R( A)) , which shows

If b ∉ R ( A) , the equation

Ax = b is inconsistent.
m
To include both cases, using a norm   on R ,

we consider a more general equation

 b − Ax = d (b, R ( A)),

(8)

which is reduced to Ax = b if b ∈ R ( A) .
Solutions of the above equation are also called
optimal solutions of the equation Ax = b
respecting the given norm.
Corollary 2.2 ensures the existence of optimal
solutions as follows.

A : R n → R m be a linear
m
operator where n < m , let   be a norm on R ,

Theorem 3.1. Let

be a vector.

that the combination

κ x* + λ y *

belongs to X . □

R m and R n in
n
m
Theorem 3.1, the sets R ( A)b ⊆ R and X ⊆ R
are nonempty, closed and convex. The set R ( A)b
is still bounded because it is on the sphere S
centered at b with radius r = d (b, R ( A)) .
By using norms on spaces

R m in Theorem 3.1 is strictly
*
convex, then the projection b is unique, and
( −1)
*
consequently X = A (b ) . By using an inner
m
product on R , the members of X can be

If the norm on

expressed explicitly.

V be an inner product space, let A be a
a1 ,… , an ∈ V , and
let C be a matrix consisting of columns
c1 ,… , cm ∈ V . Their Gram product 〈 A, C 〉 is
defined as the n × m matrix with the inner product
〈 ai , c j 〉 at the place (i, j ) . The matrix 〈 A, A〉 ,
called the Gram matrix of A , is invertible if and
only if the columns of A are linearly independent.
Let

matrix consisting of columns

Then the set X ⊆ R of solutions of the equation
in (8) is nonempty, closed respecting any norm on
n

R n , and convex. It can be presented by the union

∪

R n and R m .

To prove that the set X is convex, we take a

Let

X=

n

The set X is closed respecting any norm on R
because the operator A is continuous respecting

(7)

3. Sets of optimal solutions

m

A( −1) (b* ) where b* ∈ R ( A)b .

any pair of norms on

*

and let b ∈ R

nonempty. Containing all solutions, X is the union
of all

A( −1) (b* ).

(9)

∈R( A)b

b*

m

Proof. By putting V = R
and V = R ( A) ,
Theorem 3.1 fits into Corollary 2.2, and so it
follows that the set R ( A)b of projections of b onto

We have the following practical application of
Corollary 2.4.

R ( A) is nonempty. Each projection b ∈ R ( A)b

Lemma 3.2. Let A : R → R
be a linear
operator where n < m , let 〈 , 〉 be an inner product

A( −1) (b* ) of solutions
x* ∈ R n satisfying Ax* = b* , and so the set X is

on R , let b ∈ R be a vector, and let b be the
orthogonal projection of b onto R ( A) .

*

generates the affine set

282
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m

m
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X ⊆ R n of solutions of the equation
*
in (8) can be presented by the preimage of b , so
X = A( −1) (b* ) . If the columns of A are linearly
independent, then X contains only the vector

b( k ) = b − ak +1 xk +1 − … − an xn ,

Then the set

x* = 〈 A, A〉 −1 〈 A, b〉.

(10)

and let A( k ) be the matrix consisting of columns

a1 ,… , ak .
Then

x(*k ) = 〈 A( k ) , A( k ) 〉 −1 〈 A( k ) , b( k ) 〉.

*

Proof. In this case, the orthogonal projection b is
unique by Theorem 2.3, and therefore the union in
formula (9) is reduced to the set

Proof.

A( −1) (b* ) .

*
(k )

b

In order to apply Corollary 2.4, we put V = R
and V = R ( A) . Let

m

ai be the columns of A .
*

Since

the

(13)
projection

= b − ak +1 xk +1 − … − an xn is orthogonal on
*

the image space R ( A( k ) ) , we can apply Lemma
3.2 to A( k ) and b( k ) , and so obtain formula (13). □

Using the equation Ax = b in the vector form
4. Using convex functions

a1 x1 + … + an xn = b ,
*

taking the inner product with each

ai , and applying

the equalities 〈 ai , b 〉 = 〈 ai , b〉 by formula (7), we
*

Let V be a convex set in a real vector space. A
function f : V → R is said to be convex if the
inequality

f (κ u + λ v ) ≤ κ f (u ) + λ f (v )

get the quadratic system

〈 a1 , a1 〉 x1 + …
⋮
⋱

+〈 a1 , an 〉 xn = 〈 a1 , b〉
⋮
.

(14)

If

holds for all convex combinations κ u + λ v of
points u , v ∈ V . Given the importance of functions
in mathematics in general, we are presenting the
inconsistent equation problem by using functionals.
A convenient functional approach enables
Theorem 3.1 which yields the following.

solution

A : R n → R m be a linear
m
operator where n < m , let   be a norm on R ,

(11)

〈 an , a1 〉 x1 + … +〈 an , an 〉 xn = 〈 an , b〉
ai are linearly independent, then utilizing the
matrix form 〈 A, A〉 x = 〈 A, b〉 , and the invertibility
of the Gram matrix 〈 A, A〉 , we obtain the unique
of

the

above

system

−1

x = x = 〈 A, A〉 〈 A, b〉 .
*

as

□

Corollary 4.1. Let

let b ∈ R be a point, and let
function defined by
m

Using the Euclidean inner product obtained from 2
-norm, formula (10) takes the form

x* = ( A⊺ A) −1 A⊺b.

(12)

A+ = ( A⊺ A)−1 A⊺ is often referred to
the Moore-Penrose inverse of A , see the
The matrix

presentation of linear optimization problems in [2].
Lemma 3.2 can be extended to the case of linear
dependence of vectors ai .
Theorem 3.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.2
be fulfilled. Let the columns of A be such that
columns a1 ,… , ak are linearly independent and
columns

4

ak +1 ,… , an depend on them, let

f ( x ) = b − Ax  .

f : R n → R be the
(15)

Then f is convex and has the global minimum.
Proof. The convexity of f is a consequence of the
linearity of A and convexity of   . Using a
*

b onto R ( A) , the function f
*
*
attains the global minimum f ( x ) = b − b  at
*
each point x of the set X in formula (9).
□
projection b

of

m ≥ 2 , and let v = (v1 ,… , vm ) ∈ R m be a
point. In applications we use p -norms defined for
p ≥ 1 by

Let
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The calculation of inner products

1

 m
p
 v p =  ∑ | vi | p  ,
 i =1


〈 a1 , a1 〉 = 21, 〈 a1 , a2 〉 = 12, 〈 a1 , a3 〉 = 9,
〈 a1 , b〉 = 45
〈 a2 , a1 〉 = 12, 〈 a2 , a2 〉 = 18, 〈 a2 , a3 〉 = −6, 〈 a2 , b〉 = 48
〈 a3 , a1 〉 = 9, 〈 a3 , a2 〉 = −6, 〈 a3 , a3 〉 = 15, 〈 a3 , b〉 = −3

and their limit case the max-norm as

 v ∞ = max | vi | .

and application of formula (11), give the system

1≤i ≤ m

If A , x and b are as in formula (3), then
respecting the above norms the function f in
formula (15) takes the forms
1

+ 12 x2
+ 18 x2
− 6 x2

21x1
12 x1
9 x1

+ 9 x3
− 6 x3
+ 15 x3

= 45
= 48.
= −3

By applying the Gauss elimination method or some
related method, we get the solutions of the above
system as triples containing a real parameter t ,

n
 m
p
f p ( x) = b − Ax p =  ∑ | bi − ∑aij x j | p 
j =1
 i =1


x1 = x1* = 1 − t , x2 = x2* = 2 + t , x3 = x3* = t.

and

So, the optimal solutions of the given system in

n

f ∞ ( x) = b − Ax ∞ = max | bi − ∑aij x j | .
1≤ i ≤ m

The conditions that ensure the existence and
uniqueness of the global minimum point of a
convex functional can be found in [3]. Some
algorithms for calculating extremum points of
convex functionals are presented in [6].
Optimization
problems
concerning
convex
functionals are discussed in [4].
5. Examples

 1− t 
x = x (t ) =  2 + t  ,
 t 
*

x1
x1
3x1

+ 2 x2
− 2 x2
+ 3x2
+
x2

Emphasizing

+
x3
+
x3
− 2 x3
+

the

a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a3 x3 = b

3x3

= 20
=
1
= 0.

(18)

b onto R ( A) is

 3
 2
 1
 7
 −1
 −2 
 1
 −5 
 
 
 
 
b* =  1 x1* +  3 x2* +  −2  x3* =  7  .
 
 
 
 
 1
 1
 0
 3
 3
 0 
 3
 3

(16)

a3 = a1 − a2 , and a1 and a2 are linearly

= 10

Since

= −8

independent, it is appropriate to point out the
vector equation form a1 x1 + a2 x2 = b − a3 x3 of the

vector
equation
form
of the given system, we

have

 3
 2
 1
 20 
 −1
 −2 
 1
 1
 
 
 
 
 1 x1 +  3 x2 +  −2  x3 =  0  .
 
 
 
 
 1
 1
 0
 10 
 3
 0 
 3
 −8
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*

and the orthogonal projection of
the vector

Example 5.1. Using the usual inner product
generated by 2 -norm, find the optimal solutions of
the overdetermined system

3x1
− x1

R3

formula (16) are vectors of the line in
presented by the vector-parametric equation

j =1

(17)

given system as

 20 − x3 
 3
 2
 1− x 
 −1
 −2 
3 

 
 
 1 x1 +  3 x2 =  2 x3  .


 
 
 10 
 1
 1
 −8 − 3x3 
 3
 0 

(19)

The calculation of matrices
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7 4 
1  6 −4 
⊺
⊺
, ( A(2)
A(2)
A(2) = 3 
A(2) )−1 =

78  −4 7 
4 6

f ∞ ( x1 , x2 ) = max{| x1 − 1|,| 3x1 + x2 |,| x1 + x2 − 4 |},
and removing the absolute values, we obtain that

and

x* = (−1/ 2,3) is the unique minimum point, and

15 − 3x3 
⊺
A(2)
b(2) = 3 
,
16 + 2 x3 

thus the global minimum is

 1  3
f ∞  − ,3  = .
 2  2

and application of formula (12) in the form of

6. Conclusion

*
⊺
⊺
x(2)
= ( A(2)
A(2) ) −1 A(2)
b(2) ,

If we use the Euclidean norm ( 2 -norm) in finding
the optimal solutions of the overdetermined
system, then it is most appropriate to utilize the
prepared formula (12). In other cases, when we
solve the overdetermined system respecting the
norm which is not Euclidean, it is more convenient
to utilize the convex functions from the collection
f p ( x ) or the function f ∞ ( x) .

yield the optimal solutions

 x1*   1 − x3* 
,
 * = 
*
 x2   2 + x3 
which can be presented as in formula (18).
Example 5.2. Using three basic functions
and

f1 , f 2

f ∞ , find the optimal solutions of the

overdetermined system

x1
3x1
x1

+
+

x2
x2

= 1
= 0.
= 4

(20)

Using the function
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Abstract

2.1. k -means algorithm

The paper considers the problem of determining the
optimal number of clusters in data set by grouping
index. The problem of clustering are provided with
k -means and E-M (Expectation Maximization)
algorithm. In addition to well-known indexes that are
frequently used, two new indexes are presented.
New indexes are based on the orthogonal distances
from data to the line which represent corresponding
cluster in the partition obtained with mentioned
algorithms.

Let d ( x, y ) = x  y

The paper considers the problem of partitioned a set
nonempty disjoint subsets
k

such that



i

=

into k

1,,  k , 1  k  m ,

 . The partition will be denoted

i =1

by

() = { 1 ,,  k } . The elements of partition

 are called clusters and the set of all such
partitions are denoted by  ( , k ) . For this
purpose k -means and E-M algorithms are
described [1, 2, 3, 6, 8]. Calculation of the various
indexes on final partition indicates the quality of
separateness and compactness of clusters. Some
of the most popular indexes that are frequently used
are Davies-Bouldin, Dunn, Calinski-Haradsz, and
Simplify Silhouette Width Criterion [2, 6, 7, 9]. In
addition to these indexes two new indexes
Orthogonal Distances Criterion (ODC) and Width
Ortogonal Distances Criterion (WODC) are
presented. Indexes ODC and WODC are based on
line which is determined by eigenvector of
corresponding largest eigenvalue of covariance
matrix and mean of observed cluster. The optimal
number of clusters of data set  are provided with
observation on mentioned indexes.
2. Grouping algorithms
This section presents the standard k -means and
E-M algorithm. Mentioned algorithms have very
broad application and they are often closely
modified to the related issue [4,5].
286

p  1,

be a metric (in

paper we use Euclidean norm, i.e.
sense

of

the

given

corresponding cluster

metric

i

p = 2 ).

center

c n

ci

In the

ci

of

is defined as

ci = arg min d (a, c).

the center

1. Introduction

 = {ai   n : i = 1,, m}   n

,

(1)

a i

Data a   is attached to cluster

Keywords: k -means, E-M, grouping index

of data

p

i

if is closest to

in comparison with the distances from

the centers of other clusters. In that sense objective
function F : (, k )   is defined as
k

F () =  d (a, ci ),    ( , k ).
i =1 a i

(2)

Thus defined stopping criterion of k -means
algorithm due to the so-called threshold  > 0 .
Stoppage criterion is reached if absolute value of
the difference between the objective function of
iteration step does not exceed defined threshold  .
Thus, the k -means algorithm can be written as
follows:
ALGORITHM 1. ( k -means)
STEP 0.
Input number of clusters k , data set
criterion

 , stoppage

 > 0 , and initial centers c ,, ck0 . Set
0
1

step of the algorithm s = 0 ;
STEP 1.
Apply the principle of minimum distance to
determine the initial partition  = { 1 , ,  k } ,
s

s

s

with an initial clusters

 is = {a   : d (a, cis )  d (a, c sj ), j = 1,, k},
for every
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STEP 2.
s 1

Form a new centroids ci

i = 1,, k , which are

,

obtained by solving minimization problems

cis 1 = arg min
c n

Create a new partition 
clusters
s 1

i

= {a 

for every

 d (a, c);

ALGORITHM 2. (E-M)

a is
s 1

= { 1s 1 ,,  ks 1} with

 : d (a, cis1 )  d (a, c sj1 ), j = 1,  , k},

i = 1,, k ;
s 1

| F ( s )  F (

) | 

STEP 0.
Initialization
of
parameters
 0 = {(wi0 , i0 ,  i0 ) : i = 1, , k} (zero partition),𝑠 = 0,
and stopage criterion 𝜀 > 0 (set by user or at
random).
STEP 1. (E step)
For every a   calculate 𝜋𝑖 cluster probability as

STEP 3.
If

sufficiently close to the log-likelihood of the current
model. The algorithm proceeds as follows for
Gaussian mixture model:

then STOP, else

s
i

w (a) =

s = s  1 and go to STEP 2.

k



wi f i ( x |  i ),

(3)

(2 )





exp 
| i |

1
2

(x  i )

T





1
 i (x  i ) ,

wis 1 =

 k

log  wi f i ( x |  i ,  i ) .


xS
 i =1








s
i

a

is 1

 w (a)a
= 
,
w
(
a
)

s
i

a

s
i





s 1
i

 w (a)(a   )(a  
= 
 w (a)
s 1
i

s
i

a



s
i

s 1 T
i

)

.

a

STEP 3.
If | L( s )  L( s 1 ) |  then STOP, else 𝑠 = 𝑠 + 1
and go to STEP 1.
3. Grouping indexes

(5)

The process is repeated until the log-likelihood of
the mixture model at the previous iteration is

2

w (a),

(4)

Quality of Gaussian mixture model presented with
 = {(wi ,  i ,  i ) : i = 1, , k}
parameters
is
measured with log-likelihood

L() =

f n (a |  ,  )

a

where 𝑥 is 𝑛-dimensional vector, and weights 𝑤𝑖 ,
𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑘
respectively
represent
the
percentage of data belonging to a cluster 𝜋𝑖 , 𝑖 =
1,2, … , 𝑘, what imply ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 = 1. Parameter 𝜃𝑖 =
(𝜇𝑖 , 𝛴𝑖 ) of density function 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥|𝜃𝑖 ) in Gaussian
mixture model is presented with expectation 𝜇𝑖
and covariance matrix 𝛴𝑖 determining the density
function for the normal (Gaussian) distribution, i.e.
1

, i = 1,, k .

s
n

STEP 2. (M step)
Calculation of new parameters for Gaussian mixture
model for every 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑘:

i =1

l

w

s
n

n =1

E-M algorithm is based on the principle of soft
grouping, where the boundaries between clusters
are not solid. Specifically, it is a probabilistic
grouping that each element of the reference data
set determines the probability of belonging to each
cluster. E-M algorithm is generally based on the
Gaussian mixture model. Gaussian mixture model
approximates the data as a linear combination of 𝑘
density

fi (x |  i ) =

k

s
n

2.2. E-M algorithm

p( x) =

wis f i (a |  is ,  is )

In order to measure the compactness and
separateness of k optimal partitions one of the
most common indexes are used: DB (DaviesBouldin), D (Dunn), CH (Calinski-Harabasz), SSC (
Simplify Silhouette Width Criterion). In addition to
these , we construct two new indexes ODC
(Orthogonal Distances Criterion) and WODC (Width
Orthogonal Distances Criterion). They are based on
the sum of the orthogonal distance to the line which
is passing through the centroid and is determined
by the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue of
covariance matrix of observed cluster. Next figure
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present such a lines of the case when set
contained of the two clusters.



are

c) Chalinski-Harabasz index

(m  k ) ( )
,
(k  1) ( )
 ,  : (, k )   are

(8)

CH =

where

functions

defined as:
k

k

 () =   ci  x 2 , () = mi ci  c 2 ,
2

i =1 x i

1
mi

ci =

 a,

i =1

Below we present a detailed definition of the
aforementioned indexes:

a i

d) Simplify Silhouette Width Criterion

SSC =
where

a) Davies-Bouldin index

i j

ri =

1
mi

Dij

follows

that

j i

k

,

ODC = Di ,

Dij = d (ci , c j ),

(10)

i =1

where

i

Di =

More compact and better separated clusters will
result smaller DB index.

 D( ,  )

i
j
D = min 
1i < j  k  max diam
s
 1 s k



,


(7)

(a, p ).
i

a i

(a, pi )

pi

line
b) Dunn index

present orthogonal distance from
which is determined by centroid

a

to the

ci

and

eigenvector of corresponding largest eigenvalue.
More compact and better separated clusters will
result smaller ODC index.
f)

Width Orthogonal Distances Criterion

where

k

WODC =  Wi ,

D( i ,  j ) = min d (a, b),

(11)

i =1

a i ,b j

where

diam s = max d (a, b).

Wi =

a ,b s

More compact and better separated clusters will
result smaller D index.
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(9)

e) Orthogonal Distances Criterion

 d (a, c ).

a i

a  i  

all

(6)

where

Ri = max Rij ,

for

 ai   ai
1
,

m a max{ ai ,  ai }

 ai = d (a, ci ),  ai = min d (a, c j ).

1 k
DB = Ri ,
k i =1

Rij =

1
a .
m a

c=

More compact and better separated clusters will
result larger DB index.

Figure 1. Index construction

ri  rj

2

1
di

(a, p ),

a i

i

d i = min d (ci , c j ). More
j =1,, k
j i

compact and better separated clusters will result
smaller WODC index.
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4. Experimental results
In this chapter we examine data sets    on
implementing problem of determining k optimal
partition obtained by k -means and E-M algorithm.
The problem of finding an optimal partition of the set
 can be reduced to the global optimization
problem of objective function of k -means and E-M.
In our case we run observed grouping algorithms for
many different initial parameters and choose the
solution with the best quality. The experimental data
were generated using Gaussian random variable,
i.e. X ~  ( , ) . The figure below shows
2

illustrative examples of such functions density. In

Figure 2(a) is present case with expectation 𝜇 =
(0,0), and identity covariance matrix 𝛴 = 𝐼. Figure
2(b) present case with 𝜇 = (0,0) and covariance
1.1 0.3
matrix 𝛴 = [
].
0.3 1.9

Figure 3. PDF of extended Gaussian distribution
The following examples illustrate the calculation of

   i ,
N

optimal number of clusters of data set
where every set



i 1

is generated with Gaussian

random variable or extended Gaussian random
variable defined by (12). To determinate the k
optimal partition we have apply 100 randomly
initializations of k -means and E-M algorithm
respectively. Among the all randomly generated
algorithms we presente those one with the best
solution, i.e. best observed indexs value.
Example 1. 1 The set of data  is generated by
the Gaussian random variable which is presented in
Figure 4. The Figure 5 shows the movement of the
indexes of the k optimal partition.

(a)
(b)
Figure2 . PDF of Gaussian distribution
In the paper we also generated data with the
extended model of the Gaussian distribution defined
as

X ~  ( A  (1   ) B; ),
where

A, B   n and 

random variable within

(12)

is uniformly distributed
the

interval

[0,1] ,

Figure 4. Data set

i.e.  ~  ([0,1]) . Such data are distributed in a
way that the expectation of the Gaussian



distribution is uniformly distributed along the AB .
The density function of such defined random
variable is given as
1
f ( x | A, B, ) =  f ( x | A  (1   ) B, )d .
0

(13)

The Figure 3 below shows illustrative examples of
such extended Gaussian PDF, where A  (0,0) ,

B  (5,5) , and identity covariance matrix   I
are taken into the calculation of (13).

4
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Figure 5. Indexes results
Example 2 The set of data  is generated by the
extended Gaussian random variable which is
presented in Figure 6. The Figure 7 shows the
movement of the indexes of the k optimal partition.

Figure 8. Data set

Figure 6. Data set





Figure 9. Indexes results

5. Conclusion

Figure 7. Indexes results

Example 3. 2 The next set of data are generated
by combination of Gaussian random variable and
extended Gaussian random variable which is
presented in Figure 6. The Figure 7 shows the
movement of the indexes of the k optimal partition.

290

Problem of determination of the optimal numbers of
clusters in observed data present a problem which
we have solved by the investigation of the grouping
indexes. Among the common used indexes we have
construct two new indexes which shows good
properties of finding the optimal number of clusters.
Experimental results shows that the mentioned
problem depends on many facts and indexes do not
clearly shows unique optimal number. This shows
that the problem must be precisely studied in order
to finde optimal number of cluster what is present in
the papper.
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Abstract
Under controlled atmosphere conditions (ultra low oxygen-ULO), texture and colour as parameters
characterizing fruit ripening, disease development and maturity stages are changed and thus should be
permanently monitored. Monitoring of apple properties during the storage in ULO chambers is a
challenge since opening of chambers represents a hazard regarding controlled atmosphere
composition as well as for safety of operators. Image processing method represents one of the
possibilities for automatic monitoring in ultra-low oxygen chambers. Utilization of digital
photographs and their analysis for identification and prediction of changes on the surface of fresh and
stored apples was investigated. Various fruit’s characteristics and influence factors were analysed.
This survey analyses methods applied on both NIR and visual images, which employ image
segmentation and feature extraction. The possibilities of NIR and visual images utilization for
prediction of apple skin defects occurrence is also briefly analysed. Possibilities for early identifying
of apple skin decay symptoms based on NIR and visual images were discussed in several
methodologies.

Keywords: Advanced technology and Technics in Agriculture, image analysis, apple ripening monitoring, NIR images,
visible spectrum images.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a constant need in finding a low-cost
methodology that would predict fruit ripening
stages, considering that the maturity of fruit
affects the quality factors of the fruit. Fruits are
prone to changing colour and texture, and
eventually decay. Therefore, characteristics of
raw food depend on their maturity and storage
conditions, like temperature, humidity, storage
duration, fungal infections and volatile
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substances. Further difficulties can be caused by
the same chromaticity of the found defect as of
the fruit skin, as well as the need to correctly
identify foreign material such as stems, leaves
and dirt and not confuse them with other fruit
skin blemishes. Yet another difficulty is caused
by poorly chosen light sources that can result in
glares on images, and therefore sample
illumination needed for computer vision systems
must be appropriate.

The illumination in these systems depends on
the sample’s geometry. For example, apples are
often illuminated by two halogen lights set at
45° and on the opposite sides of the system.
Image acquisition is done using a highresolution camera, and its model solely depends
on the needs for a particular application. After
image acquisition (conducted in a previously
determined suitable illumination environment), a
data set of images is obtained for testing and
processing.
Besides images in the visual spectrum,
special attention is brought to processing of
near-infrared (NIR) images. NIR spectroscopy is
based on selecting optimal wavelengths that
correlate best with the subjected fruit.
Having all this in mind, there are a lot of
influential factors and numerous analysis
techniques. Some of the texture analysis
techniques are statistical methods, structural
methods and transform-based models.
This paper is an overview of image analysis
related to fruit quality assessment using machine
vision systems and spectral analysis, and
presents some of the mostly used technologies
and their applications.

2. INFLUENCE FACTORS
Disorders and diseases commonly detected
as defects on apples are rot, bitter pit, scab and
blotch, but defects can also be mechanical
damages like bruises and lesions made
accidently. Some factors that have influence on
apple fruits are briefly described, as they have a
major impact on further decisions related to
system’s architecture and methods that would be
appropriate.
2. 1. Contamination

Fruit skin can be contaminated by fecal
material which can have pathogens like E. coli.
Kim et al. [1] applied multispectral imaging
450–851 nm to detect fecal with thin and thick
layer on apples with different green and red
colorations. This was somehow successful for
thick patches. Apple coloration caused problems

with thin layer. Kim et al. [2] studied also
fluorescence spectral information. They
identified four optimal bands (450, 530, 685,
and 735 nm) for fecal detection and suggested
the use of a simple ratio.
2.2. Maturity

Maturity or fruit ripeness affects the quality
and taste of the fruit. Tanaka and Kojima [3]
studied the growth stages and maturity of
Japanese pear fruit using the sugar concentration
as an indicator. Pear juice from different
maturity stages produced different spectra, the
absorption bands of which were related to
carbohydrate. Multiple linear regression models
were applied to determine the content of
sucrose, fructose, sorbitol, and glucose sugars
with 3–7 wavelength variables. Sirisomboon et
al. [4] used NIR with principal component
analysis (PCA) to classify tomatoes. The model
provided a prediction for maturity.
2.3. Storage

Veraverbeke et al. [5] utilized NIR
transmission spectra to solutions of single wax
components and extracted apple wax. The wax
was collected from apples with different
parameters: apple cultivar (Jonagold, Jonagored,
and Elshof), picking data (early, commercial,
and late), storage time (0, 4, or 8 months in
controlled atmosphere), and shelf life periods (0,
1, and 2 weeks). They applied canonical
discriminant analysis on the first derivative of
spectra. The proposed NIR technique could
identify cultivar and storage duration but not
very well the picking date or shelf life period. It
seems that storage time and cultivars are related
to differences in the number of aliphatic chains,
like alkanes and esters, and the presence of αfarnesene.

3. DEFECT DETECTION AND
CLASSIFICATION
Various image processing techniques with
the aim of fruit defect detection have some kind
of methodology of apple fruit part segmentation
and its classification. The first step of a basic
approach of defect (or disease) detection is data
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set preparation. After preparing and testing the
data set of apple fruit images, parts from the
tested image with defects are segmented, and
then features characteristic to the tested subject
on images are extracted. These features are
mostly color and texture. The final step is
classification of extracted defects using
classifiers.
3.1. Segmentation

The basis of segmentation is in identifying
regions of interest from images by simplifying
and/or changing the representation of an image
in order to get a more meaningful and easier
image to analyze.
3.2. Feature extraction

Feature vectors are considered to be color,
texture, morphology and structure of fruits.
Color is the most valuable property for
human for recognition. Conversion into HSI
(hue, saturation, and intensity) color space is
needed, since the RGB (red, green and blue)
color space is influenced by the angle and light
of the image. The color features utilized as a
part of the fruit classification or fruit diseases
identification are HSV (hue, saturation, and
value) Histogram, L*a*b, RGB, YUV, Global
Color Histogram, Color Coherence Vector,
mean of three color array, Dominant color
method, color difference histogram.
Morphology is used on the entire set of
images. Eroding images from the dataset,
boundaries are acquired for each fruit image
from the database.
Texture feature identification techniques use
modelling textures as two-dimensional deviation
of gray level.
3.3. Classifiers

Classifiers are used for classifying images
based on their features. Available classifiers are
K-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and Random Forest Tree Classifier [6].
Classification techniques may be supervised
and unsupervised, which are based on
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predefined classification schemes classifying
entire pixels.

4. METHODOLOGIES AND
ALGORITHMS
Methodologies describe different techniques
for specific aims in both pre-harvest and
postharvest
image
processing.
Each
methodology is slightly different and just by
differently combining existing algorithms,
results can be satisfying. Algorithms used for
different operations on images of apple fruits are
PCA (Principal Component Analysis), LDA
(Linear Discriminant Analysis), neural networks
and other techniques (e.g. fuzzy algorithms).
In computer vision systems, NIR reflectance
is proved best with optimized wavelengths
between 400 and 1800nm [7], having in mind
that multispectral images consist of a few
spectral channels (a few wavelengths), while
hyperspectral images have a continuous range of
wavelengths.
Apple scab detection using differences in
spectral responses at 450, 675 and 686 nm with
a 6nm bandwidth provided an excellent method
independent of apple cultivar and color [8]. The
asymmetric second difference method and PCA
gave very similar results for disease detection,
bruises, fungal contamination and soil
contamination on apples. A neural network
using up to 200 neurons was used to detect
diseases on apples using entropy, energy, local
homogeneity and inertia as image parameters.
This study achieved an 89% success rate on the
detection of damaged apples [9]. Apple defect
inspection using automatic NIR vision system
was developed for using a monochrome CCD
(charge-coupled device) camera attached with a
700 nm long-pass filter. The inspection
procedure consisted of four steps: blob
extraction, feature extraction, rule base
construction and recognition [10]. Also, a NIR
and MIR (mid-infrared) dual-camera vision
system was used for quality inspection on
refrigerated apples [11].

An adaptive approach for the identification
of fruit diseases is done. K-Means clustering
technique is utilized for defect segmentation,
followed
by
features
extraction
and
classification using a Multi-class Support Vector
Machine [12]. Their accuracy was up to 93%.
A NIR hyperspectral imaging bruise
detection technique is improved using both
MNF (minimum noise fraction transform) and
PC (principal component transform) methods in
order to get the best results [13]. The observed
spectral region was between 900 and 1700nm.
Results were obtained with a detection rate of
88.1% and classification was obtained with 94%
correctly classified bruises.
Bitter pit lesions, a disorder developed
during storage, are identified in a hyperspectral
NIR imaging system [14]. After pre-processing
steps were done, a discriminant PLS (partial
least squares) analysis was carried out. The
conclusion was that this system is capable of
detecting bitter pit even before visual symptoms
occur. A calibration model was developed to
predict bitter pit in apple as a validation.
A hyperspectral imaging system with a
spectral range 0f 400-1000nm was used for
detecting chilling injuries in apples. BPNN
(Back-Propagation Neural Networks) technique
was used and ANN (Artificial Neural Network)
models were developed for wavelength
selection, firmness prediction and classification
of apples. The third model has achieved an
accuracy of 98.4% and 100% in distinguishing
normal from injured apples.
An algorithm for feature extraction called
SURF (speed up robust feature) is applied and is
used as a local descriptor and blob detector [15].
The architecture of the proposed system is
presented in figure 1. This approach brings an
accurate diagnosis of fruit diseases.

Fig. 1. System architecture for feature extraction

5. CONCLUSIONS
The cost of any system for computer vision
for apple quality monitoring has to be
affordable, having in mind its benefit, i.e. it
should relate to its capacity to predict the
disorder. Besides of an appropriate system
setup, there are numerous methods for defect
detection or their prediction. For instance,
prediction can be achieved accelerating the
fruit’s maturity, but this can be difficult to
achieve due to various factors that influence the
outcome. A combination of visible bands gives a
much lower detection level than combinations of
wavebands in the NIR, therefore some of the
existing methodologies are evaluated using NIR,
as a composition of a large set of overtones and
combination bands.
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Abstract
Common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) has become the most widespread weed in Hungary. It
causes a significant economic damage, and it causes pollen allergy affecting 20% of the country's
population. Therefore its reduction has become a major task. An environmental-friendly method has
been developed for its destruction by bioherbicids. This bioherbicide contains allelochemical
retardants. Allelochemicals are active chemical inhibition ingredients between plants (allelopathy).
This method was applied in the urban areas in Kecskemét, Hungary.

Keywords: Ambrosia artemisiifolia, allelochemical, pollen allergy, air pollution, Kecskemét

1. INTRODUCTION
Common ragweed originates from North
America. The temperate zone is its home. It
appeared in Hungary in the 1920s appeared, and
until the 1940s it was only found in South
Transdanubia. After 1945, it spreads rapidly,
especially along roadsides and railway
embankments. Aggressive, extremely allergenic
weed, since the average individual are capable
of producing up to 8 billion pollen grain during
2-3 months. Hungary is considered to be
Europe's most ragweed infected country. About
20-25% of the country's total population is
suffering from pollen allergy of ragweed [1].
Despite strict regulatory measures against it,
and grants for its elimination, ecological,
biological and technological research is being
done in Hungary its importance and area has not
decreased. The ecological and human health
problems caused by Ambrosia artemisiifolia are
well documented and data are available from
many years [2].

It’s widespredness can be traced back to
several reasons like it’s biological characteristics
(e.g. high adaptability, intensive regeneration,
effective reproductive strategy, allelopathy,
etc.),
or
technological
mistakes,
the
fragmentation of crop fields, soil factors like soil
acidification, improper fertilization, and climate
change [3].
Methods for the control of common ragweed
are difficult to improve, as there are still
uncharted areas of the research of its biological
distinctiveness. Since the Indian tribes used it as
medicinal plant in its original habitat (its tea is
used for local bleedings and gastric diseases, the
leaves are used externally on inflamed wounds)
it is extensively studied now as a medicinal
plant too. In Hungary the plant’s judgment is
just not as simple as that. The regulatory board
opinion is that it is an aggressive and noxious
weed, which must be eradicated, but others think
it is a useful medicinal plant with soil protecting
capabilities.
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2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
Around 200 hectares of public land has to be
weed controlled in Kecskemét according to the
2014 data. 20-30% of this area is infected by
ragweed (Fig. 1.) [4].

top of the buildings so that a wall or other
surface does not shield the wind conditions.
Pollens, adhering on the ribbon of pollen traps,
are mailed weekly to the National
Environmental Health Lab of the National
Public Health Institute, where microscopes help
identify and count the various plants pollen (Fig.
2.) [5].

Figure 2. Pollen of common ragweed
Fig. 1. Common ragweed

The Aerobiological Network of the National
Public Health Service was created in 1992, and
was expanded continuously with three more
stations. There are 19 monitoring stations (in
Pest - OKI, Budapest, Pécs, Debrecen, Győr,
Miskolc, Szekszárd, Zalaegerszeg, Békéscsaba,
Kecskemét, Szolnok, Nyíregyháza, Veszprém,
Salgótarján,
Eger,
Mosdós,
Szeged,
Szombathely, Tatabanya), which collect,
analyze and evaluate data concerning
atmospheric allergens. The employees the
Aerobiological
Network
monitor
the
atmospheric pollen and spore concentration of
32 species and 3 funguses [5].
Pollen traps are arranged in these stations
which suck the air through the reverse wind
direction opening. The air particles then stick on
the film (2 cm wide tape) attached to a drum in
the trap that is smeared with vaseline. Both
pollens and mould spores could adhere. The
drum rotation speed is 2 mm / hour, so it is able
to do one complete rotation in 7 days that is
capable of capturing pollens seven day. The
pollen traps are placed at least 15 meters high on
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This network has been providing statistical
information since 1996 about 32 regularly
monitored atmospheric allergens including
ragweed. The Aerobiological Network of the
National Public Health Service operates pollen
traps in Kecskemét, Békéscsaba and Szeged in
the Southern Plains region. From these traps,
sampling drums are sent to the Aerobiological
Network on a weekly basis. As the National
Public Health Service has no jurisdiction in
matters relating to official ragweed control, local
governments should work with the sub regional
institutions to ensure that they are able to
accomplish their programs. For this reason, the
National Public Health Service made an
agreement with, Kecskemét - Kunszentmiklósi
Lajosmizse small regional municipalities, under
which they carry out ragweed control related
tasks [6].
The weed survey and weed control trials took
place in the area in front of Kecskemét Bolyai
High School. The test site area is 600 m2. The
weed survey took place on 15 July 2015 before
the flowering period of ragweed using BraunBlanquet's estimation method. A-D values were

taken into account (Annex 2), which estimate
the analytical marks of the site during
recordings. The A-D levels can be determined
with a five-point ordinal scale. Abundance (A)
and density (D) are suitable to characterization
of species occurring in the sampling site.
At that time, ragweed was in a 15-leaf
phenological stage and had an average height of
20 cm. The weed control experiment was
directed mainly against Ambrosia artemisiifolia.
Disinfestations’ was carried out in a biologic
way. A bioherbicide has been used which
contains biological agent (in this case, herbal
medication). This effect of the bioherbicide is
based on that it contains allelochemicals that
inhibit growth, development and germination.
The bioherbicide was sprayed over by knapsack
sprayer.

Table 2. Sanitary limits of air contamination
Air
contamination
ozone (O3)
particulate dust (PM10)
sulphur-dioxide (SO2)

Sanitary imit
3
(µg/m )
120
50
250

nitrogen-dioxide (NO2)

100

carbon-monoxide (CO)

10.000

We were measured the common ragweed
concentration period between August 8th and
September 19th 2015 (Fig. 3. and Fig. 4.).

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

The experiments fields were occurring in
plants shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Plant list
Plant name

Coated

A-D

(%)

value

Ambrosia artemisiifolia

30

3

Lactuca serriola

20

2

Conyza canadensis

10

1-2

Chenopodium album

10

1-2

Cynodon dactylon

5

1

Melandrium album

5

1

Tribulus terrestris

5

1

The values of sanitary limits
contamination were shown in Table 2.

of

Fig. 3. Concentrations of ragweed pollen in
August 2015

air
Fig. 4. Concentrations of ragweed pollen in
September 2015
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia)
has become the most widespread weed in
Hungary. It causes a significant economic
damage, and it causes pollen allergy affecting
20% of the country's population. Therefore its
reduction has become a major task. An
environmental-friendly method has been
developed for its destruction by bioherbicides.
This
bioherbicid
contains
allochemical
retardants. Allelochemicals are active chemical
inhibition
ingredients
between
plants
(allelopathy). This method has been applied in
the urban areas in the city of Kecskemét,
Hungary.
During the high (31-100 parts/m3) and very
high (101- parts/m3) concentrations of ragweed
pollen (period between August 8th 2015 and
September 19th 2015), the ozone concentration
in the air exceeded health limit (120 mg/m3) on
seven occasions, which significantly worsened
the symptoms of pollen allergy patients. One
particular group of starting pollutants is the
nitrogen oxides, originating from vehicles
exhaust emissions. From these nitrogen-oxides,
with the effect of solar radiation, ozone (O3)
arises [8].
Particulate (PM10) concentrations during the
high and very high ragweed pollen production
times (from August 08. till September 19.2015.)
exceeded the health limit (50 µg/m3) on thirteen
occasions, which is very dangerous, since it is
potentially harmful even in the lowest
concentrations.
The main sources of particulate are the
exhaust gases and coal burning. These have an
effect of increasing the rate of respiratory
diseases (for example asthma and chronic
bronchitis diseases), including pollen allergy as
well [8].
In 2015 at the Pulmonary Care Institute in
Kecskemét, almost 80% (3220 people) of the
4033 patients registered with pollen allergy
produced allergic symptoms for ragweed pollen
as well. Compared to 2014, the number of
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registered pollen allergy patients increased by
222.
Common causes of the high production of
ragweed pollen are (among others) the steady
increase of CO2 in the atmosphere - and global
warming.
The examinations of researchers in Vienna
confirmed that high concentration of ozone in
the air increases the plants’ (such as ragweed)
allergen content as well. The main reason for
this is that high proportion of ozone charged
species’ protein essence strongly reacts with
immunoglobulin-E antibodies, which play a
significant role in the formation of the allergy.
Nitrogen oxides (NOx) destroy the exterior
protective covering of ragweed pollens,
therefore resulting the irritate effect in
respiratory tracts [7].
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Abstract
The potato (Solanum tuberosum) is a major food in Europe. In our experiment we studied the
Balatoni rózsa cultivar. This type is a high-quality potato and has high resistance of Potato virus Y
(PVY), Potato virus A (PVA), Potato virus X (PVX) and Potato leaf roll virus (PLRV). The cultivar
Balatoni rózsa has some less desirable qualities, for example because the sparse foliage the sand gets
hot and burns the base of the plant, causing the death of the shoot. During the experiment, the active
substance metribuzin herbicide was employed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Potato originates from Middle- and South
America, from high altitude (mountain) regions,
like Mexico, Chile, Peru and Bolivia [1]. It
arrived to Europe in the 17th century as an
ornamental plant. The tuber became a foodstuff
at the end of 17th and the beginning of 18th
century, after this it spread quickly. It arrived to
Hungary about a half century later, than in
Western Europe, and became a crop later [2].
Potato is produced on 23 000 hectare in
Hungary. In May, June and July we do not have
enough indigenous potatoes for the market, so
yields are significantly lesser than the
ecologically capabilities of the country. With
proper irrigation 45 t/ha yield can be achieved
compared to the 20-25 t/ha average [3].
The magnitude of the tuber yield is defined
by the dry weight produced during the growing
season and the growth type of the variety. There
are two main growth types: 1. short growing
season with early and fast tuber growth with
medium canopy and high harvest index (dry
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tuberosum),

Balatoni

rózsa,

herbicide,

Sencor

600

SC

weight of tuber divided by total produced dry
weight) with moderate yield.; 2. long growing
season with lush foliage, later tuber set, but
because of these a larger yield.
For a large crop a large canopy a good water
and nutrient availability and optimal (not too
high) temperatures are necessary. The optimum
of photosynthesis is 20-25 °C daytime and 1012 °C at night, the optimal daily average is 1519 °C. Under favorable temperatures the
respiration loss is 20-25%, but can be
remarkably higher under high temperatures. The
fresh yield potential is 100 t/ha [4, 5].
Traits of Balatoni rózsa cultivar:
Hungarian
national
registration:
2007;
Parentage: 87.3143 x Kuroda; Crop type: early;
Tuber traits: Regular, oval shape, dark pinkishred skin and eyes with a yellow tuber flesh
color, with shallow eye depth. Dry matter
content: medium (19-20%) Foliage: with strong
stems, matte, green leaves. Inflorescence:
Medium filled, soft violet; Cooking type: B,
fairly firm, not floury. General utilization,
mainly for boiled with good to excellent taste;

Growing and storage specifications: High yield
potential, 8-10 tubers per plant. Early
maturation, but with long dormancy, with good
storage ability. Stress tolerance and shape
keeping is excellent. Recommended for forcing,
open field cultivation in foil and summer planted
potato cultivation. Resistance: Very highly
resistant (immune) to Potato viruses Y, X, A.
Has a high field resistance against PLRV. Has a
medium susceptibility for canopy infection of
Phytophthora infestans. Resistant to patotype 1
of Synchytrium endobioticum, common scab,
and Globodera rostochiensis race 1 and 4 [6].

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
The trail was carried out in Nyírbátor
(Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county) on an open
field. The fore crop was watermelon with high
infestation of Echinochloa crus-galli and
Ambrosia artemisiifolia. The planting material is
3rd generation of certified Balatoni rózsa
cultivar, hand graded, and planting size tubers. It
is known, that this cultivar is sensitive to the
active ingredient metribuzin, but the sensitivity
to different doses were not investigated. On the
trial field we used Sencor 600 SC, which has
metribuzin as active ingredient [7]. The liquid
herbicide is registered for potato, tomato,
soybean and asparagus crops.
Characterization of Sencor 600 SC
herbicide: Active ingredient: 600 g/l
metribuzin; Distribution category in Hungary:
II. Packing: 1 liter, 5 liter; Dose: 0.55-0.9 l/ha,
250-300 liter spraying volume. For metribuzin
sensitive crops use 0.8 l/ha as pre-emergent
treatment, for post emergent treatment till 15-20
cm plant height use 0.35 ml/ha [8].
It is necessary to present in details
assumptions of study to such an extent manner
that a reader could repeat that work if he/she
was going to confirm achieved results. This
information should be given in as short as
possible version.

Sencor 600 SC has a very good efficiency for
most dicot and monocot weeds, has a wide range
of efficiency in killing weeds, and is selective.
Sencor is also effective against hard-to-kill
weeds
like:
Abutilon
theophrasti,
Amaranthaceae,
Ambrosia
artemisiifolia,
Atriplex spp., Chenopodium album, Datura
stramonium, Stellaria media, Helianthus
annuus, Matricaria chamomilla, Sinapis
arvensis, Portulaca oleracea, Xanthium
spinosum, Veroniceae, Echinochloa crus-galli,
Digitaria sanguinalis.
Biological effectiveness: Sencor 600 SC’s
active ingredient, metribuzin, is taken up by
weeds through roots and foliage. It is blocking
the photosynthesis. The symptoms manifest
early, the growth stops, the leaves turn yellow,
and then they die.
The ridges were made on 24th of April 2015;
the planting took place on the 4th of May. The
trial had 4 treatments in 4 repetitions; the trial
had a randomized complete block arrangement
(Figure 1.).

Fig.1. The potato grew in open field.
The treatments are as follows: 1. untreated
control, 2. 0.3 l/ha, 3. 0.6 l/ha, 4. 0.9 l/ha Sencor
600 SC. A plot had a total area of 10 m2; the
whole trial had a total area of 160 m2. The
statistical analysis was preformed with SPSS
v19 software [9]. The mean differences were
regarded as significant at the 0.05 level.
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1. control

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
The trial was harvested on 11th of November
2015. On the 1st Figure we can see the weight
results of the trial in kg per plot.
We measured the control and three
treatments area. The minimum and maximum
mass can be found in Table 1. The maximum
weight was found in the 0.6 l/ha Sencor 600 SC
treatment (number 3), the minimum was among
the control and 0.9 l/ha Sencor 600 SC treatment
(number 4).

Table 1. Tukey-HSD test of food potato (Solanum
tuberosum). Values of the three treatments were
measured in 2015 (Parameter: potato weight, kg).
Treatments N

Mean
(kg/ha)

Std.
Dev.

Std.
Error

1.

control

2.

0.3 l/ha
Sencor 4 13,850 0.700 0.350
600 SC
0.6 l/ha
Sencor 4 13,100 2.706 1.353
600 SC
0.9 l/ha
Sencor 4 8,850 2.516 1.258
600 SC

3.
4.

4

7,650

2.475 1.237

Minimum
(kg)

Maximum
(kg)

5.0

10.0

13.0

14.6

11.0

17.0

6.2

11.0

2.
0.3 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

-6.2000*

1.591

0.010

3.
0.6 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

-5.4500*

1.591

0.023

4.
0.9 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

-1.2000
n.s.

1.591

0.873

The average mass homogeneity is shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. Tukey-HSD test of food potato (Solanum
tuberosum). Means for groups in homogeneous
subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 4.000
Treatments

The number 2 and number 3 treatments were
significant (Table 2), but the number 4 was not.

Tukey
a

HSD

N

1

Control

4

7,650

0.9 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

4

8,850

0.6 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

4

0.3 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

4

Significant

Table 2. Tukey-HSD test of food potato (Solanum
tuberosum). Values of the three treatments were
measured in 2015 (Parameter: potato weight, kg).
*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
n.s. = not significant
Treatment Treatment
(A)
(B)
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Average
Std. Signidifference Dev. ficance
between
treatments
(A-B)

Subset for alpha = 0.05
2

3

8,850

13,100

13,100

13,850

0.873

0.083

0.964

The total weight of potato tubers are shown
in Table 4. The highest was treatment 3 (0.6 l/ha
Sencor 600 SC), while the lowest were
treatment 4 and the untreated control.

Table 4. Tukey-HSD test of total potato (Solanum
tuberosum). Values of the three treatments were
measured in 2015 (Parameter: potato weight).
Treatments

N Mean Std.
(kg/ha) Dev.

1.

control

2.

0.3 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC
0.6 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC
0.9 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

3.
4.

Std. Mini- MaxiError mum mum
(kg)
(kg)

4 18,050 2.821 1.410 14.4
4 21,750 2.235 1.117 19.8

24.0

4 21,200 2.898 1.449 18.4

25.0

4 19,250 2.886 1.443 15.4

22.0

Table 5. Tukey-HSD test of total potato (Solanum
tuberosum). Values of the three treatments were
measured in 2015 (Parameter: potato weight).
*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
n.s. = not significant

1. control

Treatment
(B)

2.

3.

4.

0.3 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

0.6 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

0.9 l/ha
Sencor
600 SC

Average
difference
between
treatments
(A-B)

Std.
Dev.

Treatments

Repetitions

Total

1.
control food

I.
9.5

II.
10

III.
5

IV.
6.1

30.6

little

4.9

9.3

16

11.4

41.6

total 14.4 19.3 21 17.5
2.
I.
II. III. IV.
0.3 l/ha food 13 14.6 14.2 13.6
Sencor
600 SC little 6.8 8.2 10.2 6.4
total 19.8 22.8 24.4 20
3.
I.
II. III. IV.
0.6 l/ha
food 11 11.6 12.8 17
Sencor
8
600 SC little 8.6 6.8 9
total 19.6 18.4 21.8 25
4.
I.
II. III. IV.
0.9 l/ha
Sencor food 11 7.2 6.2 11
600 SC little 4.4 11.6 11.8 9.8

72.2

21.0

The significances levels for the whole trial
are shown in Table 5. None of the treatments
were significant compared to the untreated
control.

Treatment
(A)

Table 6. Values of control and three treatments of
potato were measured in 2015. (Parameter: potato
weight, kg).

total 15.4 18.8 22
Total

55.4
31.6
87.0
52.4
32.4
84.8
35.4
41.6

20.8

77.0

69.2 79.3 89.2 83.3
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The weight differences between treatments
are shown on Figure 2.

Significance

-3.7000 n.s. 1.926

0.270

-3.1500 n.s. 1.926

0.397

Fig.2. The control and the three treatments
potato (2015).
-1.2000 n.s. 1.926

0.923

The detailed results of the harvest (total,
food, little) are shown in Table 6.

4. CONCLUSIONS
On Figure 2 we can see, that different
treatments of the herbicide containing
metribuzin as active ingredient on potato
cultivar Balatoni rózsa had differences on the
crop. The dose of Sencor 600 SC is inversely
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proportional to the number of tubers produced.
The higher the dose the smaller the number and
the size of potatoes harvested. This is why the
crop of treatment 4 (0.9 l/ha Sencor 600 SC) and
the untreated was nearly the same.
Treatment 3 (0.6 l/ha Sencor 600 SC) has the
highest yield. This could happen, because the
herbicide was less toxic to the potato cultivar
Balatoni rózsa, but was still effective against
some hard-to-kill weeds in the early stage of
growth. Both the edible size (52.4 kg), and the
total (84.8 kg) potato production was the second
highest on the treatment with 0.6 l/ha Sencor
600 SC.
Treatment 2 (0.3 l/ha Sencor 600 SC) had the
highest weight of edible (55.4 kg) and total
(87.0 kg) tubers.
The treatment with 0.9 l/ha Sencor 600 SC
(treatment 4) had also high tuber production,
and the herbicide was most effective here, so the
plot was weed free longest here. So the potato
could grow in the poisoned environment longer.
The plots untreated were the weediest, and
the cleanest were treatment 4. As we increased
the dose from 0.3-0.6-0.9 l/ha so as the weed
covered area got smaller.
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Abstract
In our study we examined the crop production of three agricultural enterprises that apply various fertilizing technologies
through describing the innovative crop production technology and the operational steps. The first company provides the
appropriate nutrients by fertilizing; the second, a private enterprise, delivers manure under the crops every three years,
applying fertilizer only during the years in between. The third, a family farm, uses a fertilization technique where nutritional
requirements are provided by bacteria and organic bio-manure. In our work we analyzed the costs, revenues, income and
efficiency indicators of the production technologies. The companies examined employ the most advanced production
technology thus the results of our analysis can provide important answers for corn-farmers. The corn-growing businesses rely
heavily on state aid, therefore when examining the effectiveness of these enterprises this should also be taken into account.
The economic evaluation of maize production in addition is supported by fundamental profitability indicators. With the right
bacteria and bacterial-manure soil conditions can be maintained and improved which will protect the plants during years of
drought. Based on several years of data, we have found that using bacterial-manure production technology better results can
be achieved than with traditional production methods. In the long-term bacterial-fertilization produces the best yields with the
best economic results.

Keywords: economic evaluation, best practice, environmental protection

1. INTRODUCTION
The elimination of the rotation and drying
out of land is an important issue. During soil
rotation the soil is exposed to several stress
effects such as obstruction of soil ventilation and
moisture movement caused by the plow [1]. The
nutrient supply should be complemented by
bacterial fertilizers and soil and a plant
conditioning products [2,3]. This material is
produced completely organically, in particular,
containing animal and vegetable oils, herbal
extracts, trace elements and essences. It
generally also contains some algae [4]. Bacterial
manures are easily digestible carbon-hydrate
resources for useful soil micro-organisms [5].
As a result of treatment bacteria native to our
area rapidly proliferate in the soil to assist and
accelerate favorable demolition processes [6].

A significant accumulation and activity of
useful bacteria brings about faster organic
material degradation and formation of organic
colloids which results in the improvement of soil
fertility. The application of an ensemble of live
bacterial strains bred for specific purposes
enhances soil life, increases the set of nutrients
that can be utilized, supports better absorption of
fertilizers and improves soil structure thus
increasing its fertility and strength. It can be
freely stated that organic manure would be the
most appropriate fertilization technique [7]. Its
availability, however, is limited because the
appropriate amount cannot always be provided.
The use of bacterial manure is an important tool
for replacement of fertilization. However, their
impact must be investigated not only technically
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but also economically [8]. This study provides
answers to these questions.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
2.1. Production technology
enterprises

of

the

The corporation owns a large site and several
agricultural machines. In 2015, they have
conducted plant production on 400 hectares. The
private enterprise produces corn on an area of 20
acres out of 60-acre farm. The farm uses organic
fertilizers every 3 years and fertilizers in the
interim years. The family farm grew maize on
48 acres of its 200 acres of land in 2015. They
have been managing the farm without chemical
fertilizers for five years. They utilize bacterial
fertilizers, bacterial suspension and algae to
improve soil conditions.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Cost of production technology

The soil work in maize production has been
implemented in the same way at all three of the
enterprises. While two companies begin with
plowing, the third omits plowing using easing
operation instead resulting in lower costs. The
cost of working the soil consists of fuel charges,
trucker wages and overhead burdens and
amortization. A soil job, calculated with a
consumption of 15 liters per hectare, comes to
20 Euros in material costs. Worker's salary is set
by the businesses 5 Euro per hectare while
depreciation was uniformly determined as 10
Euros. The costs of the application of different
fertilization are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The costs of nutrient application per
hectare of maize production (2015)
Operation

Labor Fuel Amorti- Total
cost cost zation
Organic
23.5
0€
0€
23.5
Fertilization
€
€
Nitrosol
1.5 € 7 €
3.5 €
12 €
application
Fertilizing
2.5 € 8.5
4.5 €
15.5
€
€
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The cost differences that occur are already
readily observable as regardless of the amounts
spent these differ considerably for the individual
technology variants. For all three of the firm’s
seedbed preparation and planting, plant
protection, row cultivation could be calculated
almost in the same manner (Table 2.).
Table 2. The operational costs of maize
production per hectare (2015)
Operation

Labor
cost
2€

Fuel
cost
7€

Amortization
4€

Total

Sowing

3€

10 €

5€

18 €

Plant
protection

2€

9.5
€

4.5 €

16 €

Tillage

2€

10 €

5€

17 €

Seedbed
preparation

13 €

Harvesting costs are different in the three
experimental enterprises, since in two of the
farms corn harvesting is outsourced while the
corporation has its own harvesting machines
resulting in less expenditure (Table 3.).
Table 3. The costs harvesting per hectare
(2015)
Operation
Harvesting
through
outsourcing
Harvesting w/
own combine

Labor
cost

Fuel
cost

Amortization

Total
67 €

3€

10 €

5€

18 €

2.2.2. Profitability of corn growing

In determining revenue at all three businesses
yield per year was multiplied by the average
selling price. Both the yields and the purchase
prices differ significantly from year to year. The
results from technologies used at the companies
were studied in two ways. In the traditional case
expenses incurred during the production were
extracted from revenues. In the other case
income included area based subsidies, and in the
case of the enterprise that used bacterial
fertilizers the value of the so-called Carbon-

subsidies was also included. Carbon-subsidy is
granted for those that are willing to use
technology with algae treatment and without soil
tillage.

Table 5. Cost of maize growing per hectare,
Private Enterprise (2015)
Operation
All machine
work cost

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

Seeds
Pesticides
Fertilizers

3.1. Costs of corn growing

Labor
cost
85 €

Fuel
cost
80 €

Amortization
37 €

Total
197 €

Material Costs
167 €
Total: 408 €/ha
101 €
140 €
Total cost per ha: 605 €

Cost of corn growing for the corporation is
presented in Table 4. while it’s structure can be
seen in Figure 1.
Table 4. Cost of maize growing per hectare,
Corporation (2015)
Operation
All machine
work cost
Seeds
Pesticides
Fertilizers

Labor
cost
24 €

Fuel
cost
110 €

Amortization
50 €

Total
184 €

Material Cost
160 €
Total: 450 €/ha
143 €
147 €
Total cost per ha: 634 €

Fig. 2. Cost structure of maize production,
Private Enterprise

Cost of corn growing for the family farm is
presented in Table 6. while it’s structure can be
seen in Figure 3.

Table 6. Cost of maize growing per hectare,
Family Farm (2015)
Operation
Fig. 1. Cost structure of maize production,
Corporation

Cost of corn growing for the private
enterprise is presented in Table 5. while it’s
structure can be seen in Figure 2.

All machine
work cost
Seeds
Pesticides
Fertilizers
Nitrosol
Amalgerol
Alga
Phylazonit

Labor
cost
84.5 €

Fuel
cost
77.5 €

Amortization
35 €

Total:
197 €

Material Costs
154 €
75 €
Total:
140 €
463 €/ha
23.5 €
23.5 €
23.5 €
23.5 €
Total cost per ha: 660 €
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Table 8. Income per hectare (2015)
Producer

Corporation

Fig. 3. Cost structure of maize production,
Family Farm

Private
Enterprise
Family
Farm
Family
Farm w/
carbon
subsidy

Revenue
+
subsidies
1230 €
1150 €
1300 €
1350 €

Total
Cost

Income

634
€
605
€
660
€
660
€

367 €

Income
with
subsidy
596 €

317 €

574 €

415 €

640 €

465 €

690 €

3.2. Revenues and income of corn
growing

Table 7. presents average yield, selling price
and revenues achieved for the various producers.

Table 7. Revenues (2015)
Producer
Corporation
Private
Enterprise
Family Farm

Avg.
Yield
6.53 t
6.01 t

Selling
price
153.5 €/t
153.5 €/t

Revenue/
Ha
1001 €
922 €

7.01 t

153.5 €/t

1075 €

It can be concluded that the use of bacterial
manure yields a surplus of 0.5-1 tons which is
reflected in sales.
Table 8. and Figure 4. illustrate the
differences in businesses' income with and
without subsidies. The best income is achieved
by the family farm, significantly outperforming
the other two companies. The sole proprietor
with less effort realized less profit as the active
ingredients in organic fertilizers applied the first
year were used up and could not be made up by
fertilization alone.
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Fig. 4. Income per hectare (2015)

Table 9. shows the profitability of maize
cultivation with and without subsidies.

Table 9. Profitability of maize production
Producer

Profitability
w/o subsidy

Profitability
w/ subsidy

Corporation
Private
Enterprise
Family
Farm

58 %
53 %

94 %
90 %

63 %

96 %

Profitability
w/ Carbon
subsidy

104 %

4. CONCLUSIONS
By abandoning chemical fertilizers we can
protect and rest our soil. With the right bacteria
and bacterial fertilizers soil conditions can be
maintained and improved which means that in
drought years our plants are protected from a
biotic stress. Research was carried out in the
selected companies for three years as data from
one year is not sufficient to draw reliable
conclusions. Through examination of the three
years data it can be ascertained in an exact
manner that favorable results can be achieved
with bacterial fertilizer production technology
versus traditional cultivation.
Beneficial effects materialize in lower
production costs, higher average yield and thus
higher income levels which carbon support can
make even more productive [9]. It can be
concluded that subsidies significantly improve
profitability of Hungarian corn production.
Carbon subsidy improved profitability by 8%
which is a considerable achievement that even
supporters of traditional production should
contemplate.
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ingredients of celery
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Abstract
In our experiments we used large (0.30 m2 surface) flow lysimeter pots in the internal study garden of
our faculty, in 2013 and 2014. In our series of experiments celery (Apium
graveolens convar. rapaceum) test plants were used Applying six different manure doses in four
replications, crop mass and nutrient contents were followed by standard analytical methods. After
N60, N120, N180 fertilizer treatments tuber weight increased to more than half of the total plant weight
(57-58% of total weight). However, there were no statistically significant differences among
treatments. The highest yield was reached after manure treatment. . Laboratory tests were made in our
laboratory (Soil and Plant Testing Laboratory of Faculty of Horticulture). The analytical tests showed
increased N content in the tuber with higher nitrogen fertilizer treatment. Potassium levels tended to
decrease however. Changes in the other macro- and microelement (K, Na, Ca, Mg, Zn, Cu, Fe, Mn,
B) concentrations were also shown.

Keywords: celery, N fertilizer, manure, crop weight, macro and microelements.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the relatively poorly studied
vegetable plants is celery, though its use is
diverse. It occurs in the daily feeding of the
population, in fresh or dried form, as a
component of soups, seasonings and condiment
mixes. Its presence in foods is often not
conscious for the consumers. It is worth to pay
attention to the cultivation, increase of the
nutritional values of ingredients and maintaining
of its beneficial properties during preparing
technologies of consumption.
During the production of vegetables and
other areas of the horticultural production it is
becoming increasingly clear that farmers and
researchers would take into account the criteria
of high crop quality, and beside this at least the
maintaining or improving the environmental
conditions, as well. In sandy soils, the use of
very high doses of nitrogen fertilizer often
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occurs. Occasional over-watering or large
amounts of biomass left on the fields at the end
of the growing season may contribute to the
increase of leaking water and the undesirable
load of the environment.
The celeriac cultivation in our country is
mostly done by raising seedlings. In field
conditions rooting of celery is difficult,
especially if the soil moisture in the first period
of the growing season is low. Therefore medium
heavy loam soil - with good water-holding
capacity - is the most suitable for growing. The
quantity and the quality of the crop is effected
by the amount of irrigation and the salinity of
the soil and the irrigation water as well [1].
Celery was shown very sensitive to nutrient
disorders and a wide variety of quality problems
that can often be caused by nutrient deficiencies,
excesses or imbalances [2].

In our study celery test plants were used in
lysimeter type pots filled with loose sandy soils
common in our region [3]. Plant growth,
nutrient content and the relationships of them
were also observed.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
2.1. Plant growing and treatments

Our nitrogen fertilization experiment was
carried out in the research garden of the Faculty
of Horticulture and Rural Development. We
used large (0.30 m2 surface) flow lyzimeter pots.
Plant pots were filled with sandy soil which is
typical in the research garden and our region
too. The bottoms of the plant pots were open,
and they had a sinkhole and a deflector, to avoid
stagnant water.
Our investigation was carried out in the
growing season of 2013 and 2014. Seedlings
were transplanted in 4-5 leaf stage with 5
plants/pot crop density. We made six N
treatments, with four repetitions in every
treatment.
Nitrogen fertilizer treatments were used as
follows:
1st treatment – Control: normal field growing
without any fertilization.
2nd treatment – Cropcare control N60 : P60 : K120 ,
N, P2O5, K2O kg/ha inorganic fertilizer.

During the growing season plant pots were
kept weed free by mechanical methods, drip
irrigation method was used according to the
needs of the plant. The harvest was made at the
end of the growing season, reaching the
marketable state of the development of the
tubers. Tuber samples were cleaned and washed,
and taken to the laboratory.
2.2. Analytical methods and statistics

Analytical testing methods were made in the
Soil and Plant Testing Laboratory of Faculty of
Horticulture and Rural Development (Pallasz
Athéné University, Kecskemét) Standard
analytical methods were used. As part of the
investigations we measured the amount of wet
yield. Celery tubers were shred and dried, than
they were homogenized and digested by wet
destruction. We determined the total organic
amount of nitrogen by Kjeldahl-nitrogen method.
Phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium,
sodium and microelement (Zn, Cu, Fe, Mn, B)
content of the tuber samples were analyzed by
optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES
method).
Vitamin C content was measured in fresh
tubers after extraction and titration.
Statistically significant differences (SD <5%)
and correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r value)
were estimated in the estimation of the effects of
different treatments.

3rd treatment – Cropcare N60 : P60 : K120 , N,
P2O5, K2O kg/ha + 60 kg/ha N fertilizer (two
times 30-30 kg/ha in growing season.

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

4th treatment – Cropcare N60 : P60 : K120 , N,
P2O5, K2O kg/ha + 120 kg/ha N fertilizer
(distributed four times 30-30-30-30 kg/ha in
growing season.

There were no statistically significant
differences in total crop mass and tuber crop
masses between the levels found in the two
consecutive years. Total crop mass/pot levels
increased after nitrogen fertilization as shown in
Figure 1. Changes seemed to be significant (5%)
after treatment 3.

5th treatment – Cropcare N60 : P60 : K120 , N,
P2O5, K2O kg/ha + 180 kg/ha N fertilizer
(distributed six times 30-30-30-30-30-30 kg/ha
in growing season.
6th treatment – Cropcare N60 : P60 : K120 , N,
P2O5, K2O kg/ha + barn manure appropriated to
240 kg/ha N fertilizer.
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average (changes among various N treatments
were not significant); and reached two-thirds
ratio after barn manure treatment.

Fig. 1. Changes in total crop mass in pots after N
fertilizer treatment 1-6

Changes in tuber mass are shown in Figure 2.

Besides the results of the yield tests it seems
very important to determine how the N-fertilizer
treatments could affect the changes of the macro
and micro elements in tuber. Tuber nitrogen
content changed parallel with the applied N
fertilizer amount (Table 2.). Phosphorus,
magnesium and sodium levels decreased,
whereas potassium and calcium concentrations
remained constant. Among microelements,
copper, manganese and boron levels moderately
decreased, whereas iron content increased
significantly, especially in the case of manure
(r=0.8288, <2%). There was a strong negative
correlation between N fertilizer doses and Zn
concentration in tuber (r= 0.7534, <5%).
We tested vitamin C content in tuber in each
treatment group. The results are shown in Figure
3. Vitamin C levels increased, especially after
manure treatment.

Fig. 2. Changes in tuber mass in pots after N
fertilizer treatment 1-6

Best results were achieved after manure
treatment. Total crop mass reached 1900 vs. 600
g/pot on average (6th treatment vs.1st treatment).
It was the case regarding tuber mass as well;
manure significantly increased tuber mass (1220
vs. 240 g/pot, 6th vs.1st treatment).
Nitrogen fertilizer use increased the ratio of
tuber to total biomass (Table 1). Without any N
fertilizer (absolute control) tuber represented
about one third of the biomass. This ratio
increased in treatment 2-5 into about 50% on

Fig. 3. Changes in vitamin C content in tuber
after N fertilizer treatment 1-6

Table 1. Ratio of tuber mass to total biomass (%) after different nitrogen treatments (1-6).
Treatment

1.

2-3-4-5.

6.

N0

Crop. + N0-180

Crop. + manure N240

2013

38

56

64

2014

35

55

65

Year
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Table 2. Average concentration of the main macro- and microelements in the tuber after treatment 1-6.

Treatment
Parameter
N

Unit
m/m %

1
1.04

2
0.94

3
0.95

4
1.13

5
1.34

6
1.84

P

m/m %

0.47

0.41

0.43

0.35

0.33

0.35

K

m/m %

0.98

1.59

1.72

1.35

1.25

1.50

Ca

m/m %

0.24

0.26

0.26

0.23

0.26

0.22

Mg

m/m %

0.13

0.09

0.09

0.11

0.08

0.08

Na

mg/kg

0.48

0.22

0.14

0.22

0.26

0.07

Fe

mg/kg

25.2

23.5

25.4

33.2

28.4

33.3

Mn

mg/kg

23.9

19.3

19.2

21.5

19.6

16.7

Zn

mg/kg

19.8

17.0

16.7

17.5

16.7

14.7

Cu

mg/kg

7.66

6.88

7.49

6.84

7.78

5.25

B

mg/kg

17.5

22.7

23.9

20.0

19.4

18.9

Mo

mg/kg

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

<0.50

4. CONCLUSIONS
Optimizing of vegetable growing technology
including fertilization is important from both
economical and environmental points of view

[4].
As shown in our study, the results of celery
growing in two consecutive years did not differ
significantly. We showed that N fertilizer
treatments enhanced total crop mass, and tuber
N content, which is in accordance with the
findings of other studies [5, 6]. However, as a
new result, tuber mass seemed to stay
independent of the applied N dose (2-5th
treatment). The use of starter NPK fertilizer
(Cropcare) at the beginning of the growing
season in our sandy soil, may contribute to this
effect. The phenomenon was probably due to the
potassium content of Cropcare.
Tuber mass was the most significantly
increased by manure (1220 vs. 240 g/pot). The
ratio of tuber weight to total crop mass was the
highest after treatment 6, as well (65%).

We showed that tuber nitrogen content
increased parallel with increasing N fertilizer
amount.
N treatments were in relation with changes of
main and micro nutrients. Enhanced amount of
N fertilizer increased iron content and decreased
concentration of zinc in tuber significantly.
Vitamin C content in tuber proportionally
increased with N fertilizer. This may call
attention for the more beneficial effects and
increasing antioxidant capacity of celery after N
treatment [7, 8].
As celeriac is a relatively poorly studied
vegetable but widely used in our life, we are on
continuing our examinations. Further studies
would be made in tuber and green leaves of
celery as well, to examine the relationships
between nutrients and internal components in
various growing technologies.
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Abstract
Honey is a dense, sweet, viscous, liquid or crystallized product that is produced by collecting nectar
from honey plants. After collecting nectar, honeybees deposit nectar in the honeycombs. Honey
consists from the sugars (comprising glucose, fructose, sucrose and maltose), proteins, amino acids,
enzymes, organic acids, pollen, minerals, vitamins and other substances. There are various types of
honey and the most popular types in Croatia are flower honey, acacia honey, chestnut honey, honey
from rapeseed, buckwheat honey, meadow honey and so on. A survey conducted in Slavonski Brod
(Croatia) found that half the population of Slavonski Brod consume honey and honey products often
and they are generally satisfied with the consumption of those products. The most famous type of
honey that examinees recognized were the acacia honey and flower honey. Other honey products
commonly consumed included liqueurs, propolis and pollen.

Keywords: Biotechnology in agricultural environment; Honey; Honey products; Survey; Slavonski Brod.

1. INTRODUCTION
Honey is a dense, sweet, viscous, liquid or
crystallized natural product produced by
honeybees. It is produced by collecting pollen of
different species in the hives. Honey is used on
daily basis for health and food benefits and
many types of liqueurs, schnapps, spreads etc.
are produced of it. Its medicinal properties make
it useful for treatments of colds, flu, healing
wounds and other diseases/disorders as well as
in prevention of many diseases. It can be
consumed in tea, in various sauces or as an
independent product. Honey consists mainly
from the sugars (comprising glucose, fructose,
sucrose and maltose), but proteins, amino acids,
enzymes, organic acids, pollen, minerals,
vitamins and other substances are also
significantly present [1].
Bees get their raw materials from natural
nectar and honeydew from which they make
honey. Nectar is a sweet juice that is produced
by nectar glands of honey plants. Nectar attracts
bees that pollinate the flowers and each plant
species has a specific nectar.

Honeydew is sweet juice excreted by aphids
on the tree leaves. The bees have to visit 15
million flowers to create one kilogram of honey.
Bees take nectar into honey bladder that is
separated from the digestive system. Nectar of
honey in the bladder is enriched by ferments for
the decomposition of complex sugars into
simple sugars. Processed nectar is then delivered
into the hive for the further processing and
storage in the honeycomb. Finally, honey is
produced by reducing the water content of the
nectar to 15-20 % in honeycombs [2].
There are various types of honey and the
most popular types in Croatia are flower honey,
acacia honey, chestnut honey, honey from
rapeseed, buckwheat honey, meadow honey and
others [3].
There are also various preparations of honey
products. The well-known honey products are
pollen, propolis, royal jelly, beeswax, creamy
honey, various dairy products based on honey
with additives and various creams.
Quality control of honey and honey products
usually include organoleptic testing, physical,
chemical and biological analysis and pollen
analysis [4,5,6,7].
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The aim of this paper is to show how much
the inhabitants of Slavonski Brod (Croatia)
consume honey and honey products. The work
will show how many residents know about the
healing properties of honey, its consumption
properties and purposes as well as the ways of
its acquisition for common use.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
The survey (poll) used in preparation of this
work included 13 questions:
1. Age
2. Sex
3. Do you consume honey?
4. How often do you consume honey?
5. Are you satisfied with frequency of your
consumption of honey? If not, state your
reason for insufficient consumption of
honey.
6. Which type of honey are you familiar
with?

3. RESULTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

7. Which type of honey do you usually
consume?
8. How do you usually consume honey?
9. What is the deciding factor in process of
buying the honey?
10. Where do you usually buy the honey?
11. What is your first association on word
“honey”?
12. Are you familiar with health benefits of
honey?
13. Do you consume other honey products
(pollen, propolis, royal jelly)? If you do,
state which products.
The survey was conducted in centre of the
City of Slavonski Brod (sixth largest city,
situated in the eastern part of Croatia) on 100
examinees. 63 of them were female and 37 male
persons. Most of them (31%) belonged to the
age group of 45 years to 60 years, 25% to the
age group of 35 years to 45 years, 19% had less
than 25 years, 15% of examinees had 25 years to
35 years and only 10% belonged to the age
group over 60 years.
3.2. Are you satisfied with frequency
of your consumption of honey?

All 100 examinees answered that they
consumed honey (question 3).
3.1. How
honey?

often

do

you

consume

Fig. 2. Results of survey on question “Are you
satisfied with frequency of your consumption of
honey?”
Fig. 1. Results of survey on question “How often do
you consume honey?”

The results of survey on question “How often
do you consume honey?” show that around the
half of the people in Slavonski Brod consume
honey only several times a year (52%). Only 8%
of examinees consume it every day, which is
quite a low ratio if well-known benefits of
honey consumption are taken into account.
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About the similar number of examinees
responded “YES” (52%) and “NO” (48%) on
question “Are you satisfied with frequency of
your consumption of honey?”. Those 48% who
answered “NO” were asked to say the reasons
for insufficient consumption of honey. 26%
stated that lack of habit is the main reason for
that and 22% declared high price of honey as the
main reason for insufficient consumption of
honey.

3.3. Which type of honey are you
familiar with?

3.5. How do you usually consume
honey?

Fig. 3. Results of survey on question “Which type of
honey are you familiar with?”

Fig. 5. Results of survey on question “How do you
usually consume honey?”

From the results of conducted survey it
seems that population of Slavonski Brod is the
most familiar with acacia honey (43%),
followed by floral (21%), lime (20%), chestnut
(12%), meadows (2%) and forestry honey (1%).
Dandelion honey is not recognized at all (0%)
and no other types of honey are specified in
answers of examinees.

Consumption of honey with tea is the most
popular way of honey consumption in Slavonski
Brod. About 2/3 of people in survey (63%)
answered that they used honey with tea. 16% of
examinees eat honey with spoon and about equal
number of people consume it with bread and
with or within cookies (10% and 11%,
respectively). No other ways of consumption are
mentioned.

3.4. Which type of honey do you
usually consume?

Fig. 4. Results of survey on question “Which type of
honey do you usually consume?”

Figure 4 shows that 68% of examinees
declared that they did not have favourite type of
honey and the other 32% named acacia honey as
their favourite one. This is in accordance with
previous findings that acacia honey is the most
recognisable type of honey in Slavonski Brod
(results from section 3.3) and one of the most
popular honeys in Croatia as well [3].

3.6. What is the deciding factor in
process of buying the honey?

Fig. 6. Results of survey on question “What is the
deciding factor in process of buying the honey?”

About half of examinees (49%) stated that
the price of honey is the deciding factor in
process of buying the honey. This finding is
very significant and expected to some extent
because of the economy crisis still present in
Croatia. The usual price of the honey is about
7.5 euro per kilogram. The other half of
examinees answered that colour is their deciding
factor during the buying of honey (16%),
followed by type of honey (15%), producer of
honey (12%) and 8% of people are mainly
guided by the packaging of the honey they
intend to buy.
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3.7. Where do you usually buy the
honey?

3.9. Are you familiar
benefits of honey?

with

health

Fig. 7. Results of survey on question “Where do you
usually buy the honey?”

Fig. 9. Results of survey on question “Are you
familiar with health benefits of honey?”

Majority of people buy the honey in malls
(big supermarkets). About 17% buy it in market
and only 15 % buy the honey directly from
small producers (beekeepers). This finding
possibly reveals some reasons for high price of
the honey, which the examinees in conducted
survey recognised as the deciding factor in
process of buying the honey (results from
section 3.6).

The conducted survey surprisingly revealed
that 61% of people were not familiar with health
benefits of honey and that they were not
interested in it. Only 6% think that they are
totally aware of health benefits of honey and the
rest of examinees (31%) consider themselves
partially aware of it. No one thinks the media
exaggerate with this issue, which could open the
door for further education processes and
activities in this area.

3.8. What is your first association on
word “honey”?

3.10. Do you consume other honey
products
(pollen,
propolis,
royal
jelly)?

Fig. 8. Results of survey on question “What is your
first association on word “honey”?”

The answers on question “What is your first
association on word “honey”?” revealed many
items associated with honey. Bees are
frontrunners for 34% of the surveyed people in
Slavonski Brod, tea for 28% of them, health for
21% and sweet taste for 13%. Small ratio of
people associate honey with its sticky properties
(4%).

Fig. 10. Results of survey on question “Do you
consume other honey products (pollen, propolis,
royal jelly)?”

Figure 10 shows that about 2/3 of examinees
in conducted survey in area of Slavonski Brod
declared that they sometimes consumed other
honey products, such as pollen, propolis and
liqueurs.
Asked about those honey products, they
mentioned liqueurs (24%), propolis (22%) and
pollen (20%) in similar shares, as shown in
Figure 11.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
From the results of the survey, it can be
concluded that inhabitants of Slavonski Brod
often consume honey, but most of them only a
few times a year. More than half of examinees
are satisfied with their consumption of honey.
The rest of the surveyed people that do not
consume honey so often cited primarily high
price, and then the lack of habit as the main
reasons for that.
Acacia honey is the most familiar and most
consumed among the surveyed people, then it
follows floral, linden, chestnut, meadow and
forest honey. Honey is the most commonly
consumed in tea, but at least with cookies and
bread. Examinees declared the price as the
deciding factor when buying honey. Due to the
high price of honey, consumption is reduced to a
minimum. Honey is the most frequently
purchased in big supermarkets (malls).
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Despite the frequent information about honey
as a healthy product, most of the persons are not
interested in the impact of honey on the health,
and they believe that they are not sufficiently
informed about the honey and its medicinal
properties. Various liqueurs, propolis and pollen
are the most common final products prepared
from honey that are consumed. The vast
majority of people are not well informed about
how honey has an impact on health and that its
consumption can prevent a variety of diseases,
and that honey can be a healthy substitute to
medicines (drugs) that are regularly consumed
on daily basis.
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Abstract
Financial analysis transforms the financial reports in the information essential for decision-making and enterprise
management. Analysis of financial reports performed by various instruments and procedures, which are generally
unbundling and comparing the results. The authors analyzed the basic financial reports of enterprise Kraš d.d. in the
period from 2013 to 2015. They use a series of scientific research methods (methods of analysis, comparison,
induction, deduction, description, classification etc.) as well as certain statistical and mathematical methods. The
calculation of the chain index positions of the balance sheet, profit and loss account, and cash flow report, authors
assessed the financial position of companies in the market and its further development. The aim of this paper is on
the basis of the conducted horizontal financial analysis to calculate the financial indicators of enterprises and rank
them according to certain parameters. Based on the calculation of financial indicators it is possible to recognize the
positive and negative aspects of the business enterprise and give recommendations for the success of future
business.

Keywords: financial analysis, financial reports, financial indicators, enterprise, business success

1. INTRODUCTION
Financial analysis is important instrument
which financial manager is used to making
decisions related to the operation of enterprises.
In the process of analyzing financial reports, it is
possible to use the whole range of different
procedures, which are based on the parse and
comparing [1, pp. 227].
Comparative financial reports that are
required for the implementation of horizontal
analysis can be considered in the context of the
comparisons. Conversely, structural financial
reports that are required for the implementation
of the vertical analysis can be considered in the
context of parsing.
Analysis of the financial reports which
allows comparison of data over a longer period
of time to detect trends and dynamics of changes
of certain balance positions is called horizontal
analysis [1, pp. 228]. Under vertical analysis
implies is usually comparing financial data in
one year [1, pp. 230].
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2. FINANCIAL REPORTS AND
FINANCIAL INDICATORS
For a successful business enterprise, it is
necessary to appropriate information basis. A
significant portion of such information occurs in
accounting and is written in the financial
statements. The aim of financial reporting is to
inform interested users about the financial
situation of the enterprises and the success of the
business. This information is contained in the
series of the financial statements of which the
basic are:
1. Balance sheet - shows the status of asset,
liabilities and capital on a certain day;
2. Profit and loss account - provides information
on the enterprise success, and on revenues,
expenditures and business results;
3. Cash flow report - allows management
assessment of the success of cash management
as well as the assessment of future cash flows;
4. Notes to financial reports - are used to explain
the data from the financial reports.

2.1.
The
indicators

division

of

financial

The indicator is rational or relational number,
which implies that one economic size is placed
in relation to other economic size. Financial
indicators are the main carriers of information
and the basis for the management of the
company and its development.
These indicators is possible to divided into
several groups:
1. Liquidity ratios - measures the ability of
enterprises in the context of the ability to pay
due short-term liabilities;
2. Leverage ratios - a reflection of the structure
of liabilities and show how assets financed by
own capital (equity), and the amount of assets
financed by foreign capital (liabilities);
3. Activity ratios - show how to efficiently use
the resources of enterprises in the business
process;
4. Economical ratios - measures the ratio of
revenues and expenses and indicate how the
revenue realized per unit of expenses;
5. Profitability ratios - measures return on
invested capital;
6. Investibility ratios - show the success of
investments in shares.

3. ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL
REPORTS OF ENTERPRISE
KRAŠ D.D.
Kraš d.d. is one of the leading food industry
in the Republic of Croatia with a long tradition
in the production of chocolate and other sweets.
Table 1 shows the chain index for the individual
positions of the balance sheet of enterprise Kraš
d.d. in the period from 2013 to 2015.
Table 1. Chain index for the individual positions of
the balance sheet
Ci
Ci
Ci
Term
2013
2014
2015
A) Long-term assets
92,97
98,10
94,22
B) Short-term assets
89,43
91,19 110,26
C) Prepaid expenses of
the future period
96,02 103,95 104,56
and deferred income
D) Total assets
92,21
95,23 101,81
A) Capital and liabilities
96,80 101,06 99,39
B) Long-term liabilities
85,16
70,23 116,98
C) Short-term liabilities
87,76 100,71 101,65

D) Deferred settlement
of charges and income
81,73
56,97
82,97
deferred to future period
E) Total capital and
92,21
95,23 101,81
liabilities
Source: author's calculations based on the financial
reports of enterprise Kraš d.d.

In Table 1, with the assistance of 'chain index
are presented individual position of assets and
liabilities of the balance sheet in the current year
compared to the previous year within the
observed period. Observing the data in the table
it is possible to see decrease of long-term assets
in 2015 compared to 2014 for 5.78%, while the
short-term assets recorded an increase of
10.26%. Total assets during the the whole
observed period had pronounced increasing
trend.
On the liabilities side of the balance sheet has
also come some changes. Capital and liabilities
in 2015 compared to 2014 recorded a slight
decrease of 0.61%, while the long-term and
short-term liabilities recorded a slightly higher
trend of growth. But despite that, it is possible to
conclude that the enterprise during the observed
period operated successfully.
Table 2 shows the chain index for the
individual positions of profit and loss account of
enterprise Kraš d.d. in the period from 2013 to
2015.
Table 2. Chain index for the individual positions of
profit and loss account
Ci
Ci
Ci
Term
2013
2014
2015
A) Operating income
91,40
98,04 102,48
B) Operating expenses
93,47
97,26 102,09
C) Financial income
70,85
42,88 107,52
D) Financial expenses
84,50
69,80
74,01
90,96
97,10 102,45
E) Total income
93,17
96,42 101,57
F) Total expenses
G) Profit or loss for the
91,57
98,77
99,15
period
Source: author's calculations based on the financial
reports of enterprise Kraš d.d.

Based on the data in the table it is possible to
observe constant growth in operating income in
the observed period. Financial income recorded
a decreasing trend in 2014 compared to 2013,
but after that begin to increase. Total income
recorded a constant increasing trend within
observed period, and the highest were recorded
in 2015, as well as enterprise profit.
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Analyzing the operating, financial and total
expenses of the enterprise, it is possible to
observe equal trend to their increase or decrease
as in operating, financial and total income of the
enterprise.
Table 3 shows the chain index for the
individual positions of cash flow report of
enterprise Kraš d.d. in the period from 2013 to
2015.
Table 3. Chain index for the individual positions of
cash flow report
Ci
Ci
Ci
Term
2013
2014
2015
A) Cash and cash
equivalents at
92,15
93,80
81,10
beginning of the year
B) Increase of cash and
82,11
cash equivalents
C) Decrease of cash and
93,25
91,27
cash equivalents
D) Cash and cash
equivalents at end of
80,17
81,10
95,17
the year
Source: author's calculations based on the financial
reports of enterprise Kraš d.d.

Based on the data in the table it is possible to
observe a decrease of cash and cash equivalents
at the end of the year in 2013 and 2014
compared to cash and cash equivalents at the
beginning of the observed years. In 2015, this
trend has stopped and the money at the end of
the year under review was recorded increase in
relation to the initial period in 2015. Moreover,
analyzing cash flow report of enterprise Kraš
d.d. it is possible to observe an increase of cash
and cash equivalents from operating activities
during the observed period, while cash flow
from financing and investing activities recorded
a decreasing trend in the period from 2013 to
2015. Table 4 shows the calculations of liquidity
ratios of enterprise Kraš d.d.
Table 4. Liquidity ratios
Term
Cash ratio
Quick ratio
Coefficient
of
financial
stability

2013
0,12
0,17

rank
1
1

2014
0,09
0,09

rank
2
3

2015
0,12
0,12

rank
1
2

0,77

1

0,75

2

0,64

3

Source: author's calculations based on the financial
reports of enterprise Kraš d.d.

According to the data in the table it is
possible to observe decrease in the cash ratio
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and quick ratio in 2014 compared to 2013. But,
in 2015 these ratios again recorded increasing
trend. A preferred value of these indicators
should be 1, based on which it is possible to
conclude that the enterprise has significant
difficulties with liquidity, but despite that it is a
financially stable enterprise. This confirms the
coefficient of financial stability, which should
be less than 1, because of part of long-term
resources should finance short-term assets. If
greater than 1, it means that the long-term assets
funded by short-term liabilities, ie. that there is a
deficit of working capital, which in the case of
enterprise Kraš d.d. does not exist. Liquidity
ratios of enterprise are also shown in the chart 1.
Chart 1. Liquidity ratios
0,8
cash ratio

0,6

quick ratio

0,4

coefficient of
financial stability

0,2
0

2013

2014

2015

Source: author

Table 5 shows the calculations of leverage
ratios of enterprise Kraš d.d.
Table 5. Leverage ratios
Term
Debt ratio
Coefficient
of own
funding

2013
0,46

rank
2

2014
0,48

rank
1

2015
0,46

rank
2

0,45

2

0,47

1

0,47

1

Source: author's calculations based on the financial
reports of enterprise Kraš d.d.

According to the data in the table it is evident
that debt ratio and coefficient of own funding in
2014 compared to 2013 increased slightly. But,
in 2015 in accordance with the assigned range,
again decreasing. The coefficient of own
funding in 2014, increasing from 0.45 to 0.47,
and retains the same value in 2015. According to
the leverage ratios Kraš d.d. is not debt
enterprise. For the debt ratio is preferable to be
as low as possible, and a maximum amount can
be 1. This ratio in the observed period did not
exceed the amount of 0.5. Leverage ratios of
enterprise are also shown in the chart 2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Chart 2. Leverage ratios
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Table 6 shows the calculations of economical
ratios of enterprise Kraš d.d.
Table 6. Economical ratios
Term
Economical
of total
business
Economical
of
financing

2013

rank

2014

rank

2015

rank

1,01

2

1,01

2

1,02

1

0,50

1

0,19

3

0,28

2

Financial reports and their analysis are one
of core activities for successful business
enterprise. With the assistance of certain
calculations it was made the analysis of financial
reports and financial indicators of enterprise
Kraš d.d. and thereby fortified its financial
position in the market.
Despite the decline of certain positions
within the balance sheet of enterprise (decrease
of long-term assets, capital) and profit and loss
account (decrease of financial income)
enterprise remains financially stable and one of
the leading producers of sweet products in the
Republic of Croatia.
The impact of the financial crisis on
business enterprise it is possible to observe on
the basis of calculation of liquidity ratios that
show negative trends.
But, despite of that, the coefficient of
financial stability also as leverage and
economical ratios confirmed a very good market
position of enterprise and its financial success.

Source: author's calculations based on the financial
reports of enterprise Kraš d.d.

Economical ratios are calculated based on
profit and loss account and it is advisable to be
as large as possible. According to the data in the
table enterprise Kraš d.d. has successfully ratios
of the total business of the economical of
financing. Ratios of economical of total business
in 2013 and 2014 are equal, while in 2015
recorded a slight increase. Ratios of economical
of financing in 2014 decreased from 0.50 to
0.19, as compared to 2013. But in 2015 again
increase, which greatly affected the entire
business enterprise. Economical ratios of
enterprise are also shown in the chart 3.
Chart 3. Economical ratios
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total business
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Abstract
The global economic crisis has caused disruptions in the labour market in most European countries,
including Croatia. Unfavourable economic conditions in Croatia in recent years have forced an
increasing number of young people to seek better perspectives abroad. Unemployment is one of the
main factors. The drama of unemployment particularly affects young people. Youth unemployment is
a growing problem with long-term consequences for individuals, communities, the economy and
society, and in early working life can have long-term consequences in the lifelong perspective of
young people. In Croatia, there is a noticeable tendency of brain drain. Talented and educated young
people go abroad, because of greater opportunities and country loses population and deepens
demographic crisis. Highly educated persons are particularly great loss for the country because in
their education has been invested and they can the most contribute to economic development. The aim
of this paper is to show how the economic crisis has affected the youth in Croatia, with special
emphasis on unemployment. Based on the processing and analysis of collected data paper will show
the current situation of young people in Croatia and their perspective for the future.

Keywords: economic crisis, unemployment of young people, labour market, Croatia

1. INTRODUCTION
The global financial crisis has caused
disruptions in the labour market that have led to
an increase in the unemployment rate in most
European countries, including Croatia. During a
crisis young people are particularly vulnerable
group, looking for employment in the labour
market, which already offers little employment
opportunities facing with the individuals who
have more experience.
Besides, young people in Croatia are faced
with socio-economic problems, meaning
concretely low standard of living, lack of life
perspectives and unemployment. The crisis is
also a place to discover new possibilities. It is an
opportunity for innovative and productive
employment of human resources. Most
important is try to create conditions that enable
profitable, productive and worthily employment
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or people. The key challenge is to increase
employee productivity, but also the activity of
the population.

2. PROBLEMS AND
POTENTIALS OF YOUTH IN
THE LABOUR MARKET
The entire social events are reflected in the
world of young people to the extent that can be
said that the young people are credible
indicators of all social events. The relatively
unfavourable economic conditions in the Croatia
in recent decades forced a certain number of
young people to seek better prospects abroad.
The most important reasons for relocation and
displacement are economic nature. Due to the

economic crisis that has affected Croatia and
most developed countries, it reduces the
employment opportunities and the higher living
standard. So far, the EU Member States applied
a wide range of policies and measures in an
effort to solve problems, create jobs and greater
professional opportunities for young people.
“These policies and measures include: enabling
work experience, improving the relationship
between education and work, guarantee for
young people, support for finding a job,
promoting entrepreneurship, and lifelong career
guidance.”[1]
The guidelines provided by the National
Employment Policy served in creating the first
program of active employment policy. „The
program contains measures: 1.co-financing
employment of young people without work
experience, 2.Co-financing introduction into
work or training, 3.Co-financing professional
training, retraining and additional training for
known and unknown employer, 4.Co-financing
employment of demobilized Croatian veterans,
children and spouses of the missing and the
dead, 5.Co-financing employment of women
less than 45 years of age and men over 50 years
of age, 6.Co-financing the employment of
persons with disabilities.”[2, p.56]
„Two-thirds of young people tend to educate
in educational institutions in Croatia, while for
overseas as well as for the private sector,
decided to one third. Croatia despite an increase
in national and international mobility of
students, and the creation of new institutions of
higher education in the country, is still a country
of low mobility. The European Union
implements programs such as "Europe 2020",
aimed at increasing the number of highly
educated from 32% to 40%, and reduce early
school leaving from 14% to less than 10%.”[2,
p.58] Despite all of the above the greatest
problem of youth is unemployment. „The young
generation in Croatia is extremely affected by
the economic crisis, especially due to high
unemployment, which is in the last twenty years
above 30%.”[3] Faced with such unfavourable
trends, young people often accept jobs outside
their profession. However young people should
be the largest potential of the country.
Some of the measures to support active
employment of young Croatian Employment
Service are: package of measures for young
people- young and creative. “The measures are
aimed at raising the competence and preparation
of young people for employment, and in

particular to strengthen the involvement of
young people in entrepreneurship” [4]
Measures of the package includes: “With half
- half of the first work - support for the
employment of young people without work
experience; Fifty-fifty - aid for employment;
Your initiative - your workplace - support for
self-employment; Your initiative - your
workplace green economy - Support for selfemployment; Together we are stronger - aid for
employment manager of the cooperative; Work
and after the summer - aid for employment in
tourism; Work and after vocational training - aid
for employment; I'm learning on the job support for training of newly employed persons;
Knowledge is worth -education unemployed;
Young people learn to work - programs of
education and training of unemployed young
people and for the known employer; Learning to
entrepreneurs; Training in the Workplace;
Training on the job - training for a known
employer; Programs literacy of young people the education of unemployed; Work and
internship and transport, - vocational training for
work without employment; Municipal public
works can co-financed employment in municipal
public works; Work for the community and
ourselves - are / were financed employment in
public work; Help yourself and others' employment through individual projects of
public works; Youth for Youth - helpers in the
classroom - public works for young people;
Youth for EU - co-workers at EU projects in the
NGO sector and social partner organizations public works for young people; Young people in
the community - a mini public works for young
people; Employment in social entrepreneurship financing of employment in public works in the
social companies; Support transformation and
deinstitutionalization of social care and support
social inclusion; Run community - recruiting
volunteer coordinator through the public works;
The coordinators of community service.”[4]

3. YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT THE BIGGEST PROBLEM OF
YOUTH IN CROATIA
Unemployment is one of the most significant
problems faced by the country, and is
particularly worrying unemployment of young
people who are significant human capital of the
economy and society. The trends pointed to an
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increase of the population of young people who
never manages to find a satisfactory job or any
paid work. Unemployment in Croatia is a result
of lack of structural changes in the economy.
“The destruction of workplaces in the
liquidation and bankruptcy of a large number of
companies has not been followed by opening of
a sufficient number of new jobs in the private
sector. Relatively high wages and salaries,
institutional flexibility and the general mismatch
between supply and demand appear to be major
obstacles to the dynamic labour market
performance.”[5, str.47] The following figure
shows the number of unemployed in the last five
years.

Table shows that considering the age,
especially are vulnerable young people from 20
to 29 years. Unless mentioned it is noticeable
unemployment of age groups from 55 to 59
years. The data for 2016 are available only up to
March but it is still noticeable negative trend.
Croatia is in terms of youth unemployment at
the bottom of the European scale, together with
Greece and Spain. The following figure shows
the structure of unemployed persons by level of
education.

Fig.2 Structure of unemployed persons, by
educational background, end of March 2016[4]
Fig.1 The number of unemployed persons for the
period 2012 - 2016 [4]

The figure shows that the number of
unemployed reached its peak level in 2013,
unemployment reduction occurred in 2015,
while seeing an increased number of
unemployed again in 2016, although the data for
2016 are available only up to March. Despite the
reduction phases of and rising unemployment, it
is certainly a great number of unemployed.
According to Eurostat Croatia is still at the
top of the youth unemployment among the EU a
country. “At the end of 2015 youth
unemployment rate was 45 percent.”[6] The
following table shows the number of
unemployed by age.
Table 1 Unemployed by age from 2012 to 2016[4]
Age
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
15-19 17186 18140 16683 14814 11812
20-24 44875 47619 42593 34910 32615
25-29 45445 47441 43207 35001 32385
30-34 37031 39361 36513 30615 28090
35-39 32146 35013 33440 28940 27223
40-44 31009 23949 31106 27409 26227
45-49 33204 35584 33900 29664 27891
50-54 36553 37653 36380 32541 31602
55-59 35057 37708 39303 36334 35005
6011816 13644 15061 15678 16347
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The figure shows that in educational
structure of the unemployed are the most
numerous people with secondary vocational
school lasting up to 3 years followed by persons
with secondary vocational school for a period of
4 years. The smallest number of unemployed is
persons with basic school. People who finished
university cover 9% of unemployed. The
following figure shows the unemployed highly
educated persons.

Fig.3 Unemployed highly educated from 2010 to
2014 [author according to 4]

The figure shows that from 2012 to 2014
there was a significant increase in the number of
unemployed persons with college or university
degrees. From 2014 to 2016 is slowly
decreasing, but still high. The data for 2016 are

available only up to March. “Even 71.3% of
young people believe that their profession is not
adequately appreciated in society.”[7] This is
one of the reasons why highly educated leaving
Croatia.

4. THE FUTURE OF YOUTH IN
THE LABOUR MARKET IN
CROATIA
Current situation in the Republic of Croatia
shows relatively poor indicators, young people
face difficulties in finding any job, even harder
to work according to their qualifications. It is
extremely low percentage of young people
who've been able to provide a safe job or
indefinite contract. “Almost every other young
person is unemployed, and 60% of them have a
salary below average.”[7]
The country is trying with its measures such
as vocational training, various co-financing, and
incentives for youth employment to help young
people and provide them with employment and
to remain in Croatia. With these programs
should be involved and additionally focus on
youth unemployment, because it will further
deepen the crisis also increase the possibilities
of political and social unrest.
Despite predictions that the measures of the
Croatian Employment Service and measures at
EU level such as ‘Youth Guarantee’ enable
greater competitiveness to its customers, its own
measures do not help to create new jobs. The
lack of education and early school leaving
remain biggest problem. High unemployment
and youth leaving the country have negative
consequences not only on the national
demographics and economy, but also to criminal
behaviour and delinquency.
“According to estimates by the European
Commission which are stated in the Report of
the aging population in Europe, for the period up
to 2060, if the negative trends continue, Croatia
will lose the population of 600,000 inhabitants,
which will mostly affect the youngest age cohort
(0-14).”[8] Therefore, there is a justified fear for
the future of young people and for the entire
society.

5. CONCLUSION
Youth unemployment is a growing problem
with long-term consequences for the Croatian
economy and the overall situation in the

country. Getting acquainted with the
possibilities of working life of young people,
vocational guidance; are key ingredients to
support young people to find a job.
The generation of young people is facing
record levels of unemployment despite high
levels of qualifications and years of education.
Although Croatia offers a number of measures
for employment, youth unemployment is high.
These measures do not create permanent jobs.
If it continues the negative trend of growth
of youth employment, the European Union and
thereby Croatia, could face the long-term
economic, political and social consequences.
There is no time to wait, and resolving youth
unemployment should be as soon as possible to
access.
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Abstract
Today, entrepreneurship is considered an important factor overall social progress. It brings major
benefits to society by fostering economic growth, creating new products and technologies, as well as
increasing efficiency in the use of resources. Entrepreneurship today is important not only because it
helps businesses to better meet personal needs, but also because of the economic contribution of the
new venture. It brings major benefits to society by fostering economic growth and creating new
products and technologies. Emigration of young and educated people from the country is specific
consequence of high unemployment, but good way to keep them is certainly encouraging youth
entrepreneurship. In this paper is explained the importance of entrepreneurial skills and knowledge to
run the company, as well as the opportunities that are available to young people entering the business
world. Evaluation of opportunities is the most critical element of the entrepreneurial process, because
it allows the entrepreneur to estimate returns whether a product or service required returns given the
required resources. Young entrepreneurs are the drivers of the national economy and that's why in
them must be constantly invest and encourage their creativity in order to achieve prosperity of the
economy and the country. Education and training for entrepreneurship are most important in creating
enterprising individual, a successful entrepreneur and a successful economy and ultimately successful
country. European Union countries are very long ago declared entrepreneurship as one of the key
competences, which should be systematically incorporated into all levels of education.

Keywords: Entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial process, strategy, young entrepreneurs, incentives, entrepreneurial
incubators.

1. INTRODUCION
Business plays an important role in the
overall social progress, and society brings great
benefits by creating new products and fostering
economic growth. The entrepreneur is creative
person with a new idea, runs a business activity,
assumes the risk and creates innovation. There
are different reasons why people start new
ventures; some are doing it in order to achieve
financial prosperity, others to create new
employment after losing their job, and the third
just to create something new and interesting.
Entrepreneurship is a very good chance of
survival in an environment prone to uncertainty.
The aim of this paper is to research youth
entrepreneurship, which is important today,
probably more than ever before. It is known that
young people are affected by high
unemployment and very often leave their
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country in search for work. Promotion of
entrepreneurship among young people is very
important, in order to stop this negative trend
and encourage the entrepreneurial mind-set of
the population. It is important to explore the
ways in which young people can easily start
their own business and secure a livelihood, but
also the progression and survival in the business
world.
The paper starts by defining the fundamental
business concepts, whose understanding is
necessary to know if it is thinking about starting
of business. Also, will be explained
entrepreneurial process, development of youth
entrepreneurship, role of entrepreneurial
education and so on. Before starting of business,
young entrepreneurs have to make a good
analysis of the environment. The last part of the
article talks about risk of unemployment, but
also the opportunities that are available to young

people, as well as incentives and assistance in
starting their own businesses.

2. IMPORTANCE OF YOUTH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

2.3. The role of entrepreneurship
education in Croatia

Today, entrepreneurship is considered as an
important factor overall social progress. It brings
major benefits to society by: „fostering
economic growth, creating new products and
technologies, as well as increasing efficiency in
the use of resources.”[1] The term enterprise
includes the launch of a change in production
and business. Entrepreneurship is a continual
process of creating new values uniting unique
combination of resources in order to exploit
market opportunities.
2.1. Entrepreneurial process

The entrepreneurial process is the
exploitation of opportunities and further work
on its construction and development. It's more
than just solving the problem, because the
entrepreneur has to find assess and develop an
opportunity transcending forces which oppose
the creation of something new. The process has
four phases: identification and assessment of
opportunities that develop a business plan, with
identification of necessary resources. Although
these phases follow one after the other, neither
one of them is not engaged in isolation, as none
is completely finished without a comprehensive
vision of all phases of the enterprise. For
example, to successfully identify and assess
opportunity, the entrepreneur must have in mind
the type of work which eventually wants to deal
with.
2.2.
Development
entrepreneurship

of

entrepreneurship as one of the key competences,
which should be systematically incorporated
into all levels of education”. [2]

youth

Entrepreneurship is base of the market
economy. Small and medium enterprises
account for about 97% of the economy of most
countries of the European Union, they are also
the generators of the national economy.
Education and training for entrepreneurship are
assumption for creating individual enterprising,
successful entrepreneur and successful economy
and ultimately successful country. “European
Union countries are very long ago declared

Entrepreneurship education has never been
so important in terms of subjects and academic
research like today. Number of colleges and
universities that offer at least one course in
entrepreneurship increases every year. Many
universities in Europe have well-established
programs in entrepreneurship. There are also
some unique entrepreneurial programs, such as
graduate programs of entrepreneurial science
and technology enterprises. But, very small
number of universities is involved in the actual
process of creating a company, where
universities, teachers and students share sales
and profits from the new venture.
Education plays a major role in the education
of entrepreneurs. Many entrepreneurs cited the
need for education in the area of strategic
planning, management, communication, finance
and marketing. A wider range of knowledge
allows entrepreneurs wider network to generate
opportunities and adaptation to new situations.
A quality system of higher education, science
and economy are able to develop and deploy
innovative technologies, which are based on the
competence of human resources, such as
creativity, intellectual curiosity, knowledge and
motivation.
Croatia is characterized as a land of
economic
and
social
transition,
with
insufficiently supportive environment and
without
a
continuous
tradition
in
entrepreneurship. Nevertheless, the number of
entrepreneurs is growing from year to year.
Some processes speed up the accession to the
European Union, but each process needs some
time for exercising. Keeping up with all the
intensive development of the competitiveness of
national economies is possible through “an
effective national learning strategy for young
people about entrepreneurship, but it is also an
indispensable factor of stability in the
development and survival of the national
economy”. [3]
Entrepreneurial learning is best presented in
the national strategy document - Strategy for
Entrepreneurial Learning "Enterprising Croatia"
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for the period from 2010 to 2014. The strategy
was a response to the many questions and
problems faced by the Republic of Croatia. Aim
is accepting of entrepreneurship as national,
social, economic and educational activities”.
The Strategy provides a system and dynamics of
introducing entrepreneurship in all of
educational levels, starting from pre-school up
to the level of higher education.
2.4.

Youth unemployment

According to official data of the Central
Bureau of Statistics, “merges unemployment in
the Republic of Croatia in March this year
amounted to 17.2%” [4], which means that at
present there are around 260,000 unemployed
persons.
According to the Croatian Chamber of
Commerce, in March this year was 21.4 million
EU citizens were unemployed, and the
unemployment rate was 8.8%. The biggest shift
in the absolute difference in the rate last year
was recorded by a member of the group with the
highest rates: Croatia, Cyprus and Spain, with
the exception of Bulgaria and Slovakia. Croatia
in March, measures the level of 14.9% and is on
the third place according to the amount of the
unemployment rate, immediately after Greece
(24.4%) and Spain (20.4%). The lowest rates are
Germany, Czech Republic and Malta.
In addition to the general rate of
unemployment, Croatia has the third highest rate
of youth unemployment, which in March of this
year amounted 39%. It means that 57,000 people
younger than 25 years did not have a job, 19,000
more than in March 2008. Croatian labour
market indicators are among the worst in the
EU; it needs a more dynamic recovery than most
Member States in order to join the EU average.
2.5.
Young Croats in relation
to young Europeans

Due to high unemployment, technological
and economic backwardness and the general
social standards situation of young people in
Croatia can hardly be compared with the social
situation of young people in highly developed
European countries. Young people hit a high
unemployment rate and are employed mainly in
jobs of short duration. Knowledge should
encourage change and create new business
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projects that will solve their problem of
employment and economic problems.
The
observed
differences
in
the
representation of certain skills; for young people
from Croatian is most important a good
education, communication skills, and knowledge
of foreign languages and professional
competence. Young Europeans priority is
knowledge of foreign languages and information
technology, and then a good general education,
and communication skills. The cause of these
differences probably are differences between the
labour market in Croatia and other states of the
European Union, in which greater emphasis is
placed on the additional skills and learning
processes, rather than on the basic requirements,
such as professional competence. Further
differences are evident in the fact that young
Croats are more extent than other Europeans
perceive the importance of good looks and
completion of internship incentives for young

entrepreneurs
Lending that through its regular programs
offered
by
commercial
banks
young
entrepreneurs generally cannot be realized, due
to relatively high interest rates. In order to
facilitate young entrepreneurs, start a business,
institutions have developed programs to
facilitate obtaining loans from commercial
banks. The Ministry of Business and Trade
(MINPO)
and
wishes
to
encourage
entrepreneurship among young people by
allowing them more favourable borrowing that
is particularly difficult in the beginning. [5]
3.1. HBOR loan program for young
entrepreneurs
Croatian Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (HBOR) under the "Youth
Entrepreneurship", encourages the creation and
development of economic entities that are
owned by Croatian citizens in the age group up
to the age of 30 and to create conditions for
successful business young.
Entrepreneurs’ borrowers can be companies,
dealers, and individuals owning a private
business, cooperatives and institutions in which
[6]:
• one or more persons in the age group up to
30 years has at least 51% of the capital or the

persons in the age group up to 30 years of age
and registered owners
• people in the age group up to 30 years of
life leads Management.
It is important to note that the founder of the
business is obliged, in the established business
entity, after the realization of the investment to
be active and keep busy on responsible
workplace.
3.2. Micro loans

MINPO (The Ministry of Business and
Trade) encourage young entrepreneurs through
other programs, so the Croatian Agency for
Small Business, Innovation and Investments
(HAMAG BICRO) offers the possibility of
micro-lending. [7]
HAMAG BICRO micro crediting began as a
pilot project in 2013., the program is intended
for start-ups operating less than 24 months.
Micro loans provide fast and efficient source of
finance. The collateral for these loans are
reduced in practice, on debentures of companies
and owners without mortgages and other
instruments.
The minimum amount of loan that is offered
to entrepreneurs is 10,000 HRK, and the highest
120,000 HRK, with a repayment period of 5
years, with included the start of six months.
Fixed interest rate for these loans is only 0.99%
per year.
3.3. Business incubators

Business incubators are places that bring
together entrepreneurs who just started to do
business. The term business incubator includes
space with required computer infrastructure, use
of shared administrative services and expert
advice for the beginner entrepreneurs.
Requirements for the development of space
relate to the possibilities of teamwork, lectures
by experts and workshops, which make flexible
space that, must follow the requirements of the
user.
The main point is that the entrepreneurbeginner can for free or very convenient to use
the space for a certain period in order to develop
their business ideas. Therefore, entrepreneurial
star-up incubators have a function test ideas and
possibilities of their technical development and

placement on the market. The main goal is to
run the business of young entrepreneurs.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Entrepreneurship is one of the core
competencies that should be systematically
incorporated into all levels of education, because
it is the premise of creating enterprising.
Emigration of young and educated people from
the country is a result of high unemployment,
from the standpoint of development has farreaching implications for the entire society. A
large number of unemployed youth is ready to
leave the country in search of business, which
suggests a need for more dynamic economic
recovery.
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Abstract
Emotional intelligence is "something" that is in every man intangible. It affects how the man manages
his own behavior, how he handles social complex situations, and how he makes personal decisions
that achieve positive results. Emotional intelligence is a fundamental element of human behavior that
differs from intellect. It is not known link between IQ and emotional intelligence. Someone’s
emotional intelligence cannot be predicted based on how much someone is smart.
Emotional intelligence refers to the ability to recognize our own feelings and the feelings of others, to
motivate ourselves and manage our own emotions and manage relationships. Emotional intelligence
consists of four basic skills that belong to the two primary competencies: personal and social
competence. Ability to manage emotions and openness to them, enable individual easier adaptation to
different situations and relationships.
People with high emotional intelligence can manage their emotional state and thus achieve the
objectives which have a certain value for them.
Management of emotions is vitally area where someone may be more or less successful, and has a
unique set of skills.
The aim of this study is to more closely examine how emotions affect the quality of work of
individuals, groups and organizations, as the organization is to be emotionally intelligent, and how
such action helps to business success.

Keywords: emotional intelligence, motivation, empathy, competences

1. INTRODUCTION
Management of emotions is a vitally area in
which someone can be more or less successful
and has unique set of skills.
Changes in the business world also reflect on
the organizations that have to change their
features in order to survive and prosper. All
these changes increase the value of emotional
intelligence.
The value of people who motivate
themselves, show initiative, have an inner desire
to surpass themselves are sufficiently optimistic
in stressful situations. Empathy skills become
more important because of the need for higher
customer service quality. The skills of emotional
intelligence are important for successful work.
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More and more companies realize that the
encouraging
development
of
emotional
intelligence is a key component of the
management of each organization. Companies
are no longer compete only with its products,
but also with the interpersonal skills of their
employees.

2. THE EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
In order to have a successful interpersonal
relationship with people, you need to have the
ability to empathize.
Empathy means to feel and to understand
what others feel without to say it. They show
their feelings through their facial expressions,

tone of voice and other nonverbal cues, and is
based on self-awareness and self-control.
In order to encourage people to work
effectively, you should expect the best from
them, even if they immediately don’t show it.
You need to tell them the problem and seek a
solution from them.
The negative impact on the work can be
prejudice someone against someone or
something. Thus they increase emotional power,
but reduce the results of the work and
incapacitate them, creating discomfort and
emotional distance.
Accepting diversity and appreciation of the
unique mode of different people can contribute a
lot to the progress and improvement of the
quality of work.
Emotional intelligence refers to the ability to
recognize our own feelings and the feelings of
others. Five basic emotional and social
competencies are:
1. Self-awareness: to know how you feel at
any given time and according to these
preferences to manage your decisions;
to evaluate realistically your own
abilities and have a well-grounded sense
of self-confidence
2. Self-control: to cope with your emotions
when you have a problem; be
conscientious and delayed satisfaction
in order to achieve the target
3. Motivation: to use your own deepest
preferences in order to be encouraged
and guided to your targets, to take the
initiative and to be spired to improve
and persevere when you faced by
failures and disappointments
4. Empathy: to feel what people feel, to be
able to take their views and cultivate
personal relationships
5. Social skills: to deal with emotions in
relationships and accurately read social
situations and networks; to be capable
of interacting; to use these skills to
convince and lead, negotiate and resolve
conflicts and achieve cooperation and
team work [1, p. 301].

3. THE EMOTIONAL
INTELLIEGENCE AS A KEY
OF BUSINESS SUCCESS
When the work place is intellectually more
demanding then it is necessary to have higher
emotional intelligence.
Intelligence quotient (IQ) has a minor role in
determination of success among the people of
high intelligence that is needed for the
navigation of the most demanding areas.
In the specialization programs such as
business administration emotional intelligence is
more important to achieve a successful position
leader than IQ. While in occupations such as
engineering, law or medical professional
selection is based solely on intellectual abilities.
Top-workers possess synergy of emotional
intelligence and cognitive skills. The same skills
can make people very successful in various
occupations, but certain occupations require
specific skills. Competences of the person who
climbs on the ladder of social success can be
changed. In the large organizations, senior
members of the management need a higher level
of political consciousness than those on the
lower leadership positions.
High IQ and technical expertise can
paradoxically act on people who seem
promising, but nevertheless fail. Their technical
skills are often the reason why they get a
managerial position. But when they get to higher
positions, their technical skills turned into a
disadvantage. Arrogance has encouraged some
of them to offend colleagues and act superior,
while others humiliate subordinates even those
technically more skilled.
This is the Peter Principle in action. People
progress to the level of their incompetence.
Why? Because when someone progresses
because of its expertise and found on a new
level, where the majority of the duties is related
to the work with people, not on technical skills,
it will fail. This would mean that the business
world is full of bad leaders. Peter Principle
explains well why there are so many rough,
insensitive and otherwise interpersonally
incompetent persons set to high positions in
organizations around the world. The error is to
assume that a person who has a special technical
expert must have leadership skills.
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More than two-thirds of managers of human
resources, about 71%, say that their emotional
intelligence is more important than IQ. 59% of
them say that they would not employ a person
with a low level of emotional intelligence and
high IQ [2].
Emotionally mature manager is the person
who supervises its feelings and also controls
them, rational acts under stress, submitted
failures and disappointments. The most
desirable skills for manager are communication
skills, interpersonal skills and mastery of oneself
[3].

4. THE EMOTIONAL
INTELLIEGENCE IN
MANAGERIAL WORK
Emotional
competence
is
especially
important for leader, whose role is to get others
to work effectively and efficiently.
Interpersonal inability of leader reduces work
performance.
It
wastes
time,
creates
dissatisfaction, motivation and dedication
decline, and occur hostility and dispiritedness.
The extent to which a leader is transformational,
is measured first, in terms of his influence on the
followers [4].
Flexible planning is an important ability
during frequent changes that occur in everyday
life. On that way, people can easily observe
wider picture of possible solutions.
Tasks that require creativity are solving with
better organization and using the information
collected by the person ago. It is important that
people have confidence in their abilities for thus
they will longer work on a problem.
Emotions are using to increase the
motivation of someone to perform different
tasks. People who have a positive attitude
towards life, create relationships that feel
comfortable with themselves.

5. THE EMOTIONAL
INTELLIEGENT
ORGANIZATION
The organization is like an organism, it is
born, grows, matures, and dies at the end.
Companies have lifespan.
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If the future can be inferred on the basis of
the past, for about forty years two-thirds of the
company from the list of Fortune 500 will no
longer exist.
Most likely will survive only flexible.
Elements of effective organization contain also a
healthy dose of emotional intelligence.
Emotional intelligent organizations must
harmonize difference between declared values
and work values. Decisive and confident in
decision-making in the corporation bring out
certain values of the organization, of its spirit
and mission.
Declaration on the mission of the
organization performs an emotional function. It
articulates a shared sense of goodness that
allows us to realize what it is worth the effort.
Working in a company that measures its success
not only to get profit, raises morale and energy
among people.
Realization of common values demands
emotional
self-awareness
across
the
organization. As each person describes its
profile of strengths and weaknesses in different
areas of its competence, the same applies to
organizations.
One of the most overlooked signs of the
vitality of the organization can be seen in the
typical emotional state of employees.
The overall level of emotional intelligence in
the organization determines the degree in which
it realize the intellectual capital of the
organization and thus its overall success. The
ability to increase intellectual capital is in
alignment of cooperation of people in whose
minds are knowledge and expertise. The
essential competencies and technical skills that
make the company competitive depend on the
relations of people who work in the community.
The increase of IQ of small workgroups
depends on the effective cooperation of people
in the group. That is also applied to organization
as a whole. Emotional, social and political
awareness can increase or reduce what the
organization is capable to do. Collective
intelligence suffers if the people in the
organization cannot work well together, if they
have lack of initiative, association or other
emotional competence.
This need for undisturbed coordination of
widely available knowledge and technical

expertise lead some corporations to create a new
position of the Director for Learning, whose job
is to direct the knowledge, information and
technical expertise into database. Organizations
that have such directors for learning should
spread their duty to maximize collective
emotional intelligence.
Despite the fact that the most organizations
do not conduct tests of emotional intelligence of
employees, however, they tend to make the
emotionally intelligent organization [1, p. 284,
296].

6. HOW TO MEASURE THE
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Anyone can have an opinion about its own
emotional intelligence and the effect on those
around it.
"Standardized" test goes beyond selfassessment and provides an objective picture
and policy measures based on scientific
principles. This can be invaluable in the
construction
of
emotionally
intelligent
organization [1, p. 309]. Standardized test can
identify
areas
that
will contribute
to organizational development. It provides a
metric for evaluation progress in the
development of emotional intelligence, the
individual and the organization. It also provides
an objective measure of emotional intelligence
on many different levels that are comparable
with their personal (subjective) ratings. Test
provides insight into the blind spots that can
affect an individual's ability in everyday
interpersonal relationships.
The first famous test of emotional
intelligence is the Multifactor Emotional
Intelligence Scale (called: MEIS). It is consisted
of 12 measures of ability emotional intelligence,
placed in four broad areas of competence: 1)
detecting emotions, 2) assimilation of emotion
in thinking, 3) understanding emotions and 4)
management of emotions.
Some of the tests of emotional intelligence,
which are implemented in organizations are:
Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence
Test, The Genos Emotional Intelligence
Inventory, Judgement Index, The Myers Briggs
Type Indicator.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Today people live in a time when the
prospects for the future increasingly depending
on how someone manages itself and how it
manages its emotions.
In business, no matter what the business role
is, the emotional elements play a major role. The
good news is that the emotional intelligence can
be learn. Today each of us can add these skills to
its warehouse tools for survival at a time when
the stability of the job sounds like an impossible
option.
The elements of emotional intelligence at the
individual level can be identified, evaluated and
improved. At the group level, this means to
adjust interpersonal dynamics so that group
works harmoniously. At the organizational level,
this means to renew hierarchical order so that
the emotional intelligence becomes a priority in
recruitment, training, development, performance
assessment and promotions.
As the work changes, human skills can help a
person not only to compete with others, but also
to nurture the ability to work is a pleasure, even
joy and happiness.
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Abstract
The crisis is every internal and external event which interferes with the normal operations of the organization, and, if it is
inadequately managed, very easily destroys the hard-earned reputation and business of the organization. Crisis situations are
an integral part of the environment in which the organization operates. Communication in crisis is one of the most important
items for any organization, company and institution. Upon the occurrence of crisis situation, stakeholders who are affected by
it have a strong need for timely information. Business partners, employees, suppliers, customers and others are interested
how crisis occurred, how company will deal with it and in which direction will business go when crisis situation finishes.
Crisis communication is of great importance for every company, as well as the preparation for crisis situations, their
management and crisis planning.
This paper defines meaning of managing communication process in crisis situations and analyzes the concept of
communication. Emphasis is placed on the analysis of the communication plan before, during and after a crisis situation,
there are located areas on which should be concentrated while learning from crisis. The authors used the following scientific
methods of research: methods of analysis, comparison, induction, deduction, description and classification, as well as the
specific methods used for the analysis and ranking of certain parameters.
Keywords: management, communication processes, communication plan, crisis situations

1. INTRODUCTION
Economic crisis is a challenge for selfknowledge, which is the first step out of the
crisis. Management must leave many of their
own views and beliefs in order to open new
possibilities. Instead of changing themselves and
the company, management is trying to change
the environment of enterprises. Another way of
reacting on crisis is tapping in, unwillingness to
take the next development step, firmly adhesion
to the current way of doing business, although
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there is the increasing visibility of the
inefficiency of the aforementioned mode.
Management is trying to circumvent the crisis as
well as all the fundamental questions asked.
Although, the crisis is always an opportunity
and positive step forward in building of
harmonious business. Economic crisis is nothing
but an expression of the fundamental
disharmony within the enterprise and between
enterprises and the environment, and way out of
the crisis is the establishment of a new, internal
and external dynamic harmony. Acceptance of a

business crisis and questioning its message these are the true beginnings of reversal,
converting crisis into opportunity.

2. CONCEPT OF
COMMUNICATION
Communication that runs through all the
functions of this process is an essential for
successful performance of management process.
The
time
that
managers
spend
on
communication and individual functions can be
seen from the following table.
Table 1. The time that managers spend on individual
functions [1]
Management functions

% of total time

Planning

13

Organizing

14

Human Resource Management

11

Guidance

13

Controlling

12

The mediation processes
Decision making

11

Communications

15

Influencing

11
100

Of all the functions shown in Table 1. the
highest percentage has the process of
communicating
which
emphasizes
the
importance of communication in management.
The process of communication, due to the time
spent, could be named as a new function
management. The second place occupies the
process of organizing, and then the functions of
planning and guidance, so half of this functions
and processes can be called the basis of the
functioning
of
the
management.
Communication is a very important part of the
business, organization and management system.
Transmission of messages, exchange and
information processing, issuing and receiving of
orders between the structures of the

organization, contacts with business partners
and etc. - all of this makes the communication
system work, without which the organization
could not operate. Therefore, business
communication can be realized in two ways:


it involves all employees of the
organization - within the organization;



it involves only some employees of the
organization - outside the organization.

Looking through the time, communication is
becoming increasingly easier and more
convenient, barriers and problems have
disappeared and emerged with the development
of society and technology, as well as the overall
communication changed from day to day. For a
modern society is often said to be based on
information, it is massive, network structured
and global. Changes in the human environment
are changing the way human functioning and
character of social life. Numerous studies of all
branches of science point to the presence of new
elements and new structure of the environment
that come as a new "social quality". Human
communication is experiencing revolutionary
changes. Hence the new age brings new
problems in communication. Modern problems
of communication are shown in Figure 1.
The cultural context
of communication

Cross-cultural
communication

The gender
communication
barriers

"Politically
Correct"
Communication

Silence as
Communication

Fig. 1. Contemporary problems of communication
[2]
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Poor communication in most cases lead to lower
success in the performance of duties or to
establishment of bad relationships with coworkers. Distorted communication, as it can
exclude a person from family and partners, it
can also hinder employees in its work in the
organization, which can lead to rejection,
retirement, helplessness, etc. If the obstacles are
not realized on time, poor communication can
lead to permanently damaged relations within
the organization. Some of the obstacles in
communication occur predominantly or
exclusively on an individual level, and to some
generally occurs due the organizational
structure. Since the overcoming the crisis is
something necessarily, and since there is always
the fear and uncertainty of what will new
situation turns into, the task of communication is
emphasizing the positive aspects of the situation,
and the task of crisis management and the
administration is emphasizing the opportunities
arising from the reversal.

3. THE IMPORTANCE OF
COMMUNICATION IN
CRISIS
Crisis communication can be defined as a
system for the collection, processing and
separation of the information required to deal
with a crisis [3]. The importance of crisis
communication in institutions is essential for
business today. No organization, no matter how
financially successful, reputable, is not immune
to the crisis. Professional approach to a crisis
situation can improve the reputation of the
organization, but also, bad approach can return
the organization to the bottom. In this case, it
takes months and years to recover the public
trust. Crises have one characteristic that is
unpleasant for all participants in the business,
and that is that they are always unannounced,
sudden and unexpected. Although the crisis
always surprise the organizations, for them it is
quite normal, an integral part of the environment
in which the organization operates. The crisis
for the organization represents the stimulation
for restoration, improvement and transformation
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of enterprises, as well as an opportunity for
management to change the way of thinking in
the company. Crisis communication can be a
major tool for crisis management in the state and
in private business, as well as in non-profit
organizations. When an emergency situation
occurs, it is vitally important how the crisis
affected organization is prepared to manage the
crisis and successfully communicate in crisis
conditions.
The crisis is marked by two facts: first, its
indications are quite early, and another, these
hints no one notices. If timely detected, the
crisis can be avoided. In the second case, the
crisis is simply there. In the first step is
important to have communion of first and
second levels management and the company
owners. But also open and frank discussion, in
which top management is ready to listen to other
level associates, is novelty and operates highly
motivating. Transparent conception of reversal
and communication plan is jointly developed in
the second step, of course, if there is enough
knowledge and enough experts. In practice,
however, this is often not the case; in particular
in crisis first and second level management is so
preoccupied with the daily work that does not
have the time to review the company distress
nor to think and develop the concept of the
future position of the company. Instead, the
management takes care of timely delivery and
attracting new customers. Although these are
important tasks, it neglects the construction of
vital concepts of business reversal. In such
situations, it makes sense hiring outside experts
or consultants to observe what management,
which is in that business for years and that led
the company into crisis, for a long time do not
see. Certain levels of communication in a crisis
can be displayed by the model in four stages.
These steps are not strictly separated from each
other but they overlapping and interdependently
complementing each other.

Table 2. Model of communication in crisis [4]
Increase the level of
familiarity
content: partial or
complete
information
about the product /
company
target: acquaint

channel: unilateral
information
with
insufficient knowledge
about
recipients
of
information
stage 1

Inform the press

Reassure

Better mutual
understanding

content: information
and assurance of the
public about the attitudes
of
businesses
and
prepare for changes

content: dialogue as
a way of communication
of companies and public

target: information
published in the press

target: scientifically
based
model
of
persuasion

target:
excellent
communication on a
scientific basis for better
mutual understanding

channel: unilateral
information
with
analysis of the benefits
from information for the
recipients

channel: asymmetric
two-way communication
with feedback through
the public test results

channel:
symmetrical
two-way
communication
with
feedback through the test
results to the public

content:
press preparation of
information with a high
content of truth

stage 2

The model has a general importance and as the
communication is getting more important, the
role of this model is higher. Strive to achieve the
fourth degree of communication, without
previous degrees and without delay, is the main
goal of communication in crisis. In this way the
confidence among businesses and the public is
growing.
Guiding principle of successful communication
in a crisis is: work target-oriented and inform
about it. Communication and action are closely
connected.
Crisis
management
and
administration must run the entire company, so
communication must match reality. The main
goal of good communication is to create a trust
towards
associates,
owners,
financial
institutions, customers and suppliers. Such a
relationship of trust does not exclude unpleasant
measures. Conflict situations can not always be
avoided, but differences in opinion must be
reckoned with.

stage 3

stage 4

be able to deal with the crisis before it inflicts
too much damage. The only thing that matters is
that the team recognize the crisis and act on
time.
Communications planning before the crisis can
be defined as:
• forecasting and identification of potential
crises
• creating crisis communication group and
training their members
• recognition the public involved in a crisis
situation
• devising a communication strategy
• determination and establishment of effective
communication channels for the public involved
and for reducing company's reputation
• testing and adjustment of the communication
plan
• spokesman determination and training

4. COMMUNICATION PLAN IN
A CRISIS SITUATION
Within the organization, it is always good to
have a crisis response team armed with plans for
the contingencies. If it comes to crisis, team will

• preparing of crisis communications center
• preparing list for the potential crisis and main
informations about the company [2].
In a crisis situation, the first 24 hours after the
beginning of the crisis are the most important.
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They determine the direction in which crisis
situation will continue to unwind. The crisis is a
danger, but above all it is a challenge and an
opportunity for a new beginning. A proactive
and reactive approach, is an important decision
for any organization in crisis. The plan for crisis
communication must exist, it must contain all
the relevant data for overcoming the crisis in
which the organization found itself. The most
important for the successful management of
crisis communication is to control the crisis, and
the organization can achieve it if fulfills three
basic conditions: if there is complete
information about the event, if it is prepared in
advance to a crisis situation and if
communicates proactively. Signs that indicate
that the crisis has ended are: employees are
returned to their regular activities; customers
and suppliers have shown confidence necessary
for a successful business; sales, income and
other measures of business success have
stabilized again. Management must determine
what the crisis has acted at and what not. It must
be determined which parts of the plan were done
well, but the most important is to determine
whether the organization timely revealed the
crisis and understood its meaning.

MEASURES
ACTIVITY

MESSAGES
INFORMING

PREVENTION

 information for
motivation and
activities

IDENTIFICATION

 information about
events and
consequences

REACTION

 Public relations,
information for
overcoming /
avoiding state of
languor

target

Mastering the crisis
by removing the
causes

target

Creating trust as
support in
overcoming crisis

Fig. 2. Dependence of crisis management and
communication in crisis [4]

5. THE PROCESS OF LEARNING
FROM THE CRISIS
Learning from the crisis is concentrated on
two areas. One area is an information level, as
learning always involves the collection and
processing of information. On the other hand
learning leads to undertaking certain measures
and activities, therefore the organizational level
is the second area of learning. Organizational
measures, as learning from the crisis, are derived
from the cognition of the information level. The
close relationship between crisis management
and communication in crisis presents the Figure
2.
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The foundation of good crisis management is the
harmony of measures and messages, action and
information. The aim of action is successfully
pursuit of the business, crisis identification and
removal of its causes, principally by effective
prevention. The messages are intended to
inform, they complementing activity and create
confidence. The trust is created on the ability
and desire to master the crisis and measures to
create it. The mutual dependence of action and
information is an important aspect of crisis
management and should not be neglected. The
process of overcoming the crisis is a common
task for the entire company. Crisis management
must always re-explain the concept of
overcoming the crisis and continuously offer
assistance.

Most of the companies after the crisis ends
operates in the same manner as before crisis,
whereby ignores its own mistakes that led to the
crisis. Therefore, it is very important to conduct
an analysis of the crisis immediately, upon the
crisis period, not later than one month, as new
tasks would not draw away attention from the
learning process from the crisis. Learning from
the crisis thus becomes a preventive instrument
to prevent a new crisis, and if future crises can
not be avoided, it will last shorter, and its effects
will
be
less
devastating.
In the business world today, a competitor may
also be one of your customers, suppliers,
distributors, or investors. One entity may play
many roles. So, destroying a competitor could
mean harming oneself [6]. There is another view
that the company should never get out of the
crisis. Management should generate and
intensify crisis situations. and that the business
in crisis is their normal way of doing business.
That's why many managers will find their
company flies from one crisis to another and
that the business in crisis is their normal way of
doing business [7].

6. CONCLUSIONS
For the successful conduct of the
communication process in crisis situations the
most important is the art of controlling the crisis,
and to achieve this, information about the event
should be accurate, and the organization should
be prepared in advance and communicate
proactively. Conversely, poor management of
crisis situations and bad crisis communication
creates enormous material and immaterial
damage to organization. Usually it is impossible
to predict every single crisis, but despite this,
there are ways for each company to be prepare
to it. There is simply no unified communication
process which would be valid for all
circumstances. Therefore, companies need to act
preventively, also in terms of planning
communications in a crisis. The successful
management of information coming from
different sources is of great importance, because

only successful communication
combating the crisis.

helps

in
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Abstract
Diversification is one of the growth strategies that can be very demanding and implementation
includes risks especially for small and medium enterprises. It can be related to business activities in
present scope of business operations where company is using synergy or it can mean entering in
completely new businesses. Companies are using diversification as growth strategy to reduce risks in
present business operations, expand range of products and services, develop competitive advantage
and preserve or increase number of employees.
The aim of this paper is to emphasize problems related to diversification as growth strategy for small
enterprises which is even more risky because of limited resources meaning financial, material and
human resources. Top managers’ determination to accept involved risks can be an important issue in
process of selecting and implementing diversification as growth strategy. Managers in small
enterprises often avoid investments in new businesses and focus on everyday activities which on a
long run actually means just surviving.
Practical part of this paper is covering case study related to one small Automobile Association. It is
non-profit association with business activities related to basic operation which is technical inspection
of vehicles. Trough diversification this small enterprise aims to give full service to potential and
present customers. They also as non-profit association have objective of preserving present number of
employees and increase their number in future.

Keywords: diversification, growth strategies, small enterprises

1. INTRODUCTION
Important strategic decision of each and
every company is commitment to growth and
development. The aim of this paper is to prove
that entrepreneur’s way of thinking and
development trough growth can be implemented
in every company regardless of ownership and
organizational structure. Small and medium
enterprises are regarded as driving force of
every country’s economic development. Same is
in Republic Croatia which is coming out from a
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long period of recession. It is obvious that
entrepreneur’s way of thinking and behavior,
together
with
education
of
existing
entrepreneurs is becoming more and more
important.
Our case study is covering one small
Automobile Association which is non-profit
association. That is specific legal form of small
enterprise whit also untypical ownership
structure.
Authors’ intension is to give
contribution
to
small
entrepreneurship

development on demanding market in
competition with large companies, trough
diversification as one of the most demanding
strategies. Diversification strategy can be way of
sustaining the business or developing the bigger
company.
Automobile Associations in Republic Croatia
are non-profit associations governed by their
members trough managerial or supervisory
boards and association’s secretary. Automobile
Associations according to size are regarded as
small enterprises and they usually have shortage
in recourses. Nevertheless, great number of
them are developing growth strategies in
achieving goal of satisfying their present and
potential costumers trough improving and
developing range of services for their members.
The most common way of expanding present
business activities is horizontal growth on new
services related to main business activity as
source of financial resources and way of keeping
present customers. Nevertheless, growth
strategies are still not governed controlled and
systematically in small enterprises. Because of
that, this paper aims to present diversification as
growth strategy whit specific characteristics
when is implemented in small enterprises.
«Strategy is result of creative and innovative
companies’ effort.» [1] There is great number of
different classifications in theory. One of them
is emphasized by Buble at al. (1997.) which
differentiates corporate strategy, strategic
business units’ strategy and functions strategy.
«Growth strategies serve to realize new business
elements combinations. (…) New combinations
meaning developing and introducing new
products, new production methods or entering
new markets » [1]. We can resume that every
growth strategy results with introducing new
products, new methods or new markets.
Different authors by that mean strategic decision
for growth as companies’ long term
commitment. Thomas (1998.) says that growth
strategies
include
significantly
more
«implementation goals» [2].
According to
Thomas, growth can be gained through focusing
organizations resources on current products,

distribution
system
and/or
consumers;
diversification on related or nonrelated products,
markets and/or technologies and alliances with
other organizations in purpose of risk reduction.
Diversification as a strategy is usually
presented on large companies because it is
considered to be growth strategy for big
corporations. There is not much empirical and
theoretical material covering diversification as
growth strategy for small enterprises. In spite of
that, small enterprises often use diversification
in their business activities. Facing competition,
small enterprises often change business
activities frequently, without long term plan and
strategic consideration.
This paper aims to identify concept which
will be acceptable and applicable in small
enterprises. It also tries to enhance empirical
base for diversification effects evaluation in
small enterprises.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
USED FOR RESEARCH
This paper is written by using case-study
methodology which is often used for different
business situations simulation. Information used
in this paper are primary and secondary data.
Primary data are collected through interviews of
relevant persons for the topic of this paper.
Secondary data used in paper are statistical data,
legal acts etc. Case study is part of paper which
analyses problem in specific small business.
Conclusions based on analysis lead to evaluation
of different alternative solutions.

3. DIVERSIFICATION
Diversification strategy Ansoff defines as
creation of new products for new markets and
emphasizes higher risk involved in this strategy
compared to other growth strategies.
Nevertheless, it is possible to achieve success
with high return on equity or potentially high
profit [3]. Term «diversification» can have many
meanings. Porter (1986.) term «diversification»
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uses in at least six meanings: research and
development
diversification,
functional
diversification,
product
diversification,
customers’
diversification,
international
diversification and financial diversification [4].
Author of this division regards as
diversification, change in any stated element of
a company.
Diversification can be differentiated related
to existing range of products. According to
Meler it can be concentric diversification,
horizontal diversification and conglomerate
diversification. Concentric diversification means
that new product has direct relation to existing
range of products, horizontal diversification
means that new product is indirectly related to
existing range of products and conglomerate
diversification means that new product is not
related in any way what so ever, to existing
range of products [5]. Byars at al. (1996.)
majority of diversification strategies classify in
linked diversification and conglomerate
diversification [6]. Linked diversification are
those when diversification is linked in a sort of
way with existing companies’ business
operations but clearly distinguished from it.
Conglomerate diversification is when company
diversify business operations in areas which
have no link on present scope of companies’
business operations.
Diversification goal is according to Thomas
(1988.) allowing company to enroll lines of
business operations which are in a certain degree
different from current business operations and
through that making more successful business
operation as a whole [2]. Meler states that more
goals can be achieved through diversification of
present range of products with new products and
services. This goals are completing range of
products, fully satisfying consumer needs,
increasing competitive advantage, higher
profitability, decreasing sales risks, better usage
of total capacity etc. [5].
No meter diversification being risky growth
strategy, there is a high number of companies
implementing this particular growth strategy.
Companies find motive for diversification in
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many areas such as decline in their main
business operation due to recession or escape
from much stronger competitors. Buble at al.
reasons for diversification find in need to
reinvest profits and conclude that this strategy is
often motivated with desire to build powerful
position or make the most of synergy effects
such as better use of material or human
resources [1].
According to Byars at al. diversification is
when company enters in business operations
clearly differentiated from its current business
operations [6]. There are many reasons for
selecting this strategy. The most common one is
risk dispersion which has to reduce companies’
dependency on particular product or service.
Second reason for diversification is management
attitude towards diversification as attractive
strategy compared to other growth strategies.
Third reason is management perception
regarding entering new business as a challenge
and last one is related to achieving balance
between seasonal or cyclic fluctuations in
demand for product or service.

3.1. Small enterprises diversification

Product life cycle is shortening because of
new technologies, new materials, changes in
consumers taste and consumption itself.
Companies are forced to constantly develop new
products and replace old ones to satisfy market
demands. Small enterprises are even more
sensitive on product changes because of
limitations regarding resources as basic
condition for growth. Because of flexible and
entrepreneur behavior they often enter market
niche or face low price strategy from
competition. They usually have solvency
problems and much stronger competitors on the
market. While loss of products for big
corporation means potential reduction of share
prices, for small enterprise it can mean bankrupt.
Facing market reduction in current business
operations small enterprise can only focus on
new markets or pull out from the market.

Zook and Allen emphasize that successful
diversification strategy develops when company
expands its stabile basic business operation on
predictable and same way – on linked markets
where it can distinguish itself [7].
Diversification is one of the most explored
business areas. Conclusions made by economic
analysts state that it is often hard to achieve
successful diversification. Entering new markets
is always risky decision, and unsuccessful
diversifications are more often than successful
ones. Some unsuccessful diversifications are
caused by too ambitious business enterprises
and some are caused because the lack of basic
competencies needed for focusing on new
product development and new markets.
Sandvig and Coakley analyzed nine
companies [8]. They came to conclusion that
diversification creates value only when
diversification results are higher than entering
barriers on new markets and when market
ensures high profits. Authors say that from
experience of thousands small enterprises which
tried diversification on new markets can be
learned a lot. Diversification on new markets is
complex question with great deal of risk
involved. Nevertheless, companies today have
no choice but to face it. Entering new markets
involves uncertainty and potential crises in
present business activities.
To reduce the risk involved
in
implementation of diversification as growth
strategy, Zook and Allen give advices for
«taking moves» according to precisely
established moves [7]. For generating high
growth further advices are crucial: not to
jeopardize basic business operation, deciding
move should be taken only if leading position is
expected, only one possibility at once should be
selected and only one variable at a time should
be changed. These advices they justify by fact
that only small percentage of successful
diversification strategies are implemented and
even 75% are unsuccessful.

4. CASE STUDY

Croatian
Automobile
Association
is
established in 1906. As national drivers
association by name «First Croatian Automobile
Club». In year 1910. by Bans Regulation Club
became responsible for running drivers’ tests
and vehicles inspection. Since year 1911. Club
started developing sport activities and in year
1912. Club gets approval for opening a driving
school and publishing.
Automobile Association from our case study
is established in 1954. At that time Automobile
Associations were holders of various activities
related to the improvement of traffic safety,
motor sports, and the development of traffictechnical culture.
During the time of general progress, number
of automobiles was increasing and road
construction was intensified, which lead to
necessity of organizing service which will take
care of travel safety and comfort. That was
beginning of SPI service (Help and information
service) which was established in year 1963.
Within Automobile Associations there are
several activities such as driving schools,
servicing, points for giving drivers help and
advices, publishing road maps and paper for
members. In a seventies Croatian Automobile
Association is regarded to be powerful
organization with wide range of business
activities. It consists of 125 Automobile
Associations with more than 74.000 members.
During that period was established Traffic
Information Center
and cooperation with
international Automobile Associations is being
intensified. In seventies and eighties Automobile
Associations are getting stronger because of
taking over drivers tests and possession of
stations for technical inspection of vehicles.
During the war in Croatia business activities
stagnate and number of members decreases on
almost 40.000. Road traffic also decreased
significantly and association changes name in
Croatian Automobile Association (HAK). In
year 2015. it includes 75 Automobile
Associations and almost 170.000 members.
Croatian Automobile Association becomes
association with main task to protect interests of
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drivers and other participants in traffic,
proposing measures for improving traffic
policies especially in part of road traffic security
and environmental protection from negative
traffic influence. There are big differences
among Automobile Associations, therefore
Croatian Automobile Association recognizes
two types according to number of members and
material base. According to that criteria there
are primary and local Automobile Associations.
There are 24 primary Automobile Associations
with 80% of total members and 51 local
Automobile Association counting 20% of total
members.
Automobile Association in our case study is
fifty years old association with goals congruent
with global policy and directed towards drivers
interests. Association is being financed mostly
by providing services. In 2015. 99,2% of all
income comes from services and only 0,8%
from membership fee. Automobile Association
was expanding range of services provided to
drivers during the years. Today range of services
provided through association is driving school,
station for technical inspection of vehicles
(STP), repairs and maintenance of vehicles, help
and information service, issuing documents and
materials for members such as international
driving licenses and licenses for driving others
vehicles abroad. As we can see, this Automobile
Association majority of business operations base
on public authorities under supervision of
organizations such as Croatian Automobile
Association, Croatian Centre for Vehicles and
Ministry of Internal Affairs.
The aim of this analysis is to appraise
resources in association, prove or eliminate
potential for growth and suggest solution.
Implementation of suggested solution should as
a result have new range of services, steady
income, preservation or increase of current
number of employees and risk dispersion
through establishing strategic business centers.
Key problems of Automobile Association are
legal status, decrease in demand for driving
school services, lack of entrepreneurs behavior,
insufficient range of services provided for
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vehicle owners and low level of utilization
regarding funds provided for reinvestment.
Association first of all has to make
reorganization. Driving school is a segment
which becomes obstacle for growth. This
working places reduction can be neutralized
through creation of new working places and
retraining.
Therefore is crucial that management focuses
on diversification in similar areas of business
operations. Driving school should be organized
as independent business unit with finances of
they own. In that way association will gain
strong financial potential for growth. At the
same time driving school employees should
retrain or educate for new possible jobs.
Present strength which association gains
from market position of station for technical
inspection of vehicles, will probably not be for a
long period of time. Therefore is important to
develop new services to ensure steady income.
Trough analysis of four different strategies
Automobile Associations management decided
to implement diversification of services as
growth strategy. As possible ideas for new
suggested business operations are self-service
carwash, workshop for LPG (liquefied
petroleum gas) gas installations in cars and LPG
gas station for charging cars.
Association has no experience with none of
quoted business operations. Therefore, research
of business environment and detailed analysis
before entering the market are of great
importance. Because of investment, association
can face many risks including insolvency, so
starting new business operations should be
gradual. It would be of great importance to make
analysis of costs and benefits involved in new
business operations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes case study related to
Automobile Association which is non-profit
association whose management became aware

of problems in internal business organization.
One business activity is well positioned on the
market without competition and with solid and
safe income. Nevertheless, it is not enough for
successful and profitable business in total. For
several years association finances business
activities that are not profitable. Associations
Board of managers in spite of fact that is
changeable and delegated outside the
association, has clear and whole image about the
associations’ business activities. They came to
conclusion that working capital should be
managed more rationally and profit has to be
reinvested in new businesses. Automobile
Associations’ representatives are responsible to
members of association which is founded for
satisfying driver’s needs. Therefore strategic
activities must be focused on introducing new
services for satisfying needs of vehicles owners.

new strategy will also confirm that associations’
management is running business effectively and
that they adopted entrepreneurs’ way of
thinking.

There was real risk of working places
reduction in not profitable business activities.
Management decided to eliminate that risk by
retraining them for new businesses.

a Strategy, Harvard Business Scholl, 9382-129, (1986.) pp. 1-9.

By using several scientific methods in case
study associations main strengths and
opportunities were identified and new strategy
was created which connects the most favorable
elements
from
internal
and
external
environment. Trough diversification as growth
strategy association is creating new services.
Experience in finance management guaranties
that investment will be handled carefully
without bringing into danger other associations
business activity. In that way Automobile
Association, registered sixty years ago for
driver’s needs, will trough diversification create
new services for drivers and gain direct and
indirect benefits for business operations in total.
Association will through implementing this
strategy solve several problems and gain
significant advantages on the market. It will
reorganize business operations, preserve positive
environment within the organization, keep at
least same number of working places and
expand range of services for vehicle owners
which will have positive impact on the number
of associations’ members. Implementation of
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Abstract
In order to enhance their competitiveness and market position, companies recognize the benefits of
investing in human capital, expecting improved job motivation, productivity, innovation potential and
similar. However, not all of the firms have the same approach when it comes to this topic, and
practices may differ depending on many factors, among which one is the size of a company. This
paper investigates the relationship between company size and planned intensity (duration) of training
per employee during one-year time span. The data was collected through the European Manufacturing
Survey (EMS) in 2015. The results are presented using descriptive statistics and they show that,
despite the initial assumption, there is no significant relationship between the company size and the
intensity of employee training in case of manufacturing firms in Vojvodina. Furthermore, positive
trend in employee training and development is noticed within SMEs participating in this research.

Keywords: Employee training, employee development, Company Size

1. INTRODUCTION
Investing in employee training and
improvement of their skills are considered to be
one of the main engines of growth of any
company. This is directly related to the fact that
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in today's trend of globalization, intensive
competition and rapid changes in modern
business environments, human resources
become one of the key factors for their survival
[1]. According to [2], augmented labour is seen
as the key input in production and therefore,

every investment in human resources directly
meliorates productivity.
Researchers suggest that there is notable
difference in employee training practices and
other human resource development activities
undertaken by businesses of different sizes [3].
In literature, there is evidence demonstrating
that larger production companies are willing to
invest more resources in training, due to the
complexity and need for higher capital
investments in their processes [5], [6] and sheer
economy of scale [7]. Nonetheless, the increase
of the awareness of SMEs regarding the
importance of training has been noticed. In their
research (barriers), authors have identified that,
when it comes to the managers of SMEs, as the
main benefits of investing in workers' skills
improvement they perceive possibility for profit
increase, better productivity and improved
general performances. However, it was observed
that manufacturing SMEs are mostly neglecting
job training, since 46% per cent of respondents
claiming not to invest in employee trainings
were from manufacturing sector.
So far, in literature there are few represented
studies on this topic, mostly covering developed
countries like United States and Australia [8],
[9]. However very few studies are available
when it comes to the situation in developing
countries, wherefore we recognize the need for
paper dealing with this topic in the territory of
Autonomous Province Vojvodina (APV).
The aim of this paper is to present the state
of employee training practices in manufacturing
companies in APV and to examine if there is
relationship between the intensity of employee
training and the size of a company. Based on
literature preview, our assumption is that the
results will reveal that large companies are
providing more days of training to their
employees than micro and SMEs.

2. EMPLOYEE TRAINING
According to human capital theories,
employee training can be explained as an
investment in human capital with the aim to

enhance work skills, productivity and
motivation [10].
Progressively, management is recognizing the
valuable benefits of employee training,
emphasising the positive effects on increased
job satisfaction and improved product or service
quality [1], contributing to the elevated
organizational competitiveness [1], [11] and
especially to the job motivation. According to
[12], motivation is directly associated with work
performance, commitment of employees to an
organization, and capability to adapt to changes.
Related to that, authors [13], pointed out that
training enables to the employees to prepare for
changes and make changes permanent in an
organization, since business environment is
ever-changing. Finally, rapid development of
new technologies and process innovations
require continues learning by workers [4].
There are certain factors influencing the
decision whether company should invest in the
training of employees [4], when, and in what
way benefits might be the best way exploited.
Business strategy represents the factor which
determines the need for training, based on the
analyses of existing skills inside the
organization and gap between those, and skills
required in order to accomplish strategic goals.
Likewise, the tendency towards innovations
influences the decision about employee training,
since it is necessary for provision of adaptability
to workers, needed to cope with innovations.
Finally, important factor is the level of trust
between managers and employees in the firm
(analysing firm training).
Although most of the companies, especially
large ones, acknowledge the significance of
employee trainings, there are still some firms
with a lack of incentives to invest in the skills of
their workers, caused by the fear they could
leave the organization and use those skills for
other employers [1].

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The data was collected through European
Manufacturing Survey (EMS), covering results
from the year 2015 in the territory of APV,
where Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi
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Sad had conducted the EMS survey in
coordination with Fraunhofer ISI from
Germany. To the extent of our knowledge, so far
there are no recent studies directly addressing
this perspective on the presented topic in APV,
thus making this interesting on a small scale.
EMS investigates technological and nontechnological innovation in European industry,
focusing on technology diffusion and
organizational innovation [14]. The data was
collected from manufacturing companies having
at least 20 employees. Total population of 600
companies in APV meets above mentioned
criteria. In order to obtain representative sample,
334 companies evenly distributed across all
manufacturing sectors and in all districts of APV
were contacted. Total number of companies that
participated in this research is 123, representing
a response rate of 36.8%.
Section 5 of the survey is devoted to
employee education, qualification and training.
First and most important question for this
research is related to the number of days within
a year that workers spend on training. Other
questions comprising this section concern the
following topics:
Specific trainings;
Interdisciplinary trainings;
Self learning or e-learning;
Knowledge transfer and job rotation;
Professionals gatherings;
Continuous learning programs;

4. RESULTS
First, the plan of manufacturing firms
regarding the duration of employee training was
analyzed. Results are shown in Table 1.
As presented in table 1, most of the
companies (38,2%) plan the duration of
education and training no longer than 5 days per
worker during one year. Following, 18,7% of
companies are planning to engage their workers
in training for 6 to 10 days per year. Finally,
20,3% of firms responded to plan more than 10
days of education and training during one year
per worker.
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Table 1. Number of days (out of one year) planned
for training per worker
Number of
companies

Percentage

No more
than 5 days
of training

47

38,2

6 to 10 days

23

18,7

More than
10 days

25

20,3

Since the size of a company plays an
important role in the employee training practices
of an organization, the size of the firms that had
been participating in EMS is presented in table
2.
Company size is defined by the number of
employees, where companies with up to 10
employees are classified as Micro and up to 50
employees as Small companies. Medium
companies are the ones with up to 250
employees and Large with more than 250
employees (interdependences).
Table 2. Number of companies based on the size
Companies

Percentage

Micro

5

4.1

Small

69

56.1

Medium

34

27.6

Large

15

12.2

Total

123

100

Table 2 demonstrates that highest share of
companies (56.1%) is classified as small
enterprises, 27.6% as medium enterprises
(27.6%), 12.2% as large and 4.1% as micro
manufacturing firms in APV.
In order to investigate possible relationship
between company size and planned intensity
(overall duration) of training per worker,
comparative analysis was conducted. The results
are presented in table 3.
Within micro companies, half of the
respondents plan up to 5 days of training per
worker, while the other half plan to ensure more
than 10 days of training. 43% of small

companies have indicated to plan up to 5 days of
training per worker in the following year, 29%
have chosen to provide 6 to 10 days of training,
and 28% of small companies have answered to
plan over 10 days of training.
Table 3. Percentage of different-sized companies
opting for different duration of employees training
per year
Micro

Small

Medium

Large

No more
that 5
days of
training

50%

43%

54%

78%

6 -10
days

50%

29%

17%

22%

More
than 10
days

0%

28%

29%

0%

SMEs. Although disposing with less resources
than large companies, which represents notable
obstacle for investing in training and human
capital development, SMEs are suitable for
inter-organizational
partnerships
and
associations (such as clusters), where one of the
main field of action is mutual education and
training provision.
The other extreme case is a lack of large
firms stating to plan overall more than 10 days
in one year per employee.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Concerning medium companies, 54% of
them intend to provide up to 5 days of training
per one employee, 17% between 6 and 10 days,
while 29% of medium firms stated to plan over
10 days of employee training. Finally, majority
of large companies (78%) tend to have training
for a period no longer than 5 days per worker
during the year and 22% have stated that
training per worker will include more than 10
days during one year.

5. DISCUSSION
Results indicate that, regardless of the size of
a company, majority of them tends to have up to
5 days of training during one year per worker.
Considering that opting for this duration of
employee training is not specific for the certain
size of an organization, it can be said that it is
influenced by business climate and state of
economy where investing in workforce is not yet
an integral part of business strategy.
On the other hand, the surprising results are
the tendency of SMEs to engage their employees
in training activities more intensively than in the
case of large companies, which is opposite to
our expectations and assumptions. One of the
possible explanations for this could be the
increased competitiveness motive [11] within

Employee training, as an investment in
human capital, is seen as the key input for work
skills investment, productivity and motivation,
which further indirectly influences many other
business aspects.
Considering literature review, which has
given evidences about training practices in large
companies and SMEs, the assumption in this
paper was that there will be clear relationship
between the intensity (total duration) of
employee training and the size of a company.
However, the results have not shown an obvious
linkage. This indicates that, although in many
cases the size of an organization has been the
key factor, that is not exclusive factor, but one
of many other parameters, such as
organizational culture, specific industry,
organizational maturity, economic development
and similar.
What is encouraging is the result that SMEs
tend to provide higher number of days of
training than large companies, which could
elevate their human reassurance capital and help
them grow. Large companies are less flexible
and adaptive. Comparing the results with the
ones from developed countries like United
States and Australia, it is possible to see that
large companies there have more structured
training programme, as well as the higher
number of training days than the ones in APV.
Once more, this can be credited to the state of
economy where working in a large company in
transitional economy gives people security,
while working in a large company in developed
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countries gives workers a chance to improve
their skills and knowledge base. Further research
could be directed towards examination of how
companies plan their education and training
programme, is it a systematic strategic approach
or an opportunity and project based approach.
Another interesting approach would be to
investigate if there is some influence on training
intensity depending on the industry instead of
the size of a company.
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Abstract
This study is aimed to assess the organisational competitiveness, and readiness of Serbian economy to
compete in the open market of EU. The concept of organisational competitiveness is discussed and
viewed through the implementation of Lean practices. To assess the maturity of Lean, over 200
organisations from various industries of northern province of Serbia were included into the survey
design. The questionnaire was used as a research instrument. For the research purposes of ensuring
higher response rate, this study is based on a Dillman' approach. Emphasizing the Social Exchange
Theory, the results have yielded a 30% response rate. The study shows the absence and lack of
awareness about key Lean drivers. Such shortcomings might negatively impact the competitiveness of
Serbian economy, due to the fact that most of EU companies are heavily oriented towards the
implementation of key Lean concepts.

Keywords: Competitiveness, Lean, Serbia, survey.

1. INTRODUCTION
Republic of Serbia started the process of
accession to the European Union, by initiating a
Stabilisation and Association Agreement (on 7
November 2007.) and in December 2013 the
Council of the European Union approved
opening negotiations on Serbia's accession in
January 2014. If work hard, Serbia is expected
to become member of EU in some 5 years.
Then, Serbian economy will become a part of
huge market, without possibilities of using
administrative measures to protect its
enterprises. That will be moment of truth and we
will get answer to the question Is Economy of
Serbia ready for joining EU? This paper aims to
assess readiness of enterprises in northern part
of Serbia – region of Vojvodina.
This study was conducted with the aim to
reveal the real position of our organizations in
terms of competitiveness and to indicate
direction of action in order to improve their
competitiveness and increase the chance of

survival in the circumstances of more severe
competition than it is now.
To our knowledge, there was no similar
research conducted in Serbia previously.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Today, it is not enough to acquire new
machines and production systems, to be
competitive. Besides that, organization must
adopt / implement contemporary management
concepts like “…restructuring, (investments,
divestments, mergers and acquisitions and the
creation of groups of companies), TQM (Total
Quality Management), kaizen, benchmarking,
outsourcing, reengineering (business process
reengineering), Lean Management, TBM (Time
Based Management), Six Sigma, TOC (Theory
of
Constraints),
controlling,
knowledge
management, organizations: virtual, fractal,
network, flexible, intelligent, learning, as well as
quality
management…”[1].
Automotive
industry, due to success of Toyota, generally
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accepted lean management as a precondition for
survival on the market, and after that, lean
management penetrated all of the other areas of
economy and human operations in general. So,
our focus in this research was on the level of
implementation of contemporary management
concepts, specifically lean management, in
enterprises of Vojvodina.
Once, Lord Kelvin said “If you cannot
measure it, you cannot improve it”[2]. Also,
words that are attributed to lord Kelvin
addresses the core of our problem: “When you
can measure what you are speaking about, and
express it in numbers, you know something
about it; but when you cannot express it in
numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and
unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of
knowledge, but you have scarcely in your
thoughts advanced to the state of science.”[3].
This means that in order to improve
competitiveness of our enterprises, it is
necessary to establish what starting point is:
where is Serbian economy in comparison with
potential competition from EU today. We have
to find way to measure assumed gap between
competitiveness of our and EU enterprises.
Convenient situation is that we have results of
similar research done in EU by Allied
Consultants Europe [4] about level of
implementation of lean in European industry.
As a measurement instrument, questionnaire
was used, and as a method for collecting data,
we have used Dillman’s approach [5]. Reason
for this is our previous experience with
questionnaires and Serbian enterprises. In the
year 2015, we have participated in EMS European Manufacturing Survey [6] conducted
by Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and
Innovation Research, Germany, and in that
study we followed Dillman’s approach and
achieved over 30% response rate.

3. METHOD OF RESEARCH
For this research, it was necessary to develop
a questionnaire as a tool for data collection.
After creating the first version of the
questionnaire, we have conducted validation
within the academic community. Ten professors
from the Faculty of Technical Sciences analysed
the questions from the questionnaire, and they
simulated answering these questions. For all
questions that were unclear, ambiguous, or in
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any way caused problem to give unambiguous
answer, they suggested an improvement. After
analysis of suggestions, questionnaire was
modified and pre-test on small sample of
business organizations was conducted. The 30
organizations was contacted (organizations that
are known that have already adopted some of
the modern management concepts and that are
expected to have a deep understanding of the
problems which are the focus, as well as
understand all terms used in the questions. From
30 organizations contacted, 11 gave suggestions
for improvement, which were accepted. In this
way, final form of questionnaire was obtained.
Questionnaire has
Part A: General data
Part B: Process improvement activities
Part C: Achieved results
Part D: Change management
Part E: Future ambitions
Part F: Level of implementation
This questionnaire was made available in
three versions, to make it possible for every
organization to use the version that best suits
them. The first version was a word document (if
the organization does not have Internet access
but would like to complete the questionnaire
electronically), the second version represented
the printed version questionnaire (if the
organization does not have Internet access and
would like to complete the questionnaire by
hand) and the third version of the questionnaire
was set up on the Internet (address of the
questionnaire is
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Spremnostpri
vredeV) for organizations that have access to the
Internet and want to complete an electronic
form.
The next step was to contact the regional
chambers
of
commerce
and
making
arrangements about a promotional lecture that
should present the aim of the project to
economic organizations as well as modern
management concepts and results achieved by
organization from developed economies that
was due to these management concepts. Another
goal of these contacts was to compile a list of
organizations that gravitate to certain regional
chamber of commerce, which could be an
important participant in this study.
Next important thing was to calculate limit of
the sample representativeness. According to
Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia, and

their report Enterprises in the Republic of Serbia
by size, in 2014 [7], Vojvodina had 130 large
organizations, 583 medium and 21094 small
organizations. Having in mind that each group
has to be represented in the sample, it is
calculated that sample has to be at least 211, to
be representative. As this is taken into account,
and our decision to use Dillman’s approach, we
expected to achieve response rate of 30%, so our
sample had to be at least 704 organizations.
After these introductory steps, 707
organizations were selected and contacted by
telephone, in order to obtain their agreement to
send electronic invitations to participate in the
research. Of all organizations contacted, 516
organizations agreed to participate in the
research. Further work on data collection has
proceeded as follows. To each organization
which agreed to participate in the research was
sent a regular or electronic mail (depending on
their preferences) with a physical questionnaire
or link to the questionnaire which was located
on the Internet. If the organization has not
completed questionnaires within one week, first
reminder of the research was sent to them, and if
they had not completed the questionnaire for the
next 2 weeks, second reminder of the research
was sent to them. If organization even then has
not completed questionnaires, it was considered
that they changed their mind and decided not to
participate in the study. Finally 217 completed
(answered) questionnaires were collected, which
is slightly higher than lower limit for sample to
be representative - that is 211 organizations.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESPONDS
By analysing data collected in the first part of
the questionnaire (Part A), it can be concluded
that there is no statistically significant difference
between the representation of the organizations
that participated in the survey and data of
Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia,
Working Paper - Enterprises in the Republic of
Serbia by size, year 2014 [7]. In other words,
organizations that participated in the survey, by
their geographical distribution, size, production
activities, nature and origin of the initial capital
are fully reflecting actual structure of the
organization from the territory of AP Vojvodina.
The second part of the questionnaire (Part B)
refers to the activities that organizations want to
implement in order to progress. This part of the

questionnaire is supposed to show how seriously
our organizations take its situation, and market
laws and the conditions in which they operate,
and both on the basis of that perceptions to
define development plans and activities that are
part of these plans.
It is not a rare situation that development and
improvement plans in our organizations are just
a wish-list and a reflection of the knowledge
what would have been able to improve. Also,
contact persons from organizations sometimes
simply wish to present themselves in a positive
– better way. In these situations it is better to
inspect the report of implementation of the
previous development and improvement plans,
and on that basis to conclude how intensively
the organization development is. Unfortunately,
due to the questionnaire that allowed such
subjectivity, it was not always possible to
distinguish between subjective and objective
answers. Therefore, when interpreting the results
of this part of the questionnaire, this should be
kept in mind.
All results obtained under this set of
questions surpass the results obtained from a
similar survey of organizations from the
European Union for more than one point.
Anyone who has had insight into organizations
business performance which are from
developed, economically strong countries can
easily conclude how illogical it is, and this can
only be attributed to subjectivity of respondents.
In addition to this illogicality, there was
another one in the actual data. The average
grade of the whole set (both the organizations
that have or have not implemented some of the
modern management concepts) compared to the
score of only those organizations that have
implemented some of the modern management
concepts, are very close - they differ by 0.2 on
average which is very small difference. Even on
an issue (B.09 Competencies development, Staff
training) occurs difference in favour of the
whole sample, against organizations that have
implemented some of the modern management
concepts. It is hard to find any book or journal
article about lean, WCM or Agile, that do not
mention importance of training and competence
development of staff. It is clear that this
situation is possible only when the respondents
do not understand the essence of the question or
are excessively subjective.
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To overcome these problems, it is necessary
to carry out future research in a manner that will
diminish subjectivity and provide as realistic as
possible image of the current situation, since
only on the basis of reliable image of the actual
situation could be defined actions that will have
a chance to ensure real improvement and
development of our organizations.
In Part C of the questionnaire (achieved
results) analysis can be separated into two
directions, the answers from organizations that
have implemented some of the advanced
concepts
of
management,
and
from
organizations that have not implemented these
concepts, with the result that the first part
includes integrated responses of organizations
that have implemented contemporary concepts
of management and those that have not.
The results of this part indicate that
organizations that have implemented some of
the modern management concepts are slightly
better than other organizations, but it is not clear
the extent of the respondent’s subjectivity had
an impact on this, or is there a really small
difference between them. Researcher’s opinion
is that it was a subjectivity and an unwillingness
to criticize or negatively comment on their own
organization. Unfortunately, only objective and
impartial evaluation of business results could
provide a valid answer.
Part D (change management) of the
questionnaire indicated the serious problems that
most organizations have when it comes to any
kind of systematic action in direction of
development and improvement, and the only
conclusion that can be drawn from this is that
organizations do not have sufficient knowledge
and awareness to take some of the more
complex activities in that direction.
Furthermore an additional problem is being
caused by needed time that elapses from the
moment of action until the moment when they
can identify the beneficial consequences of such
action. Is it a lack of patience by owners /
managers of most organizations or because of
lack of consistency in the definition and
monitoring of key performance indicators or the
systems that will allow this monitoring, the
questionnaire did not provide the basis for
reaching such a conclusion.
Presented research results in Part D suggest
that the respondents, i.e. tested organization in a
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number of cases do not have clearly established
mechanism or method by which they are
planning and predicting the effects of the
achievement
of
planned
improvements.
Statistics suggests on this conclusion and shows
a lot of unrealistic expectations and evaluations
of the respondents. In some cases the
respondents, i.e. organizations expressed the
opinion that there is no need for improvement,
although it is known that the survival of the
organization in the market largely depends on
such improvements. On the contrary, in some
areas evaluation of respondents are bordering
wishes, and not realistic considerations. This
attitudes marginality and polarity points to the
obvious lack of a systematic approach to
identify improvement through clearly defined
mechanisms, as well as the absence of a
methodical approach regarding considered
problem. Primarily, this refers to the
identification of key factors on the basis of data
from the process and the environment, as well as
the analysis of such data using recognized
analytical methods. In other words, the key
shortcoming is lack of evidence-based decisionmaking by managerial structure, in terms of
identifying key areas of improvement in
organizational business performance. Further,
based on the results, it is possible to express
doubts in existence of any short-and long-term
objectives
and
eventually
improvement
strategies. In conclusion, considering that a large
number of organizations from the EU has some
kind of mentioned mechanisms and methods, it
can be said that local organizations are not
competitive. Furthermore, the absence of a clear
idea what local organizations should seek in
terms of improving business performance raises
concerns about the existence of development
vision. Such a situation could have a negative
impact on employees in these organizations, and
in some way on local community in which the
organization exists and operates.
The dynamic environment in which
organizations operate imposes the need for
continuous planning of all activities with a focus
on those activities that need to establish specific
improvements in the future. It is easy to
conclude from the questionnaire that
organizations realize the importance of planning
their activities for a longer period in the future,
but at the same time suggests that in
organizations there is insufficient awareness of
the potential opportunities for improvement as

well as the modern trends that would ensure
improvements could be realized.
Typical for Part E group of questions:
Activities for improvement over the next two
years, is that there is a fairly consistent view
within organizations in terms of essential and
non-essential activities that can be implemented.
It can be concluded that as activities are largely
irrelevant was highlighted those that are less
known to managers in organizations and with
which did not have the opportunity to meet in
the previous operation, such as the operation
according to the "pull" system or a system for
performance management, visual project
management, SMED - tool exchange time and
organizing directed to the effective and efficient
production process. It is important to note that
despite the fact that listed activities are
considered less important for improving
business in the future, organizations show a
fairly high readiness for their implementation,
which supports the thesis that the organization
are declaratively ready to change even when
improvement scope are largely unknown, as
well as that in the coming period further efforts
are needed, primarily through the specifically
aimed training, to help them get closer and
explain the benefits of these activities.
On the other hand the activities that are
present for a long time in business organizations
and which are "adopted" in the economic
environment was positively evaluated. Thus
reduction of 8 wastes was rated as the most
significant, because the word "waste" highly
indicates on something that has to be removed.
At the same time it can be concluded that
awareness of importance of employees training
is at high level which is the result of changes in
operations that have occurred in the past, and is
directly linked to the importance of developing
leadership qualities in all management positions,
which is also evaluated as extremely significant.
Quality assurance is also adopted concept and
therefore evaluated as a very significant,
followed by continuous improvement, visually
cleanliness of working area and need for
standardization of working methods. It is
important to mention that each of these activities
with high significance evaluation is followed by
a high degree of readiness to implement in the
coming period of two years.
The general impression is that there is an
awareness of the need for planning, there is

readiness for implementation of activities on
that improvement, but also a certain lack of
knowledge and capacity to implement these
activities in a greater extent, which could be
resolved by insisting on more training and more
involvement of experts in certain fields.
Of the 32 organizations that declared that
they have implemented some of the modern
management concepts, not all organizations
gave answers to the questions and it is unclear
why it was so. In fact, from 10 to 12
organizations, out of the 32, did not reply to
some questions, and it makes up about 30% or
about 1/3 of these organisations.
The answers indicate that our organization
were successfully overcome the basic tools of
modern management concepts. For questions
pertaining to these tools, it happened that neither
organization has not made answer "1" neither
the answer "2" (i.e. questions related to 5S order and cleanliness maintenance, low level of
work in progress. In other questions there was
no answer "1", also the questions with the worst
evaluation were rare and they are mostly related
to more advanced or more complex objectives or
tools (e.g. SMED, reducing the number of
suppliers to a small value in order to develop
much closer strategic partnership with them).
Data from this part of the questionnaire
indicate
that
organizations
that
have
implemented some of the modern management
concepts are mostly successful organization,
according to the indicators that were included in
this study. The bad news is that there are very
few, far below the average in developed but also
developing economies (Asia, South America
and even Africa). It would be good that those
although few organizations popularize this
approach and publish their own (successful)
results and also help their suppliers to follow the
same path.

5. CONCLUSION
The general conclusion of the entire research
would be that good organizations from region of
Vojvodina could cope with competition from
developed countries, with a small extra effort
and development, but unfortunately there are
very few of these organizations. Most
organizations would not "survive" a direct
confrontation on the market with organizations
from developed economies. It is very likely that
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some of these organizations (few of them)
would be taken over by more developed
organizations, while a number of these
organizations would simply perish. This might
not seem a big deal, since in the territory of AP
Vojvodina
would
operate
successful
organizations (organizations from the European
Union who will come to this area), but the
problem is that these organizations would come
from one specific reason: to make extra profit
due to cheaper labour. Proof of this is part of the
questionnaire related to general information on
organizations, where it is evident that our
organizations founded with foreign capital have
only slightly higher salaries than our
organizations, and not close to salaries that these
organizations have in their home countries. In
the case that Serbia standard rises and that the
labour stop to be the cheapest in the region, that
organizations would relocate their production
facilities to other countries (which would have
cheaper labour), and on our territory would not
remain even those organizations that are
previously existed. This is a very bad scenario
and therefore it is necessary to make the
maximum effort to avoid it and to find a way to
improve
the
competitiveness
of
our
organizations
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